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Abstract 

Ordinary financial measures oversimplify the evaluation of Advanced Manu

facturing System Technologies (AMST). A multiple objective decision model is 

developed which avoids the shortcomings of the traditional evaluation methods. 

The model is comprised of three objectives: Pecuniary, Strategic, and Tactical. 

The Pecuniary objective is based upon traditional Discounted Cash Flow tech

niques, with the results normalized to a [-1, +1] (worst-best) scale. The Strategic 

and Tactical objectives are ba3ed upon the concept of qualitative flows, and a qual

itative discounting method is employed to discount the qualitative costs/benefits 

to a present value. The three objectives are traded-off using the Composite Pro

gramming technique, resulting in a rank ordering of the alternatives which are 

under consideration. 

The three objectives of the model are broken down into attributes which de

fine the objective, and these attributes are "mapped" into the organization of a 

manufacturing environment. It is shown that the model covers the entire manu

facturing organization in accounting for the costs/benefits of the proposed AMST 

alternatives. 

The influence of the three objectives on the final score is analyzed using a 

mixture experiment. The mixture experiment provides insight into the effect of 

varying the importance of each objective and its effect on the final rankings. This 

provides the analyst a method to determine which attributes and/or objectives 

are critical for the AMST alternative being investigated. 

Realizing that the evaluation of AMST hinges on events which ·0.re to occur in 

the future, and these events are not known for certain, the procedure is extended 
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to include a measure of risk. Cash flows, qualitative flows, interest rates, and 

project lengths are provided by the decision maker as pessimistic, most likely, and 

optimistic estimates. An analysis is provided where the inputs are assumed to 

be independent. The model is then further enhanced to allow time dependence 

between cash flows and qualitative flows of a single attribute. Results are provided 

as a mean and variance of the evaluation score, objective scores, and indicies, along 

with frequency distributions. 

A case study analysis is provided which shows the application of the techniques 

developed in this work. 



Chapter 1 
Introduction 

"During the past two decades American managers have increasingly 

relied on principles which prize analytical detachment and methodolog-

ical elegance over insight, based on experience, into the subtleties and 

complexities of strategic decisions." [52J 

20 

The purpose of this research is to develop a model which can assist a decision 

maker in the evaluation of Advanced Manufacturing System Technologies (AMST). 

This chapter provides some background on the evaluation of AMST, the problem 

statement, research contribution, and the organization of this dissertation. 

1.1 Background 

Manufacturing technology has progressed a great deal in the past 30 years. 

Technologies such as Numerical Control (NC), Computer Aided Manufacturing 

(CAM), Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Integrated Manufacturing 

(CIM), Robotics, and Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) were unknown then. 

Today these are common technologies in the manufacturing environment, and 

make up what is called Advanced Manufacturing System Technologies (AMST). 

Investments in AMST are difficult to justify using ordinary financial mea

sures. Canada and Sullivan [20J cite four fundamental conditions that point to the 

need for improved economic evaluation of AMST and Cost Management Systems 

(CMS): 

1. Traditional financial techniques are inappropriate for technology planning. 

2. Direct labor is no longer the driver for production control. 
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Table 1.1: Predominant Approaches to Evaluating Manufacturing Investments 
[130] 

MAJOR PROJECT MINOR PROJECT 
METHOD EVALUATION EVALUATION 

PAYBACK 88% 87% 
IRR 76% 61% 
ARR 63% 59% 
NPV 27% 21% 

3. Cost patterns have changed. 

4. Cost accounting systems no longer reflect the manufacturing process. 

Net Present Value (NPV), Return On Investment (ROI), Internal Rate of Re

turn (IRR), Payback period, and Accountant Rate of Return (ARR) are the tradi

tional techniques used to evaluate investments in manufacturing. NPV, ROI, and 

IRR are generally grouped into a category referred to as Discounted Cash Flow 

(DCF) techniques. A survey by Swindle [130] found that no single method was 

used in either major or minor project evaluation. A combination of technologies 

was used instead. This survey provided a ranking of the techniques as shown in 

Table 1.1. While these measures are each valid in their own right, they over

simplify the investment decision. They ignore risk and do not provide sufficient 

representation of the various attributes which make up AMST. 

These common financial measures alone are inadequate for making decisions in 

investments of AMST. Kaplan [71] criticizes the DCF approach because compa

nies tend to set arbitrarily high hurdle rates for evaluating investments into new 

projects. These high hurdle rates cause companies to invest in incremental, rather 

than revolutionary, projects. This in turn propagates several small investments 
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which result in the long run "to a less-than-optimal material flow and to obsolete 

process technology" [71). Additionally, the costs of AMST have increased faster 

than the hurdle rates have changed, posing a significant problem in the justification 

of new technologies. 

The traditional financial techniques are also inappropriate due to the use of 

inadequate methodology. Companies tend to underinvest in AMST because of 

a failure to properly evaluate all of the relative alternatives. The common error 

is in assuming that if no investment is made, the current market share, selling 

prices, and costs will remain the same. However, experience shows that busi

ness rarely continues undisturbed. Maintaining the current methods of operation 

should therefore assume a situation of declining cash flows, market share, and 

profits. This is due to the likelihood that if one company does not invest in new 

technologies, its competitors will. 

Another shortcoming of the DCF techniques is their inability to account for 

intangible benefits such as greater flexibility, shorter throughput, shorter lead 

time, and increased knowledge in the use of new technologies. These qualitative 

benefits have an impact on the evaluation process, however they do not fit into 

the traditional financial models. Thus, these benefits are usually valued at zero in 

a DCF justification analysis. Analysts "who assign zero values to many intangible 

benefits prefer being precisely wrong to being vaguely right" [71). 

As stated in the second condition, direct labor is no longer the dominant force 

in production that it used to be. Production is begining to rely more on indirect 

functions in getting the job done. Due to this change, performance measurement 

no longer mirrors the production process. Since all of the current systems in 

manufacturing are focused on direct labor, management does not have a good 
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Figure 1.1: Overhead Dominating As Value Added Element [9] 

grasp on the factors which impact production performance and control. 

The shift from direct to indirect labor means that overhead costs are beginning 

to become a dominant part of the value added in a product. This is the third 

condition relating to the need for improved evaluation of AMST. Figure 1.1 depicts 

the direct to indirect labor relationship. Traditional blue-collar workers are being 

replaced by information workers, such as design engineers and systems analysts. 

This change in costs signifies that the high cost element of manufacturing is no 

longer labor, but rather the machinery associated with AMST. 

The shift in employment structure will render traditional accounting methods 

that allocate overhead to direct labor hours at best irrelevant, and more likely 

counterpl"Oductive. Thus, as the fourth point indicated, Cost Accounting systems 

no longer reflect the manufacturing process. Variable costs will likely all but 

disappear (except for purchases of material and the energy required to operate 

equipment) due to the new manufacturing technology available today. 

Madu and Georgantzas [84] discuss the need for a formal approach to evaluate 
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Table 1.2: Capital Investment and Related Productivity Increase of Western Coun
tries, 1974··1982 [144] 

JAPAN 
FRANCE 
WEST GERMANY 
UNITED KINGDOM 
UNITED STATES 

CAPITAL 
INVESTMENT 
(as % of output) 

17.1% 
13.6% 
11.2% 
13.0% 
11.1% 

PRODUCTIVITY 
INCREASE 

79% 
43% 
29% 
16% 
18% 

AMST, which includes intangible and non-quantifiable factors. They conclude 

that such a method can greatly enhance the decision making capabilities of a 

manufacturing enterprise. Additionally, as shown in Table 1.2, investment trends 

have a direct impact on productivity. Therefore, in order for the United States 

to majntain its competitiveness, it must find a method to be able to assist in 

improved evaluation of capital projects. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The literature review of Chapter 2 provides several different views of the AMST 

problem. Some of the papers reviewed perceive the situation as strictly quantita-

tive, using monetary criteria. Others have chosen to look at the mix of flexible 

and non-flexible capacity to acquire, and when the capacity should be acquired. A 

few have concentrated solely on the strategic issues associated with AMST eval

uation. The rest have investigated methodologies which combine the qualitative 

issues related to AMST evaluation with a quantitative analysis. In all cases, the 

quantitative analysis has relied upon the traditional principles of DCF techniques. 
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For the reasons discussed in Section 1.1, the analysis of AMST cannot rely 

on quantitative measures only. The analysis must adequately incorporate quali

tative issues with a quantitative analysis. The quantitative analysis shall avoid 

the shortcomings of the DCF procedures, specifically the misuse of the magical 

hurdle rate. The analysis shall not only provide a ranking of the alternatives, 

but also an understanding of the objectives which make up the AMST evaluation. 

Therefore, the methodology of the analysis is as important as the analysis itself. 

The methodology will be viewed from the standpoint of the company, rather than 

a single individual who is attempting to maximize short-term (sometimes per

sonal) gains. The ranking of the alternatives also shall include an evaluation of 

the "do-nothing" alternative, or maintaining current operations. A measure of 

risk (uncertainty) shall be incorporated into the model in order to account for un

known future events which are part of the evaluation. Finally, the technique and 

methodology shall be intuitive to understand, and practical enough to be utilized 

by the individuals who perform such analysis in a "real world" setting. 

The model used in this AMST evaluation will take the following form. Let X 

denote the set of alternative AMST's to be evaluated. Let Zp(:v) be the Pecuniary 

(quantitative) objective, Zs(:V) be the Strategic (qualitative) objective, and ZL(a!) 

be the Tactical (qualitative) objective. The Pecuniary objective will address the 

monetary aspects of the evaluation using a DCF technique. The Strategic objective 

captures the issues which arise in the planning functions of a company, and the 

Tactical objective addresses the issues in the operational areas of a company. The 

general form of this problem is represented by: 

maxZp(:v) 

maxZs(:v) 
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subject to: 

~ EX 

Further details surrounding the objectives and relating to the set X is provided 

in Chapter 3. 

1.3 Research Contribution 

The research undertaken in this dissertation constitutes a contribution to the 

AMST evaluation area in the following ways. This work defines a methodology to 

be used in the evaluation of AMST. The methodology is intuitive to the user, and 

at the same time logical to apply. The methodology has well defined parameters 

to be used in the evaluation process. The model defined by this work is generic 

enough to fit the uniqueness of any manufacturing related company. The model 

depends upon the company's strategic plan, organization, and operations, and as 

such captures the individuality of the company. 

A categorization of the attributes which define the multiple objectives of the 

AMST evaluation is provided. This information delineates the attributes which 

make up an objective. Additionally, the importance of these criteria can be defined 

to capture the uniqueness of the company, so that the evaluation is specific for a 

particular company's needs. The evaluation of qualitative objectives is performed 

in a period by period basis, and discounted to a present value, which has not been 

performed in the existing methods. An assessment of the "do-nothing" alternative 

is also defined in a broader scope than the existing combination techniques. 

Finally, the issue of risk is investigated. A great deal of the evaluation hinges 

on events which are to occur in the future. These events are unknown for certain, 
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and a decision made on these events contains risk. A methodology to incorporate 

the risk factors into the model also contributes to the current research efforts. 

The incorporation of these issues into a single model that will prove useful to a 

practitioner in the field, along with providing avenues for continued research, will 

be a formidable task. 

1.4 Organization of Dissertation 

This chapter has provided a background of the problem, along with the motiva

tion to perform work in this area. Chapter 2 provides a review of current research 

efforts in the area of evaluation of AMST. Chapter 3 presents a deterministic model 

formulation. Determination of risk is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides 

a case-study example. Extensions to and evaluation of the developed model are 

provided in Chapter 6. Conclusions and a summary are presented in Chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 
Literature Review 

"All that mankind has ever learned is nothing more than a single 

grain of sand on a beach that reaches to infinity." [14] 

2.1 Introduction 
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Various work is currently being undertaken in the area of economic justifica-

tion and planning with relation to AMST. Some methods deal specifically with the 

justification of AMST, while others address the planning of AMST with respect 

to certain financial measures. The methods used represent techniques utilizing 

quantitative criteria only, qualitative criteria only, and a mix of quantitative and 

qualitative criteria. The overview provided herein is broken into five categories. 

They are methods which are based upon traditional engineering economics, oper

ations research, artificial intelligence, control theory, and multiple criteria decision 

making. Sections are also provided which discuss the attributes commonly used 

in the evaluation of AMST, and the determination of risk in AMST evaluation. 

The Chapter concludes with a summary. 

2.2 Traditional Engineering Economics 

In the area of traditional engineering economics, the work has been directed 

around two methods: Net Present Value and Cost/Benefit Analysis. 

2.2.1 Net Present Value (NPV) 

One of the most used methods of economic evaluation of AMST is Net Present 

Value. This classic method utilizes the time value of money in order to evaluate 
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the merit of one 01' several proposed capital expenditures. The form for expressing 

NPV is: 

(2.1) 

where: 

Po - present value. 

yt - net cash flow at the end of period t. 

i k - interest rate in period k, k E T. 

T - life of the project. 

Kulatilaka [76] performs conventional capital budgeting using NPV, and shows 

that conventional capital budgeting techniques can be used to justify an FMS. The 

NPV is determined from the expected cash flows, and is calculated as an incre

mental NPV compared to a reference alternative. Some guidelines for a cash flow 

forecasting model are presented, along with methods of incorporating uncertainty 

into these cash flows using a risk adjusted interest rate. 

The procedure is excellent in its quantitative merit, however no qualitative 

issues from the implementation of the FMS are considered, which may result in 

the exclusion of important savings from the model. The interest rate is allowed to 

vary between attributes, which allows for risk to be varied among the attributes. 

However, using a risk adjusted interest rate can be misleading. If the interest rate 

includes risk, the risk portion should vary over time. Hodder and Riggs [60] point 

out that the longer a project progresses through its development cycle, the less 

risky the project becomes. Thus, if a risk adjusted interest rate is used, the risk 

portion should be reduced as the project matures. 
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Canada [19] describes a method to perform a net present worth analysis aimed 

at evaluation of ClM opportunities. Strategic and tactical attributes, together 

with financial factors, are used in this method to arrive at a ranking of the al

ternatives. The importance of the strategic and tactical attributes are repre

sented through a weighting scheme, as is how well each attribute is satisfied by 

each alternative. A traditional NPV analysis is then performed for each project. 

The weighted evaluation, NPV analysis, and investment for each project are then 

charted. A visual trade-off is performed using the highest weighted evaluation and 

best NPV, resulting in a rank ordering of the alternatives. 

This method does not integrate the qualitative and quantitative issues well, 

but rather treats them as stand alone components. It is also assumed that the 

qualitative benefits occur at the time of implementation of the project. This is 

rarely the case, as these benefits take time to fully occur. No consideration of risk 

is employed in this model. 

Bussey [16] describes the selection of projects under constraints known as the 

Lorie-Savage problem. Weingartner [151] developed a mathematical formulation 

of a constrained Lorie-Savage problem using NPV. The objective is to maximize a 

linear function of the net present values of the cash flows associated with individual 

projects. 

This method is excellent in its financial analysis, however the only way to 

include qualitative aspects in the model would be to quantify them in cash flows. 

There is also no handling of risk in the analysis. 

Choobineh [24] utilizes NPV with possibility distributions in order to represent 

uncertainty in the justification of manufacturing systems. Possibility theory is an 

extension of the theory of fuzzy sets. A breakdown is provided between monetary 
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and nonmonetary attributes used in this model. The monetary attributes are 

handled using NPV and the nonmonetary attributes are treated as a weighted 

evaluation. 

This methodology arrives at a final possibility distribution for an AMST alter

native. A ranking scheme is provided to rank the alternatives using the possibility 

distributions. This technique provides for a way to incorporate monetary and 

nonmonetary attributes of AMST, along with a measure of risk. 

The general form of NPV shown in equation 2.1 is rarely used in practice. In 

most analysis, the interest rate i is chosen to be constant, which results in: 

l' 

'" Yt Po = t;o (1 + i)-t (2.2) 

This constant i is the basis for the criticism by Kaplan [71] and Hayes [51]. The 

risk of a project tends to get incorporated into the interest rate to protect the 

decision maker, creating an unusually high interest rate. The use of an interest is 

not the objection, rather its subjective determination [71], [51], [60]. Not only does 

the interest rate contain the cost of capital to the firm, it is adjusted for risk and 

inflation. This adjustment is usually made by the decision maker on a subjective 

basis. When adjusting the interest rate in this way, it is easy to arrive at an 

arbitrarily high rate, placing any further technology justification at a compromise. 

Hodder and Riggs [60] point out that interest rates adjusted in this manner are 

done so by: 

1 + ia = (1 + i)(l + if )(1 + ir) 

where: 

Za - Adjusted interest rate. 

- Market interest rate. 

(2.3) 
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i J - Inflation rate. 

ir - Risk premium. 

Therefore, when a company has a market interest rate of 8%, inflation at 7%, and 

the decision maker adds in a 10% risk premium, the adjusted rate is 27.1%. This 

is quite a significant difference to the 15.6% rate fot market interest and inflation. 

The preferred method of evaluating projects containing risk is to use an interest 

rate that is adjusted for inflation only, and then adjust the cash flows which 

occur in a given year appropriately for risk [60J. By doing this, the unnecessary 

compounding of risk adjustments is avoided. An example of adjusting cash flows 

for risk is to represent the cash flows in any year as a probability distribution with 

appropriate parameters such as mean and variance. These cash flow distributions 

then represent any risk involved with the project. 

2.2.2 Cost/Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

Bussey [16J describes a CBA method called Benefit-Cost Ratio. This is the 

ratio of the NPV of the cash flows for a project to the present cost of the project. 

When this ratio is greater than one, the benefits outweigh the costs, and the 

project is deemed acceptable. Otherwise, costs outweigh the benefits, and the 

project is unacceptable. 

The CBA ratio provides a ranking of projects based upon the net present 

value per dollar outlay. However, this method provides no more information than 

a net present value analysis, and that analysis is more straight forward. This 

method is strictly quantitative and does not allow for any qualitative benefits 

to be incorporated. Additionally, there is no provision for risk analysis except 

through the interest rate. 
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Chasen and Dow [23J provide an extremely detailed analysis for using CBA to 

justify CAD ICAM systems. The premise behind this CBA is that established jus

tification using direct cost benefits is preferred. This CBA predominantly analyzes 

labor, and does not account for qualitative issues. Furthermore, this analysis does 

not account for the time value of money, which is as bad as using an arbitrarily 

high interest rate. Risk is not considered in this methodology, and the evaluation 

does not take into account the "do-nothing" alternative. 

Generally, CBA techniques consider only monetary attributes. There is no 

methodology to incorporate qualitative issues. This technique does not differenti

ate between small and large investments. Since only a ratio is taken, the magni

tudes of the investments become lost. Additionally, not all of the CBA techniques 

use an interest rate. The omission of an interest rate yields results which are not 

adjusted for the time value of money, and this can lead to inconsistent evaluations. 

2.3 Operations Research Methods (OR) 

Much of the work in evaluation of AMST has been performed in the realm of op

erations research. Analysis of flexible versus non-flexible automation i~ performed 

by Fine and Freund [35J, [36] (two-stage convex quadratic program), Burstein [15J 

(mixed integer programming), and Gaimon [39J, [40J (control theory). Nobel [97J, 

Newman [94], and Randhawa and West [110J use simulation to analyze the AMST 

evaluation problem. 

The decision of which type of manufacturing capacity to obtain in Fine and 

Freund [35], [36] is done prior to the actual knowledge of demand. Production de

cisions are then made after an observation of a demand random variable has been 

made. The objective of the model is to minimize costs. This model uses some sim-
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plifying assumptions which are not realistic. The variable costs for dedicated and 

flexible capacities are assumed to be equal, which is misleading, as flexible capac

ities should reduce the variable costs [79]. The authors also make the statement 

that dedicated capacity incurs an infinite cost of production changeover, whereas 

flexible capacity incurs a zero change over cost. This is not realistic, as flexible 

capacity still has a change over cost, but it is less than the cost for dedicated 

capacity. A strictly decreasing demand curve is assumed, which indicates that 

over time the demand is decreasing. This totally ignores any new products, whose 

new demand curve would exhibit an increasing trend in the early stages of the 

product life cycle. Additionally, the time value of money is not considered, and 

no qualitative measures are addressed in this model. 

The objective of Burstein's [15] model is to maximize the present value of the 

firm. The technological opportunities to invest in flexible technology are repre

sented by an investment function. This assists in determining whether to use 

flexible automation, dedicated automation, or both. This model addresses the 

contrast between the modularity of flexible capacity and the "lumpy" or indivis

ible capacity for dedicated automation. Assumptions used in this model such as 

stationary, deterministic, and independent demand, and infinitely durable equip

ment are not realistic. Demand can depend on production in previous years, for if 

one firms' production cannot meet current demand, a competing firm can obtain 

the extra demand. If the first firm then obtains extra capacity to make up for 

the demand it could not satisfy, that firm now has to obtain that demand back 

from its competition. This may place the first firm in a position of having ex

cess capacity over the current demand. Additionally, equipment is not infinitely 

durable. Equipment tends to fail at one point or another, and always requires 
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preventative maintenance. These assumptions can result in a model that may not 

accurately depict the environment, which in turn yields misleading information. 

Again, this model does not consider qualitative issues resulting from the use of 

flexible automation. This model also includes no measure of risk associated with 

implementing flexible technology. 

Simulation is used to determine the future costs associated with AMST, and 

to provide the classic "what if" analysis. Nobel [97] uses simulation as a tool to 

assist in making financial decisions. Although not directly developed for analyz

ing AMST, the procedure can be utilized to determine future costs of existing 

equipment and the optimal life of new equipment for use in the analysis of AMST. 

Newman's [94] analysis focuses on a model of a particular portion of an FMS. 

The economic model development is a trade-off to evaluate if the increased setup 

costs, incurred from the use of special purpose pallets, would be offset by the 

savings obtained from reduced investment in pallets having a general purpose. 

These results can be incorporated into an economic model to determine if one 

method of operation is preferred to another. 

Randhawa and West [110] present a three-phase approach for analyzing CIM 

investments, including uncertainty. Their preference for simulation is based upon 

the fact that CIM investment decisions are based upon many attributes that may 

exhibit complex dependence relationships. Simulation, in the authors' view, can 

handle the many attributes and their relationships better than analytical methods. 

The approach of this three-phase analysis seems to incorporate all the necessary 

quantitative measures, along with a measure of risk. 

Simulation is well suited for risk analysis, as the use of random variables can 

provide insight into the randomness of the evaluation. Simulation also provides 
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additional insight to the adverse or improved effects in other areas of an AMST, 

as is the case in the analysis by Newman [94J. A simulation could also be extended 

to include pseudo-qualitative issues, such as effects upon quality resulting in less 

scrap and rework. The simulation approach, although well suited to complex 

models, can itself become complex. This complexity in turn can become costly 

due to requirements for verification and validation of the simulation model. 

The models of Gaimon [39], [40] are intended to capture an organization's 

goals, and revolve around the organization's motivations identified for acquiring 

automation, the purpose and use of the automation under consideration, and the 

manner in which the automation is acquired over time. These models provide 

for a very detailed analysis of the acquisition of automation, however again the 

qualitative issues associated with automation are not accounted for in any of the 

models. Some of the assumptions are also questionable, such as the continuous 

acquisition of automation and that demand cannot exceed production capacity. 

Granted automation is generally acquired modularly, however these modules are 

acquired at discrete points in time, generally over years. Also, it is possible for 

demand to exceed capacity and this occurrence should be allowed to happen in 

the model so that the effects of this event can be analyzed. The models do not 

consider risk. 

The OR approaches to evaluation of AMST are all quantitative in nature and 

fail to include qualitative issues in their analysis. These models also require strict 

assumptions in order for solutions to be determined, and these assumptions can 

compromise the applicability of the model to a "real world" setting. Finally, these 

models assume that appropriate input data is available to evaluate the models. In 

AMST, this data is generally not available due to the newness of these systems 
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[110]. Thus, further assumptions about the input data are required, and these 

should be made in some sort of unknown (probabilistic) sense. Except for the 

simulation approaches, this is not generally performed in the models reviewed 

under this section. 

2.4 Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

In addressing a problem in decision analysis, it is almost impossible not to find 

some sort of solution in the artificial intelligence arena. Sullivan and LeClair [129] 

present an Expert System (ES) for use in the justification of FMS. Hengold et 

al. [53] use an ES to analyze venture justification of AMST. These ES's provide 

a "consultant service" in the evaluation of advanced manufacturing technology. 

Three recommended decisions are achieved from the use of these systems. They 

are "GO", "NOGO", or "DEFER". This results in a categorization of alternatives 

rather than a rank ordering. Therefore, if two alternatives yield a "GO" recom

mendation, nothing can be stated in terms of a preference for one alternative over 

another. These ES's seem to provide a good handling of qualitative issues through 

the use of production rules, however they are dependent upon knowledge availabil

ity in the knowledge base. The financial criteria utilize present value techniques. 

ES's to handle the evaluation of AMST are an excellent approach, however the 

primary drawback is the time required to build a substantial knowledge base in 

order to effectively use these systems. These ES's also have no capability to handle 

risk. 

Padmanabhan [100] presents a tandem expert support system for use in justi

fying FMS's. This work takes the stand that often a wrong justification technique 

is used to evaluate an FMS project. The system developed uses an expert sys-
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tern to assist the decision maker in selecting an evaluation technique, and then 

a traditional programming language is used to actually carry out the evaluation 

calculations. Padmanabhan [100] believes that the existing evaluation techniques 

can be used to quantify intangible benefits, however the effort required to do so is 

great and a large amount of knowledge is required in the process. Required data 

for the analytical model is obtained from the user through the ES. 

The tandem expert support system is a good approach to assist in selecting a 

evaluation technique and to obtain the necessary input for that technique from the 

decision mal{er. However, there exists a serious problem in obtaining the required 

knowledge for the knowledge base since the decision makers are generally unable 

to break down into steps the way they have reached a particular decision. 

AI techniques provide a way to handle qualitative issues in AMST evaluations. 

Their use is currently not widespread due to the time and information requirements 

to establish an ES. None of the AI techniques presented considered risk. 

2.5 Multiple 
(MCDM) 

Criteria Decision Making 

Multiple Criteria Decision Making methods have been used to analyze the 

AMST evaluation problem, providing the ability to include qualitative factors 

into the model. Several different approaches have been documented, and these 

approaches show the wide range of applicability in using MCDM for this problem. 

2.5.1 Composite Programming 

Composite Programming is an extension of the Compromise Programming 

technique. Composite Programming provides a two-level trade-off analysis. The 

first level is a trade-off among the criteria of an objective, and the second level is a 
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trade-off among the objectives. In order to provide an understanding of Composite 

Programming, a brief discussion of Compromise Programming is provided. 

Compromise Programming [157] is a technique which identifies a compromise 

solution as that point, or set of points, which minimizes the distance that a solution 

is from an ideal point. This concept is depicted graphically in Figure 2.1. The 

main objective of this technique is to reduce the set of non-dominated solutions so 

that the decision maker can select a "satisficing" solution based upon the decision 

maker's own judgement. 

Let the ideal solution be defined as a vector Z· = (zi, Zi" .. ,z'N) where N 

represents the number of objective functions and z~ is the solution to: 

max Zn (z ) n = 1, ... , N (2.4) 

subject to: 

z eX 

It is unlikely that this ideal solution can be attained, however a measurement 
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can be made on how close a solution is to the ideal. A general form is the Lp-norm: 

(2.5) 

Since each objective n can contribute different levels to the overall result, the 

deviations (z: - zn(:V)) are to be weighted by a value an (an> 0). As such, 

Equation 2.5 becomes: 

(2.6) 

Additionally, each objective n may be measured in non-commensurate units. 

In order to avoid this problem, the deviations (z: - zn(:V)) can be normalized by 

dividing the deviation by the maximum deviation found for objective n. This is 

done by using the normalized distance measure: 

(2.7) 

where Zn. is a component of the vector Z. = (Zt., Z2., •.. , ZN.) and is the solution 

to: 

min zn(:V) n=l, ... ,N (2.8) 

subject to: 

Now, the distance measure is: 

(2.9) 

Geometrically, p = 1 implies the sum of axial distances between two points. 

When p = 2, the geometric interpretation is a straight line between two points, 

which is the euclidean distance between two points. A p value of 00 results in 
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complete domination of the largest distance over all of the other deviations. The 

parameter p in the Lp-norm has significance beyond its geometric interpretation. 

In Compromise Programming, distance is used as a proxy measure for human pref-

erence. The values for p of 1, 2, and 00 are strategically important in interpreting 

the results from Compromise Programming. A p value of 1 signifies group utility 

in the decision making process, or simple majority rule. This most emphasizes 

the sum of individual utilities, and least emphasizes the individual regret of the 

choice. A p value of 2 signifies a move towards individual utility, or more emphasis 

on the individual regret of choice. When p equals 00, the interpretation is complete 

individual utility, or most emphasis on the largest individual regret of choice. 

Composite Programming can be viewed as a two-level Compromise Program-

ming technique [6J. In the first level, a Compromise Programming trade-off is 

performed among the criteria of an objective. The second level is then a trade

off of the objectives for each alternative. Formally, the Composite Programming 

distance p is defined by: 

subject to: 

where: 

N - number of objectives. 

- number of criteria for each objective n. 

- maxznm(~) 
~eX 

- min znm(~) 
~ex 

Znm E ~n 

(2.10) 
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Bardossyet al. [6] prove that p is a metric on ~n, meaning that p as a distance 

measure will be zero only when the two elements being compared are identical. 

When the distance measure is non-zero, a difference exists between the two ele

ments. Additionally, the authors show that the nondominated points which corre

spond to the minima of the composite distances are also minima for compromise 

distances. Although this technique has not been used to evaluate AMST, it is a 

good technique to apply in order to incorporate both quantitative and qualitative 

measures. 

2.5.2 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

Thoxler and Blank [141], [139], [140] present a methodology to compare and 

evaluate manufacturing systems based on a system value model. Their view is that 

value of the system to the user is the real focus of the AMST evaluation problem. 

A measure of system value can be obtained utilizing a methodology which includes 

both monetary and nonmonetary elements. In order to adequately characterize 

system value, the hierarchy shown in Figure 2.2 was developed. The hierarchy is 

not reported to be all inclusive, but rather indicative of a typical system. This 

hierarchy can be tailored to a specific environment (i.e. manufacturing, informa

tion systems, service, government), however the basic attributes should remain 

relatively constant. 

The general structure of the system value model is that of a heuristic procedure 

providing support to decision makers. A vector measure of orders of magnitude 

for system value (MSV) is defined using Suitability, Capability, Performance, and 
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Figure 2.2: Criteria of System Value as defined by Troxler and Blank [141J 

ATTRIBUTES FACTORS 

Investment 
Growth 
Technology position 

Suitability Market position 
Employee Relations 
Workforce compensation 
Organization Structure 
Operations management 

Design 
Function 
Reliability 

Capability Availability 
CIM ability 
Flexibility 

SYSTEM Human factors 
VALUE Technical feasibility 

Throughput 
Quality 

Performance Inventory 
Information 
Capacity utilization 

Economic infrastructure 
Productivity Customer response 

Environmental influence 
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Productivity as attributes. Each of the four attributes are analyzed separately, 

and a quantitative indicator is obtained for each. Suitability, Capability, and 

Performance are all quantified using AHP. Uncertainty is handled by the decision 

maker providing most likely, optimistic, and pessimistic estimates to use for the 

various factors. The selection of which estimates to use in the analysis are based 

upon the decision makers' risk position. For example, a decision maker that does 

not wish to gamble on unproven technology would use the pessimistic estimate, 

whereas an optimistic measure may be used for proven technology. Productivity 

is determined by a modified NPV calculation, where the NPV for each alternative 

is determined, and the result is divided by the largest absolute value. 

After this analysis has been performed, a vector of MSV for each alternative is 

available. The MSV is a quantitative indicator of the four basic characteristics of 

manufacturing systems. When one alternative has higher than or equal attribute 

values for all four measures, with at least one strictly higher, it is the preferred 

choice. 

This method includes monetary and nonmonetary measures, and provides a 

means to analyze alternatives from different perspectives. However the uncertainty 

analysis could be more complete. The specification of pessimistic, most likely, and 

optimistic outcomes for the factors is a good approach, but using only one of these 

results in the model does not allow for a complete analysis of risk. Additionally, 

the analysis seems to stop short at a vector result for MSV, as each of the four 

attributes are not integrated together. 

Wabalickis and Ghosh [146J use the AHP to analyze the tangible and intangible 

benefits which result from the implementation of an FMS. The problem used in the 

example is to find the best production system, which is the focus level of the AHP 
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hierarchy. The final result of this methodology is a ranking of the alternatives. 

Although this method includes some qualitative criteria, such as product mix 

response, it is not clear how the time value of money is accounted for. Costs are 

still an important factor in the model, and should be included. This analysis does 

not consider any measures of risk, also an important factor in the evaluation of 

AMST. 

AHP is also employed by Bard [5]. He defines a methodology whereby the au

tomation of activities for the space station are defined. A decomposition scheme is 

proposed where individual subsystems may be evaluated separately. The method

ology obtains a representative set of alternatives, using a set of multiple objectives 

to account for the organizational priorities of the decision making process. The 

methodology allows for the selection of more than one alternative as a solution. 

The formulations are further set up to accommodate the potential of costs being 

shared by more than one alternative. This model accounts for qualitative issues, 

however risk is not considered. Costs are included, although no representation for 

the time value of money is provided. 

Putrus [108] uses AHP to arrive at a nonfinancial evaluation method for CIM. 

CIM behavior is characterized in terms of risk, benefits, and time. Risk is perceived 

to be great at the beginning of a CIM project, and then reduced as expertise is 

gained with the new technology. Risk then increases again due to the resulting 

uncertain market created by the outputs of CIM. The chance for success of CIM 

also is viewed to increase over time, identifying elM as a long term project. The 

basis of the methodology is support for the business function. Therefore, the 

hierarchy used for AHP is set up similar to the hierarchy of an organization. This 

hierarchy is depicted in Figure 2.3, which is a business plan matrix made up of 
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Figure 2.3: Organizational Hierarchy used for AHP CIM Justification [108] 

MISSION COMPETITIVENESS OF THE ENTERPRISE 

Objectives Profit Level Market Share Sales Growth 

Critical Reduced Improved 
Success Lead Time Quality Reduced Cost 
Factors 

Functions Engineering Manufacturing Production 

Short Term Risks Medium Term Long Term 
Selections and Benefits Risks and Risks and 

Benefits Benefits 

objectives, critical success factors, functions, and selections. The analysis revolves 

around tradeoffs between risks and benefits, the final resnlt being a ratio for the 

three time selections of short term, medium term, and long term. This ratio is a 

risk to benefit relationship. 

No financial terms with respect to the time value of money are considered in 

the methodology. Risk is strictly handled as being within one of three categories 

(low, medium, high), and does not seem to establish any indication of how well 

the project can perform. It seems as though the final results are as fuzzy as the 

decision which is being made. 

The AHP only provides a concordance analysis. No displeasure of actions is 

provided by the decision maker. The results are similar to those obtained using the 

Project Satisfaction Index from Multicriteria Q-Analysis [103J. The methodology 

represents the decision makers' satisfaction toward an alternative. There are no 

global comparisons with other alternatives, and this technique is also not as robust 
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as the other techniques. 

2.5.3 Goal Programming (GP) 

Jose and Tabucanon [69] define an economics model using Goal Programming 

(GP) which identifies geographical regions to select for installation of a production 

system, how much to produce in a region, and what to produce in a region. The 

problem is decomposed into a two-phase scenario. The decision makers first iden

tify areas for investment promotion, then select which projects should be accorded 

promoted status within each area. 

This particular model is used for analysis of the pulp and paper industry of 

a country, but could be used to analyze the effect of AMST considering a plant 

as a region. Some qualitative issues such as employment and export are included, 

however the time value of money is not considered in the analysis. Additionally, 

no measure of risk is included. Also, since the model is subsequently solved using 

a modified simplex procedure, simplifying assumptions are required in order to 

use the technique. 

Lee and Lerro [81] use GP for the traditional capital budgeting problem. The 

situation analyzed here is similar to the problem atldressed by Weingartner [151]. 

The objectives are to maximize: the value of the shareholders' wealth, total re

sources, and owner equity over the long run. Secondary objectives include pro

moting planned growth, building employee loyalty, and responsible ethics. This 

model is more of a traditional financial approach, and considers both quantitative 

and some qualitative issues relevant to the financial community. The quantitative 

issues include capital expenditures, foreign investment, and NPV. The qualitative 

issues are complementary projects (pollution control requirements) and company 

growth rate. Unfortunately, the uniqueness of manufacturing related issues are 
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not incorporated in this analysis, and risk is also not accounted for in this model. 

Goal Programming does not always reach a nondominated solution point. The 

target values to be achieved are based upon the decision makers' perception of 

the operation of the organization, and because the decision maker has little in

formation concerning how much deviation the set of constraints will allow for, a 

dominated solution may result. This can happen when all of the deviations in a 

solution are zero, indicating that all t.arget values are completely attained. Addi

tionally, this methodology does not allow for trade-offs between the criteria or the 

alternatives. It simply attempts to attain the stat.ed goals. 

2.5.4 Miscellaneous (MISe) 

Wymore and Duckstein [156] employ Multicriteria Q-Analysis (MCQA) to rank 

eleven possible automation projects for selection in a printed circuit card manu

facturing area. MCQA is a multiobjective technique based upon the principles of 

Q-analysis and polyhedral dynamics [112]. Q-analysis provides a measure between 

the structure of two sets, and how they are related. 

The criteria used in the analysis include IRR, investment risk, competitive 

edge, quality improvement, flexibility, integration, learning curve, and manage

ment commitment to a specific alternative. Preferences of the decision maker are 

captured with this method and incorporated to rank the alternatives based upon 

these preferences. IRR is included as the financial measure for the model, however 

IRR should not be used, to compare projects [16]. The IRR does not measure 

the return on initial investment, rather it provides the rate of interest on the un

recovered investment balance for a project with that projects' unique cash flow 

stream. Additionally, the IRR has meaning only when the level of the investment 

is considered along with the other cash flows. Therefore, a comparison of IRRs 
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ignores the absolute investment levels in the projects. Finally, a measure of risk is 

included as a stationary measure. However risk may vary over time, and different 

components of the alternatives may have differing levels of risk. 

A multiattribute utility model to perform multiperiod project selection is in

troduced by Mehrez and Sinuany-Stern [86]. The objective of this model is to 

maximize utility by selecting from indivisible projects under a constraint of lim

ited resources. A scoring approach to the Keeney multiattribute utility function 

is used to select among projects which contain risk, are interrelated, and have 

utilities affected by qualitative attributes. Although the thrust of the paper is 

in solving the model using a branch-and-bound algorithm, the structure is quite 

applicable to the evaluation of AMST. Risk is well handled in this scenario by 

identifying a probability that a project will actually be completed. Applicable 

costs and the time value of money are not included, which makes this analysis 

strictly one of a strategic nature. 

2.6 Attributes Considered in AMST Evaluation 

Evaluation of AMST relies on identification of the costs and benefits of the 

various alternatives in order that they may be compared. Most texts 011 Engineer

ing Economics provide reasonable examples of the attributes to consider when 

performing a cash flow analysis. These examples, however, are tied to attributes 

which are provided by current cost accounting systems, and these systems have 

been shown to be incomplete for AMST [71], [128J, [9], [7J, and [154]. As pointed 

out in Chapter 1, cost patterns in manufacturing are changing, and this is one 

of the reasons for the need of improved evaluation systems for AMST. This sec

tion reviews some of the attributes which should be included in the evaluation of 
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AMST. 

Kaplan [72] identifies five nonfinancial aspects of manufacturing performance. 

These are quality, inventory, productivity, innovation, and workforce. Quality is 

defined as the conformance to specifications. Inventory is the amount of goods or 

material on hand, either in raw parts, subassemblies, or finished goods. Productiv

ity is defined by parameters such as number of units produced, labor hours used, 

materials processed, energy consumed, and capital employed. Innovation is the 

introduction by a company of a "constant stream of new products," as opposed to 

the alternative of producing only mature products. Workforce is the people that 

make up the manufacturing community. 

Including quality and inventory as wholesale terms is somewhat misleading in 

a nonmonetary perspective. If a part does not conform to specifications, that part 

must either be reworked to meet the specifications or the part is scrapped. In 

either case, this is a cost which can be accounted for in the monetary analysis. 

Inventory is described by the amount of goods sitting idly in a facility, and can be 

accounted for in the monetary analysis. Productivity is made up of criteria which 

carry both monetary and nonmonetary aspects. Labor hours used and number 

of units produced can be directly used in a monetary analysis, however the ra

tio of labor hours used to available hours and the ratio of the number of units 

produced to available capacity are good nonmonetary indicators of the produc

tivity of a manufacturing system. These measures indicate the utilization of the 

workforce and the machinery. Finally, innovation and workforce are good exam

ples of nonmonetary criteria. Innovation is related to the strategic operations of 

the company, and workforce deals with the greatest asset of a company, its peo

ple. Innovation can include how progressive a company is, versus maintaining a 
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"status-quo", and workforce addresses issues such as morale, career enrichment, 

and overall well being of the employees. Therefore, innovation, workforce, and 

productivity are criteria that should be included in a nonmonetary analysis. 

In Kaplan [71], intangible benefits of CIM are discussed. These are flexibility, 

throughput and lead times, and learning. Flexibility is the potential for "low

cost production of high-variety, low-volume goods". This is further defined by 

the reprogramming capabilities of CIM, the ease of handling engineering change 

orders and product redesigns, and the potential for use after the life-cycle of the 

product for which it was purchased terminates. Throughput and lead times are 

respectively the processing time through a facility (or operation) and the time 

required to respond to demands. Learning is the process whereby a company 

(or its individuals) obtain experience with state-of-the-art technologies. Thus 

learning can provide unexpected competitive advantages in the future by placing 

the company in a leader role and getting to the market place earlier than its 

competition. Additionally, Kaplan [71] considers inventory and quality as part of 

the tangible benefits of CIM, as opposed to his earlier treatment of these criteria. 

Works [155] lists CIM benefits broken down by CAD, CAPP, GT, Manufac

turing Planning and Control Systems, CAM, and Robotics. These benefits are 

summarized in Table 2.1. The benefits which have monetary implications are 

identified by an asterisk. The others are considered to fall within the nonmone

tary analysis framework. This list is detailed in comparison to others found in the 

literature, but by no means exhaustive. There is no inclusion in the list of benefits 

which affect the strategic position of the company, such as innovation as described 

earlier. 

The IBM perspective of CIM lists engineering design cost, lead time, product 



Table 2.1: Benefits of elM as Identified by Works [155] 

increased productivity 
improved quality * 
reduced lead time 
elimination of design prototypes * 
paperwork reduction * 
highlight in color complex designs and assemblies 
allows examination of design dynamics and kinematics on computer * 
allows myriad of design views of part 
provides valid geometric part description on computer 
reduced new part introduction cost * 
standardized part routings * 
utilizes more optimal processes * 
reduced requirement for process engineers * 
reduced new part introduction cost * 
increased machine/capacity utilization * 
reduced setup time * 
reduced scrap and rework * 
reduces the number of parts in the database * 
reduced inventory * 
increased customer service * 
reduced purchased part costs * 
reduced overtime * 
improved customer relations 
increased teamwork between company functions 
improved workforce morale 
improved planning 
reduced operator skill requirement 
increased production flexibility 
reduced floor space requirement * 
increased workforce reliability 

"*,, - attributes with monetary i~plications. 

52 
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yields, productivity, inventory, and personnel as the criteria of elM [67J. Inven

tory, engineering design, and product yields (quality) are the monetary criteria. 

Inventory and yields are monetary for the reasons mentioned earlier, and engineer

ing design can be broken down into costs such as labor hours required to create or 

change the design, maintenance of the design, and research into the design. Lead 

times and productivity, as previously discussed, are part of the nonmonetary crite

ria. The personnel costs are a combination of monetary and nonmonetary criteria. 

IBM [67] cites that personnel costs are reduced through efficiencies gained from 

the integration of information and automation of activities, which is the mone

taryaspect. The nonmonetary aspect is that job satisfaction is shown to improve 

through integration and automation. This list again fails to delineate strategic 

issues, and deals more with attributes which are directly associated with the shop 

floor. 

Tangible and intangible benefits of elM are identified by Putrus [108J. The 

tangible benefits include inventory savings, reduced scrap, and reduced warranty 

expenses. Intangible benefits are faster introduction of new products to the mar

ket, improved quality of work life, increased job satisfaction, increased learning by 

employees, and improved flexibility. 

Canada [19] identifies strategic and tactical attributes for elM evaluation. 

These include quality, flexibility, lead times, capacity, inventory, production con

trols, and future capabilities. 

Choobineh [24J provides examples of nonmonetary attributes used in justify

ing manufacturing systems. These attributes, which are strategic and tactical in 

nature, are listed in Table 2.2. 

Noble [98] discusses the strategic benefits which should be considered when 



Table 2.2: Example of Nonmonetary Attributes from Choobineh [24] 

Quality Contribution to Market Share/Profitability 
New Product Introduction On Time/High Quality 
Development of Engineering/Management Expertise 
Ability to Meet Customer Due Dates 
Quality of Work Life 
Expandability to Other Products 
Ease Transition of New Product to. Mature State 
Process Flexibility 
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evaluating CIM systems. In addition to the monetary aspects related to evaluat

ing CIM systems, strategic aspects are defined. The strategic aspects are broken 

down into strategic planning, market assessment, and functional analysis. Strate

gic planning evaluates corporate strengths and weaknesses, defines the company 

mission and long-term goals, develops manufacturing performance objectives, and 

evaluates CIM's capability to meet the goals and objectives. Market assessment 

evaluates customer needs, competition, and industry trends. The functional anal

ysis identifies areas that can be improved from the simplification and integration 

of operations afforded by CIM. Examples of the attributes cited by Noble [98] 

as strategic benefits are shown in Table 2.3. Again these attributes are not all 

inclusive, but rather provide a foundation upon which to build an evaluation of 

AMST. 

2.7 Determining Risk 

In the real world, the possible future outcomes of an alternative are not known 

with certainty. One cannot be expected to know all of the future income and 

expenses required in an evaluation model. The handling of risk is accomplished 



Table 2.3: Attributes of the Strategic Benefits of CIM [98] 

COST REDUCTION 
minimize direct labor 
minimize indirect labor 
reduce material costs 
reduce inventory costs 
minimize setup times and lead times 
maximize equipment utilization 
reduce floor space 
reduce maintenance costs 
increase throughput time 
minimize capital expenditures 

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT 
increase design productivity 
increase manufacturing productivity 
minimize forecasting lead time 
reduce paperwork 
provide real-time information 
increase employee morale 
meet increased capaci ty needs 

COMPETITIVE 
increase market share 
increase product growth 
maximize customer satisfaction 
flexibility to meet demand 
reduced unit cost 
improve response to new market opportunities 
increase competitive advantage 
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in two ways [16]. The first is that the cash flows are treated as random variables 

(stream effect). The second is that the interest rate is treated as a random variable 

(rate effect). 

One of the most fundamental methods to handle risk is the use of decision 

trees [20], [137], and [153]. The principle in this type of analysis is to maximize 

an expected gain or minimize an expected loss. This method is very intuitive 

and easy to use. However it can become complex if a large number of decision 

points, alternatives, and probabilities are used. This complexity is most apparent 

in formulating the problem. The calculations required to achieve a solution are 

made virtually insignificant with the advent of today's computers. 

Random cash flows in NPV analysis is another method of including risk in 

AMST evaluation [16]. Cash flows in a given year t are represented by the random 

variable Yt. The effect of risk can then be expressed through the mean and variance 

of the distribution ft. Thus, the summation of the cash flow values to obtain the 

NPV must result in the NPV itself being a random variable, and E[N PV] and 

the V[N PV] can be determined. 

When the cash flows Yt are independent, the expected value and variance are 

determined by simple statistical procedures. However, when the cash flows are 

dependent, as is the case with most real world applications, the variance of the 

NPV changes complexity. The approach presented by Bussey [16] assumes that 

the cash flows form an autocorrelated time series, and that the autocorrelation 

coefficient matrix among the cash flows (or the autocovariance matrix) can be 

obtained. The variance of the N PV is: 

(2.11) 

where: 
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U t - standard deviation of Yt. 
Ptl t2 - correlation coefficient between it l and it2 • 

If the covariance matrix is defined, Ptlt2Utl Ut2 can be replaced by COV(Yt1 , Yt2 ). 

Of course, the expected value of N PV for the dependent case is the same as for 

the independent case. 

The difficulty in using this analysis is to determine the autocorrelation coeffi

cients Ptlt2 or specifying the autocovariances COV(Yt1 , Yt2 ). Bussey [16] addresses 

two methods to use when the cash flows are correlated across time. The first is 

to decompose each Yt into its contributing elements (ie. gross sales, depreciation, 

operating expense, etc.) and determine the auto correlations between these ele

ments. This method is tedious and in many cases does not provide a satisfactory 

estimate of a correlation coefficient. The second approach views the cash flow 

stream as a time series, hypothesizes a correlative model, and tests the model for 

statistical goodness of fit between it and the cash flow data. This usually results 

in a satisfactory estimate of the correlation coefficient in a correlated time series. 

Another method of handling risk is the certainty equivalent method [16] and 

[20]. This method analyzes a decision makers' utility function, and assumes that 

this utility function is applicable to future cash flows as well as present cash flows. 

Certainty equivalents avoid the double discounting of risk which is present in the 

previously described approach. The previous use of random cash flows assumed 

that the future riskiness is reduced by the factor (1 + i)-kt, where k = 2, at least. 

According to Bussey [16], there is no rational basis for this assumption. However, 

the factor (1 + i)-kt is the result of the variance calculations of the NPV of random 

cash flows. 

Simulation is another method used to analyze risk [16], [20J, and [153]. Using 
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simulation the analyst can obtain repeated samples from an assumed economic 

model of the project. Simulation generally assumes that the cash flows are com

pletely independent, however some dependencies can be modeled into the system 

as reported by Bussey and Stevens [17]. This generally makes the simulation 

process more complex as the model takes a greater time to develop, verify, and 

validate. The simulation approach however does avoid the problem of assuming 

that the future riskiness is reduced by the factor (l+i)-kt. This is avoided as each 

random cash flow is discounted by the appropriate factor (1 + i)-t. The advent of 

the computer has also reduced the time and cost required to run simulation mod

els, thus making the technique more available. Randhawa and West [110], Nobel 

[97], Newman [94], and Kulatilaka [76] utilize simulation techniques in evaluations 

as pointed out in Section 2.3. 

Other discussions of risk were presented earlier in this Chapter. Choobineh [24] 

uses possibility distributions in the evaluation of AMST. A possibility distribution 

of the overall measure of an AMST alternative is provided, and this is then used to 

analyze the alternatives. Fine and Freund [36] employ riskiness in their model by 

placing an uncertainty on the future demand. In this manner their model adjusts 

the revenues and costs based upon the realization of the unknown demand. This 

is fine for costs/revenues that occur outside of the organization, but does nothing 

to analyze the risks that arise from inside the organization such as maintenance, 

labor, setups, etc. Putrus [108] discuss risk in relation to the life of the project. 

Risk is viewed as an attribute of the model, and the decision maker( s) determine 

through their own judgement if the risk of a project is low, medium, or high. This 

assessment of risk is then used in the model to arrive at a score for each alternative. 

In this case risk is viewed at an aggregate level, and does not allow insil:,.lt as to 
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the portions of a project which are risky. Wymore and Duckstein [156] include 

an investment risk criteria in the MCQA analysis. This risk is described as the 

probability that the project will not succeed, and is defined on a high, medium, 

or low scale. Similar to the method of Putrus [108], risk is again viewed at the 

aggregate level. 

Risk in AMST evaluation is handled in various ways, from detailed mathe

matical analysis to high level assessment of overall risk. In relation to qualitative 

issues, risk is handled at an aggregate level. These methods are all valid in their 

own right and for the application in which they are employed. However, it seems 

that quantitative risk should be formulated at the cash flow level. Then, through 

analysis of the cash flows, a determination of riskiness can be established. In this 

manner the elements which add to the risk may be identified in order to gain 

a better understanding of the alternatives to be evaluated. Risk in relation to 

qualitative issues should be identified at a lower level than the aggregate. 

2.8 Summary 

The approaches taken in the evaluation of AMST are wide and varied. The tra

ditional engineering economic techniques and operations research methods provide 

for a strictly quantitative analysis of the situation. The remaining techniques are 

capable of employing qualitative criteria, along with quantitative criteria, in their 

analysis. From the above review it seems that the best techniques for addressing 

the justification of AMST are those in the realm of Multiple Criteria Decision 

Making (MCDM). The MCDM cases summarized herein include a wider range of 

criteria than in the other techniques, and adequately cover the appropriate finan

cial material as well. Table 2.4 provides a summary of the techniques presented 
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in this Chapter. 

This issue of evaluation of AMST has also resulted in the development of several 

commercial software packages for non-traditional economic analysis. Hodge and 

Canada [61] provide a summary of twenty-eight such computer software packages 

on the market today. The summary includes cost of the package, and whether or 

not it contains any of the following capabilities: 

1. Multi-Attribute Methods. 

• Scoring/weighted evaluation. 

• Analytic Hierarchy Process. 

• Exclusionary screening. 

• Mathematical Programming. 

2. Financial/Economic Methods. 

• Traditional economic analysis. 

• Monte Carlo simulation. 

• Decision tree analysis. 

3. Goal Seeking Ability. 

4. Sensitivity Analysis. 

Canada [18] also provides a comprehensive bibliography on the justification of 

AMST, specifically elM systems. The bibliography is divided into four sections 

as follows: 

• Books: elM related in general. 
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Table 2.4: Summary of AMST Evaluation Techniques Reviewed 

METHOD CAT TVM QUL QNT RSK REF 

Benefit-Cost Ratio CBA X X [16J 
CBA for CAD/CAM CBA X [23J 
Conventional Capital Budgeting NPV X X [76] 
Net Present Worth NPV X X X [19J 
Lorie-Savage NPV X X [16J 
Possibility Distribution NPV X X X X [24] 
Quadratic Programming OR X X [36] 
Mixed Integer Programming OR X X [15] 
Simulation OR X X X [97] 
Simulation OR X X X [94J 
Simulation OR X X [110] 
Optimal Control OR X X [40J 
Expert Systems AI X X X [129] 

Expert Systems AI X X X [100J 
System Value AHP X X X X [141J 
FMS Evaluation AHP X X [146J 
Space Station Evaluation AHP X X X [5J 
CIM Justification AHP X X [108J 
Site Selection GP X X [69] 

Capital Budgeting GP X X X [81] 

MCQA MISC X X X X [156] 

MUAT MISC X X [86] 
Composite Programming MCDM N/A 

CAT - Category. TVM - Time Value of Money. 
QUL - Qualitative Analysis. QNT - Quantitative Analysis. 
RSK - Risk Analysis. REF - Reference. 
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• Symposia: elM related in general. 

• Articles on justification of CIMS: Subjective overviews and guidelines. 

• Articles on justification of CIMS: Quantitative techniques and analysis meth

odologies. 

A total of 113 references are cited, along with six specific references that contain 

another 216 references in the following areas: 

• Replacement decision in high technology industry. 

• Economics of robots. 

• Productivity measurement and weighted evaluation. 

• Assembly automation economics. 

• Software costs for manufacturing control systems. 

An extensive bibliography on the "Economic Justification of Flexible Manufactur

ing Systems" was recently performed by Kulkarni and Parsaei [77]. This resulted 

in a listing of 438 articles related to economics of FMS. Therefore the area of 

AMST evaluation is being actively addressed, and has implications in both the 

academic and industrial communities. 



Chapter 3 
Deterministic Model Formulation 

"Problems are opportunities in work clothes." -Henry Kaiser [14J 

3.1 Introduction 
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In order to adequately evaluate proposed AMST alternatives, a model must 

be able to account for not only the quantitative factors of an alternative, but also 

the qualitative factors associated with an alternative. The model proposed herein 

takes a fundamental view of the AMST evaluation problem as being composed 

of three objectives; Strategic, Tactical, and Pecuniary. The Pecuniary objective 

contains quantitative factors and will be represented by a Monetary Index. The 

Monetary Index will consider the cash flows created by an alternative, and use 

NPV to arrive at a single value which describes the Pecuniary objective. The 

Strategic and Tactical objectives represent qualitative factors, and they will each 

be represented by the attributes which describe the respective objectives. These 

intangible costs and benefits will be analyzed using the concept of qualitative flows, 

and each objective will be represented by a Nonmonetary Index array. 

3.2 Objectives of the AMST Evaluation Prob
lem 

The following sections provide detailed definitions of these objectives. These 

definitions are provided in a hierarchical manner in order to provide a clear un-

derstanding of what each objective encompasses. The hierarchy is set up in three 

levels with the objective at the top level, attributes at the next level, and a de

scription of the attributes (elements) at the lowest level. A summary is provided 
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relating this structure to research previously done in this area. 

3.2.1 Strategic Objective 

The Strategic objective relates to the planning which is performed by a com

pany before any action takes place. The attributes which define this objective are 

Internal Relations, Market Position, Mission, Organization, Public Relations, and 

Technology. The Strategic objective is a qualitative measure. The att.ributes of 

this objective are formulated from the ideas presented in [98], [155], and [141]. 

Internal Relations is the factor which revolves around the people who make 

up the company - the employees. This attribute is described by issues such as 

employee morale, employee development, quality of work life, absenteeism, and 

use of employee skills. Employee morale deals with how the employees feel about 

the company, and their attitude toward the company. Do the employees feel a 

part of the company and are they willing to place priority on company goals as 

opposed to personal goals, or are they just numbers which perform assigned func

tions. Employee development is how the employee matures within the company. 

Advancement opportunities for the employee based upon training and performance 

is an example of employee development. Working conditions and the general en

vironment in which the employee operates form the quality of work life. This may 

include issues such as locker rooms, break rooms, recreational areas, meal facil

ities, and general workplace comforts. Absenteeism is the frequency of absences 

from work. This may be caused by improper employee relations, and these ab

senteeisms tend to have a negative effect on the work force. This effect is usually 

felt in day to day operations, as either some work will not be accomplished due to 

the missing employee or another employee must perform additional tasks to make 

up for the missing employee. Finally, use of employee skills deals with how the 
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company utilizes its employees. Using an engineer to primarily perform clerical 

functions may not be the best use of the skills possessed by an engineer, and is 

likely not to be the function which the engineer was hired to perform. 

The second strategic attribute is Market Position. Market Position refers to 

how the company views itself and the products it manufactures with respect to the 

rest of the world. Market Position is described by market share, demand, com

petition assessment, market penetration, vulnerability, and survivability. These 

issues focus on how the company stands in its market, where it wants to go, and 

where it can go. Market share is the percentage of the available demand of a 

product for which the company produces. Market penetration is the percentage 

of available demand for a product not already achieved by the company, which 

the company projects it can obtain. Demand itself is an important element. It 

may be possible through AMST to increase demand by offering lower price, im

proved quality, or more features. This increase in demand can then be captured 

by the company to place themselves in a better position. Competition assessment 

is identifying where the competition stands compared to one's own company. Is

sues such as price, manufacturing equipment, manufacturing advances, and profit 

encompass competition assessment. Vulnerability states how stable the company 

feels its position currently is. If the company is not secure in its current position, 

for example having a significantly higher variable cost or overhead on its product 

than its competitor, the company may be vulnerable to lost sales. Survivability is 

maintaining the existence of the company. Improving product mix may allow the 

company to make inroads in new areas to maintain their existence. The company 

may also be forced to expand its current market base, as is the case with defense 

contractors in today's market, or go bust. 
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Mission is the company's road map for where it is heading in the future. It 

is represented by the five-year plan used by most companies, and possibly even 

a longer range plan (10+ years). The issues under the Mission are how well the 

company is performing compared to the current plan (is it on course), evolution of 

the company, economic feasibility of the goals, and a focused factory. Compa.rison 

of the performa.nce of the company to its plan will indicate where the company 

is headed. Are the deviations from the plan expected due to uncontrolled cir

cumstances, or are they due to the company not adhering to the plan. The goals 

stated in the plan should be economically feasible to the company. Here is where 

the capital budgeting task falls. This task identifies how much money is available 

to the company for investments, and will vary significantly based upon the size of 

the company. Evolution of the company is how the company thrives in the market 

place. The plan and mission should be carrying the company in an anticipated 

direction, and if this is not the case the company needs to address modifications 

to the plan. A focused factory deals with a clear understanding of the goals and 

objectives of the factory by the manufacturing community. The goals of the man

ufacturing environment must be well stated, and all of the departments should 

understand these goals in order to operate as a harmonious unit. Thus, the Mis

sion sets in place where the company should be headed and tracks how well the 

company is getting there. 

Organization defines the structure of the company. This attribute describes 

how well the company can control its own actions, how responsive it can be to 

changes, and the general management of information. Issues such as duplication 

of functions, and barriers between departments are included in this objective. 

Ideally there should be no duplication of functions and the departments should 
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()perate harmoniously together, however historically the design and manufacturing 

functions tend to operate as stand alone units. How well the company is structured 

for efficient operation is also addressed herein. 

Public Relations is an attribute which transmits the operations of the com

pany to the outside world. This attribute is described by image of the company, 

company prestige, and service. Image of the company is how the public perceives 

the company. A good image may be as simple as having a well groomed outward 

appearance to a facility, versus unkept surroundings and a dingy appearance, or 

advertisement of the company's operations such as Ford's slogan "Quality is Job 1" 

or Lee Iaccoca's constant presence in advertisements. Environmental factors such 

as hazardous wastes are also considered under image. The prestige of a company 

identifies the company's position in the market. Examples of this are statements 

such as the "Cadillac" of product identifying it as the best product, or the act of 

making a "Xerox" copy. All in all, how the external world perceives the company 

and what the company is doing is captured in this objective. 

The final attribute of the Strategic objective is Technology. This attribute deals 

with the position the company is in relative to AMST, and where it would like to 

be. Issues such as scientific information yield, technological position, and avail

ability all describe Technology. Scientific information yield is the advancement the 

company can obtain in pursuit of the new technology. An AMST project may not 

have a great financial return, however the knowledge gained may be useful to the 

company in another endeavor. In relation to this is the technological position. An 

investment in AMST may place the company in a better position for future AMST 

projects. A company that has never undertaken an AMST project may be less 

confident about the results than a company which has already implemented some 
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AMST projects. Availability addresses if the technology is currently available, or 

if the company will have to expend significant resources to develop the technology. 

This may be as simple as being able to buy a device from a vendor off the shelf, 

or having to internally design and build a device because it does not yet exist in 

the market. Alternatively, an electronics manufacturing company may not want 

to manufacture surface mount devices until other companies have proven it can 

be done, while another company may take a leading role and become the first to 

perform this task. This company thus has the potential of setting the standard 

for the industry, or becoming the "leader.". 

3.2.2 Tactical Objective 

The Tactical objective includes those qualitative issues which arise due to the 

actions or operations of the company. They are the actions taken which serve the 

purpose laid out by the Strategic objective. The attributes which describe this ob

jective are Design, Flexibility, Integration, Material, Personnel, and Producibility. 

These attributes are derived from [71], [155], [67], [98], and [141]. 

The Design attribute identifies those aspects of the company which are in

volved in the design of a product. Design is defined by issues such as efficiency, 

features, lead times, and standardization. Efficiency deals with how the design is 

performed and stored. Using an AMST for design is efficient because the designer 

can use a computer to analyze several options before committing the design to a 

final drawing. Computer design systems also allow the designer to run simulations 

on the design to evaluate performance. Thus the functionality of a product can 

be determined at an earlier stage of the development. CAD systems (an AMST) 

store drawings in a computer. Therefore, paper storage of drawings is not re

quired, which is an efficiency improvement. Features are the "extras" a product 
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may have, usually decided by customer demand. The features available on a de

sign characterize that design. Items such as electronic door locks and electronic 

windows on automobiles are examples of features. Lead times are the amount of 

time required to create a design and have it available for manufacture. CAD sys

tems can significantly reduce these lead times, allowing designs to become a reality 

in a shorter amount of time. Standardization is where parts used by a company 

are the srune (or as similar as possible) across all products. Having various bill 

of materials available to the designer through the CAD system, the designer can 

make use of existing parts in new designs, thus standardizing the parts required 

to manufacture all products. 

Flexibility deals with how well the company can react to changes. This at

tribute is defined by issues such as versatility, response to change, batch size, lead 

times, and throughput. AMST are characterized by their flexibility. They are 

versatile ill being able to handle a wide variety of products, without the need of 

detailed and specialized machinery. They can respond to changes quickly due to 

this versatility, without disrupting the flow of products in a manufacturing envi

ronment. This versatility allows batch sizes to be small, as changeovers are not a 

drastic disruption to the manufacturing environment. Since changeovers are not 

as disruptive, lead times are shortened. The product does not have to wait as 

long for its turn in the production process. Flexibility also affects throughput, as 

the more flexible a system is, the more product it can handle, and thus the more 

product it can produce. 

Flexibility can be thought of in aggregate terms such as low, medium, or high. 

Low flexibility is defined as having a series of stand alone machining cells which 

are not interconnected. Each machining cell can only handle a specific part fam-
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ily. The material handling between cells is manual, as is the storage of products. 

The control system is specific for the machining cells and does not account for 

decisions in routing of materials when problems arise. Medium flexibility carries 

the interconnection a step further and connects the machining cells with conveyors 

or tow lines. Thus, the product may now automatically move between the var

ious cells. Rudimentary control logic is employed which optimizes part routings 

through the cells, however this is in a nonreal-time manner. Some of the cells take 

on the capability to handle more than a single part family, yet a certain amount of 

operator setup is required to assist in tooling changes between part families. End 

item storage is accommodated by an Automated Storage and Retrieval System 

(ASjRS), however this usually is not integrated with the conveyor system. High 

flexibility is the final step to virtually complete integration. Single machining cells 

can accommodate any part family, with automated tooling changes as required. 

The cells are interconnected with Automated Guided Vehicle Systems (AGVS) 

which allow a part to travel from one cell to any other cell in the factory. Control 

logic in the system monitors for machine breakdowns, overloads, and re-tooling re

quirements, and automatically re-routes and re-schedules parts to other machines 

maintaining smooth material flow and adherence to delivery schedules. The AGVS 

is interconnected with an ASjRS for storage, either final or intermediate, and the 

control system tracks location of parts and their state of assembly. Therefore, high 

flexibility approaches the utopia of an ideal manufacturing environment. 

The attribute Integration deals with how well all of the operations and de

partments operate together within a company. Issues such as communication, 

duplication, synergism, data requirements, and data usefulness describe Integra

tion. Communication relates to communication of information between depart-
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ments and people, in addition to machinery and equipment. AMST has well 

documented benefits with improvements due to computer networks [148], however 

the ability of people to better communicate and convey information is also a plus 

of these systems. Duplication refers to the requirements of several departments or 

people to have the same data or information. The norm in this instance is that 

every department maintains its own data, and this data is generally used across 

departments. The result is conflicting information. A classic example of this du

plication is the duplication of a bill of materials, one for design use and one for 

manufacturing use. Needless to say this results in a tremendous amount of errors 

in the product and its design. Ideally, only one department needs to maintain 

data for use by all other departments. Synergism is the ability of departments to 

share not only information, but knowledge. Why spend design engineering time 

to investigate and implement a design change when that change has already been 

identified by a manufacturing function? By sharing knowledge such situations can 

be avoided. Data requirements and data usefulness tie in to what kind of data the 

departments (and company) require to operate at an efficient level. What data 

is required to make decisions and what data is presented because the computer 

provides it are addressed with these issues. Often more data is presented than is 

really required just because the computer prints it. This can hamper the deci

sion making process, as the saying goes "one cannot see the forest because of the 

trees." Additionally, poor data usefulness creates unwanted reports. Computers 

were intended to minimize paperwork, and yet they seem to generate more paper 

than companies know what to do with. 

Material deals with the control and movement of product through the manu

facturing environment. Issues such as control, scheduling, planning, expediting, 
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and handling encompass the Material attribute. Control consists of process control 

and shop floor control. These ensure that processes are operating within accept

able pp,rameters, and that there is visibility of the product as it moves through the 

manufacturing environment. Visibility allows the product to be located within the 

manufacturing process. Scheduling is comprised of master production scheduling 

and material requirements planning. Scheduling ensures that orders are accounted 

for in the manufacturing process, and planning provides the appropriate parts for 

the product as they are required. Handling is the normal movement of parts 

through the manufacturing environment, and expediting is the emergency move

ment of parts. The goal of AMST is to eliminate expediting. 

The Personnel attribute deals with the people aspect required to carry out 

the operations of the Tactical objective. The skill requirements and training of 

the people, along with the type (direct /indirect) of people required for the task 

are delineated. Human factors issues are included such as work place design and 

overall safety of the employees. Employees are the most valuable asset used in 

manufacturing, and even with the advances in automation people will always be 

required in the operations. How these people are used, and how they fit into 

the new manufacturing arena cannot be overlooked in evaluating manufacturing 

systems. 

The final attribute of the Tactical objective is Producibility. This attribute 

deals with how the product is made, and the issues involved include consistency, 

compatibility, feasibility, reliability, capacity, and external interface. Consistency 

is how well the product can repetitively be made. Ideally a product should be 

manufactured the same each time, with virtually no variation. Compatibility 

deals with how well the product and the machine work together. For example, the 
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tooling should not be awkward to use with a machine and the product. Setups for 

instance should be quick and foolproof. Feasibility deals with the applicability of 

using the machine to build a product. If necessary machining speeds or tolerances 

are unobtainable, the use of the machine is not feasible. Reliability addresses the 

dependability and durability of the machine. A reliable machine will hold up in the 

environment in which it is placed, and it will hold up under the mix and volume 

of the product it is to produce. Capacity is the volume that can be passed across 

a machine. Exactly how many units of the required products can the machine 

accommodate. External interface is how well a subassembly or product purchased 

from outside the plant fits into the operations of the plant. The subassembly or 

product should meet or exceed the standards of product manufactured within the 

plant. 

3.2.3 Pecuniary Objective 

The third objective addresses the financial attributes involved in the AMST 

evaluation process. These are all costs associated with an AMST alternative, and 

so the term Pecuniary is used to describe this objective. The attributes which make 

up the Pecuniary objective are Operation and Maintenance, Plant and Equipment, 

and Product. This breakdown follows the broad categories presented in [38]. 

Operation and Maintenance are the costs related to the operations of the com

pany. Included in this attribute are operating labor, maintenance labor, overtime, 

labor turnover, absenteeism, training, direct/indirect costs (including health care 

and savings incentive benefits), supervision, setup, maintenance tools and supplies, 

production rates, routings, shop floor control, expediting, interrupted production, 

insurance, and documentation. Operating labor, maintenance labor, and supervi

sion include wages and benefits for these divisions of labor. Overtime accounts for 
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overtime costs of the above. Labor turnover includes recruiting and termination. 

Absenteeism is illness (including feigned) or injury. Other costs not associated 

with the aforementioned are included in either direct or indirect costs. Setup is 

the cost incurred in the preparation of machinery or workstations to perform a job, 

and routings is the movement of material through the facility. Maintenance tools 

and supplies are the equipment maintenance requires to perform its function, not 

including spare parts for factory machinery. Production rates include the volume 

of material processed, and consists of down-times and efficiency. Expediting is the 

addition of costs for the urgent or unplanned movement of material. Shop floor 

control includes costs for part tracking and cost tracking (value added). Docu

mentation covers the costs of paperwork, work instructions, build drawings, etc., 

and insurance costs are self explanatory. 

The Plant and Equipment attribute includes the costs incurred due to the 

physical resources of a company. The attribute is made up of the following costs: 

equipment, start-up, installation, tooling, hardware development (including mod

ification of existing equipment for compatibility with AMST equipment), software 

development, spare parts, space, safety equipment, energy, depreciation, and taxes. 

Equipment, installation, and tooling are self explanatory. Hardware development 

includes any unique in-house machinery developed and built by the company. 

Start-up costs are the costs associated with getting an AMST project underway, 

and are one-time costs not covered by installation. Spare parts are the necessary 

replacement parts for the factory machinery, and safety equipment are the addi

tional accessories required to provide a safe environment for the employees. Space 

is the normal floorspace consideration, including site preparation for new activi

ties, and energy is comprised of heating, lighting, etc. Software development is any 



Table 3.1: Accelerated Cost Recovery System Summary [20] 

ACRS Life 
(years) Examples 

3 Specialized manufacturing tools, material handling 
equipment. (Life::; 4 years) 

5 Research and experiment property, semiconductor 
manufacturing equipment. (Life> 4 and::; 10 years) 

7 "Renewable energy property", property not 
otherwise classified. (Life ~ 10 and < 16 years) 

10 Assets for manufacture of castings and other basic 
products of ferrous metals. (Life ~ 16 and < 20 years) 

15 Wastewater treatment plants, two-way data and voice 
communication equipment. (Life;?: 20 and < 25 years) 
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in-house software required for machines, interfaces, and systems. The Accelerated 

Cost Recov'ery System (ACRS) from the Tax Reform Act of 1986 is generally used 

for depreciation, and it provides a method where a portion of an asset's initial 

value may be deducted each year for a specified number of years [20j. Equipment 

related to AMST falls into a 3, 5, 7, 10, or 15 year category. This is depicted in 

Table 3.1. Taxes in engineering economic analysis are considered in the money 

which is made by a project. This treatment of taxes is only an approximation, 

and is included in the analysis for completeness. Tax rates tend to vary by size 

of company and also by the state in which the company is located. There are 

also differing tax rates for capital gains and losses. A single corporate tax rate if) 

employed in this analysis. Any capital gains and losses will be discussed on an as 

needed basis. 

The final attribute of the Pecuniary objective is Product. These are the costs 

which are directly related to the product(s) which the company manufactures. Ex-
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amples of costs included under the Product attribute are design changes, inventory, 

engineering, quality, and sales. Quality costs include internal and external failures, 

rework, scrap, cost due to customer receipt of a bad product, etc. Engineering 

costs include design, manufacturing, and support. Inventory costs include raw 

materials, work in process, and finished goods. Design changes are costs incurred 

to improve the product, either for the customer or for manufacturing. Sales are 

the revenues received for a product. 

3.2.4 Model Completeness 

Table 3.2 lists the three objectives used in this model, along with the attributes 

of each objective and the elements which describe each of the attributes. These 

objectives represent a high level breakdown of the company. There are mone

tary (Pecuniary) considerations, and nonmonetary considerations broken down by 

planning (Strategic) and implementation (Tactical). 

Before presenting a proposition which provides the basis for using the objectives 

listed in Table 3.2, the following definition is required. 

Definition 3.1 A typical manufacturing enterprise is represented by the functions 

and subfunctions depicted in Figure 9.1. 

The functions are based upon organizational hierarchies presented in Gibson et al. 

[43], Riggs [111], and this author's own professional experience. Additional insight 

was provided by the idealized organizational model of Garrett [41]. Figure 3.1 is a 

representation of the functions found in a typical manufacturing enterprise. The 

structure of the functions may be allocated differently for various organizations, 

however these functions will be present. A brief description of each of the functions 

is provided in the following paragraphs. 



Table 3.2: Objectives of the AMST Evaluation Problem 

OBJECTIVE/ 
Attribute 

STRATEGIC 

Internal Relations 

Market Position 

Mission 

Organization 
Public Relations 
Technology 

TACTICAL 

Design 
Flexibility 

Integration 

Material 

Personnel 

Producibility 

PECUNIARY 

ELEMENTS 

employee morale, employee development, 
use of skills, quality of work life, 
compensation, absenteeism. 
market share, competition assessment, 
market penetration, survivability, 
vulnerability, demand. 
match to plan, evolution, economic feasibility, 
focused factory. 
control, responsiveness, information management. 
company image, company prestige, service. 
Rcientific information yield, technological 
position, and availability. 

efficiency, features, lead times, standardization. 
versatility, response to change, batch size, 
lead times, throughput. 
communications, reduced duplication, 
synergism, data requirements, data 
usefulness. 
process control, scheduling, part tracking, 
shop floor control, cost tracking, expediting, 
handling, planning. 
skill requirements, training, safety, 
direct/indirect, human factors. 
consistency, compatibility, feasibility, 
reliability, capacity, external interface. 

Operation & Maintenance operating labor, maintenance labor, direct/ 
indirect costs, absenteeism, training, supervision, 
insurance, overtime, labor turnover, setup, 
maintenance tools/supplies, production rates, 
documentation, routings, shop floor control. 

Plant & Equipment equipment, start-up, installation, tooling, 
spare parts, energy, space, safety equipment, 
hardware development, software development, 
depreciation, taxes. 

Product design changes, inventory, quality, 
engineering, sales. 
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The Executive function represents the top level in a company. Subfunctions 

include strategic planning and policy decisions. It is within this function that 

plans for the future of the company are made, along with keeping the current 

operations within previously defined plans. 

Human Resources deals primarily with the recruitment and training of the peo-

pIe required to operate the company and support the manufacturing operations. 

Subfunctions include personnel development, recruiting, training, health/safety, 

wage administration, and labor relations. Thus, all of the responsibilities of main

taining the company's most important resource are handled through Human Re-

sources. 

Determining future demands and customer relations are part of the Marketing 

function. Additional subfunctions include sales, advertising, and customer service. 

This function determines the customer's satisfaction with a product, and also has 
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an impact on the Design Engineering function as to what future products might 

be considered. 

The Financial function is best described by Riggs [111] as a scorekeeper of the 

company, "to see how well the firm and its component departments are scoring 

in the business competition game." Subfunctions include budgeting, investment 

reviews, and the collection of cost data. Included is the traditional capital budget

ing function, which determines the amount of capital available to spend for capital 

projects. 

Procurement deals with the acquisition of material from outside sources. They 

operate to obtain the required materials and equipment for the company which 

satisfy quality, timing, and volume constraints at the best price possible. Sub

functions are acquisition of parts and supplies for the operations, acquisition of 

the required capital equipment, and vendor certification/relations. 

Maintaining the existing equipment and plant site fall under the Facilities func

tion. This function also has responsibility for installing newly acquired equipment. 

Additionally, Facilities provides for the use of energy (electricity, water, etc.) to 

the operations of the company and assures that these resources are efficiently used. 

The Product Assurance function monitors the manufacturing operations to as

sure that the products produced meet the required specifications. In addition this 

function provides support in the determination of the dependability and durability 

of machinery and product (ie. reliability). 

Management Information Systems deals with the handling and reporting of 

information required by the company. Subfunctions include traditional data pro

cessing and data management. Data processing deals primarily with establishing 

data requirements, and data management deals with dissemination of the data. 
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Additionally, this function provides a medium for effective communication between 

other functions and ensures that all functions use the same information. 

The heart of the manufacturing enterprise is Manufacturing Operations. It is 

within this function that the actual product is built. The subfunctions for Man

ufacturing Operations include production control, material handling, inventory, 

tooling, production, and support engineering. The support engineering subfunc

tion includes Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering. 

The Research and Development function is where new technologies are investi

gated. These technologies may be related to new product designs for the company 

to produce. Alternatively, the technologies may be advances in the manufacturing 

process or enhancements to existing products. 

Finally, Design Engineering deals with actually specifying the components re

quired to build a product and how the components are to fit together. This 

includes totally new designs and enhancements to existing designs. The result of 

the design is a drawing of the product including the bill of materials. 

Proposition 3.1 The Pecuniary, Strategic, and Tactical objective8 allow all of 

the C08t8 and benefits aS80ciated with AMST to be evaluated. 

TEST: In order to confirm that the objectives allow all of the costs and bene

fits to be evaluated, the objectives will be related to the organization of a 

typical manufacturing enterprise. If the objectives can "cover" all of the 

functions in the organization, then all of the costs/benefits can be accounted 

for. The traditional monetary costs are captured in the Pecuniary objec

tive. The intangible issues are accounted for in the Strategic and Tactical 

objectives, which address the planning and implementation aspects of the 

company as a whole. The test is performed by identifying an association of 
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the elements in Table 3.2 to the subfundions of the manufacturing enterprise 

which encompasses the element. This "covering" is shown graphically in Fig

ures 3.2 thru 3.4. The minimal aspect of the cover is shown by the fact that 

each element of Table 3.2 is associated to only one subfunction, representing 

the primary subfunction to which the element contributes costs/benefits. 

Some subfunctions are associated to more than one element. This multi

ple association of elements describe the subfunction and does not duplicate 

costs/benefits, as shown in the discussion which follows. 

The strategic planning subfunction is comprised of the strategic elements 

competition assessment, match to plan, evolution, and technological posi

tion. Competition assessment provides planning parameters based upon the 

competition, match to plan rates how well the company is on its intended 

course, evolution describes how the company is thriving in the market, and 

technological position identifies the position of the company for future AMST 

endeavors. Each of these provides costs/benefits which fall under the strate

gic planning subfunction. The policy decisions subfunction is comprised of 

the strategic elements focused factory and control. The clarity of the goals 

and objectives provided by the focused factory and the control a company 

has over its own actions cont.ribute to the costs/benefits incurred via policy 

decisions. 

The personnel development subfunction is composed of the strategic ele

ments employee morale and employee development, and the tactical element 

skill requirement. The costs/benefits associated with the attitudes of the 

employees toward their company and how the employee matures in the com

pany fall into this subfunction. The recruitment subfunction is comprised of 
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the strategic element use of skills and the pecuniary element labor turnover. 

Use of skills deals with how well the company uses the talents of an employee, 

and labor turnover is the cost incurred by having to hire (or fire) employees. 

The training subfunction is made up of the tactical element training and the 

pecuniary element training. Training has a financial impact in the cost of 

courses, materials, etc. , however the tactical impact encompasses the value 

of training as to how well the employee performs as a result of training. The 

health and safety subfunction is comprised of the tactical element safety and 

the pecuniary element safety equipment. Safety is how well employees are 

protected on the job, and safety equipment represents the cost of attaining 

a certain level of protection. The wage administration subfunction is com

prised of the pecuniary elements operating labor, maintenance labor, and 

supervision. The costs of these elements are identified by the wage admin

istration subfunction, and the balance of each is associated with different 

facets in the operations. The labor relations subfunction is made up of qual

ity of work life and absenteeism strategic elements, direct/indirect tactical 

element, and absenteeism pecuniary element. Quality of work life relates to 

labor relation in the general environment in which the employee operates, 

while absenteeism concentrates on the effect to labor relations due to the 

time the employee is away from the work place, along with associated costs. 

The effect of the treatment of direct/indirect employees in the operations is 

accounted for in the tactical element. 

The sales subfunction is comprised of the strategic elements market share 

and vulnerability, and the pecuniary element sales. Market share identifies 

the current sales of the company, and vulnerability is the potential of the 
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market share to change in the future. Thus, these elements complement 

each other. Sales, of course, also equates to dollars. The future demand sub

function is made up of market penetration and demand strategic elements. 

Market penetration identifies the available demand which the company has 

yet to achieve, and demand is the increase in the available demand that the 

company may be able to achieve. Again, these are complementing elements. 

Customer relations is comprised fo the strategic element company prestige 

and the tactical element features. Prestige is the perception of the com

pany by the customer, and features are the "extras" on a product which the 

customer desires. 

The investment review subfunction is made up of the pecuniary elements 

depreciation and taxes. This is the impact to the Financial function, and 

these parameters are normally provided by this function. The collection of 

cost data subfunction is composed of the pecuniary elements direct/indirect 

costs, overtime, and insurance. These are all elements established by the fi

nancial function and monitored as part of their scorekeeping responsibilities. 

Quality is comprised of the tactical element process control and the pecu

niary element quality. Process control is how well operations are performing 

with respect to established parameters, and quality is the cost incurred due 

to internal/external failures, rework, scrap, etc. 

Data processing is made up of the tactical element data requirements and 

the pecuniary element software development. Data requirements deals with 

the usefulness of data and its availability. Software development encompasses 

the costs associated with developing software. The data management sub

function is composed of the strategic elements information management and 
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responsiveness, and the tactical elements data usefulness and reduced dupli

cation. Information management and responsiveness are strategic elements 

identifying how well information is managed and how well that information 

is being used to respond to conditions in the operations. Data usefulness 

and reduced duplication are tactical elements which complement the strate

gic elements. These identify how useful the data is to the operations and the 

appropriate sharing of the same data by several functions in the organiza

tion. The communications subfunction is made up of communications and 

synergism tactical elements. Communications is the sharing of information 

between functions, and synergism is the sharing of knowledge, complement

ing elements assisting in the overall communications of the organization. 

The support engineering subfunction is composed of the tactical elements 

human factors and feasibility, and the pecuniary elements start-up, documen

tation, and hardware deveJ.opment. Human factors are the responsibility of 

the support engineering subfunction, usually the industrial engineering re

sponsibility. Feasibility being the applicability of using a machine to build 

a product falls under the manufacturing engineering responsibility, another 

support engineering area. The start-up of new AMST is performed by the 

support engineering subfunction, as any hardware development and associ

ated documentation. The support engineering function also provides inter

face for software development, however the primary association for software 

development is Data Processing. The production control subfunction is com

prised of the tactical elements lead times, throughput, scheduling, shop floor 

control, expediting, and planning. Also included is the pecuniary element 

shop floor control. Scheduling, planning, expediting, and shop floor control 
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are the major areas of production control. Costs/benefits from these ele

ments directly impact the production control subfunction. The Flexibility 

elements lead times and throughput are critical elements complementing the 

major areas of production control in that they provide an important rela

tionship to scheduling and planning. Shop floor control is also a pecuniary 

element identifying the actual costs (or savings) incurred to this element 

from changes due to AMST. These are all production control related issues. 

The material handling subfunction is comprised of the pecuniary elements 

routings and setups. Since material handling has the responsibility for mov

ing product, or otherwise identified as non-value-added operations, routings 

and setup are logically part of this subfunction. The production subfunction 

is made up of the tactical elements versatility, response to change, batch size, 

consistency, compatibility, and capacity. Versatility, response to change, and 

batch size are Flexibility attributes which relate to production. Versatility 

relates the ability to handle a wide range of products, response to change 

addresses the ability to change production with minimal disruptions, and 

batch size relates the ability to handle various quantities of products. Each 

element clearly complements the other. Consistency, compatibility, and ca

pacity are Producibility attributes directly affecting production. Capacity 

being the volume of product that can pass through a facility, compatibil

ity being the interaction of product and machine, and consistency being how 

well the product can be repetitively made are again complementary elements 

affecting the production subfunction. 

The new technology subfunction is comprised of the strategic elements 

scientific information yield and availability. These are all related to research 
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and development. Scientific information identifies the benefits to the com

pany of a new endeavor, while availability is an associated cost for obtaining 

a new technology. 

The product design subfunction is composed of the tactical elements effi

ciency and lead times. Lead times are from the Design Engineering function 

and address the time required to create a new design and have it available 

for manufacture. Efficiency deals with how well the design is performed and 

stored. Both elements relate to the design of the product and as such are 

associated with product design. 0 

This methodology is an improvement over several of the methodologies re

viewed in Chapter 2 in that this methodology includes a quantitative and qual

itative analysis. Of the methodologies reviewed which include both quantitative 

and qualitative measures, this method is an improvement in that it is structured 

along the organizational functions of a typical manufacturing enterprise. This al

lows the method to be tailored to fit a specific organization's structure, including 

those attributes/elements which are important to the organization and eliminating 

those attributes/elements which are not applicable. Therefore, this breakdown is 

considered to be a complete representation of the costs/benefits which can result 

from AMST in an organization. 

Many of the techniques reviewed in Chapter 2 treat the qualitative issues in 

a single manner, whereas this method clearly divides the qualitative issues into 

Strategic and Tactical objectives. This breakdown forces the decision maker to 

take a structured view of AMST and how it relates to the operations of the entire 

company, from planning to implementation. Additionally, the Expert Systems 

techniques require that a knowledge base be built containing the required ex-
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l)(.:rt knowledge. The required knowledge could take years to amass, whereas this 

method addresses the relevant issues through interaction with the decision maker 

in a reasonable (order of weeks) time. 

The greatest impact in designing this structure is from the work of Troxler and 

Blank [141]. Their research developed a System Value made up of four criteria; 

Suitability, Capability, Performance, and Productivity. Capability and Perfor

mance contain similar fact<:>rs which were related to the day-to-day operations of 

the manufacturing environment. Factors such as design and throughput, flexibility 

and information should belong under the same objective. Therefore, the Tacti

cal objective encompasses Troxler and Blank's [141] Capability and Performance 

attributes. These are all factors which are small scale actions serving a larger pur

pose. The Strategic objective parallels the Suitability attribute. The issues in both 

are of a strategic nature. The Productivity attribut~ is similar to the Pecuniary 

objective. Both of these use NPV to arrive at a numerical measure. The struc

ture presented herein is an improvement over one presented by Troxler and Blank 

[141] in that it clearly divides monetary and nonmonetary issues. Furthermore, 

the nonmonetary issues are divided into Strategic and Tactical objectives which 

capture the planning and implementation actions of the organization. This is an 

improved representation, reflecting the organization of a manufacturing company . 

. Lastly, completeness for the model has been documented. 

3.3 Monetary IHdex 

The Monetary Index of this model will use traditional NPV methods to set 

up a cash flow analysis for each alternative under consideration, including the 

"do-nothing" alternative. The interest rate used will be a true cost of capital 
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to the firm, with no magical adjustments for risk. The NPV result will then 

be used to determine a ratio of NPV's which will result in the Monetary Index. 

This Monetary Index will be used as the single value which defines the Pecuniary 

objective. 

3.3.1 Net Present Value Analysis 

The methodology of NPV analysis is the traditional form of analysis found in 

any reference on Engineering Economics. In order to establish notation, the after 

tax cash flow in any period t is denoted by: 

]( 

11; = E Ctk (1 - 'Tc) + Dt'Tc 
k=l 

where: 

Ctk - Cash flows occuring from a project. 

Dt - Non-cash items chargeable only during t (i.e. depreciation). 

'Tc - Corporate tax rate. 

Yi - After tax cash flow during t. 

t - Period of the project (i.e. years). 

k - Monetary attribute. 

J( - Total number of monetary attributes. 

The cash flows occuring from a project include gross income, operating expenses, 

and interest paid on borrowed funds. Some examples of gross income are savings 

realized by improvements made, sales, salvage values, and in general any cash in-

flow which occurs. Operating expenses are made up of cash out-flows (excluding 

interest paid on debts) such as equipment costs, maintenance, labor, overhead, 

development, training, etc. Depreciation is of course the lessening in book value 
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over time of a physical asset, interest is the cost of borrowing funds, and taxes are 

the company's cost to Uncle Sam. These items correspond to the attributes for 

the Pecuniary objective. 

Using the after tax cash flows Yi, the present value is determined as described 

in Section 2.1.2, where the N PV of the cash flows is determined by: 

T 

NPV = EYi (1 + i)-t 
t=o 

This requires that the interest rate i be provided. This interest rate has been 

cause for much discussion as Kaplan [71] believes companies set an arbitrarily 

high hurdle rate. As discussed in Chapter 1, this interest rate can be the cause for 

rejecting projects which may actually be worthwhile for a company to undertake. 

Shinnar et al. [119] determined interest rates for several corporations. Of the 14 

manufacturing firms identified in that paper, the interest rate averaged between 

between 5% and 8%. These are the rates which will be used in this dissertation. 

3.3.2 Monetary Index Formulation 

An index for the monetary analysis will be required in order to scale the results 

into a unitless value that can be compared on a -1 (worst) to +1 (best) scale. 

This is required for the preference ordering proposed later in this Chapter. The 

Monetary Index for a particular alternative j is calculated by: 

where: 

T 

N PVj - E Yij (1 + i)-t 
t=o 

RMI - max (ITeiJNPVjI'~bxNPVj) 



ytj - The after tax cash flow in the tth period from the ph alternative. 

- Interest rate, adjusted for inflation only. 

j - The alternative under consideration, j = 1,2, ... J. 
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Theorem 3.1 The Monetary Index M I j = N PVj yields a result in the range 
RMI 

[-1, +1]. 

The proof of this Theorem is provided in Appendix A. 

Alternatively, the decision maker can define an RMI as a maximum positive 

desirable NPV (N PVDM ). In the event an IN PVj I from the analysis is greater 

than N PVDM, the decision maker will be asked to reevaluate N PVDM or select as 

the new limit that IN PVjI which exceeded N PVDM. 

A Monetary Index less than zero for a given alternative shows that the alter

native will not meet the decision maker's value for the time period under study. 

When the Monetary Index is greater than zero for a given alternative, the alterna-

tive will meet the decision maker's value for the period under study, varying from 

complete attainment (1) to low attainment (around 0). A Monetary Index of zero 

shows that the decision maker is indifferent for the alternative. There is no gain, 

however there is also no loss. 

As an example of the use of the Monetary Index, consider three project alterna-

tives A, B, and C. Cash flows for these three alternatives in "then current" dollars 

(adjusted for inflation) are shown in Table 3.3. Assuming an 8 year project win

dow and a market interest rate adjusted for inflation of 15%, the NPV of project 

A is $136,207, $124,716 for project B, and $110,186 for project C. The decision 

maker has defined an N PVDM of $150,000. From these values, the Monetary Index 

for A is 0.91, B is 0.83, and C is 0.73. These results are summarized at the end of 
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Table 3.3: Example of the Monetary Index 

YEAR PROJECT A PROJECT B PROJECT C 

° ($280,000) ($350,000) ($325,000) 
1 $85,000 $95,000 $85,000 
2 $90,000 $100,000 $120,000 
3 $90,000 $105,000 $110,000 
4 $95,000 $105,000 $105,000 
5 $95,000 $110,000 $100,000 
6 $100,000 $110,000 $100,000 
7 $100,000 $115,000 $90,000 
8 $100,000 $115,000 $90,000 

NPV $136,207 $124,716 $110,186 
MI 0.91 0.83 0.73 

Table 3.3. As can be seen from the results, the preferred alternative based upon 

the Monetary Index is A. 

3.4 Nonmonetary Evaluation 

All of the models reviewed in Chapter 2 consider the nonmonetary (or qualita

tive) benefits and/or costs as an aggregate term. That is the benefits and/or costs 

occur instantaneously, and are rated on some scale. As an example, consider the 

methodology described by Canada [19]. The strategic and tactical criteria of this 

model are analyzed for each alternative, and an aggregate "weighted evaluation" 

is provided for each criteria within each alternative. Specifically, Canada [19] uses 

examples for tactical criteria as how well the CIMS aims are met and serviceability. 

These criteria are then assigned weights as to how well they are fulfilled by each 

alternative. The question that arises is; will these criteria be fulfilled immediately 

upon installation or procurement of the alternative, or will the benefits/costs oc

cur over time? Just as the monetary benefits and costs do not arrive "all at once," 
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the nonmonetary benefits do not arrive "all at once". The nonmonetary benefits 

accrue at different levels during different periods of the project's life. 

Since the nonmonetary benefits and/or costs do not accrue instantaneously, it is 

necessary to perform a nonmonetary qualitative flow analysis just as the monetary 

criteria used a cash flow analysis. This qualitative flow analysis will then provide 

the foundation upon which the nonmonetary evaluation can be defined. 

Whereas the Pecuniary objective resulted in a single attribute of the Monetary 

Index to describe the objective, the nonmonetary evaluation will arrive at indicies 

for each of the attributes of the Strategic and Tactical objectives. 

3.4.1 Net Present Qualitative Flow Analysis 

The Net Present Qualitative Flow (NPQF) analysis is an analysis of how well a 

particular alternative performs, with respect to a given attribute, over a period of 

time. This performance is then adjusted to a present time measure and normalized 

into an appropriate range. 

Definition 3.2 The expected performance of alternative j f07' attribute k in period 

t, t = 1, ... , T i3 Qtkj, with -100 ~ Qtkj ~ +100. -100 is the wor3t rating, a is a 

neutral rating, and + 100 is the be3t rating. 

For each alternative j, the decision maker rates the expected performance 

Qtkj. As with cash flows, positive values indicate a positive effect toward the end 

result, negative values a negative effect, and zero a no change situation. This is 

an extension on the methodology performed by Canada [19] in two ways. First, 

the performance of the qualitative attributes is examined on a period by period 

basis. Second, the performance of the qualitative attributes is allowed to take on 

negative values indicating a worsening of the attribute. 
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Note that expected performance Qtkj is specified for each attribute, and not 

each element of the attributes. This was done in order to clearly present the 

methodology. The decision maker may prefer to specify a unique Qtkj for each 

element, because he/she may have differing views for each of the elements which 

describe an attribute. This provides the decision maker with some flexibility in 

the level of detail which is to be used in the model. 

In order to account for the attainment of different levels of the nonmonetary 

benefits during different periods, a Net Present Qualitative Flow (N PQF) function 

is defined. This is similar to the N PV for the monetary function previously 

described. 

Definition 3.3 The N PQF of attribute k for alternative j is: 

T 

N PQFki = E Qtki(l + h)-t 
t;;:1 

where: 

Qtkj - Qualitative flow in period t of attribute k for alternative j. 

k=1, ... ,12. 

T • The time window of the analysis. 

h - Qualitative interest rate. 

(3.1) 

Generally, k = 1, ... ,6 denote attributes from the Strategic objective and k = 
7, ... ,12 denote attributes from the Tactical objective. However, not all six of the 

attributes from each objective are required to be utilized, and as such k should be 

appropriately defined for the evaluation being performed. 

The term (1 + h >-t is merely a weight applied to Qtkj that represents the 

importance of the expected performance over time. When these weights decrease in 
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magnitude over time ((1 + h)-tl > (1 + htt2 > (1 + h)-ta .. . ), the decision maker 

is said to exhibit impatience [37]. Impatience is where the decision maker desires 

preferred things to happen sooner than later. When h is between 0 and 1 (a 

percentage) and the t's are ordered such that t3 > t2 > tt, the weights will decrease 

over time. The decision maker may elect to set h to the same value as i, or discount 

the qualitative attributes at a different rate depending upon the company's level 

of impatience. As with i, h should not be adjusted arbitrarily for risk. Risk will 

be addressed in the next Chapter. 

3.4.2 Nonmonetary Index Formulation 

As with the monetary analysis, a Nonmonetary Index will be required in order 

to scale the results into a unitless value that can be compared on a -1 (worst) to 

+1 (best) scale. The N PQF's for all alternatives (including the "do-nothing") and 

qualitative attributes will be determined. The Nonmonetary Index for attribute 

k of alternative j will then be determined by: 

where: 

T 

N PQFki - L Qtki(1 + h)-t 
t=l 

T 

RNI - 100 ~:C1 + h)-t 
t=l 

Qtki - Qualitative flow in period t of attribute k for alternative j. 

h - Qualitative interest rate. 

Theorem 3.2 The Nonmonetary Index N Ikj 

range [-1, +1]. 

_ N PQ Fkj yields a result in the 
RNI 
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The proof of this Theorem is provided in Appendix A. 

As an example of how these qualitative flows are incorporated, consider an 

AMST project where lead times will be improved. Let lead times be denoted by 

k = 1, and the alternative as j = A. In the first year of the project, lead times are 

expected to worsen somewhat due to the installation requirements and training 

of personnel, and as such Q11A = -10. In year 2 and year 3, the lead times are 

expected to improve to a performance level of +30 and +60 respectively, and by 

year 4 the lead time performance will be +85. If operations remain as they are 

("do-nothing" alternative B), the performance of lead times would be +40, +30, 

0, and -20 for years 1 through 4. Table 3.4 shows these Qtk;'S and the associated 

N PQF and N I when h is 8%. 

Why is it important to analyze the qualitative attributes in this manner? If the 

project in the previous example lasts 4 years, it is true that the AMST alternative 

(A) is preferred over the current operations, but what if the project for some reason 

lasts only 2 years? Then only part of the benefit is realized, and the N PQF1A = 
16.46 and N PQF1B = 62.76. This results in N llA = 0.08 and N I1B = 0.35. Now, 

the current operations are the better selection. Current methods of analysis do 

Table 3.4: Qualitative Flow for Lead times 

YEAR 
1 
2 
3 
4 

NPQF 
NI 

-10 
+30 
+60 
+85 

+40 
+30 

o 
-20 

126.57 48.06 
0.38 0.15 
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not allow for this sort of breakdown, and as such errors can result when analyzing 

the alternatives. If the project lasts less than the four years required (in the 

example) to achieve the desired benefits, the entire qualitative benefits would not 

be realized. Furthermore, AMST projects are on the order of 8 to 12 years in 

duration [98J [123], and it may take this long for the entire range of benefits to be 

realized. Therefore, the evaluation model must be able to accommodate this, and 

by using the N PQF it can. 

To summarize the steps to obtain the N PQF, each appropriate element sug

gested in Table 3.2 under the Strategic and Tactical objectives will first be rated 

on performance (Qtkj) by t.he decision maker for each period t. Next, determine 

the N PQF per Equation 3.1. The interest rate i without adjustments for inflation 

01' risk may be used as the qualitative interest rate h. This is performed separately 

for each attribute, or for each element. The decision maker then determines the 

N hj. The result is a vector of N hj for each alternative j being evaluated. 

3.5 COlnposite Programming Solution 

The structure of the proposed AMST evaluation problem lends itself nicely to 

a solution using Composite Programming. As presented in Chapter 2, Composite 

Programming is a two-level trade-off analysis. The first level is a trade-off between 

the attributes/elements of an objective, and the second level is a trade-off among 

the objectives. Not only does Composite Programming lend itself well to this 

situation, it is a technique which has not been applied to the AMST evaluation 

problem. This technique can be used to provide a ranking of the alternatives being 

evaluated in a very elegant manner. 
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3.5.1 Formulation 

The formulation for evaluation of AMST using Composite Programming is: 

mjnPi = 
J [ 

( 
1

1 - M Ii IV) q/v 3 ( 11 - N Iki IV) q/Pjl/q 
(31 all 2 + :L: (3n :L: ank 2 

n=2 kESn 

where: 

Pi - Composite evaluation of alternative j. 

(3n - Weighting factor for the importance of the objectives. 

n = 2: strategic, n = 3: tactical. 

ank - Weighting factor for the importance of the attributes/elements 

of an objective. 

Sn - Set of elements/attributes for objective n. 

M Ii - Monetary Index for alternative j. 

N hi - Nonmonetary Index for attribute/element k and alternative j. 

p - L-norm for the attributes/elements. 

q - L-norm for the objectives. 

The resulting composite evaluation is a score for each alternative which describes 

the "distance" that the alternative is away from an "ideal" solution. The ranking of 

the composite evaluation scores is based upon the mjn Pi being the best alternative 
J 

from the set of alternati yes being evaluated. The set of alternatives is required to 

include the "do-nothing" alternative. 

The weights ank indicate the importance of the attributes/elements (k) for 

objective (n) as compared to the other attributes/elements for the same objective. 

The weights (3n indicate the importance of the objective n to the overall result. 

These weights are determined by the decision maker on a scale of 0 to 100, and 
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normalized to 100. This is done within each objective for a nm , and across the 

objec~ives for {:In' The weight allows the decision maker to define the importance 

of the attributes/elements in order to obtain an accurate measure of their effects 

upon the specific objective, and the importance of the objectives to the overall 

composite evaluation. Similar weighting techniques are used in [98], [19], and [24J. 

(
1- MJ.) (1 -N Ik .) The terms 2 3 and 2 1 are taken directly from the term 

as presented in Chapter 2. The term z~ is represented by the value 1, the maximum 

value that the M I and N I can take on. The minimum value that the M I and N I 

can attain is Zn. = -1. Thus the term (z~ - zn.) is 2. 

3.5.2 Attribute versus Alternative Matrix 

In order to efficiently use the Composite Programming technique, the values 

for M Ij and N hj are organized into an attribute versus alternative matrix. This 

matrix shows the relationship between the attributes of all of the objectives and the 

alternatives, and allows the decision maker to systematically perform the AMST 

evaluation. The matrix may be as detailed as to list all of the individual elements 

of the Strategic and Tactical objectives, 01' be as simple as delineating only the 

attributes as shown in Table 3.5. Having defined this matrix and the appropriate 

values for ank and {:In, the decision maker is ready to carry out the evaluation 

process. 

3.5.3 Numerical Example 

In order to demonstrate the use of this technique, a numerical example is pro-

vided. The intent of the example is to show how the qualitative issues can impact 
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Table 3.5: Attribute versus Alternative Matrix 

Objective Element ALT 1 ALT 2 ALT J 

Design Monetary Index MIl MI2 MIJ 

Internal Relations NI~ NIs 
12 NIS 

1J 

Market Position NIl NI~ NItJ 
Strategic Mission NI~ NIt NIfJ 

Organization NIt Nlf2 NIfJ 
Public Relations NI~ NI~ NIlJ 
Technology NIt NIl NIIJ 

Design NI~ NI~ NI'£ 
Flexibility NIl NI~ NIlJ 

Tactical Integration NI~ NI~ NflJ 

Material NIl~l l' NI102 N Iro J 
Personnel N iftl NIh2 NIhJ 
Producibility Nt!;l NI'62 

NI'6J 
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Table 3.6: Current Operations Cash Flows 

0 1 2 3 4 
Labor $0 ($109,200) ($119,600) ($130,000) ($140,400) 
Maintenance $0 ($2,000) ($2,000) ($2,200) ($2,200) 
'n'aining $0 ($1,000) ($1,150) ($1,323) ($1,521) 
Documentation $0 ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) 
Space $0 ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($10,000) 
Rework $0 ($15,600) ($84,000) ($92,400) ($100,800) 
Transportation $0 ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) 
Cash Inflow $0 $816,000 $912,000 $998,400 $1,094,400 

5 6 1 8 9 10 
Labor ($150,800) ($161,200) ($171,600) ($182,000) ($192,400) ($202,800) 
Maintenance ($2,420) ($2,420) ($2,662) ($2,662) ($2,928) ($2,928) 
Training ($1,749) ($2,011) ($2,313) ($2,660) ($3,059) ($3,518) 
Documentation ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) ($5,000) 
Space ($10,000) ($10,000) ($15,000) ($15,000) ($15,000) ($15,000) 
Rework ($113,400) ($121,800) ($134,400) ($147,000) ($163,800) ($180,600) 
Transportation ($15,000) ($15,000) ($15,000) ($15,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) 
Cash Inflow $1,228,800 $1,315,200 $1,459,200 $1,593,600 $1,176,000 $1,958,400 

the evaluation. This example deals with a hypothetical electronics manufacturing 

company which is evaluating two alternatives over its current operations of com-

ponent insertion. The current operations are entirely manual, and are performed 

offshore due to the attractive labor rates. Two alternatives deal with bringing the 

operations back to the U.S., the other with leaving the operations offshore and sim-

ply adding people. Alternative one employs semi-automatic component insertion 

machines, the second uses a totally automatic component insertion machine. 

The cash flows for each alternative, adjusted to include inflation, are shown in 

Tables 3.6 thru 3.8. A project window of ten years is used, with an interest rate 

of 8% and an inflation rate of 5%. 

Currently the offshore operations utilize 8 people to perform component m

sertion. An additional person will need to be added to the operations each year 

in order to keep up with the expected demand. In addition a support engineer 

is required one quarter time to support the operations. Due to the increase of 

employees, space requirements increase over time. There is also a cost incurred in 
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Table 3.7: Semi-Automatic Alternative Cash Flows 

0 2 3 4 
Depl' Investment ($120,000) 
Nondepr Investment ($30,000) 
Salvage value 
Labor ($270,400) ($228,800) ($291,200) ($291,200) 
Maintenance ($6,660) ($6,660) ($6,660) ($6,660) 
Training ($20,000) ($20,000) ($15,000) ($15,000) 
Documentation ($2,500) ($2,500) ($2,500) ($2,500) 
Space ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) 
Rework ($75,600) ($75,600) ($73,920) ($70,560) 
Programming ($50,000) ($50,000) ($30,000) ($20,000) 
Cash Inflow $806,400 $921,600 $1,027,200 $1,132,800 

6 7 8 9 10 
Depr Investment 
Nondepr Investment 
Salvage value $5,500 
Labor ($291,200) ($353,600) ($353,600) ($353,600) ($353,600) ($353,600) 
Maintenance ($6,660) ($6,660) ($6,660) ($6,660) ($6,660) ($6,660) 
Training ($10,000) ($15,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) ($10,000) 
Documentation ($2,500) ($2,500) ($2,500) ($2,500) ($2,500) ($2,500) 
Space ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) 
Rework ($68,040) ($60,900) ($60,480) ($58,800) ($65,520) ($72,240) 
Programming ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) 
Cash Inflow $1,276,800 $1,372,800 $1,526,400 $1,670,400 $1,862,400 $2,054,400 

Table 3.8: Automatic Alternative Cash Flows 

0 2 3 4 
Depr Investment ($600,000) 
Nondepr Investment ($50,000) 
Salvage value 
Labor ($364,000) ($353,600) ($301,600) ($301,600) 
Maintenance ($16,000) ($16,000) ($16,000) ($16,000) 
Training ($40,000) ($40,000) ($30,000) ($20,000) 
Documentation ($5,000) ($3,000) ($3,000) ($3,000) 
Space ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) 
Rework ($75,600) ($75,600) ($64,680) ($50,400) 
Programming ($50,000) ($50,000) ($30,000) ($20,000) 
Cash Inflow $777,600 $931,200 $1,036,800 $1,132,800 

5 6 7 8 9 10 
Depr Investment 
Nondepr Investment 
Salvage value $30,000 
Labor ($301,600) ($301,600) ($301,600) ($301,600) ($301,600) ($301,600) 
Maintenance ($16,000) ($16,000) ($16,000) ($16,000) ($16,000) ($16,000) 
Training ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) 
Documentation ($3,000) ($3,000) ($3,000) ($3,000) ($3,000) ($3,000) 
Space ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) ($6,250) 
Rework ($56,700) ($30,450) ($33,600) ($29,400) ($32,760) ($27,090) 
Programming ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) 
Cash Inflow $1,286,400 $1,382,400 $1,526,400 $1,670,400 $1,862,400 $2,054,400 
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transporting the circuit boards back to the U.S. The boards require rework after 

they are shipped back to the U.S. and no change in this rate is anticipated over 

the project life. The remaining costs presented in Table 3.6 are self explanatory. 

The alternative of semi-automatic insertion equipment will require the pur

chase of 4 semi-automatic insertion machines to replace the offshore operations. 

These machines will require site preparation and miscellaneous peripherals. The 

equipment is depreciated according to the ACRS rate for 7 year equipment. In 

the first year the offshore production will be maintained in full while the semi

automatic machinery is installed and placed into the manufacturing environment. 

In year 2 the offshore operation will begin to be phased out, and by year 3, the 

offshore operations will be eliminated. Additionally, operators for two of the ma

chines will be required. A third operator will be added in year 3, and a fourth 

operator in year 7. The idle machines will be used for programming and training. 

A support engineer will also be required full time. The rework rate of boards from 

this operation is anticipated to decline over the life of the project. Other costs 

presented in Table 3.7 are self explanatory. 

The fully automatic component insertion option will require one machine, with 

appropriate site preparation and peripherals. This equipment is also depreciated 

over 7 years. In the first year the offshore production will be maintained in full 

while the automatic equipment is installed and placed into the manufacturing 

environment. One operator for the machine will be required in the first year. A 

support engineer will also be required full time. In year 2 the offshore operation will 

be eliminated, and 2 people will be required to operate the automated machinery 

with an additional support engineer. In year 3 ouly 1~ support engineers will 

he required, and begining in year 5 only 1 support engineer will be needed. The 
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Table 3.9: Current Operations Qualitative Flows 

Strategic 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
Internal Relations 15 0 -30 -30 -30 -30 -50 -50 -80 -80 
Market Position 20 15 10 0 -25 -45 -65 -15 -80 -85 
Mission -30 -30 -35 -45 -50 -55 -60 -65 -15 -85 
Organization -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 
Public Relations 20 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -10 -80 
Technology -90 -90 -90 -90 -90 -90 -90 -90 -90 -90 

Tactical 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
Design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flexibility -40 -40 -40 -40 -80 -80 -80 -80 -80 -80 
Integr~tion -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -50 -60 -10 -80 
Material 25 15 0 -20 -20 -30 -30 -40 -40 -50 
Personnel 35 30 30 25 15 5 -10 -15 -25 -35 
Producibility -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -45 -50 -55 -60 -65 

Table 3.10: Semi-Automatic Alternative Qualitative Flows 

Strategic 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
Internal Relatiolls -35 -25 5 10 20 30 40 40 60 60 
Market Position 10 -20 0 5 15 25 35 35 55 55 
Mission 30 30 30 35 35 35 40 40 40 50 
Organization -35 -10 10 15 15 20 25 40 40 40 
Public Relations 25 25 35 35 45 45 55 55 55 55 
Technology 10 10 25 30 40 40 40 40 40 40 

Tactical 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
Design 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Flexibility -20 -5 0 5 15 20 30 30 40 40 
Integration -15 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Material -10 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 50 50 
Personnel 35 35 40 40 45 45 55 55 55 55 
Producibility -25 -15 5 15 25 35 45 45 55 55 

rework rate of boards from this operation is anticipated to improve over the semi-

automatic alternative. Other costs are shown in Table 3.8. 

Next the nonmonetary attributes of the situation are examined. Performance 

of each of the alternatives was performed on the attributes of the Strategic and 

Tactical objectives. The qualitative flows are shown in Tables 3.9 thru 3.11. 

These tables show in general that the current operations provide for a declining 

rating of the nonmonetary attributes. Internal Relations deteriorate as pressure 

is applied from within the company to bring work back to the U.S. This is due in 
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Table 3.11: Automatic Alternative Qualitative Flows 

Strategic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Internal Relations -35 -25 5 10 20 30 40 40 60 60 
Market Position 10 -20 10 15 30 45 80 80 80 80 
Mission 40 40 60 60 80 80 90 90 90 90 
Organization -35 -10 10 15 25 45 65 85 95 95 
Public Relations 45 45 55 55 65 65 75 85 85 85 
Technology 35 45 45 60 60 80 80 80 80 80 

Tactical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Design 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
FlexibiUty -20 0 10 20 30 50 80 90 90 90 
Integration -15 0 5 20 30 45 55 80 80 80 
Material -10 10 15 25 35 45 60 75 75 75 
Pel't!lonnel ·20 0 15 30 45 55 70 90 90 90 
Producibility ·35 ·25 0 40 80 80 90 90 90 90 

part to the lack of control on the offshore operations from the support operations 

back in the U.S. Market position is expected to worsen as a result of this lack of 

control. The company has a current plan for modernization and automation, of 

which the offshore operations do not match. Organization is also not good because 

of poor information management between the offshore operations and the company 

in the U.S. Public relations are currently not a problem, but as the country is 

regaining its competitiveness, pressures are anticipated in returning as much of 

the manufacturing capability as possible back to the U.S. And the technology is, 

at best, antiquated. There is some impact on design, the density of components 

on the board has to allow for manual operations. This means that the designers 

have to allow space between the components for the operators to slide their fingers 

as they place components on the board. Flexibility is poor as the operations are 

not very responsive to change. Due to the offshore location, integration is almost 

impossible. Material is not a great problem in current operations, however it is an

ticipated that it will get worse unless some updated controls and communications 

are established between the U.S. and the offshore operations. Personnel for the 
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most part is adequate, but as boards become denser with components, the people 

will have more difficulty in inserting components. And finally, the producibility is 

bad because of the high rework and consistency problems reported by the offshore 

operations. 

The semi-automatic alternative's nonmonetary performance shows that inter

nal relations are anticipated to be poor in the first year due to the new machinery 

and the changes in operation. Humans are not always very adept to change. How

ever, this will improve as the operations are brought on line. The market position 

should improve, as the company will be poised to better compete with greater 

control and improved operations. This alternative is a better match to the mis

sion of modernization. Bringing the operations to the U.S. will initially result in 

some operational problems during transition, however as the offshore operations 

are phased out, control and information management will improve. Bringing back 

offshore operations will look good from a public relations view, and the technology 

is better than the current operations. There is no anticipated effects on design. 

Flexibility will be bad as the operators are first learning the new equipment, how

ever as the machinery is placed into full service, the flexibility should improve. 

Similarly, integration, material, and producibility will have expected difficulties 

during the start up, and then improve with time. Personnel will be average during 

the start up, and also expected to improve. 

Internal relations for the automated alternative are anticipated to be poor in 

the first years again due to the new machinery and the changes in operation. 

Due to the complexity of the machinery, this will last a year longer than in the 

semi-automatic alternative. The market position should improve, as the company 

will be poised to better compete with greater control and improved operations. 
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This alternative is the best match to the mission of modernization. As in the 

semi-automatic alternative, bringing the operations to the U.S. will initially result 

in some operational problems during transition, however as the offshore opera

tions are phased out, control and information management will improve. Bringing 

back offshore operations will look good from a public relations view, and the use 

of automatic machinery should improve this over the semi-automatic equipment 

due to its "higher" technology. The technology of automatic insertion is also an 

improvement over the current and semi-automatic operations. As in the other 

alternatives, there is no anticipated effects on design. Flexibility will again prob

ably be bad as the operators are first learning the new equipment, however as the 

machinery is placed into full service, the flexibility should improve. The flexibility 

is anticipated to improve rapidly due to the automation of the machinery. Inte

gration, material, and producibility will have expected difficulties during the start 

up, and then improve with time. Personnel will be bad during the start up due to 

the complexity and frustrations associated with a new learning process, and then 

is expected to improve. 

Having gathered the aforementioned information, the decision maker (company 

management) is requested to assist in determining the maximum desireable NPV 

to be used in the analysis. N PVDM is $5,000,000. 

Using the cash flows presented in Tables 3.6 thru 3.8, the NPV of each alter

native is determined. Using these NPV's, the Monetary Index is then calculated. 

The Monetary Index, along with the Nonmonetary Indices for the qualitative 

factors are then used to create the attribute versus alternative matrix shown in 

Table 3.12. All of the calculations in this example were performed using a software 

program developed for this effort entitled "AMSTEP-D: Advanced Manufactur-
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Table 3.12: Attribute versus Alternative Matrix 

ATTRIBUTE MANUAL SEMI-AUTO AUTOMATIC 

Monetary 0.6384 0.5394 0.4429 
Internal Relations -0.3049 0.1382 0.1382 
Market Position -0.2442 0.1700 0.3380 
Mission -0.4919 0.3533 0.6792 
Organization -0.5000 0.1126 0.2962 
Public Relations -0.2733 0.4052 0.6276 
Technology -0.9000 0.2916 0.6096 
Design 0.0000 0.0000 0.2000 
Flexibility -0.6026 0.1132 0.3548 
Integration -0.3810 0.1298 0.3069 
Material -0.1393 0.2390 0.3421 
Personnel 0.1058 0.4431 0.3829 
ProducibiHty -0.3936 0.1812 0.3998 

ing Systems Technology Evaluation Program - Deterministic." A listing of this 

program, written in "C", is provided in Appendix B. 

Next, the decision maker is asked to assign weights to each of the attributes 

within an objective. Since the Pecuniary objective has only one attribute, the 

Monetary Index, its weight is 100 by default. The weights assigned to the at

tributes of the Strategic and Tactical objectives are shown in Table 3.13, along 

with the normalized weights. Additionally, the decision maker is requested to 

assign weights to the three objectives by importance. These weights, and their 

normalized result, are shown in Table 3.14. 

Using the Composite Programming technique, the evaluation of each alterna

tive was determined. The final results are summarized in Table 3.15. The ranking 

of the alternatives show that the automatic insertion machine is preferred to both 

the semi-automatic and current operations. The evaluation of the automatic and 

semi-automatic alternatives are relatively close, and the decision maker may de-



Table 3.13: Attribute Weights 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT NORMALIZED 

Monetary 100 100 

Internal Relations 80 17 
Market Position 95 20 
Mission 90 19 
Organization 70 15 
Public Relations 60 13 
Technology 85 18 

Design I5 15 
Flexibility 95 19 
Integration 90 18 
Material 75 15 
Personnel 80 16 
Producibility 95 19 

Table 3.14: Objective Weights 

OBJECTIVE WEIGHT NORMALIZED 

Pecuniary 
Strategic 
Tactical 

90 
80 
80 

36 
32 
32 

Table 3.15: Final Results and Rankings 

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION RANK 

Manual 
Semi-Automatic 
Automatic 

56 
35 
30 

3 
2 
1 

111 
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cide upon the semi-automatic operations. However, the current operations are a 

very poor choice compared to the alternatives. 

Based entirely upon the monetary evaluation (MI), the decision would have 

been between the current operations and the automatic insertion machine alter

native. Yet when the nonmonetary attributes of the alternatives were included 

into the evaluation, the current operations were no longer a contending alterna

tive and the semi-automatic insertion machinery was in a more favorable light. 

Thus, having all of the nonmonetary and monetary factors in the evaluation has 

an effect upon the results of the evaluation of competing alternatives. 

3.5.4 Effe{;ts of the Weights 

An immediate question which arises from the use of the Composite Program

ming technique is the effect of the weights a and (3 on the final result. In order to 

analyze the effect of changing the weights, a mixture experiment was performed 

on the a's and (3's independently [26]. The object of this experiment is to mea

sure the effects of changing the proportions of the components (a and (3) on the 

response (final score). 

In accordance with mixture experiment terminology, a and (:J were normalized 

to sum to unity. This does not significantly alter the model as the desired effect 

remains the same, only the resulting score will differ by a constant factor. Addi

tionally, for the mixture experiment the value of q in the Composite Programming 

equation was changed from 2 to 1 to create a linear equation in the objectives. 

Initally, the analysis was performed on the objective weights ((3n, n = 1,2,3). 

The (3n's were varied between 0 and 1, while the ank values were used as shown in 

Table 3.13. A simplex-centroid design for three components was used to analyze 

the effects of varying the proportion of (31, (32, and (33 used in the model. This was 
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done for the three alternatives previously described. 

The fitted third-degree model for each alternative is: 

Ymanual = 1.8/h + 7.4/32 + 6.4/33 + 8.8/31/32 + 1.6/31/33 + 0/32/33 + 1.2/31/32/33 

Ysemi-auto. = 2.3/31 + 3.8/32 + 4.1/33 + 1.8/31/32 + 2.0/31133 + 0.2/32/33 + 4.2/31/32/33 

Yautomatic = 2.8/31 + 2.9/32 + 3.3,83 + 2.2,81,82 + 2.2,81,83 + 1.2,82,83 + 2.l,8d32/33 

where Y is the estimate of the Composite Programming score p. The derivation of 

these fitted models is based upon observed scores from the Composite Program

ming model and procedures presented in Cornell [26]. A brief background of this 

methodology is provided in Appendix C. 

Statistically no statement can be made as to the goodness of fit of these mod

els to the actual results since there is only one sample and as such the variance is 

zero. However, analysis of the coefficients indicates which parameter contributes 

most to the final score. Consider the large coefficients of ,82 and /33 for the manual 

alternative. The inclusion of the Strategic and Tactical objectives in the model 

"worsens" the score and makes the manual alternative less attractive. The co

efficients of the semi-automatic and automatic alternatives are more balanced, 

indicating a greater balance between the objectives. 

The estimated shape of the surface for /31, /32, and ,83 is approximated pictorially 

for each alternative in Figures 3.5 thru 3.7 by a contour representation of the 

surface. These contour plots are based upon the fitted third-degree model for 

each alternative [50]. Each contour line on the plot joins the mixtures of /311 /32, 

and /33 that are assumed to yield the same predicted score. The predicted scores 

were obtained for combinations of ,811 ,82, and ,83 where the specific combinations 

were defined as an array of points across the triangle. Predicted scores of equal 

magnitude are joined by the same contour line. Note that Xl, X2, and X3 on 
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Figure 3.5: Contour Plot of /3n for the Manual Alternative 

the plots correspond to /31, /32, and (33 respectively. 
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The contour plot of the manual alternative (Figure 3.5) shows that the best 

score o~curs when «(3I! (32, (33) = (1, 0, 0). As (32 and (33 are increased in value, 

the score moves further from the ideal of zero reaching a maximum at around (/31, 

(32, /33) = (0.2, 0.8, 0). The slope of the contour is large compared to the other 

alternatives, moving from a score of 1.8 at (1, 0, 0) to the maximum of 7.7. This 

shows the effect which the strategic and tactical objectives (/32 and /33) have on 

the evaluation. Without /32 and /33 the score approaches the ideal, however as /32 
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Figure 3.6: Contour Plot of (3n for the Semi-Automatic Alternative 

and (33 are added, the score moves away from the ideal. 
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The contour plot of.the semi-automatic alternative (Figure 3.6) is more robust 

as the score varies from 2.4 at (1, 0, 0) to a maximum of 4.13 at (0.12,0.22, 0.66). 

Again, the lowest score is achieved when only the monetary objective is used, 

however the slope of the contour is less than the slope exhibited for the manual 

alternative. Whereas the peak of the manual alternative was near the point where 

the weight of the strategic objective dominates, the semi-automatic plot achieves 

its maximum closer to where the weight of the tactical objective dominates. 
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Finally, the automatic alternative contour plot (Figure 3.7) is even more robust 

than the semi-automatic. Here the score varies by only 0.72. The slope of this 

contour is very gradual, and the peak is closer to the centroid of the triangle, 

indicating the greatest score when the the weights of the three objectives are 

the same. In this alternative complete dominance of either the pecuniary or the 

strategic objective yield similar results, indicating that the tactical objective is 

adding a significant "cost" to the results. 

In addition to the contour plots, a comparison of the scores for the three alter

natives is presented in Figure 3.8 for various combinations of f3n. The combinations 

of f3n used in the plot are shown in Table 3.16 and represent the following variations 

1. all the weight is in only one f3n (set # 1,2,3). 

2_ the weight is split evenly between only two f3n's (set # 4,7,10). 
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3. the weight is split two-to-one between two f3n's (set # 5,6,8,9,11,12). 

4. the weight is split evenly between all three f3n's (set # 13). 

5. and the weight is split two-to-one where two f3n's share the lesser weight (set 

# 14,15,16). 

6. and the weight is split two-to-one where two f3n's share the greater weight 

(set # 17,18,19). 

From Figure 3.8 it can be seen that the manual alternative generally scores 

worse than the semi-automatic and automatic except in four areas: weight sets 3, 

9, 12, and 16. These weight sets are where f3I is at its highest values (1.00, 0.67, 

0.67, and 0.50 respectively). Since the manual alternative is preferred strictly on 

the pecuniary objective, the strong weighting affects the final score by making 

the manual alternative preferrable. A similar trend is noticable with the semi

automatic alternative. 

Next, the analysis was performed on the attribute weights (ank, n = 2,3; 

k = 1, ... ,6). The ank's were varied between 0 and 1, while the f3n values were 

used as shown in Table 3.14. A simplex-centroid design for six components was 

used to analyze the effects of varying the proportion of ank used in the model. 

This was again performed for the three alternatives previously described. 

In order to obtain the fitted sixth-degree model, additional derivations were 

required for the five-term and six-term components. These derivations are based 

upon the theory presented by Cornell [26], and are summarized in Appendix D. 

The fitted sixth-degree model for the strategic objectice (n = 2) of the manual 

alternative is: 

Ymanual = 47.9a2I + 46.9a22 + 50.9a23 + 51.0a24 + 47.4a25 + 57.4a26 + 
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Table 3.16: Combinations of Weights for f3n 

SET f31 f32 f33 MAN SEM AUT 

1 0.00 0.00 1.00 604 4.1 3.3 
2 0.00 1.00 0.00 704 3.8 2.9 
3 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.8 2.3 2.8 
4 0.00 0.50 0.50 6.9 4.0 304 
5 0.00 0.33 0.67 6.7 4.0 3.2 
6 0.00 0.67 0.33 7.1 3.9 3.1 
7 0.50 0.00 0.50 4.5 3.7 3.6 
8 0.33 0.00 0.67 4.9 3.5 3.2 
9 0.67 0.00 0.33 3.3 2.9 3.0 

10 0.50 0.50 0.00 5.0 3.5 304 
11 0.33 0.67 0.00 5.5 3.3 2.9 
12 0.67 0.33 0.00 3.7 2.8 2.8 
13 0.33 0.33 0.33 5.6 4.0 3.7 
14 0.25 0.25 0.50 6.0 4.2 3.8 
15 0.25 0.50 0.25 6.2 4.1 3.7 
16 0.50 0.25 0.25 4.7 3.6 3.5 
17 0040 0.40 0.20 504 3.8 3.6 
18 0040 0.20 0040 5.2 3.9 3.7 
19 0.20 0.40 0.40 6.3 4.2 3.8 

MAN - Manual. 
SEM - Semi-Automatic. 
AUT - Automatic. 



0021 0 22 + 0021 0 23 + 0.2021 0 24 - 0.2021 0 25 + 1.80 21 0 26 + 

0.40220 23 + 0.2022 0 24 - 0.2022 0 25 + 2.2022026 - 0. 20230 24 + 

0.20230 25 + 0.6023 0 26 + 0.40240 25 + 0.8024026 + 2.00250 26 -

6.3021 0 220 23 - 2.7021 0 220 24 + 1.2021 0 22 0 25 + 0.6021 0 22 0 26 + 

1.80 21 0 230 24 + 1.8021 0 230 25 + 1.8021023026 - 0.30 21 0 24 0 25 -

0.3021 0 24 0 26 + 00210 25 0 26 + 1.5022 0 230 24 - 1.2022 0 230 25 + 

0.30220 23 0 26 + 0.6022024ct25 - 0.6022024026 - 0.3022025026 -

0. 3ct230 24 0 25 + 1.8ct23ct24 ct26 - 0.3023025026 + 0.30240 25 ct26 -

21.2021022023ct24 - 2.8021022023025 - 18.8021 022023026 -

18.4021022024ct25 - 11.2021 ct22024026 + 6.8021022025026 -

18.4021ct23024ct25 - 20.4021023024026 - 6.8021023025026 -

8.4021ct2402Sct26 - 2.4ct22023024025 - 12.0022023024026 + 

12.4022023025ct26 - 3.2022024ct25026 - 9.2ct23024ct25026 + 

308.5ct21ct22023ct2'1025 + 278.5021ct22023024026 -

18.5021 ct22ct23ct21j026 + 79.5ct21 ct22024ct25026 + 

333.5021 Ql23Q12402S026 + 102.0022ct23024ct2s026 -

3160.2021 0220 230 240 250 26 

Other fitted models are provided in Appendix D. 
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Again analysis of the coefficients indicates which parameter contributes most 

to the final score. For the strategic attributes of the manual alternative, the 

contribution seems to be rather uniform among the ct2k' 

Unfortunately, the estimated shape of the surface for the Onk'S cannot be de

picted pictorially. Instead, a comparison of the scores for the three alternatives 
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Figure 3.9: Scores of Alternatives for Values of the Strategic Objective a2k 
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is plotted in Figure 3.9 (strategic) and Figure 3.10 (tactical) for various combina

tions of ank' The combinations of ank used in the plots are shown in Table 3.17 

and Table 3.18 and represent the following variations of ank: 

1. all the weight is in only one an (set # 1 - 6). 

2. the weight is split evenly between only two an's (set # 7 - 21). 

3. the weight is split evenly between only three an's (set # 22 - 41). 

4. the weight is split evenly between only foul' an's (set # 42 - 56). 

5. the weight is split evenly between only five an's (set # 57 - 62). 

6. the weight is split evenly between all six an's (set # 63). 

Results tend to be robust to the attribute weights. However, outcomes do high

light the strengths and weaknesses of each attribute. For the Strategic objective, 
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Figure 3.10: Scores of Alternatives for Values of the Tactical Objective 03k 

the manual alternative score is consistently higher, and the semi-automatic and 

automatic alternatives exhibit similar trends with respect to the weight of 0nk' 

The Tactical objective is more sensitive to the weights of Onk. The lower scores of 

the manual alternative result from higher weights of the Design, Flexibility, and 

Producibility attributes. Higher weights of the Design, Flexibility, and Personnel 

attributes drive down the semi-automatic scores, and higher weights of Flexibility, 

Integration, and Personnel account for the lower scores of the automatic alter-

native. These shifts indicate that the Tactical objective should be given careful 

consideration when evaluating these AMST. 
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Table 3.17: Combinations of Weights for Strategic Objective Cl:2k 

SET a2l Q22 Q2;3 a2i a2~ o2a MAN SEM AUT 

1 1.00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 {7,90 36,30 34,60 
2 0,00 1.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 46.90 34,80 31,30 

3 0,00 0,00 1,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 50,90 31.90 25,80 
4 0,00 0,00 0,00 1.00 0,00 0,00 51,00 35,70 32,00 
5 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1.00 0,00 H.40 31,10 26,70 

6 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1.00 67,40 32,90 27,00 

7 0,50 0,50 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 47,40 35,10 33,00 

8 0,60 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 49,40 33,70 31,10 

9 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,60 0,00 0.00 49,50 35,60 33,30 
10 0.50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,00 H,60 33,40 31.30 
11 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,50 53,10 34,20 31.40 
12 0,00 0,50 0,50 0.00 0.00 0,00 49,00 33.40 29,00 

13 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,00 49,00 35,30 31,60 

H 0.00 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,00 {7,10 33,10 29,30 

15 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,50 62,70 33,90 29,40 

16 0,00 0,00 0.50 0,60 0,00 0,00 50,90 34.00 29,50 

17 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,50 0,00 49,20 31,50 26,30 

18 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,00 0,50 M,30 32,40 26,40 

19 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,50 0,00 49,30 33,60 29,70 

20 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,00 0,60 54,40 34,40 29,80 

21 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,50 0,50 52,90 32,00 26,80 

22 0,33 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,00 48,60 34,10 31,20 

23 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,33 0,00 0,00 48,70 35,30 32,10 

24 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,00 41,40 33,90 31.30 

25 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,33 51.20 34,40 31.40 

26 0,33 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,00 50,00 34,40 31.40 

27 0,33 0,00 0,33 0.00 0,33 0,00 48,80 32,90 29.90 

28 0,33 0,00 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,33 52,40 33,50 29,90 

29 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,00 48,80 34,20 31.60 

30 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,00 0,33 52,40 34,70 31.60 

31 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,33 51.30 33,20 30,10 

32 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,00 49,10 34,30 30,10 

33 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,33 0,00 48,40 32,70 28,30 

34 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,33 52,10 33,30 28,40 

35 0,00 0,33 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,00 48,50 34,00 30,30 

36 0,00 0,33 0.00 0,33 0,00 0,33 52,10 34,50 30,30 

31 0,00 0,33 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,33 51,00 33,00 28,60 

38 0.00 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,33 0,00 49,80 33,10 28,60 

39 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,00 0,33 53,30 33,60 28,70 

40 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,00 0,33 0,33 52,20 32,00 26,50 

U 0.00 0,00 0,00 0,33 0,33 0,33 52.30 33,40 28,90 

42 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,00 49,20 34,50 31.40 

43 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,00 48,30 33,40 30,30 

H 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,00 0,25 51.10 33,80 30,30 

45 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,00 48,30 34.40 31,50 

46 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,00 0,25 51.10 34,70 3l.50 

47 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,00 0,25 0,25 50,30 33,60 30,40 

48 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,00 49,30 33,70 30,40 

49 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,25 52,00 34,10 30,50 

50 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,00 0.25 0,25 51.20 32,90 29,20 

51 0,25 0,00 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,25 51.20 33,90 30,60 

52 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,00 49,10 33,50 29,40 

53 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,25 51.80 33,90 20,40 

54 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,25 51,00 32,70 28,00 

55 0,00 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,25 51,00 33,80 29,60 

56 0,00 0,00 0,25 0,25 0,25 0,25 51,90 33,00 28,30 

67 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,00 48,90 33.90 30,60 

58 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,00 0,20 61,10 34,20 30,70 

59 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,00 0,20 0,20 50,40 33,30 29,70 

60 0,20 0,20 0,00 0,20 0,20 0,20 50,40 34,10 30,80 

61 0,20 0,00 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 51,20 33,50 29,90 

62 0,00 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 0,20 61,00 33,40 29,00 

63 0,17 0,17 0,17 0,17 0,17 0,17 50,50 33,70 30,10 

MAN Manual. SEM Semi-Automatic. AUT Automa.tic. 
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Table 3.18: Combinations of Weights for Tactical Objective a3k 

SET a~ll °32 a33 Q3j; aa5 Gila MAN SEM AUT 

1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.30 30.20 33.60 
2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.10 30.50 36.50 
3 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 33.60 ~9.90 3~.70 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 42.90 3B.20 31.50 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 33.00 34.BO 34.80 
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 30.70 ~6.50 33.60 
7 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 31.30 30.30 35.10 
8 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.10 ~2.90 34.20 
9 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 37.80 35.00 32.60 

10 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 31.10 32.80 34.20 
11 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 30.50 ~0.60 33.60 
12 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.90 ~2.90 35.60 
13 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 38.40 35.00 34.20 
14 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 32.60 32.90 35.60 
15 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 31.40 40.60 35.10 
16 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 38.90 44.90 33.20 
17 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 33.30 43.80 34.10 
18 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 32.20 48.30 3~.10 

19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 38.60 36.60 33.20 
20 0.00 o.oa 0.00 0.50 o.oa 0.50 37.90 ~2.80 32.60 
21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 31.90 41.70 34.20 
22 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.10 39.90 35.00 
23 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 36.10 33.70 34.00 
24 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 31.90 32.10 35.00 
25 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 31.10 38.00 34.60 
26 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 36.50 41.40 33.30 
21 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 32.40 40.60 34.40 
2B 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 31.60 44.20 34.00 
29 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 36.40 34.90 33.40 
30 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 35.BO 39.BO 32.90 
31 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 31.40 38.90 34.00 
32 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 36.00 41.50 34.40 
33 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 32.00 ~0.60 35.30 
34 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 32.20 ".20 34.90 
35 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 36.80 34.90 34.40 
36 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 36.20 39.80 34.00 
37 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 32.00 38.90 35.00 
38 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 o.~,. 0.00 31.10 42.20 33.70 
39 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 36.60 45.40 33.30 
40 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 32.50 44.80 34.30 
41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 36.40 40.60 33.30 
42 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 35.60 39.50 34.20 
43 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 32.30 3B.BO 34.90 
if 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 31.BO 41.BO 3~.60 

45 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 35.40 34.00 34.20 
46 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 35.00 38.10 33.90 
41 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 31.60 31.30 34.70 
46 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 35.70 ~O.OO 33.70 
49 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 35.30 42.80 33.40 
50 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 32.00 42.30 34.20 
51 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 35.20 38.70 33.40 
52 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 36.00 40.10 34.50 
53 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 35.60 ~2.00 34.20 

54 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 32.40 42.30 34.90 
55 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 35.50 38.70 34.20 
56 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 35.BO ~3.30 33.70 
57 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 35.10 3B.60 34.30 
5B 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 34.10 41.10 34.10 
59 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 32.00 40.60 34.70 

60 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 34.60 37.50 34.10 
61 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 34.90 41.50 33.70 
62 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 35.10 41.60 34.30 

63 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 34.40 ~0.20 34.20 

MAN Manual. SEM Semi·Aulomallc. AUT Automatic. 
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3.6 Solutions Using Other Methodologies 

The AMST evaluation methodology is not tied to the Composite Program

ming technique, although it is an elegant solution. This section shows how Goal 

Programming and MCQA can be used with the AMST evaluation methodology 

to arrive at a ranking of alternatives. 

3.6.1 Goal Programming Formulation 

The goals of the AMST evaluation problem are: 

PI - Maximize NPV (Pecuniary) 
P2 - Maximize Strategic Benefits 
P3 - Maximize Tactical Benefits 

The M I for the alternatives is determined as described in Section 3.3. The goal 

for the M I is 1, and thus an M I constraint is specified by: 

J 

EMljXj +d13 - dt3 = 1 
j=l 

where: 

J - Number of alternatives. 

Xj - 0/1 Decision Variable: 

o = reject alternative j, 1 = accept alternative j. 

d13 - Underachievement of M I from goal. 

dt3 - Overachievement of M I from goal. 

The N I is determined from the Strategic and Tactical objectives. Each a.t

tribute may achieve a maximum score of 100, and these are discounted to a present 

value using h. Therefore, an N I constraint for the Strategic goal is specified by: 

J T 

ENhjXj + d; - dt - 100 E(l + htt for k = 1, ... ,12 
j=l t=l 

where: 



Table 3.19: Attribute Definition for Goal Programming Implementation 

k ATTRIBUTE 

1 Internal Relations 
2 Market Position 
3 Mission Compliance 
4 Organization 
5 Public Relations 
6 Technology 
7 Design 
8 Flexibility 
9 Integration 
10 Material 
11 Personnel 
12 Producibility 
13 Monetary Index 

- Life of the project. 
T 

- Underachievement of N I from 100 E(1 + h)-t 
t=l 

T 

- Overachievement of N I from 100 E(1 + h )-t 
t=1 
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The subscript k is defined as shown in Table 3.19. Finally, only one alternative 

may be selected as the "best". Thus, 

The objective function for the model is formulated as: 

6 12 

minZ = Pl(WI3d13) + P2(Ewkdk) + P3(E wkdk) 
k=l k=1· 

where: 

Wk - Weight of the attributes k. 
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In order to achieve a ranking of the alternatives, the Goal Programming for

mulation is solved J - 1 times. After each solution, the preferred alternative is 

removed from the set of alternatives J and added to the ranking of preferred 

alternatives. This is performed until only one alternative is remaining. 

Numerical Example 

The example described in Section 3.5.3 is solved using the Goal Programming 

formulation. The model is as follows: 

minZ = 36(100di"3) + 32(17di" + 20d2" + 19d; + 15d; + 13d; + 18d6") + 

32(15dT" + 19d; + 18dg + 15dlo + 16di"1 + 19di"2) 

subject to: 

0.6384X1 + 0.5394X2 + 0.4429X3 + d13 - dt3 = 1 
10 

-0.3049X1 + 0.1382X2 + 0.1382X3 + d1 - dt = lOO2)1.134)-t 
t=1 
10 

-0.2442Xl + 0.1700X2 + 0.3380X3 + d"2 - dt - 100 2)1. 134)-t 
t=1 
10 

-0.4919X1 + 0.3533X2 + 0.6792X3 + d; - dt - 100 ~)1.134tt 
t=1 
10 

-0.5000Xl + 0.1126X2 + 0.2962X3 + d; - dt = 1002)l.l34)-t 
t=1 
10 

-0.2733Xl + 0.4052X2 + 0.6276X3 + ds - dt 100 L:(l.l34)-t 
t=1 
10 

-0.9000Xl + 0.2916X2 + 0.6096X3 + d; - dt = 100 L:(l.l34)-t 
t=1 
10 

O.OOOOXI + 0.0000X2 + 0.2000X3 + dT" - dt = 100 L:(1. l34t t 

t=1 
10 

-0.6026X1 + 0.1132X2 + 0.3548X3 + ds - dt = 100 L:(l.l34)-t 
t=1 



Table 3.20: Results of the Goal Programming Evaluation 

ALTERNATIVE RANK SCORE 

Automatic 
Semi-Automatic 
Manual 

1 
2 
3 

5,983 
6,802 
N/A 

10 

-0.381OX1 + O.1298X2 + 0.3069X3 + dfj - dt = 100 I) 1. 134)-t 
t=1 

10 

-0.1393X1 + O.2390X2 + O.3421X3 + dlO - dto = 1002:)1.134)-t 
t=1 
10 

0.1058X1 + 0.4431X2 + 0.3829X3 + dI1 - dt1 = 100 E(1.134)-t 
t=1 

10 

-0.3936Xl + 0.1812X2 + 0.3998X3 + dI2 - dt2 - 100 E(1.134)-t 
t=l 

3 

EXj=l 
j=1 
Xj E [0,1] 

d"k, dt ~ 0 k = 1, ... , 13 
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The foregoing Goal Programming problem was solved using the software pack

age "STORM: Personal Version 2.0" for the personal computer [34]. Two iterations 

of the procedure were required for the three alternatives being analyzed. The first 

iteration yielded the automatic insertion equipment as the preferred selection. The 

model was then reformulated to exclude the third alternative, and only the manual 

and semi-automatic alternatives were evaluated. This second iteration selected the 

semi-automatic alternative as the preferred choice. A summary of the results is 

provided in Table 3.20. 

The evaluation using the Goal Programming approach yielded the same rank-
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ing as presented earlier. Detailed results from the solution to the Goal Program

ming problem are provided in Appendix E. 

3.6.2 MCQA Formulation 

In addition to the evaluation performed using Goal Programming, an evalua

tion is provided using MCQA-II. The same attribute versus alternative matrix as 

defined in Section 3.5.2 is used, along with appropriate weights for the attributes 

and objectives. Since the model is a two level analysis (objectives and attributes), 

each having their own set of weights, the solution methodology using MCQA-II 

will be decomposed to accommodate the hierarchy. Solutions are initially obtained 

for the Pecuniary, Strategic, and Tactical objectives. These solutions are then used 

to create an attribute versus alternative matrix for the objectives, which is then 

solved using another iteration of the MCQA-II procedure. 

Numerical Example 

The evaluation problem presented in Section 3.5.3 was solved using MCQA-II. 

The attribute versus alternative matrix used is the one presented in Table 3.12, 

and the normalized weights are used as shown in Table 3.13 and Table 3.14. The 

procedure used was as follows. MCQA-II was used to perform the evaluation on 

the Pecuniary objective. The attribute versus alternative matrix used was simply 

the M I for each alternative. The scores were then recorded, and then an evalu

ation was performed on the Strategic objective. In this case the attribute versus 

alternative matrix consisted of N Iki for each alternative j, and k = 1, ... ,6. These 

scores were recorded, and next an evaluation was performed on the Tactical ob

jective. Similar to the Strategic objective, the attribute versus alternative matrix 

consisted of Nlkj for each alternative j, and k = 7, ... ,12. The scores from these 



Table 3.21: Intermediate Results from Evaluation using MCQA-II 

PRI2 
ALTERNATIVE PEC STR TAC 

Manual 0.000 1.659 1.555 
Semi-Automatic 1.061 1.013 0.447 
Automatic 1.573 0.000 0.000 

--·-------T-~3~22.: __ Results from Evaluation using MCQA-II -----------
ALTERNATIVE PSI PC! p~7pRn-P1U2 RANK 

Automatic 
Semi-Automatic 
Manual 

189.80 2.55 0.60 
129.00 0.60 1.65 
111.60 1.65 2.40 

0.00 
0.83 
0.54 

0.25 
1.08 
1.14 

1 
2 
3 
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evaluations were then used as the attribute versus alternative matrix for input 

to the final evaluation. A software package was utilized which is used in SIE 

565 (Multiobjective Decision Making in Engineering Systems) at the University 

of Arizona. The intermediate results of the evaluation of the objectives is listed 

in Table 3.21. Table 3.22 shows the final results from the evaluation. Again, 

the automatic insertion equipment alternative ranked first, followed by the semi

automated equipment, and finally the current operations. Detailed results from 

the solution to the MCQA-II evaluation are provided in Appendix F. 

3.7 Summary 

This Chapter presented a deterministic methodology and model for use in the 

evaluation of AMST. The objectives of the model were presented, along with 
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supporting documentation for the completeness of the model for a manufacturing 

organization. An example of using the model and methodology was presented, 

which showed the effect of including nonmonetary parameters in the evaluation. 

These parameters had the effect of altering the outcome of the evaluation. Coupled 

with a mixture experiment, it is possible to graphically portray the contours of 

each alternative as the importance of monetary, tactical, and strategic objectives 

vary. Additionally, a comparison of using the model with other methodologies was 

presented. All results were consistent. 



Chapter 4 
Determining Risk 

"The mean is mean but the variance is meaner." [8] 

4.1 Introduction 

132 

A great deal of the evaluation of AMST hinges on events which are to occur 

in the future. The approach presented in Chapter 3 assumed a deterministic 

environment. Therefore, all of the future events were assumed to be known for 

certain. In a real world setting, these events are not known for certain, and as 

such a decision made on these events contains risk. 

Loss is defined to be the deviation from the goal (ideal point) given the fol-

lowing parameters: cash flows, qualitative flows, monetary interest rates, and 

nonmonetary interest rates. Risk is defined to be the expected loss incurred by 

making a decision. This expectation is taken over the distributions of the parame

ters. The goal is to minimize the maximum loss incurred from making a decision. 

If the distributions of the losses from making various decisions are known, these 

decisions can be partially compared using the parameters which define the distri

butions (ie. mean and variance). Hence, the purpose of this chapter is to provide 

a methodology whereby the parameters which define the distribution of the Com-

posite Programming evaluation for each alternative can be examined. 

4.2 Elements of Risk 

Risk in evaluation of project alternatives usually arises in four areas; cash flows, 

qualitative flows, project length, and interest rates. Shinnar et al. [119] have 

determined interest rates for various companies based upon historical financial 
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data for those companies. Of the manufacturing industries analyzed, interest rates 

have been shown to vary by as much as 6t% over a ten year time period. Thus, 

it is important in the analysis that the interest rate be allowed to vary from year 

to year, and also associate an uncertainty measure with the interest rate. This 

interest rate will be represented by the random variable it for the monetary case, 

and ht for the nonmonetary case. 

Future cash flows resulting from a particular alternative are estimates based 

upon the past experience of a decision maker, assistance from vendors for quotes, 

and literature from the field. These cash flows, for attribute k of alternative j in 

a given year t, are represented by the random variable etkj. Similarly, qualitative 

flows resulting from a particular alternative are also estimates based on experience. 

The qualitative flows for attribute k of alternative j in any year t are represented 

by the random variable Qtkj. The length of the project, T, is also unknown for 

certain. Thus the analysis will allow for the consideration of T being a random 

variable (1'). Time is considered to be discrete in the periods of the analysis 

(months, quarters, years, etc.). 

Each of the aforementioned random variables (etkj, Qtkj, Zt, ht, 1') has an 

impact on the determination of N PV and N PQF. Since N PV is determined 

from etkj, it, and 1', the N PV, is itself a random variable. Similarly, the N PQ F 

is a random variable made up of Qtkj, ht, and T. The view of the world is that 

an event occurs at time T = t, which is unpredictable, ends the project, and 

subsequently determines the final value of NPV and NPQF. 

The desired result of the risk determination is a distribution of the evaluation 

of the Monetary Index, Nonmonetary Indicies, objectives, and final evaluation 

score for each alternative. The expected values of these distributions are then 
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determined, which is the expected deviation from the ideal (or expected loss). By 

having the distributional forms of the evaluations for the MI, Nh, and the three 

objectives of each alternative, further insight can be gained as to which component 

may be causing the variation. If the alternative with the larger variability showed 

a large variance of the Tactical objective, this may be acceptable to the decision 

maker. On the other hand, a large variation in the Pecuniary objective may not 

be desirable. Therefore, through insight into the distributions of the evaluations, 

the performance ofthe alternatives can be analyzed with respect to risk [16], [137], 

[56]. 

Two scenarios are examined when analyzing risk. The first is that the cash 

flows, qualitative flows, interest rates, and time period are all mutually indepen

dent. The other is that these variables contain dependencies. If independent, the 

cash flows Ctkj (or qualitative flows Qtkj) and interest rates can be determined 

individually and solely from the events which occur within period t, and these 

events have no bearing on the events in other periods. In a real world setting this 

is rarely the case [16]. 

For completeness, a determination of risk will be presented for the case when 

the variables are independent. However, the main result of this chapter is based 

upon a dependence of the cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates, with 

respect to time. 

4.3 Risk Under Independence 

When the cash flows, qualitative flows, interest rates, and time period are all 

independent, the analysis is relatively straight forward. The simplest parameters 

to identify are the mean and variance of the three objectives. 
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The term -R1 of the Monetary Index is essentially a constant, and will be 
MI [J( 1 t 

represented by MI' Let At = 1: Ctk(l - 7'c) + DtTc II (1 + intI. The subscript 
k=1 n=O 

j representing a particular alternative has been removed for clarity of presentation, 

and does not affect the outcome. Therefore, the Monetary Index can be written 

as: 

t=o 

Suppose for the purpose of modeling, it is assumed that At are independent of 

T. Furthermore, suppose that the moment generating function for At exists, is 

known, and is represented by rP AI (r ). Therefore, using the relationship rP( r) = 
00 n 

L: II rPi(r)p(n) [152], where: 
n=Oi=O 

rP(r) - The moment generating function of a sum of independent 

random variables. 

rPi(r) - The moment generating function of the random variable i. 

p( n) - The probability of n random variables in the sum. 

the moment generating function of the Monetary Index is: 

rPMI(r) = ~ [n rPA:n(M1r)] p{T = t} 

where p{T = t} denotes the probability that the project life is t. 

Now, the expected Monetary Index is: 

E[MI] - rP'MI(r) 

= ~ rPM1(r{;;o 

= ~ [~[li rPAJM1r)] p{T = t}L=o 

~ M, ~ [¢J'(O) [~ (g ¢A.(O)) piT ~ ml]] 
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The derivation of this result is provided in Appendix G. 

The variance is: 

V[M1l = ¢/fJJ(r) - [¢>:WI(r)12 

d2 I [d ]2 = dr2 ¢> M I( r) r=O - dr ¢> M I( r ) r=O 

- Ml~ [~~,(O) [~. (g h'(O)) piT = mill + 

2Mf ~ [vto ¢>AJO)¢>AJO) JJw ¢> ..loCO)] p{T = t} - E[M 1]2 
v:#:w 

The derivation of this result is also provided in Appendix G. 
t 

Similarly, for the Nonmonetary Index, let M2 = R~I' and Etk = Qtk II (1 + 
kn)-l. Thus, the Nonmonetary Index can be written as: 

l' 
Nh = C 2 EEtk 

t=1 

n=l 

Again, assume that the Btk are independent of T. FUrthermore, suppose that the 

moment generating function for Btk exists, is known, and is represented by ¢>iJ
1k 

(r). 

Therefore, the moment generating function of the Nonmonetary Index is: 

The expected Nonmonetary Index can be written as: 

E[N1kl = ¢>flJ/o(r) 

= ~ <PNJk(r)lr=o 

= ~ [~[g <PiJnk(M2r)] p{T = t}L=o 

= M,t, [?b"(O) [~. (g ~B"'(O)) piT = ml]] 
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The derivation of this result follows the same methodology as the derivation of 

E[MI]. 

The variance is: 

V[Nlk] = rP'fvI,,(r) - [<p#r,.(r)r 

d2 I [d ]2 
= d7· 2 <PNI,,(r) r=O - dr<PNI,,(r) r=O 

= M: t, [~~ .. (O) [J~ (g ~B"'(O)) piT = m}]] + 

2Mi ~ [ti'fo <P~Vk(O)<P~Wk(O) J!w <PfJ.,,(O)] p{T = t} - E[MI]2 
v:j;w 

The derivation of this result follows the same methodology as the derivation of 

V[MI]. 

Determining the distributional form of the objectives and the overall ranking is 

a bit more challenging. The moment generating functions of the Monetary Index 

and Nonmonetary Index have been defined, however the actual form of At and Btk 

are not known. Therefore, the distributional forms cannot readily be determined. 

For illustrative purposes, suppose that the form of At is known, and is Poisson. 

Now, the E[M I] and V[M I] can be determined. The moment generating function 

ofthe Poisson with rate At is e>.(e
r
-1). Additionally, T is Poisson with rate A. Thus: 

<PAtCr) - e>'t(er -1) 

rPAtCr) = Ate>.t(er -l)+r 

<PAt (r) = (A;e 2r + Ater)e>.t(er -1) 
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Therefore, the E[M f] is: 

The variance is: 

V [MIJ = M:t, [¢A'(O) [I:t (g eA"C"-')) piT = m}jj + 

2Mf f: [t Ave'\v(eO-l)+r Awe'\w(eO-l)+r IT e,\.(eO_l)j p{T = t} -
t=l V,UI .. O sf-v,w vf-w 

E[Mf]2 

00 [ [ 00 Am]] 00 [ t j At = Mf ~ (>'~ + At) ~t e-'\ ml + 2Mf ~ v~o AvAw e-'\tf-
vf-w 

[Ml~ [>.t f/-'\~~]r 

= Mf ~ [(A~ + At) [ft e-'\ ~~]] + 2Mf ~ [e-,\ ~!t v~o >.v>.wj-
vf-w 

Mf [~[>.t I;t e-'\~]r 

If the form of Btk were also known, a similar result can be determined for the N f. 

In order to determine a mean and variance of the final composite score, these 

results would have to be incorporated into the Composite Programming algo

rithm. Again, not knowing the distributional forms of the M f or N f k makes this 

a formidable task. 

When the form of At and Btk are not known or simple theoretical distributions 
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models do not suffice, an alternative approach is required. Note that the M I, for 

example, is a function of ttk, it, and T. This can be written as: 

In order to determine the distribution of the M I, the following is needed: 

which requires knowledge of the range of gMI( ttk, Zt, T), and the joint distribution 

for which g(Ctk,ie, '1') :5 m. Similarly, the Nlk is a function of Qtk, ht, and T, 

which can be written as: 

and in order to determine the distribution of Nlk 

is needed. Again, knowledge of the range of 9NI,.(Qtk, hi! T), and the joint dis

tribution for which g(Qtk' he, '1') :5 m. In addition, the final composite score is a 

function of the M I and N}k: 

and in order to determine the distribution of [>, the following is needed: 

This requires knowledge of the range of gp(M I, N I k ), and the joint distribution 

for which giMI,Nh) :5 m. There does not appear to be a simple analytical 

met.hod for determining these ranges. 
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The approach taken in this research is to perform a partial enumeration in order 

to determine the distributional form of the objectives and ranking score. From 

this, a mean and variance can be computed for the Composite Programming score. 

The enumeration is performed using a discrete !Vi I and Nlk. The decision maker is 

asked to provide values for etlo Qtk, it, hh and T in the form of a distribution. etk , 

Qtk, it, and ht are considered continuous and T discrete in periods (i. e. years). If 

the distributional form is unknown to the decision maker, a triangula.r distribution 

approximation will be used. In the absence of data, Law et al. [78J suggest using 

the triangular distribution. This practice is used by many simulation practitioners 

when data does not exist to determine a distribution [4J. The values for 'i' used 

will be in integer increments from a specified lower bound to a specified upper 

bound. 

The enumeration determines values of !Vi I for combinations of samples taken 

from etk, it, and T. The samples for etk, it, and 'i' are taken randomly using a 

triangular distribution. One thousand (1,000) samples for the !Vi I are generated 

in the evaluation. These observations are divided into ten cla.ss intervals (bins) 

creating the !Vi I distribution. The number of samples and bins can be varied by 

the user. A greater number of samples and bins may be selected, which may yield 

a greater resolution of the distribution. However, the tradeoff is that a greater 

sample size and number of bins results in a longer running time and a larger 

amount of data to be processed and stored. Similarly, random samples for Qtk, 

ht, and 'i' are generated using a triangular distribution, and 1000 samples of each 

it I k are computed. These observations are again divided into ten class intervals 

(bins) creating the it I k distributions. 

Using the generated values of the M I, a distribution of the Pecuniary ob-
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jective is determined by calculating PI ( "n 11 -2M 
I D ,I. for each va! ue of the 

MI. Bins are set up for the Pecuniary distribution, and for each sample which 

falls into a bin, the sample count within that bin is incremented by one. These 

sample counts are then divided by the sample size to determine the probabili

ties of the bins. Using the generated distribution of the N I k, a distribution of 

the Strategic and Tactical objective is determined. This is done using a com-

:~~ei:::::~::: ;,e(i ~:F-:~I:f) ~!:;::~ ::ti~:::::ti::j:: 
(33 (.~ "Ok 11 - : I, I') '/'. The probabilities are determined by summing the 

appropriate joint probabilities. Upon completion of the determination of the dis-

tributions, means and variances are computed. 

For example, suppose the Strategic objective was comprised of two elements 

(k = 1,2). Further suppose that the distribution of each Nlk was made up of 

five bins (Nlki , i = 1,2,3,4,5). These distributions are shown in Figure 4.1. The 

probabilities of the bin values for N IIi are Pli, i = 1,2,3,4,5. The probabilities 

of the bin values for NI2j are P2j, j = 1,2,3,4,5. The minimum and maximum 

values for the Strategic objective are then computed based upon the minimum 

and maximum values of the observed N I k. The break points of the bins are 

then determined by dividing the range of maximum and minimum values of the 

Strategic objective by the desired number of bins. Next, for each bin value of the 

it I,. the Strategic objective is computed as p, (t, "2k 11 - : h D '/'. The value 

computed is then placed into the appropriate bin for the Strategic objective, and 

the probability associated with that bin is incremented by the joint probability 

PH * Plj. In this manner, the distribution for the Strategic objective is computed. 
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Nb 

Figure 4.1: Example Distributions for Calculation of Strategic Objective. 

Next, the resulting Pecuniary (P EC), Strategic (ST R), and Tactical (T AC) 

objective distributions are used to determine a distribution of the final composite 

programming score. A complete enumeration of the bin values for the Pecuniary, 

Strategic, and Tactical distributions is used. Similar to the procedure described 

previously for the Strategic objective, a minimum and maximum score are initially 

determined. The scores are determined by (P EC + ST R + T AC)l/Q• The break 

points of the bins are then determined by dividing the range of maximum and 

minimum values by the number of bins desired. The bin location of each calculated 

composite programming score is determined, and the calculated joint probability 

is added to the previous probability of that bin. Upon completion, a mean and 

variance for the scores is computed. 

The following algorithm is employed: 

get analysis parameters; 

normalize weights; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

determine random sample of project length (Tm) from a 

Triangular distribution; 

save Tm for later use; 



for j = 1 to number of alternatives 

read input data for alternative j; 

open output file for N PVj; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

recall Tm; 

determine a random vector of it, t = 1, ... ,Tm from a Triangular 

distribution; 

initialize ytj to zero; 

for k = 1 to number of Pecuniary elements 

determine a random vector of Ctkj, t = 1, ... , T m from a 

Triangular distribution; 

ytj = ytj + Ctkj (1 - Tc) + DtTc; 
Tm v 

.L t . 
N PVj = L: t 1. ; 

t=o TIk=o(l + Zk) 
if (m = 1) 

NPVjMAX = NPVj; 

N PVjMIN = N PVj; 

if (NPVj > NPVjMAX) NPVjMAX = NPVj; 

if (NPVj < NPVjMIN) NPVjMIN = NPVj; 

write N PVj to output file; 

close output file for N PVj; 

for n = 2 (Strategic) to 3 (Tactical objectives); 

open output file for N lin; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

recall Tm; 
determine a random vector of ht, t = 1, ... , T m from a 

Triangular distribution; 
Tm 1 

RNI = L: t ( ); 
t=l TIk=O 1 + ht 

for k = all of elements in n 

determine a random vector of Qtkj, t = 1, ... , Tm 
from a Triangular distribution; 
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Tm Q 
NPQF1 " tkj 

kj = L....t (1 + h ); 
t=l t 

NI . - NPQF"i. 
kJ - RNI ' 

write NPQF/;j and N1i;j to output file; 

if (m = 1) 

NhjMAX = N1i;j; 

N l/;jMIN = N lkjj 

if (N lkj > N lkjMAX) N lkjMAX = N lkj; 

if (N lkj < N lkjMIN) N 1i;jMIN = N l/;j; 

close output file for N ljn; 

determine the maximum N PV over all alternatives (N PV MAX); 

determine the minimum NPV over all alternatives (N PVM1N ); 

RMI = max(INPVMAXI, INPVMINI)j 

for j = 1 to number of alternatives 
delta = INPVjMAX _ NPVjM1N I + Bins' 

RMI RMI ' 
for i = 1 to Bins 

DistributionMI[i] = NP:~~'N + (i * delta); 

PECMAX = il.(aul' NP~:,'l'" Ir'; 
P EC MIN = ill ( "'11 I' N P?:;" 1')"'; 
delta = IPECMAX - PECMINI + Bins; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

DistributionpEc[i] = PECM1N + (i * delta)j 

open input file for N PVjj 

initialize Count[] array to zerOj 

initialize Count2[] array to zero; 

for m = 1 to sampl e size 

read N PV from N PVj file; 
Ml- NPV. 

- RMI' 
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for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (M I$; DistributionMI[i]) 

Count[i] = Count[i] + 1; 

break; 

PEC = (31 (allI1-~Il"r/V; 
for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (P EC $; DistributionpEc[i]) 

Count2[i] = Count2[i] + 1; 

break; 

close input file for N PVj; 

divide all bin counts (COU Nl'[], COU NT2[]) by sample size to 

determine the cell probabilities Pi; 

adjust bin limits of Distributionmi to the center of the bin; 
Bins 

mean = L: Pi * DistributionMI[i]; 
i=1 

Bins 

variance = L: (pi * DistributionMI[i]2) - mean2
; 

i=1 
open output file for M Ij; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

write DistributionMI[i] and cell probabilities Pi to file; 

write mean and variance to file; 

close output file for MIj; 

adjust bin limits of DistributionpEc to the center of the bin; 
Bins 

mean = E Pi * DistributionpEc[i]; 
;=1 

Bins 

variance = L: (Pi * DistributionpEc[i]2) - mean2
; 

;=1 
open output file for P ECj; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

write DistributionpEc[i] and cell probabilities Pi to file; 

write mean and variance to file; 

close output file for P ECj; 

for n = 2 (Strategic) to 3 (Tactical objectives); 

open N I jn file; 

for k = all of the elements in n 
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delta = IN IkiMAx - N hjMIN I + Bins; 
for i = 1 to Bins 

DistributionNlkj[i] = NlkiMIN + (i * delta); 
initialize Countki[] array to zero; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

read N lki from N lin file; 

for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (N hi ~ Di,~tributionNlkj [iD 
Countkj[i] = Countki[i] + 1; 

break; 

close N lin file; 

divide all bin counts (COU NTki []) by sample size to determine 

the cell probabilities Pi, i = 1,. , ., Bins; 

adjust bin,limits of DistributionNlkj to the center of the bin; 
Bms 

mean = E Pi * DistributionNllcj[i]; 
i=l 

Bins 

variance = E (Pi * DistributionNlkj [i]2) - mean2
; 

i=l 
determine lower limit of objective n (Obi;nMIN); 

determine upper limit of objective n (ObhnMAx); 

delta = IObhnMAx - ObhnMINI + Bins; 
initialize Countn[] array to zero; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

Distributionobiin[i] = ObiinMIN + (i * delta); 
for all combinations of N lin over the number of elements; 

'_ ( "" 11 - DistributionNlkj IV) q/v, 
ObJin - (3n L...J Ct2k 2 ' 

ke S2 

compute the joint probability Pi for the above ObJ;n; 

for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (Obj;n ~ Distributionob}jn [i]) 

Countn[i] = Countn[i] + 1; 

accumulate the joint probabilities in bin ij 

break; 
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open output file for N Ikj distribution; 

open output file for Obhn; 
write DistributionNlkj to output file; 

write Distributionobi)n to output file; 

close output file for N Ikj distribution; 

close output file for Obhn; 
open input file for Pecuniary distribution (P EOj); 

open input file for Strategic distribution (Obh2); 
open input file for Tactical distribution (Obh3); 
read Pecuniary distribution (PI); 
read Strategic distribution (Sg); 

read Tactical distribution (711); 
determine lower limit of final score PjMIN; 

determine upper limit of final score PjMAX j 

delta = IpjMAX - pjMINI + Bins; 
for i = 1 to Bins 

Distributionpj[i] = pjMIN + (i * delta); 
initialize Pi, i = 1, ... , Bins to zero; 

for f = 1 to Bins 

for 9 = 1 to Bins 

for h = 1 to Bins 

Bins 

P = (PJ + Sg + Th)l/q; 

compute joint probability for Pj P = (pPJ * PSg * PTh)j 

for i = 1 to Bins 

if (pj < Distributionpj [iD 

Pi = Pi + P; 

mean = E (pi * Distributionpj[iD; 
i=l 

Bins 

variance = E (pi * Distributionpj[W) - mean2
; 

i=l 
write results to output file; 
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This yields a mean and variance for the evaluation scores, which indicates 

a stability of the rankings to the decision maker. This, in association with the 
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mean and variance of the objectives and the Monetary Index and Nonmonetary 

Indicies, provide the decision maker with the information necessary to evaluate 

the alternatives. 

All in all, even using the simplifying assumption of independence, the mean, 

variance, and distributional forms of the objective values are difficult to determine 

analytically. The final Composite Programming scores cannot be easily determined 

analytically, and thus are enumerated. Additionally, due to the independence as-

sumption, the results may not be accurate or realistic as cash flows and qualitative 

flows tend to be dependent with respect to time. 

4.4 Example of Risk Determination Under In
dependence 

Suppose that the cash flows and qualitative flows from the numerical example 

presented in Chapter 3 are actually the most likely values. The problem is then 

augmented to include pessimistic and optimistic values in order to determine re-

suIts of risk under independence. The deviations from the most likely values for 

the pessimistic and optimistic values are summarized in Table 4.1. Additionally, 

the project length and interest rates have pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic 

values. These are provided, along with the remaining detailed input data used in 

this analysis, in Appendix H. 

The algorithm presented in the previous section has been developed into a 

computer program entitled "AMSTEP-R: Advanced Manufacturing System Tech-

nologies Evaluation Program - Risk." A listing of this program, written in "C", is 

provided in Appendix I. Input to the program is provided via files created using 

"LOTUS 1-2-3", and contain the necessary cash flow and qualitative flow data, 
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Table 4.1: Deviations from Most Likely Values for Independent Risk 

ATTRIBUTE MAN (%) SEM (%) AUT (%) 

Investment NA ±20 ±20 
Salvage Value NA ± 15 ± 15 
Labor ±5 ±1O ±1O 
Maintenance ±5 ± 15 ± 15 
Training + 50 + 50 + 50 
Documentation ±1O ±20 ±20 
Space ±7 ±7 ±7 
Rework ± 15 ± 15 ± 15 
Transportation ±7 NA NA 
Programming NA + 50 + 50 
Cash Inflow ±20 ±20 ±20 

Internal Relations ±5 ±5 ±5 
Market Position ±20 ±20 ±2O 
Mission ± 10 ± 10 ± 10 
Organization ±5 ±5 ±5 
Public Relations +7 +7 +7 
Technology ± 10 ±1O ± 10 

Design ±5 ±5 ±5 
Flexibility ± 15 ± 15 ± 15 
Integration ± 12 ± 12 ± 12 
Material ±6 ±6 ±6 
Personnel +8 +8 +8 
Producibility ±11 ±11 ±11 

MAN - Manual. SEM - Semi-Automatic. 
AUT - Automatic. NA - Not Applicable. 
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along with control data such as weights, project length, interest rates, sample size, 

and number of bins. 

The decision maker wiIi specify pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic values 

for the project length (1'). Next, for each of the three project lengths, a pessimistic, 

most-likely, and optimistic value for Ctk, Qtk, it, and ht will be provided. This 

allows the cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates to include data for 

appropriate years in the project. For example, when the project length is eight 

years, there are no values defined for years greater than eight. The input data 

will be represented by a minimum of one point, or a maximum of five points. 

In this manner the decision maker may specifiy a constant value, or a declining, 

rising, and declining curve representing typical trends which occur over the life 

of a project. The format of the structure of the input for a particular element is 

given in Table 4.2. The pessimistic project project length is shortest, followed by 

the most-likely project length and the optimistic project length. To further clarify 

this scheme, refer to Figure 4.2. The figure shows a curve which represents the 

cash flow for a particular element over the life of the project. The project length 

may be between Tl and T3 , and if the project length happens to be T2 , the cash 

flows beyond T2 will not occur. Additionally, the form for this input facilitates the 

dependent case, which will be presented later. 

The output from the program are a set of ASCII data files which provide the 

following data for each alternative being investigated: 

1. The N PV for all computed cases. 

2. The N PQFk and N Ik for all computed cases of the Strategic and Tactical 

objectives. 

3. A frequency histogram of the M I, with mean and variance. 
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Table 4.2: Input Format for Cash Flows, Qualitative Flows, and Interest Rates 

YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR 
BREAK 1 BREAK 2 BREAK 3 BREAK 4 BREAK 5 

Pessimistic PM value PM value PM value 
Project ML value ML value ML value 
Length OP value OP value OP value 

Most-Likely PM value PM value PM value PM value 
Project ML value ML value ML value ML value 
Length OP value OP value OP value OP value 

Optimistic PM value PM value PM value PM value PM value 
Project ML value ML value ML value ML value ML value 
Length OP value OP value OP value OP value OP value 

PM - Pessimistic ML - Most Likely OP - Optimistic 
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Figure 4.2: Cash Flows as Pessimistic, Most Likely, and Optimistic for Varying 
Project Lengths 
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4. A frequency histogram of each !if I k, with mean and variance. 

5. A frequency histogram of each objective: Pecuniary, Strategic, and Tactical, 

with mean and variance. 

6. The Composite Programming score for all computed cases. 

7. A frequency histogram of the Composite Programming score, with mean and 

variance. 

One thousand samples of the M I and !if I k were determined. Ten bins were 

used to determine the distributions. An analysis of using a larger sample size is 

presented later in this section. 

The results for the mean and variance of the Composite Programming scores 

p are shown in Table 4.3. The values of the objectives are provided in Table 4.4. 

The mean and variance of the values in the attribute versus alternative matrix are 

shown in Table 4.5. A frequency plot of the distributions of p for each alternative 

are provided in Figures 4.3 through 4.5. Frequency plots of the objectives for each 

alternative are provided in Appendix J. 

In order to determine if a larger sample size would provide different results, the 

example was analyzed using a sample size of 2,000. Since the final score p is de

termined from the distribution of the Pecuniary, Strategic, and Tactical objectives 

using the joint probabilities, the analysis will be performed using the results from 

the attribute versus alternative matrix. These are presented in Table 4.6. The 

following tests were performed to determine if the means of the attribute versus 

alternative matrix of the two sizes of n ate different: 
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Table 4.3: Mean and Variance for Final Scores p 

ALTERNATIVE MEAN VARIANCE 

Manual 54.73 1.68 
Semi-Automatic 33.55 0.81 
Automatic 28.98 0.99 

Table 4.4: Mean and Variance for the Objectives 

ALTERNATIVE PECUNIARY STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
MEAN VAR MEAN VAR MEAN VAll, 

Manual 20.20 176.77 1,653.73 1,400.49 1,322.93 805.78 
Semi-Automatic 93.79 775.98 464.13 334.73 569.46 243.26 
Automatic 178.95 1,577.74 275.31 174.60 386.12 221.03 

Table 4.5: Mean and Variance for Attribute vs. Alternative Matrix 

INDEX MANUAL SEMI-AUTO. AUTOMATIC 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
MI 0.8572 0.0024 0.6806 0.0023 0.5564 0.0025 
Nit -0.2680 0.0002 0.1516 0.0008 0.1290 0.0007 
Nh -0.2158 0.0017 0.1496 0.0012 0.3774 0.0013 
Nh -0.3450 0.0008 0.3584 0.0003 0.6612 0.0003 
NI4 -0.4998 0.0000 0.1287 0.0003 0.2860 0.0014 
NIs -0.2668 0.0010 0.4196 0.0001 0.6243 0.0002 
NI6 -0.8992 0.0002 0.3004 0.0003 0.6109 0.0003 
Nh -0.0004 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0000 0.1996 0.0000 
NIB -0.5985 0.0005 0.0818 0.0007 0.3381 0.0013 
NI9 -0.4026 0.0007 0.1194 0.0005 0.2874 0.0011 
NIto -0.1503 0.0004 0.2445 0.0005 0.3358 0.0006 
NIn 0.0931 0.0007 0.4096 0.0001 0.2747 0.0007 
NIt2 -0.3896 0.0004 0.1603 0.0007 0.3909 0.0010 
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Ho M I(n=loOO) = M I(n=2000) 

Hl M I(n=looo) :f. M I(n=2ooo) 

and 

Ho N h(n=loOO) = N I k(n=2ooo) 

Hl N Ik(n=loOO) :f. N h(n=2000) 

Since the distributions of the M I and N-h are not known, the Mann-Whitney

Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test is used. The test statistic is determined using the 

assumption that the sum of the rank numbers is normally distributed. The pro

cedure used is that presented in Pearson and Hartley [102]. Two experimental 

groups of size 1 and m (I :s; m, 1 + m = N) are combined and ranked in ascending 

order of magnitude. Each item is assigned a number in order from 1) 2, ... N, 

where ties are assigned an average of the rank numbers associated with the tied 

values. Let W be the sum of the rank numbers in the smaller group of size l. 

When land/or m are greater than 25, an adequate approximation is obtained by 

taking W as normally distributed with: 

E[W] 

V[W] 

1 
- 2l(N + 1) 

1 
= 121m(N + 1) 

Using a correction for continuity, we have: 

q>-l(Z) = W + 0.5 - E[W] 
JV[W] 

where q>(z) is the standard normal distribution. The rank sums (W) for the final 

scores are shown in Table 4.7, along with the corresponding values for q>-l(Z). 
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Table 4.6: Mean and Variance for Attribute vs. Alternative Matrix, n = 2000 

INDEX MANUAL SEMI-AUTO. AUTOMATIC 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
MI 0.8555 0.0025 0.6792 0.0024 0.5559 0.0025 
NIl -0.2769 0.0002 0.1524 0.0008 0.1298 0.0008 
NI2 -0.2160 0.0018 0.1495 0.0012 0.3773 0.0013 
NI3 -0.3445 0.0009 0.3587 0.0003 0.6615 0.0004 
NI4 -0.5000 0.0000 0.1297 0.0003 0.2860 0.0015 
NIs -0.2675 0.0010 0.4198 0.0001 0.6245 0.0002 
NI6 -0.8995 0.0002 0.3007 0.0003 0.6107 0.0003 
NI7 -0.0002 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0000 0.1998 0.0000 
NIa -0.5991 0.0004 0.0819 0.0007 0.3381 0.0014 
NIg -0.4029 0.0007 0.1199 0.0005 0.2880 0.0011 
NIlO -0.1509 0.0005 0.2449 0.0006 0.3359 0.0006 
NIu 0.0926 0.0008 0.4067 0.0001 0.2751 0.0007 
NI12 -0.3902 0.0004 0.1602 0.0008 0.3913 0.0010 

The value of E[W] is 1,500,500.0 and V[W] = 500,166,666.7. At a 0.05 level 

of significance (-1.96 :::; z :::; +1.96), the null hypotheses are accepted that the 

means are the same. Therefore, there is no benefit for using a larger size of n. 

A review of the results of the independent case shows that the score for the 

automatic alternative is lowest. The manual alternative has the highest score, and 

also the highest variance. It is clear that the semi-automatic and automatic alter-

natives are preferred to the manual alternative, but is there a difference between 

the semi-automatic and automatic alternatives? From an observation of the data 

it seems that there is a difference. In order to verify that the means are different, 

a statistical test is performed. The test is as follows: 

Ho Psemi-automatic = Pautomatic 

Hl Pscmi-automatic :f:. Pautomatic 
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Table 4.7: Rank Sums for the Attribute vs. Alternative Matrix 

Rank Sum (W) Standard Normal (z) 
INDEX MAN SEMI AUTO MAN SEMI AUTO 

MI 1,485,260.0 1,481,910.0 1,480,671.0 -0.6814 -0.8312 -0.8866 
NIl 1,500,492.5 1,478,613.5 1,478,524.0 -0.0003 -0.9786 -0.9826 
NI2 1,518,772.0 1,508,945.0 1,508,415.0 0.8170 0.3776 0.3539 
NI3 1,514,167.0 1,486,533.5 1,488,084.0 0.6111 -0.6244 -0.5551 
NI4 1,515,664.0 1,494,394.0 1,492,772.5 0.6780 -0.2730 -0.3455 
NIs 1,515,606.0 1,494,529.0 1,491,103.0 0.6754 -0.2669 -0.4201 
NI6 1,513,083.5 1,495,060.5 1,503,144.0 0.5626 -0.2432 0.1182 
NI7 1,472,065.5 1,472,065.5 1,472,091.5 -1.2714 -1.2714 -1.2702 
NIB 1,517,899.5 1,502,945.5 1,500,742.0 0.7780 0.1093 0.0108 
NI9 1,513,387.0 1,487,217.5 1,486,744.0 0.5762 -0.5938 -0.6150 
NIlo 1,518,823.0 1,493,430.0 1,493,221.0 0.8193 -0.3161 -0.3254 
NIu 1,515,098.0 1,502,157.5 1,489,610.5 0.6527 0.0741 -0.4868 
NIl2 1,520,621.0 1,496,239.0 1,495,546.5 0.8997 -0.1905 -0.2214 

Using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, E[W] = 1,000,500.0 and 

V[W] = 166,750,000.0. At a 0.05 level of significance (-1.96 S z S +1.96), the 

null hypothesis is rejected. The rank sum of the semi-automatic alternative is 

1,496,715.5 and for the automatic alternative the rank sum is 504,284.5. q,-l(z) = 

±38.43 and clearly it is concluded that the average score ((5) of the semi-automatic 

and automatic alternatives are different. 

The mean of the ]vl I for each alternative supports earlier comments that on 

a financial basis only, the manual alternative is preferred. The variances of the 

!Vi I between the alternatives is similar. The N h show some trends between the 

attributes which may suggest that certain attributes be given more attention in 

the analysis. The highest variances for all alternatives occurs for N 12 (Market 

Position). Therefore, particular attention should be paid to this attributes in any 

further analysis. Additionally, N 13 and N Is (Mission, Public Relations) show high 
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variability for the manual alternative, NIl, NIs, and NI12 (Internal Relations, 

Flexibility, Producibility) show high variability for the semi-automatic alternative, 

and NI4 , NIs, NI9 , and NI12 (Organization, Flexibility, Integration, Producibil

ity) show high variability for the automatic alternative. This also indicates that 

these areas within each alternative may require further analysis or should be stud

ied carefully before any unal decisions are made. 

4.5 Risk Under Dependence 

An example of handling a situation of dependent cash flows was presented in 

Section 2.8. However, the example assumed that the interest rate and duration 

of the project were deterministic. This model considers the interest rate and 

duration of project to be random variables. Hillier [56] nicely summarized handling 

dependence with the following, " ... the dependent case is very much more difficult 

than the independent case, so that it will not be possible to state a single result 

which completely solves this problem." The problem Hillier [56] refers to is the 

determination of the distribution of NPV for a project with dependent cash flows, 

deterministic (and constant) interest rate, and deterministic project duration. 

Since a single result for the distribution of the Monetary and Nonmonetary 

Indices, along with the rankings, cannot be stated to completely solve the AMST 

evaluation problem, another approach must be chosen. The approach taken in 

this research is to determine the distributions for the rankings and the objec

tives through an enumeration of samples from the distributions of the cash flows, 

qualitative flows, interest rates, and project duration. The calculations for this 

enumeration will be carried out on a personal computer. Time dependence will be 

allowed between cash flows and qualitative flows of a single attribute. However, 
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independence between the attributes is still assumed. 

The steps delineating this enumeration are similar to those presented in the 

previous section, except that cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates will 

be dependent along time. The dependence will be modeled using a multivariate 

normal distribution, where the number of variants is dependent upon the length 

of the project. 

As in the independent case, the decision maker will specify a pessimistic, most 

likely, and optimistic length for the project life (1'). Next, for each of the three 

project lengths, a pessimistic, most-likely, and optimistic value for Ctk, Qtk, it, 

and ht will be provided. This allows the cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest 

rates to vary according to the length of the project. The data will be represented 

by a minimum of one point, or a maximum of five points, as previously shown in 

Table 4.2. In this manner the decision maker may specifiy a constant value, or a 

declining, rising, and declining curve representing typical trends which occur over 

the life of a project. 

To clarify this scheme for the dependent case, refer to Figure 4.6. The figure 

shows three curves which represent varying cash flows for three different project 

lengths in a typical product life cycle [111]. Each curve is a most likely estimate, 

and as such each curve has associated with it a curve representing the pessimistic 

and optimistic estimates. An example of this representation is provided in Fig

ure 4.7. 

The pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic values provided by the decision 

maker reflect a triangular distribution. As discussed in Section 4.3, the triangular 

distribution is commonly used to estimate data [78], [4]. The pessimistic and opti

mistic values provide worst and best case bounds on the estimation, and the most 
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likely value is the decision maker's estimate, based on research and knowledge, 

of the most likely value which may occur. The decision maker may specify the 

pessimistic and optimistic values in equal distances from the most-likely value, 

thus yielding a symmetrical triangular shape. This symmetrical shape will be as

sumed to be normal such that dependence can be modeled using a multivariate 

normal distribution. The number of variates will be dependent on the length of 

the project. 

In making the assumption that the symmetrical triangular distribution will 

estimate a normal distribution, it is important to note the effect of the tail proba

bility introduced from this assumption. The mean and variance of the triangular 

distribution are: 

fltri -

2 
O'tr'; = 

a+b+e 
3 

a2 + b2 + e2 
- ab - ae - be 

18 

where a is the pessimistic estimate, b the optimistic estimate, and e the most likely 

estimate. Since the triangular distribution will be symmetrical, the length of the 

interval [a, e) will equal the length of the interval [e, b). Therefore, e - a = b - e 

and the mean and variance are simplified to: 

a+b 
fltri = --

2 
(4.1) 

2 = 
(a - b)2 

(jtri 24 
( 4.2) 

Since a and b are the tails of the triangular distribution, the triangular distribution 

can be related to the normal distribution using the standard normal distribution. 

Refer to Figure 4.8. At the left tail: 

a - flnorm 

O'norm 
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and at the right tail: 

b - f.Lnorm = <J?-l(Z) 

Unorm 

Solving for a and b, and replacing the results into Equations 4.1 and 4.2 yields: 

f.Ltri 

2 
Utri 

= f.Lnorm 

= 
[<J?-l( Z )]2 U~orm 

6 

Therefore, in order for the variances to be equal, [<I>-l(z)]2 = 6 and z = ±2.45. 

Analyzing the left end of the triangular distribution, the straight line forming the 

left bound has an equation of: 

f(x) = 0.16666x + 0.40816 

This line intersects the normal curve at three points: z = -2.27, -1.01, and -0.06. 

Of interest here is the area in the tails of the distributions. The decision maker 
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has provided pessimistic and optimistic limits which are the tails of the triangular 

distribution. By using the assumption of a normal distribution, values beyond 

the pessimistic and optimistic limits may occur. The probability that a value will 

exceed the pessimistic limit is given by: 

1
-2.45 

-00 

which is 0.0071. Thus using the normal distribution, 1.42% of the time values 

will arise which exceed the pessimistic and optimistic limits. Since the limits are 

estimates provided by the decision maker, it is feasible that these limits may be ex

ceeded. This is exceedance deemed acceptable for the evaluation being performed. 

Using these mean and variance estimates for the normal distribution, a co

variance matrix (V) and mean vector (~) is constructed which is used to generate 

samples from a multivariate normal. The Ct/c, Qtk, it, and l~t are assumed to follow 

a lineal' first-order Markovian model of the form: [16] 

where: 

fJ - the one-period lag coefficient, IfJl $ 1. 

8 - trend constant. 

€t - random variable with mean zero and variance 0';. 

Therefore, with the assumption of a Markovian process, the autocorrelation coef-

ficients are computed as: [16] 

Using this autocorrelation coefficient, the covariance matrix (V) is determined as 

shown in Table 4.8. When the decision maker specifies fJ = 1, the model exhibits 
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Table 4.8: Determination of the Covariance Matrix 

t2 = 1 2 3 T 
tt 

1 2 
eO' Clk 0' C2k e

2
0'Clk O'C3k e T - 1 

O'Ca O'ClkO'CTk 

2 eO'C2k O'ClI, 
2 

eO'C2k O'C1k e T - t 
O'C2k O'C2k O'CTk 

3 

T 2 
O'CTk 

perfect correlation. Mathematically -1 :5 e :5 1, however a positive correlation 

for the flows is assumed with 0 < e < 1. 

Based upon the mean vector (~) and covariance matrix (V), random samples 

for cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates are generated based upon the 

multivariate dependent normal distribution. The dependence of these cash flows, 

qualitative flows, and interest rates is with respect to time. As such, the number 

of variates is determined by the length of the project. An algorithm for generating 

these samples is presented in Bratley et al. [11]. Given i: and V, a lower trian

gular matrix 0 is determined such that V = 00'. The matrix 0 is determined 

using Cholesky factorization. Next, a vector z of T independent standard normal 

variates is determined, and a: is calculated using: 

a: = :e+Cz ( 4.3) 

The procedure used in the enumeration of the dependent case parallels that of 

the independent case. The exception is in the determination of Ctk, Qtk, 2t, and 

ht • Since the means of the triangular distribution are known, the mean vector 

:e for each Ctk, Qtk, it! and ht is determined by calculating the means of each 
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associated triangular distribution. The covariance matrix (V) is determined by 

computing the variances of the triangular distributions, and constructing the ma-

trix as previously described. Using the mean vector and covariance matrix, a 

vector of dependent values is generated using Equation 4.3. This is done for all 

Ctk , Qtkl it, and ht . Using these values, the MI, Nh, and p are computed. 

The following algorithm is employed for the dependent analysis: 

get analysis parameters; 

normalize weights; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

determine random sample of project length (Tm) from a 

Triangular distribution; 

save T m for later use; 

for j = 1 to number of alternatives 

read input data for alternative j; 

open output file for N P'Vjj 

determine a random dependent vector of it, t = 1, ... , T m from a 

multivariate Normal distribution; 

initialize ytj to zero; 

for k = 1 to number of Pecuniary elements 

determine a random dependent vector of Ctkj , t = 1, ... , Tm 

from a multivariate Normal distribution; 

ytj = ytj + Ctkj(l - Tc) + DtTc; 
Tm y; 

t' 
N P'Vj = 2: t (J .) ; 

t=o Ih=o 1 + Zk 

if (m = 1) 

N P'VjMAX = N PVj; 

NPVjMIN = NPVj; 

if (N P'Vj > N PVjMAX) N PVjMAX = N PVj; 

if (NPVj < NPVjMIN) NPVjMIN = NPVj; 

write N PVj to output file; 

close output file for N P'Vj; 

for n = 2 (Strategic) to 3 (Tactical objectives); 



open output £Ie for N Ijn; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

recall Tm; 

determine a dependent random vector of ht, t = 1, ... , 7~ 

from a multivariate Normal distribution; 
Tm 1 

RNI = 2:, t ( ); 
t=1 I1k=O 1 + h t 

for k = all of elements in n 
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determine a dependent random vector of Qtkj, t = 1, ... , Tm 
from a multivariate Normal distribution; 

Tm 
Qtkj 

NPQFkj =2:,(1 '); 
t=l + ~t 

NI . - NPQFkj. 
kJ - RNI ' 

write N PQFkj and N hj to output file; 

if (m = 1) 

NhjMAX = NIkj; 

NIkjMIN = Nhj; 

if (N I kj > N IkjMAx) N IkjMAx = N I/o:j; 

if (N Ikj < N IkjMIN) N hjMIN = N Ikj ; 
close output file for N I jn ; 

determine the maximum N PV over all alternatives (N PVMAX); 

determine the minimum N PV over all alternatives (N PVMIN ); 

RMI = ma'C(INPVMAXI, 1 NPVMIN I); 
for j = 1 to number of alternatives 

d lt _INPViMA" _ NPViMCIY I..:.. B' . 
e a - RMI RMI' tns, 

for i = 1 to Bins 

DistributionMI[iJ = NP;iMTIY + (i * delta); 

P ECMAX ~ p, ("'" /' NP~~~7~ I') '/P; 

PECMIN = p, ("'" /' NP?:," n '/P; 

delta = IPECMAX - PECMINI + Bins; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

DistributionpEc[ij = PECMIN + (i * delta); 



open input file for N PVj; 

initialize Gount[] array to zero; 

initialize Gount2[] array to zero; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

read N PV from N PVj file; 

MI = tiEX.. 
RMl' 

for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (M I :5 DistributionMI[iJ) 

Gount[i] = Gount[i] + 1; 

break; 

PEG - f.l ( II-MIIV)q/v. - fJl au -2-- , 

for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (PEG :5 DistributionpEo[i]) 

Gount2[i] = Gount2[i] + 1; 

break; 

close input file for N PVj; 

divide all bin counts (GOU NT[J, GOU NT2[]) by sample size to 

determine the cell probabilities Pi; 

adjust bin limits of DistributionMI to the center of the binj 
Bins 

mean = L Pi * DistributionMI[i]j 
i=1 

Bins 

variance = E (Pi * DistributionMdW) - mean2
j 

i;;:l 
open output file for MIjj 

for i = 1 to Bins 

write DistributionMI[i] and cell probabilities Pi to filej 

write mean and variance to file; 

close output file for M Ij; 

adjust bin limits of DistributionpEo to the center of the binj 
Bins 

mean = L Pi * DistributionpEo[i]; 
j;;:1 

Bins 

varzance = L (pi * DistributionPEo[i]2) - mean2 j 
i=l 
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open output file for P ECj ; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

write DistributionpEc[i] and cell probabilities Pi to file; 

write mean and variance to output file; 

close output file for P ECj; 

for n = 2 (Strategic) to 3 (Tactical objectives); 

open N Ijn file; 

for k = all of elements in n 

delta = IN IkjMAx - N IkiMINI + Bins; 
for i = 1 to Bins 

DistributionN IlIj til = N IkjMIN + (i * delta); 
initialize Countkj[] array to zero; 

for m = 1 to sample size 

read N Ikj from N Ijn file; 

for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (N hj ~ DistributionNhj [il) 

Countkj[i] = Countkj[i] + 1; 

break; 

close N I jn file; 

divide all bin counts (COU NTkj[]) by sample size to determine 

the cell probabilities Pi, i = 1, ... ,Bins; 

adjust bin limits of DistributionN I,,) to the center of the bin; 
Bins 

mean = l: Pi * DistributionNIkJi]; 
i=l 

Bins 

variance = E (pi * DistributionNh) [i]2) - mean2; 
i=l 

determine lower limit of objective n (ObhnMIN); 

determine upper limit of objective n (ObhnMAX); 

delta = IObhnMAX - ObhnMIN I -;- Bins; 
initialize Countn[] array to zero; 

for i = 1 to Bins 

Distributionobiin[i] = ObhnMIN + (i * delta); 
for all combinations of N I jn over the number of elements; 
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compute the joint probability Pi for the above Obhn; 

for i = 1 to Bins; 

if (Obhn ~ DistributionObijJi)) 

Countn[i] = Countn[i] + 1; 

accumulate the joint probabilities for bin i; 

break; 

open output file for N Iki distribution; 

open output file for Obj jn; 

write DistributionNlki to output file; 

write Distributionobi;n to output file; 

close output file for N Iki distribution; 

close output file for Objin; 

open input file for Pecuniary distribution (P ECi)j 

open input file for Strategic distribution (Obh2); 

open input file for Tactical distribution (Obh3)j 

read Pecuniary distribution (PI)j 

read Strategic distribution (8y ); 

read Tactical distribution (Th)i 

determine lower limit of final score PiMIN; 

determine upper limit of final score PiMAX; 

delta = !PiMAX - PiMIN! -;- Bins; 
for i = 1 to Bins 

Distributionpj[i] = PiMIN + (i * delta); 

initialize Pi, i = 1, ' , , ,Bins to zero; 

for f = 1 to Bins 

for 9 = 1 to Bins 

for h = 1 to Bins 

P = (PI + 8y + Th)l/ q
; 

compute joint probability for Pi P = (pPJ * PSg * PTh)j 

for i = 1 to Bins 
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Bins 

if (Pj < Distributionpj [iD 

Pj = Pj + Pi 

mean = L: (pi * DistributionpJi])j 
i=1 

Bins 

va7·iance = L: (pi * Distributionpj [iJ2) - mean2i 
i=1 

write results to output file; 
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This yields a mean and variance for the evaluation scores, which indicates a 

stability of the rankings to the decision maker. This, in association with the mean 

and variance of the objectives, and the Monetary Index and Nonmonetary Indicies, 

provide the decision maker with the necessary information to evaluate all of the 

alternatives. 

4.6 Example of Risk Determination Under De
pendence 

The cash flows and qualitative flows from the numerical example presented 

in Section 4.4 have been modified for analysis of risk under dependence. The 

deviations from the most likely values for the pessimistic and optimistic values are 

the same as those used in Section 4.4, however the flows for each project length have 

been tailored to show dependence of the cash flows to the project length as shown 

in Figure 4.6. Detailed input data used in this analysis is provided in Appendix 

K. The algorithm presented in the previous section is part of the "AMSTEP-R: 

Advanced Manufacturing System Technologies Evaluation Program - Risk." The 

output from the program are the same as described in Section 4.4. 

A sample size of 1,000 was used, and each distribution was constructed using 

ten bins. The execution time increased from 8 hours for the independent case to 

18 hours for the dependent case, due to the added overhead of the dependence 



Table 4.9: Mean and Variance for Final Scores p, () = 1.0 

determinations. 

ALTERNATIVE MEAN VARIANCE 

Manual 
Semi-Automatic 
Automatic 

55.96 
34.74 
29.81 

2.34 
2.19 
3.24 
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The results for the mean and variance of the evaluation scores p under perfect 

correlation (() = 1.0) are shown in Table 4.9. The values of the objectives are 

provided in 'Table 4.10. The mean and variance of the values in the attribute versus 

alternative matrix are shown in Table 4.11. A frequency plot of the distributions 

of p for each alternative are provided in Figures 4.9 through 4.11. Frequency plots 

of the objectives for each alternative are provided in Appendix L. 

The results are consistent with the independent case in that the automatic 

alternative is preferred, followed by the semi-automatic and manual alternatives. 

However, the variances of the scores for the dependent case are greater than for 

the independent case as would be expected. For example, the variance of the 

score for the automatic alternative is three times greater than the variance in 

the independent case. This yields a more accurate result on the riskiness of the 

automatic alternative, measuring the potential expected deviation (loss) from the 

ideal point. The attribute versus alternative matrix is also consistent with the 

independent case, except that again the variances are seen to be greater. Note 

that the objective scores differ somewhat compared to the independent case. This 

is a result of the dependence of the cash flows and qualitative flows on the length 

of the project, as discussed in Section 4.5. 
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Table 4.10: Mean and Variance for the Objectives, (} = 1.0 

ALTERNATIVE PECUNIARY STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
MEAN VAR MEAN VAR MEAN VAR 

Manual 93.42 2,694.40 1,705.24 3,701.80 1,336.80 2,714.93 
Semi-Automatic 171.88 5,598.62 460.45 902.15 573.97 854.68 
Automatic 237.58 7,902.44 271.79 520.80 382.87 633.37 

Table 4.11: Mean and Variance for Attribute vs. Alternative Matrix, (} = 1.0 

INDEX MANUAL SEMI-AUTO. AUTOMATIC 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
MI 0.6921 0.0087 0.5742 0.0097 0.4969 0.0096 
NIl -0.3144 0.0012 0.1515 0.0012 0.1518 0.0012 
Nh -0.2210 0.0081 0.1680 0.0074 0.3767 0.0074 
NI3 -0.4224 0.0038 0.3608 0.0021 0.6616 0.0020 
NI4 -0.4997 0.0004 0.1289 0.0007 0.2865 0.0018 
NIs -0.2613 0.0013 0.4210 0.0009 0.6255 0.0010 
NI6 -0.9008 0.0017 0.2993 0.0018 0.6094 0.0018 
Nf7 -0.0008 0.0004 -0.0008 0.0004 0.1992 0.0004 
NIs -0.6000 0.0041 0.0770 0.0035 0.3359 0.0044 
NIg -0.4192 0.0031 0.1226 0.0029 0.2877 0.0035 
NIlO -0.1477 0.0008 0.2446 0.0011 0.3361 0.0011 
NIu 0.0684 0.0019 0.4047 0.0010 0.3038 0.0020 
NIl2 -0.3898 0.0024 0.1509 0.0024 0.3896 0.0027 
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Figure 4.9: Frequency Distribution of p - Manual Alternative, (J = 1.0 
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Figure 4.10: Frequency Distribution of p - Semi-Automatic Alternative, e = 1.0 
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Table 4.12: Mean and Variance for Final Scores p, (} = 0.5 

ALTERNATIVE MEAN VARIANCE 

Manual 55.68 1.87 
Semi-Automatic 34.19 1.31 
Automatic 29.21 1. 75 
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In order to show the effect of changing the correlation coefficient, the AMSTEP

R program was run again with the same data, except that (} was changed from 1.0 

to 0.5. The results are shown in Table 4.12 through 4.14. A frequency plot of the 

distributions of p for each alternative are provided in Figures 4.12 through 4.14. 

Frequency plots of the objectives for each alternative are provided in Appendix L. 
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Table 4.13: Mean and Variance for the Objectives, (} = 0.5 

ALTERN ATIVE PECUNIARY STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
MEAN VAR MEAN VAR MEAN VAR 

Manual 63.92 1,089.44 1,702.92 2,168.41 1,334.18 1,169.67 
Semi-Automatic 140.08 2,567.21 458.71 355.17 572.30 329.74 
Automatic 203.74 3,809.43 270.10 228.71 381.37 311.55 

Table 4.14: Mean and Variance for Attribute vs. Alternative Matrix, (J = 0.5 

INDEX MANUAL SEMI-AUTO. AUTOMATIC 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
MI 0.7448 0.0054 0.6133 0.0055 0.5307 0.0055 
NIl -0.3137 0.0009 0.1523 0.0008 0.1526 0.0009 
Nh -0.2186 0.0029 0.1691 0.0023 0.3773 0.0022 
NI3 -0.4219 0.0027 0.3605 0.0007 0.6614 0.0007 
NI4 -0.4998 0.0027 0.1288 0.0003 0.2867 0.0014 
NIs -0.2629 0.0007 0.4197 0.0003 0.6243 0.0004 
NI6 -0.9000 0.0005 0.3002 0.0006 0.6102 0.0006 
Nh 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.2001 0.0001 
NIs -0.5982 0.0011 0.0785 0.0010 0.3380 0.0018 
NI9 -0.4191 0.0013 0.1226 0.0009 0.2877 0.0016 
NIlO -0.1477 0.0004 0.2448 0.0006 0.3364 0.0007 
NIH 0.0671 0.0011 0.4032 0.0003 0.3023 0.0014 
NI12 -0.3878 0.0007 0.1517 0.0010 0.3903 0.0013 
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Figure 4.13: Frequency Distribution of p - Semi-Automatic Alternative, () = 0.5 
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As expected, the variances in this case are smaller than when () = 1.0. The 

mean scores of the three alternatives are similar to the case when () = 1.0, as are 

the values of the Strategic and Tactical objectives, and the it Ik. The means for the 

Pecuniary objective (and subsequently the !Vi I) are different than for the case of 

() = 1.0. This is attributed to the formula used to determine the !Vi I. Recall from 

Chapter 3 that MIj = NRPVj, where RMI = max (IIPinNPVjI,Ill).RxNPVjI). 
MI JEJ JEJ 

Determining the N PV with a different covariance matrix yields different values of 

the N PV. Therefore, I minjEJ N PVj I and I maXjEJ N PVj I will differ, causing the 

!ViI and subsequently the Pecuniary objective to differ. In order to verify this, the 

N PV's for each alternative when () = 1.0 and () = 0.5 were recorded. The means 

of these N PV's are shown in Table 4.15. 

Upon observation, the means of the NPV's seem to be similar. Using the 

Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, the following tests are performed for 



Table 4.15: Means of the NPV's for B = 1.0 and B = 0.5 

NPVmanual 
N PV semi-automatic 
N PVautomatic 

B = 1.0 B = 0.5 

$3,010,139. $3,020,937 
$2,494,960. $2,486,406 
$2,158,250. $2,149,915 

Table 4.16: Rank Sums for the NPV's when B = 1.0 

Rank Sum (W) Standard Normal (z) 
MAN SEMI AUTO MAN SEMI AUTO 

991,371.0 1,008,900.0 1,009,339.0 -0.7069 +0.6505 +0.6845 

each alternative j: 

Ho NPV(o;::;1.0) = NPV(O;::;O.5) 

HI N PV(O=1.0) i= N PV(O=O.5) 
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The rank sums for the N PV's when () = 1.0, along with the corresponding values 

for q,-l(z) are provided in Table 4.16. The value of E[W] = 1,000,500.0 and 

V[W] = 166,750,000.0. At a 0.05 level of significance (-1.96 ~ z ~ +1.96), 

the null hypothesis is accepted, and it is concluded that N PV's calculated when 

() = 1.0 and () = 0.5 are the same. 

4.7 Summary 

This Chapter presented two risk based methodologies for use in the proba

bilistic evaluation of AMST. One methodology assumed independence of the cash 

flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates along time, the second assumed the more 

realistic case of dependence along time. Both analyses yielded similar results, ex-
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cept that the dependent case exhibited larger variances. These larger variances 

impact the range of potential scores of the alternatives, which could have an affect 

on the final results if the distribution of the two alternatives overlap in a significant 

manner. 

The distributions of the Monetary and Nonmonetary Indices provide insight 

into those indicies which may require further analysis by the decision maker. The 

indicies with larger variances indicate a greater riskiness of those elements, which 

could drive the final score further away from the ideal point. Therefore, having a 

distribution of the scores and indicies allows the decision maker to fully analyze 

the alternatives and select that alternative which matches the objectives of the 

company. 

Both methodologies were developed into a software program for PC-AT type 

compatible computers. Interfaces to "LOTUS 1-2-3" allow for ease of data input 

to the program, and availability of the software allows an efficient means for a 

practitioner in the manufacturing environment to utilize this technique. 



Chapter 5 
Case Study 

"We do not see things as they are. We see things as we are." [14] 
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This chapter presents an analysis using the proposed methodology with a "real 

world" example. The example originated from a study performed at the Hughes 

Aircraft Company in Tucson, Arizona [64] [65]. Although the example is real, the 

data are outdated. No representation of accuracy of the data is intended, and the 

data are provided solely for illustrative purposes. The data do not reflect current 

Hughes Aircraft Company systems, nor do they reflect current vendor systems. 

5.1 Background 

In the past several years Hughes Aircraft Company Missile Systems Group 

(MSG) has investigated issues which are aimed at improving the ability of MSG 

to meet current and anticipated customer requirements. These issues include: 

• Product Quality 

• Management Systems and Procedures 

• Modern Quality Philosophies 

• Worker Support to Enhance Quality 

• Work Instructions (accuracy and compliance) 

• Product Design 

The investigations showed certain limitations to implementing the "Quality 

First" policy presented by Hughes Aircraft Company management. Certain of 
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these limitations are related to quality information systems, along with the tools 

and techniques necessary to monitor and analyze product and work cell perfor-

mance. 

While existing quality information systems have served well in the past, the cur

rent emphasis on higher quality and productivity is demanding greater application 

of statistical quality assurance techniques and improved communications of prod

uct status and production problems. Of particular concern is the test/inspection 

information system, whose limitations include: 

• High rates of data errors due to manual data entry. 

• Incomplete data capture. 

• Non real-time and batch oriented systems. 

• Systems oriented for data collection versus data analysis. 

• High occurrence of down times and limited terminal access. 

• Inadequate systems integration, or ability to integrate. 

In order to overcome the limitations of the existing test/inspection informa

tion system, a new hardware/software system to support the implementation of a 

modern test/inspection information system has been proposed. Specific areas of 

improvement which the new system will provide include: 

• Real-time data collection and documentation. 

• Collection of data reflecting workmanship/process related defect trends. 

• Failure history supporting troubleshooting prioritization and repeat problem 

identification. 
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• Corrective action documentation and feedback of test-discovered workman

ship defects to assembly and inspection personnel and to project operations 

management. 

• Inspection data feedback system. 

• Consistency of the determination of problem cause. 

• Effectiveness of audit and feedback of corrective action. 

The improvements address not only the manual systems and procedures, but also 

the existing hardware and software tools used to support the quality activities. 

Knowing the limitations of the current systems, the tasks for improvement 

include: 

• Establish a modern, effective product and failure/defect tracking system. 

• Establish an on-line system for identifying, categorizing, and communicating 

production problems and causes. 

• Provide timely, accurate, and efficient data collection techniques. 

• Provide real-time test/inspection statistical analysis tools to production per

sonnel and management. 

• Provide integrated access to production-related plant site information sys

tems. 

• Provide controlled on-line test and inspection instructions. 

• Provide technical administrative support capabilities. 
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5.2 Alternatives 

Three alternatives are proposed for the test/inspection information system. 

The first is do-nothing, or maintain the current operations. The second is to 

acquire a development system, and the third is to acquire an entirely new test/in

spection information system. 

The current system requires manual data entry which totals $1,350,000 per 

year. This is the only monetary cost associated with the current system. It is 

anticipated that Internal Relations will decline with the current system as pres

sures to improve productivity are placed on the work force, yet the limitations of 

the current system provide for little improvement opportunities. Market Position 

is expected to decline as the ineffectiveness of the existing systems may make it 

difficult to obtain future contracts. The current systems do not coincide with man

agements' "Quality First" plan. Organization is anticipated to decline due to the 

decreased ability for effective information management with the current system. 

There is no ant,icipated effect to Public Relations, and Technology is expected to 

decline as the current system is continued into the future because no advance can 

be made toward the company's technological position. 

Flexibility is anticipated to remain constant with the current system, while 

Integration is projected to decline due to the poor communications and data use

fulness provided. Material is expected to decline slightly due to poor control, and 

Personnel is expected to decline due to the use of employees for the monotonous 

task of data entry. Specific cash flows and qualitative flows for the current opera

tions are provided in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 

The first alternative is to acquire a computer development system appropriate 

to support the design, development, and implementation of application software, 
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Table 5.1: Cash Flows for the Current Operations 

1 2 3 4 5 
Labor ($1,350,000) ($1,350,000) ($1,350,000) ($1,350,000) ($1,350,000) 

Table 5.2: Qualitative Flows for the Current Operations 

STRATEGIC 1 2 3 4 5 
Internal Relations 0 -2 -4 -6 -8 
Market Position 0 0 -5 -5 -10 
Mission 0 -5 -10 -15 -20 
Organization 0 -6 -9 -12 -15 
Public Relations 0 0 0 0 0 
Technology -lO -10 -12 -14 -16 

TACTICAL 1 2 3 4 5 
Flexibility lO 10 10 10 10 
Integration 15 12 9 9 9 
Material 15 15 lO 10 10 
Personnel 15 lO lO 10 5 

work station interfaces, and communication links for a Product Test/Inspection In

formation System (PTIIS). The resulting software and interfaces will subsequently 

be transported to target, project dedicated area processors, which ultimately will 

make up the distributed host systems for PTIIS. 

The PTIIS development system will be a resource to allow advanced effort 

for the design and development of application software and interfaces for the fu

ture PTIIS. Three major efforts are identified: software development, hardware 

development, and software maintenance/system upgrades. 

Software activities supported by the proposed development system include cod

ing, editing, compiling, testing, and debugging of custom software applications. 

Also included will be evaluations, benchmarking, and integration of applicable 

commercial software. The functional software systems to be implemented are: 

s Product and failure/defect tracking system. 
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• Data collection system for test/inspection work stations. 

• Analytical system. 

• Personal computer support system. 

• Controlled document access system for test/inspection instructions. 

• Electronic problem notebooks. 

• Communication system. 

• Data Base Management System/security system. 

• Computer-Aided troubleshoot interface for "expert" product failure diagno

sis system. 

Hardware activities will be related to interfaces, techniques, and equipment 

to support real-time data collection from production test and inspection work 

stations, and to support communication with other related computing systems. 

Specific tasks include: 

• Real-time data collection interfaces to automatic test and inspection equip

ment. 

• High-performance data entry and instruction display for manual test and 

inspection stations. 

• Evaluation and interfacing of voice recognition, touch screen, and other data 

collection/display equipment. 

Upon completion of the development system, results will be transported to 

PTIIS area processors for full scale implementation. The development system will 
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Table 5.3: Cash Flows for the Development System 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Labor ($1,080,000) ($675,000) ($270,000) ($270,000) ($270,000) 
Depr Invest ($700,000) ($1,120,000) 
Maintenance ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) ($20,000) 
Operating Cost ($250) ($250) ($250) ($250) ($250) 
Software ($140,000) ($70,000) 
Labor/Setup ($320,000) ($320,000) ($320,000) ($50,000) 

then be utilized for continuing software configuration control activities as well as 

system upgrades and modifications. 

The development system is anticipated to reduce the manual data entry activity 

by 20% the first year, 50% in year two, and 80% thereafter, which marks the 

estimated completion of the development system. Equipment costs, maintenance, 

purchased software, and labor are as shown in Table 5.3. The labor required to 

setup the system includes programming, installation, etc. 

It is anticipated that Internal Relations will be low initially due to the es-

tablishment of a new system and related employee concern over job security and 

retraining. As the development system is established and comes on-line, Internal 

Relations will improve as employees understand the system. Market Position is 

expected to improve as the system is developed due to the improved capabilities 

which the system provides. The development system coincides with management 

"Quality First" plan, and as such improves the Mission as the project is com

pleted. Organization is anticipated to start low, and as the system is implemented 

will improve as the ability for effective information management improves. Public 

Relations is expected to improve as the wOl'd gets around about the advances and 

modernization of the information system. Technology is expected to improve as 

knowledge is gained with the development system, and enhanced as the engineers 

learn from the development. 
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Table 5.4: Qualitative Flows for the Development System 

STRATEGIC 1 2 3 4 5 
Intern.al Relations -4 -2 5 12 18 
Market Position 5 10 10 10 15 
Mission 5 8 15 25 40 
Organization -5 0 10 20 30 
Public Relations 10 10 15 15 20 
Technology 15 18 30 35 45 

TACTICAL 1 2 3 4 5 
Flexibility 10 15 30 30 30 
Integration 10 12 25 35 40 
Material 15 20 40 45 50 
Personnel 10 10 15 20 25 

Flexibility is anticipated to improve as the system comes on-line and the infor

mation benefits are realized. Integration is projected to improve due to enhanced 

communications and data usefulness. Material is expected to improve due to bet

ter control, and Personnel will improve due to the reduction of the employees' 

requirement to perform monotonous data entry tasks. Specific qualitative flows 

for the development system are provided in Table 5.4. 

The second alternative is to implement PTIIS without a development system. 

This would result in a reduction of manual data entry of 40% the first year and 

80% thereafter. Equipment, software, and labor costs are the same as for the 

development system. Maintenance is anticipated to be $200,000 per year due to 

inefficiencies of operation and resulting system crashes resulting from the large 

scale implementation. The cash flows for this alternative are given in Table 5.5. 

Internal Relations will be lower than for development system due to the ex

pected frequent crashes, which will make it more difficult to gain acceptance of 

the new system. Market Position will also lag due to the problems encountered 

during start-up with the full system. Mission will be improved as the full system 

better meets the "Quality First" plan. Organization will be lower because of the 
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Table 5.5: Cash Flows for the Full System 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Labor ($810,000) ($270,000) ($270,000) ($270,000) ($270,000) 
Depr Invest ($700,000) ($1,120,000) 
Maintenance ($200,000) ($200,000) ($200,000) ($200,000) ($200,000) 
Operating Cost ($250) ($250) ($250) ($250) ($250) 
Software ($140,000) ($70,000) 
Labor/Setup ($320,000) ($320,000) ($320,000) ($50,000) 

inefficiency of operations. Public Relations will be higher than for the develop

ment system due to the announcement of intentions to implement a full system, 

but then decline as difficulties are encountered. Technology is anticipated to be 

the same as for the development system. 

Flexibility will be lower as a result of the inefficiencies. Integration will fall 

behind that of the development system due to the frequency of crashes, and then 

improves as the bugs are worked out. Material will be affected by data problems, 

causing an impact on process control. Personnel will initially be higher than the 

development system due to the existence of a complete system, and then will fall as 

problems arise. As the problems are resolved, Personnel will improve as the system 

becomes accepted. Specific qualitative flows for the full system are provided in 

Table 5.6. 

The weights used in the deterministic analysis are listed in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. 

The monetary interest rate used is that reported in Shinnar et al. [119] for General 

Motors, which is 6.1 % (since Hughes Aircraft Company is part of General Motors). 

The nonmonetary interest rate will be the same as the monetary rate (6.1%), and 

the tax rate is 34.0%. The ACRS rate is 7 years, and a value of 2 is used for p and 

q. The length of the analysis period is 5 years, and the range for the minimum 

and maximum NPV will be determined by the algorithm. 



Table 5.6: Qualitative Flows for the Full System 

STRATEGIC 1 2 3 4 5 
Internal Relations ·12 ·8 0 5 10 
Market Position 15 13 10 1 5 
Mission 10 15 25 40 40 
Organization ·14 .1 0 10 20 
Public Relations 20 20 15 10 10 
Technology 15 18 30 35 45 

TACTICAL 1 2 3 4 5 
Flexibility 5 10 15 30 30 
Integration 5 8 18 30 40 
Material 10 15 30 40 50 
Personnel 15 10 10 15 20 

Table 5.7: Attribute Weights 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT NORMALIZED 

Monetary 100 100 

Internal Relations 80 16 
Market Position 95 19 
Mission 85 17 
Organization 75 15 
Public Relations 80 16 
Technology 95 19 

Flexibility 90 26 
Integration 90 26 
Material 80 23 
Personnel 85 25 

Table 5.8: Objective Weights 

OBJECTIVE WEIGHT 

Pecuniary 100 
Strategic 80 
Tactical 80 

NORMALIZED 

38.5 
30.8 
30.8 
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5.3 Deterministic Analysis 

The case study was initially analyzed deterministically using the AMSTEP-D 

software package. The final results are summarized in Table 5.9. The preferred 

alternative is that of the development system, followed by the full system, and 

finally the current operations. The attribute versus alternative matrix is shown 

in Table 5.10. From Table 5.10 it can be seen that based solely upon a monetary 

measure, the development system alternative would be preferred as it minimizes 

the cash expenditure. However, note that the interest rate of 6.1% would most 

likely not be used in a monetary analysis. An interest rate with adjustments for 

risk would be used instead. The rate used at Hughes was 15%. When the risk 

adjusted interest rate is used in the monetary analysis, the net present values for 

the three alternatives are as shown in Table 5.11. Under this analysis, the pre

ferred alternative is the current operations, as this alternative minimizes the cash 

expenditure. Thus, by removing risk from the interest rate, the preferred alterna

tive on a monetary basis using a deterministic approach becomes the development 

system. Handling of risk will be addressed in the next section. 

The sensitivity of the weights in this analysis is analyzed using a mixture 

experiment as described in Chapter 3. In accordance with mixture experiment 

terminology, a (strategic/tactical weights) and f3 (objective weights) were normal

ized to sum to unity. This does not significantly alter the model as the desired 

effect remains the same, only the resulting score will differ by a constant. Addi

tionally, for the mixture experiment the value of q in the Composite Programming 

equation was changed from 2 to 1 to create a linear equation in the objectives. 

Initally, the analysis is performed on the objective weights (f3n, n = 1,2,3). 

The f3n's were varied between 0 and 1, while the ank values were used as shown 



Table 5.9: Results and Rankings 

ALTERNATIVE 

Development System 
Full System 
Current Operations 

EVALUATION RANK 

67 
68 
73 

1 
2 
3 

Table 5.10: Attribute versus Alternative Matrix 

Attribute CURRENT DEVELOPMENT FULL 

Monetary -1.0000 -0.9069 -0.9320 
Internal Relations -0.0376 0.0512 -0.0167 
Market Position -0.0017 0.0976 0.1031 
Mission -0.0941 0.1758 0.2499 
Organization -0.0797 0.0994 0.0080 
Public Relations 0.0000 0.1371 0.1535 
Technology -0.1221 0.2769 0.2769 
Flexibility 0.1000 0.2234 0.1717 
Integration 0.1098 0.2342 0.1912 
Material 0.1218 0.3287 0.2776 
Personnel 0.1024 0.1553 0.1383 

Table 5.11: NPV Results Using Risk Adjusted Interest Rate 

ALTERNATIVE 

Current Operations 
Development System 
Full System 

NPV 

($ 2,986,770) 
($ 3,074,626) 
($ 3,115,778) 
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in Table 5.7. A simplex-centroid design for three components was used to analyze 

the effects of varying the proportion of (317 (32, and (33 used in the model. This was 

done for the three alternatives previously described. 

The fitted third-degree model for each alternative is: 

Ydonothing = 10.00(31 + 5.29(32 + 4.46(33 - 0.02(3d32 + 0.00(31(33 - 0.02(32(33 + 

0.03(31(32/33 

Ydevelopment - 9.53(31 + 4.30/32 + 3.84(33 + 0.02(31(32 + 0.02(31(33 + 0.00(32(33 -

0.12(31 (32(33 

YJIJII = 9.66(31 + 4.36(32 + 4.04(33 + 0.00(31(32 + 0.00(31(33 + 0.00(32(33 + 

0.00(31(32(33 

where Y is the estimate of the Composite Programming score p. 

Analysis of the coefficients indicates that the strategic and tactical objectives 

((317 (32) tend to reduce the overall score. Thus, the nonmonetary objectives have 

the effect of moving the alternatives closer to the ideal. This is not surprising since 

the monetary analysis results in negative values which are far away from the ideal. 

The pecuniary objective coefficients (/31) are similar for the three alternatives. 

Note that there is very little interaction between the objectives, indicating that 

the score is determined primarily from the proportion of pure components (weight) 

of the model. 

The estimated shape of the response surface score for (311 (32, and (33 is ap

proximated pictorially for each alternative in Figures 5.1 thru 5.3. Each contour 

line on the plot joins the mixtures of (31, (32, and (33 that are assumed to yield 

the same predicted score. The predicted scores were obtained for combinations of 

(311 (32, and (33 where the specific combinations were defined as an array of points 
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across the triangle. Predicted scores of equal magnitude are joined by the same 

contour line. Note that Xl, X2, and X3 on the plots correspond to /31, /32, and 

/33 respectively. 

The contour plot of the current operations (Figure 5.1) shows that the best 

score occurs when (/31, /32, /33) = (0, 0, 1). As /31 and /32 are increased in value, the 

score moves further from the ideal reaching a maximum at (/3t, /32, /33) = (1, 0, 0). 

The slope of the contour rises from a score of 4.46 at (0, 0, 1) to the maximum of 

10.0. Without /31 and /32 (pecuniary and strategic objectives) the score approaches 
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Figure 5.2: Contour Plot of f3n for the Development System 

the ideal, however as f31 and f32 are added, the score moves away from the ideal. 

The contour plot of the development system (Figure 5.2) is similar to the 

current operations. The score varies from 3.84 at (0, 0, 1) to a maximum of 9.53 

at (1, 0, 0). Again, the lowest score is achieved when only the tactical objective is 

used, and the slope of the contour is similar to the slope exhibited for the current 
\ 

operations. 

Finally, the full system contour plot (Figure 5.3) is similar to the first two 

alternatives. The minimum score is achieved at (0, 0, 1) and the maximum score at 
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Figure 5.4: Scores for the Alternatives for Various Values of /3n 

Full System 

(1,0, 0), and the slope of the contour closely follows that of the other alternatives. 

This again shows the effect of adding the qualitative factors, which moves the 

score toward the ideal. Since the pecuniary indicies are all negative, it is expected 

that any positive addition will move the score closer to the ideal. 

The contour plots show in general that the full system score tends to change 

uniformly with (32 and (33, as the contours are almost parallel to the /32-(33 axis. The 

development system shows that (32 has a more pronounced effect on the result due 

to the shift in orientation of the contour lines. For the current operations, (32 has 

even more of an impact. Therefore, the Strategic objective plays an important role 

in the difference in scores between alternatives. This indicates that the Strategic 

elements have an important impact, and should be analyzed carefully. 

In addition to the contour plots, a comparison of the scores for the three alter

natives is presented in Figure 5.4 for various combinations of (3n. The combinations 
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of f3n used in the plot are shown in Table 5.12 and represent the following variations 

of f3n: 

1. all the weight is in only one f3n (set # 1,2,3). 

2. the weight is split evenly between only two f3n's (set # 4,7,10). 

3. the weight is split two-to-one between two f3n's (set # 5,6,8,9,11,12). 

4. the weight is split evenly between all three f3n's (set # 13). 

5. and the weight is split two-to-one where two f3n's share the lesser weight (set 

# 14,15,16). 

6. and the weight is split two-to-one where two f3n's share the greater weight 

(set # 17,18,19). 

From Figure 5.4 it can be seen that the development system scores consis

tently better than the other alternatives. The full system scores very close to the 

development system, but never better. 

Next, the analysis was performed on the attribute weights (ank, n = 2; k = 

1, ... ,6 and n = 3; k = 1, ... ,4). The ank's were varied between 0 and 1, while 

the f3n values were used as shown in Table 5.8. A simplex-centroid design for 

six components was used to analyze the effects of varying the proportion of a2k 

(strategic) used in the model, and for four components to analyze the a3k (tacti

cal). The difference in the components arises because the tactical objective only 

contained four elements. This was again performed for the three alternatives pre

viously described. 

A comparison of the scores for the three alternatives is plotted in Figure 5.5 

(strategic) and Figure 5.6 (tactical) for various combinations of ank. The com-
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Table 5.12: Combinations of Weights for (3n 

SET 13t {h (33 CRNT DEV FULL 

1 0.00 0.00 1.00 4.46 3.84 4.04 
2 0.00 1.00 0.00 5.29 4.30 4.36 
3 1.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 9.53 9.66 
4 0.00 0.50 0.50 4.87 4.07 4.20 
5 0.00 0.33 0.67 4.74 4.00 4.15 
6 0.00 0.67 0.33 5.01 4.15 4.25 
7 0.50 0.00 0.50 7.23 6.69 6.85 
8 0.33 0.00 0.67 6.31 5.74 5.91 
9 0.67 0.00 0.33 8.15 7.64 7.79 

10 0.50 0.50 0.00 7.64 6.92 7.01 
11 0.33 0.67 0.00 6.86 6.04 6.13 
12 0.67 0.33 0.00 8.43 7.79 7.89 
13 0.33 0.33 0.33 6.58 5.89 6.02 
14 0.25 0.25 0.50 6.05 5.38 5.53 
15 0.25 0.50 0.25 6.26 5.49 5.61 
16 0.50 0.25 0.25 7.44 6.80 6.93 
17 0.40 0.40 0.20 7.01 6.30 6.42 
18 0.40 0.20 0.40 6.84 6.21 6.35 
19 0.20 0.40 0.40 5.90 5.16 5.29 

CRNT - Current. DEV - Development. 
FULL - Full. 
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Figure 5.5: Scores of Alternatives for Values of the Strategic Objective a2k 

binations of ank used in the plots are shown in Table 5.13 and Table 5.14 and 

represent the following variations of ank: 

1. all the weight is in only one an (set # 1 - 6 for n = 2, set # 1 - 4 for n = 3). 

2. the weight is split evenly between only two an's (set # 7 - 21 for n = 2, set 

# 5 - 10 for n = 3). 

3. the weight is split evenly between only three an's (set # 22 - 41 for n = 2, 

set # 11 - 14 for n = 3). 

4. the weight is split evenly between only four an's (set # 42 - 56 for n = 2, 

not applicable for n = 3). 

5. the weight is split evenly between only five an's (set # 57 - 62 for n = 2, not 

applicable for n = 3). 
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Figure 5.6: Scores of Alternatives for Values of the Tactical Objective a3k 

6. the weight is split evenly between all an's (set # 63 for n = 2, set # 15 for 

n = 3). 

Results tend to be robust to the attribute weights. However, outcomes do high

light the strengths and weaknesses of each attribute. For the Strategic objective, 

the current operations' score is consistently higher, and the development and full 

system alternatives exhibit similar trends with respect to the weight of ank. The 

closest scores between the development and full system occur at data set 3 (pure 

Mission) and 18 (equal mix of Mission/Technology). 

The fitted models for the analysis of the Strategic and Tactical weights are 

provided in Appendix M. Looking at the Strategic weights for three component 

interactions on the development and full systems, the largest coefficients ~ccur 

when Internal Relations, Market Position, Mission, and Organization are in the 

model. On four component interactions, the highest coefficients for the devel-
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Table 5.13: Combinations of Weights for Strategic Objective a2k 

SET Q21 °22 °23 Q2j °25 Q26 CRNT DEY FULL 

1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.2 63.2 66.3 

2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 67.7 62.4 63.6 

3 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 69.1 61.2 61.2 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 68.0 62.4 64.9 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 67.6 61.8 62.7 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 69.5 59.7 60.8 

7 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.00 O.O~ 0.00 67.0 62.8 64.4 

8 0.60 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.7 62.2 63.4 

9 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 68.5 62.8 66.1 

10 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 67.9 62.6 64.1 

11 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 68.0 61.6 63.2 

12 0.00 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.4 61.9 62.4 

13 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 68.3 62.4 64.2 

14 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 67.6 62.1 63.1 

16 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 68.6 61.1 62.2 

16 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.60 0.00 0.00 60.0 61.8 63.2 

17 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.60 0.00 68.4 81.5 62.0 

18 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.60 69.3 60.5 61.0 

111 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.60 0.00 68.3 62.1 63.8 

20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.60 69.2 61.1 63.0 

21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.60 68.6 60.8 61.8 

22 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 68.3 62.3 63.4 

23 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 68.3 62.7 64.6 

24 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 67.8 62.5 63.9 

26 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 68.5 61.8 63.3 

26 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 68.7 62.3 63.0 

27 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 68.3 62.1 63.2 

28 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 68.9 61.4 62.6 

20 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 68.2 62.5 64.3 

30 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 68.0 61.8 63.8 

31 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 68.6 61.6 63.1 

32 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 68.5 62.0 63.3 

33 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 68.1 61.0 02.5 

34 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 68.6 61.2 61.0 

35 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 68.1 62.2 63.7 

36 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 68.7 61.6 63.2 

37 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 68.3 61.4 62.4 

38 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 68.5 61.8 63.0 

39 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 69.2 61.2 62.4 

40 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 68.8 61.0 61.6 

41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 68.7 61.4 62.0 

42 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 68.5 62.3 63.8 

43 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 68.2 62.2 63.2 

44 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 68.6 61.7 62.8 

45 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 68.1 62.6 64.l 

46 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 66.6 62.0 63.7 

47 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 68.3 61.8 63.2 

48 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 68.5 62.2 63.6 

49 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.26 0.00 0.25 68.9 61.7 63.2 

50 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 68.6 61.5 62.6 

51 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 68.6 61.8 63.5 

52 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 68.3 62.0 63.1 

53 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.00 0.25 68.8 61.5 62.7 

54 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 68.5 61.3 62.1 

55 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 68.4 61.6 63.0 

56 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 68.8 61.3 62.5 

57 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 66.3 62.2 63.6 

58 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 68.7 61.8 63.3 

55 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 68.4 61.7 62.8 

60 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 68.4 62.0 63.5 

61 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 66.7 61.7 63.1 

62 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 66.6 61.6 62.7 

63 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 68.5 61.8 63.2 

CRNT Curren', DEY Dcvelopmen'. FULL Full. 
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Table 5.14: Combinations of Weights for Tactical Objective a3k 

SE'f aJI Q32 °33 Q:u CRNT DEV FULL 

1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 01.6 60.6 62.1 
2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 61.3 60.5 61.8 
3 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 61.1 59.0 60.4 

• 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 61 .• 61.1 62.1 
5 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 01.4 60.6 62.0 
0 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.00 61.3 59.8 01.3 
7 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.50 67.5 61.2 62.4 
8 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 61.2 59.7 61.1 
9 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 61 .• 61.1 62.2 

10 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 07.3 60.4 61.6 
11 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.00 61.3 60.1 61.5 
12 0.33 0.33 0.00 0.33 67 .• 61.0 02.2 
13 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33 67.4 60.5 61.8 
14 0.00 0.33 0.33 0.33 61.3 60.4 61.7 
IS 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 67 •• 60.5 61.8 

CRNT Current. DEV Developmen', FULL Full. 

opment system occur when Market Position, Mission, Organization, Public Rela

tions, and Technology are in the model. For the full system, the highest coefficients 

occur when Market Position, Organization, Public Relations, and Technology are 

in the model. Therefore, the decision maker may wish to further to investigate 

the Mar1\et Position, Mission, and Organization attributes. 

The deterministic analysis provides insight into the composition of the out

come, indicating the objectives and/or elements which play an important role in 

the model. Identification of these objectives/elements provides insight to the de

cision maker as to the important aspects of the alternatives, and what areas may 

require additional consideration in any further analysis that may be performed. 

5.4 Risk Analysis 

The a..'1alysis of risk is performed as described in Chapter 4. The riskiness 

of the alternatives is placed in the cash flows and qualitative flows by having 

the decision maker provide these flows in terms of pessimistic, most likely, and 

optimistic estimates. In addition, the interest rates are also given by the decision 



Table 5.15: Mean and Variance for Final Scores p 

ALTERNATIVE 

Development System 
Full System 
Current Operations 

MEAN VARIANCE 

57.50 
58.45 
62.97 

1.40 
2.33 

12.15 

Table 5.16: Mean and Variance for the Objectives 

ALTERNATIVE PECUNIARY STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
MEAN VAR MEAN VAR MEAN VAR 

Development System 2,277.39 7,730.27 570.30 604.41 460.47 500.92 
Full System 2,321.72 18,691.21 588.74 546.32 508.84 670.96 
Current Operations 2,549.84 171,152.77 876.03 635.98 611.03 108.51 
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maker in this manner. This data is provided in Appendix M. A sample size 

of 1,000 is used, with 10 bins. The value of () is taken to be 0.70, based upon 

experience of the decision maker and similar analyses performed in [17] and [16]. 

The remaining evaluation parameters, such as weights, tax rate, depreciation, etc. 

are as used for the deterministic analysis. The range of T is from 2 to 8 years. 

Frequency distributions used to analyze this case study were determined using 

the AMSTEP-R program. The frequency distributions for p are provided in Fig-

ures 5.7 through 5.9. The frequency distributions for the objectives are provided 

in Appendix N. The mean and variance for the final score p is provided in Ta

ble 5.15, for the objectives in Table 5.16, and for the attribute versus alternative 

matrix in Table 5.17. 



Table 5.17: Mean and Variance for Attribute VB. Alternative Matrix 

F , 
• 
q 
u 

• 
n 
c 
y 

INDEX CURRENT DEVELOPMENT FULL 

Mean Var Mean Var Mean Var 
MI -.6218 .0183 -.5384 .0009 -.5532 .0021 
NIl -.0379 .0004 .0472 .0013 -.0413 .0008 
NI2 -.0649 .0014 .0985 .0006 .1028 .0008 
NI3 -.0879 .0015 .1735 .0025 .2617 .0024 
NI4 -.0712 .0006 .0983 .0030 .0102 .0021 
NIs -.0010 .0003 .1427 .0005 .1580 .0005 
NIe -.1228 .0008 .2770 .0023 .2749 .0021 
Nh .0997 .0003 .2109 .0007 .1661 .0013 
NIs .1102 .0002 .2092 .0015 .1792 .0019 
NI9 .1227 .0001 .3311 .0027 .2769 .0032 
NIlO .1043 .0002 .1663 .0007 .1420 .0003 

0.3 -,----------------------, 

0.28 

0.26 

0.24 

0.22 

0.2 

0.18 

0.16 

0.14 

0.12 

0.1 

0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rc 

55.26 57.16 59.07 60.97 62.87 64.78 66.68 68.58 70.48 72.39 

Score 

Figure 5.7: Frequency Distribution of Final Score p - Current Operations 
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F 

• 
q 
u 

• 
n 
c 
y 

0.4 -r----------------------, 

0.35 

0.3 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

54.16 54.95 55.74 56.53 57.32 58.11 58.90 59.69 60.48 61.27 

Score 

Figure 5.8: Frequency Distribution of Final Score p - Development System 

F 

• 
q 
u 
• 
n 
c 
y 

0.32.---------------------------, 
0.3 

0.28 

0.26 

0.24 
0.22 

0.2 
0.18 
0.16 
0.14 
0.12 

0.1 
0.08 

0.06 
0.04 

0.02 
O~~-L~~~~~~LL~~~~~~~~~_, __ --~ 

54.18 55.15 56.13 57.11 58.09 59.06 60.04 61.02 61.99 62.97 

Score 

Figure 5.9: Frequency Distribution of Final Score p - Full System 
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The preferred alternative is the development system, followed by the full system 

and the current operations. The development system also is the alternative with 

the lowest variance, indicating less risk as compared to the other alternatives. 

The current operations showed the greatest variance. As can be seen from the 

frequency distribution in Figure 5.7, the scores for the current operations tend to 

be spread out. 

Analyzing the attribute versus alternative matrix in Table 5.17, the cause of the 

high variability for the current operations is the MI. For the development system, 

the high variability elements are NI3 , NI4 , NI6 , and NI9 which correspond to 

Mission, Organization, Technology, and Material respectively. This indicates that 

these elements add risk to the alternative, and should be analyzed further as to 

their impact on the alternative. 

The full system has the same high variability elements as the development 

system. The difference is that Material tends to be riskier, but Organization is 

less risky for the full system. FUrther comparison of the variances between the 

development and full system indicate that the full system is a greater risk on the 

monetary end, and less risky in the Personnel attribute. 

The risk analysis provides the decision maker with means and variances which 

can be used to investigate the potentials of the various alternatives. Means and 

Variances of the final score (p) provide a preference relationship, and the attribute 

versus alternative matrix provides insight into the attributes which contribute 

to the risk (high variability). The decision maker may wish to investigate these 

elements further before taking any action on a final recommendation. 
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5.5 Summary 

This chapter presented a case study utilizing the AMST methodology devel

oped in this research. The analysis was performed on a "real world" example, 

showing how the methodology could be used to evaluate AMST. A determinis

tic approach was initially performed to analyze the impact of the objectives, and 

then a risk analysis was performed to analyze the risk of the alternatives under 

consideration. 

The preferred alternative based upon the analysis is the development system. 

This alternative had the lowest Composite Programming score, along with the 

lowest variance on the score. Thus, this is the least risky of the three alternatives. 

Additionally, the analysis provided insight into the elements which contribute most 

to risk. The decision maker may consider to evaluate these elements further before 

making a final decision. 

Although this analysis was actually performed at Hughes using a more tra

ditional financial approach (payback), a significant amount of work was done in 

investigating the qualitative benefits. These benefits were documented as part of 

the justification, and amounted to strictly textual information. This was difficult 

to review, and difficult to trade-off among the three alternatives. Additionally, 

risk was incorporated into the interest rate, and there was no way to show the 

costs/benefits of the qualitative issues over time. 

Incidently, the decision reached at Hughes was to select the development sys

tem, and it has turned out to be a worthwhile decision. Using the methodology 

presented herein, the results of the analysis would have been clearer to present, 

and more succinct. Additionally, the methodology (as described in Chapter 3) 

provides a mechanism to investigate the intangible costs/benefits, providing the 
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decision maker with a structured approach to solve what in other circumstances 

is an open ended problem. 



Chapter 6 
Evaluati,on and Extensions 

"Don't let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do" -

John Wooden [14] 
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This chapter provides an evaluation of the model presented in this dissertation, 

along with suggested extensions for further research. 

6.1 Evaluation 

The model presented in this research provides a decision maker with a method

ology to evaluate AMST, The objectives of the model (Pecuniary, Strategic, and 

Tactical) allow the decision maker to break the evaluation down into monetary 

(Pecuniary) and nonmonetary (Strategic/Tactical) aspects. The nonmonetary as

pects are further divided into those areas which relate to planning (Strategic) and 

those areas which relate to the operations (Tactical) of a company, These ob

jectives are further broken down into attributes which define the objectives, and 

elements which define the attributes. Using this decomposition, the costs and 

benefits associated with AMST for a manufacturing enterprise can be evaluated. 

The structure assists the decision maker in analyzing all aspects of an AMST al

ternative and how the costs/benefits of an alternative affect the manufacturing 

enterprise. 

The Monetary Index provides the necessary monetary evaluation. The Non

monetary Index provides the nonmonetary evaluation, incorporating the concept 

of qualitative flows. Qualitative flows allow the nonmonetary attributes/elements 
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to be evaluated over time. The Nonmonetary Index then discounts these qual

itative flows to a present value, providing a qualitative assessment for the at

tributes/elements which covers the anticipated life of the project. Therefore, the 

qualitative benefits are not evaluated as a simple "one-time" cost/benefit. 

Having identified the attributes/elements associated with a set of AMST al

ternatives and determined the cash flows and qualitative flows, the decision maker 

has available a portion of the necessary information to perform an evaluation. 

At this point the decision maker must use caution not to select an interest rate 

which includes adjustments for risk. Should the decision maker select a deter

ministic evaluation, the method of Composite Programming is used to trade-off 

the alternatives. Each objective is assigned a weight of importance, as is each 

attribute/element. This allows the priorities of the enterprise to be included in 

the model. The Composite Programming technique then provides a rank order

ing of the alternatives. To assist the decision maker, this algorithm has been 

coded to execute on an IBM compatible PC - a resource commonly available 

today. To facilitate ease of use, input to the program is via files created with 

"LOTUS 1-2-3". Thus, after having performed the difficult task of identifying the 

attributes/elements, determining appropriate flows, and determining weights, the 

solution of the model is easy to determine. Analysis of the deterministic results 

can further be aided with the use of mixture experiments. This allows the decision 

maker to analyze the impact of each objective or attribute/element on the final 

result. 

Finally, the issue of risk analysis is addressed. Due to the unknown nature of 

the distributions of cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates, an enumeration 

is performed. The decision maker specifies pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic 
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values for each cash flow, qualitative flow, and interest rate with respect to the 

anticipated life of the project. Additionally, pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic 

project lifes are specified. In doing this and removing risk adjustments from the 

interest rate, an accurate assessment of risk can be attained. 

The Composite Programming technique is again employed for the enumera

tion, which results in a distribution of scores, objectives M I, and N I k • Depen

dencies of the cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates, with respect to time, 

are also captured by assuming a multivariate normal distribution for each. The 

distributions resulting from the enumeration are then used to determine means 

and variances. The variances are used to identify the riskiness of the alterna

tives. The variances of the N h provide management with insight to the risky 

attributes/elements of an alternative, which provides the decision maker with ar

eas they may wish to further investigate. 

Therefore, the model provides the decision maker with a means to evalu

ate AMST alternatives including qualitative factors, study the effects of the at

tributes/elements on the outcome, and address the riskiness of various alternatives 

without adjusting the interest rate for risk. 

6.2 Extensions 

As with many research projects, the more one becomes involved with the work, 

the more one discovers additional areas to investigate and improve upon, and 

this effort is no different. The extensions identified are broken down into the 

deterministic analysis, risk analysis, and software developed. 
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6.2.1 Deterministic 

An extension on the deterministic analysis is to incorporate this methodology 

into areas other than manufacturing. One example would be the health care 

field. With the close scrutiny of health care costs and the advent of newer and 

more complicated (and costly) equipment, it is becoming difficult for health care 

providers to acquire new and modern equipment. It seems that several of the 

difficulties faced in the health care field are similar to those in the manufacturing 

environment. Primarily, there is no adequate way to incorporate the intangible 

costs/benefits of new equipment into an evaluation. The physicians I have spoken 

with all indicated a need for a methodology similar to that of this research for 

use in the health care field. This would require determination of a different set of 

attributes/elements for the three objectives which would address the health care 

enterprise. Having defined these attributes/elements, the remaining model would 

be the same as for the AMST. 

6.2.2 Risk 

There are two primary extensions in the risk evaluation methodology. These 

are incorporating dependencies between the attributes/elements, and use of an 

input distribution other than the triangular and normal. 

Although dependence has been modeled for the cash flows, qualitative flows, 

and interest rates along time, dependencies may exist between the attributes/ele

ments of cash flows, qualitative flows, and/or interest rates. For example, a decline 

in Public Relations of a company may have an effect on the Internal Relations, 

also leading them to decline. Such dependencies, should they exist, would then 

need to be captured in the model. 
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The cash flows, qualitative flows, and interest rates for the risk analysis model 

were in the form of a triangular distribution. Another distribution which is com

monly used in the absence of data is the beta distribution. The beta distribution 

can also be defined in terms of pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic values, and 

its use may provide more accurate results, especially in the tails of the distri

bution. Additionally, the assumption of the multivariate normal distribution for 

dependency might be relaxed, and another dependence model used that would not 

require the input distributions to be symmetrical. This would allow cases where 

estimates may be skewed one direction or another. An example of such an instance 

is software development costs, which experience shows tend to run over estimates 

rather than below. 

6.2.3 Software 

Although the software programs developed in this research are easy to use, 

several improvements can be made to them. The mixture experiment analysis 

requires several computational steps which could be incorporated into the deter

ministic program, which would provide a more concise output in a form that is 

directly useable for evaluation. Additionally, the results of the risk determination 

are stored in ASCII files, and require an extra processing step to produce the 

frequency distributions. This could be incorporated into the program by either 

writing the results as "LOTUS 1-2-3" files, or adding graphical output routines. 

The current risk determination program is not very efficient in its memory 

utilization. Several improvements can be made to better use memory, which 

would allow larger models to be analyzed. There are also some computational 

improvements which could be made in the algorithm in order to improve upon the 

execution time of the program. 
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These extensions would all be an improvement upon this work, and they would 

surely lead to additional extensions, refinements, and improvements. 



Chapter 7 
Summary and Conclusions 

"Success is getting what you want. Happiness is liking what you 

get." [14] 
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As we approach the "postmodern" factory of 1999, new approaches will be 

required in order to adequately evaluate AMST [32]. The shortcomings of the 

current approaches include: 

1. Inability to account for intangible costs/benefits. 

2. Failure to properly evaluate all alternatives, including the "do-nothing". 

3. Inappropriately including risk in the interest rate versus in the cash/ quali

tative flows. 

4. Changing cost patterns, from direct to indirect. 

This research proposes a model which overcomes the shortcomings of the tradi

tional financial techniques. 

The model developed consists of three objectives. There is a Pecuniary ob-

jective, which addresses the monetary aspects of the evaluation. Incorporation of 

the intangible costs/benefits are provided via a Strategic objective and a Tactical 

objective. These objectives consist of attributes/elements which have been shown 

to map into a typical manufacturing organization. A trade-off of these objectives 

for several alternatives is then performed using Composite Programming, however 

other methodologies may be employed. 

The results of the deterministic analysis provide a rank order of the altern a-

tives under investigation. Coupled with a mixture experiment, it is possible to 
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graphically portray the contours of each alternative as the importance of the three 

objectives vary. 

The deterministic analysis assumes a risk free environment, indicating that 

future events are known for certain. This is not the case in a real world setting. 

Therefore, the deterministic model is augmented to allow the decision maker to 

specify interest rates, cash/qualitative flows, and time periods in ranges which 

signify the uncertain nature of future events. Through an enumeration, including 

dependencies of interest rates and cash/qualitative flows over time, a distribution 

of final scores is determined. This provides the decision maker with a mean and 

variance of the final scores, indicating the riskiness of the alternatives being eval

uated. FUrther insight on the attributes which contribute to risk is obtained from 

analysis of the distributions of the attributes. Those attributes exhibiting large 

variances tend to contribute more toward risk. 

Therefore, the model accounts for intangible costs/benefits of AMST. The 

methodology includes analysis of not implementing any of the alternatives under 

consideration, and points out that not implementing any of the alternatives is 

not necessarily one of status-quo operations, but deteriorating operations. Risk 

is removed from the interest rate and placed in the cash/qualitative flows. And 

the definition of the attributes makes no assumption of direct/indirect labor, but 

views costs/benefits from where they occur. 

Additionally, the models have been developed into software programs which 

allow ease of use and provide assistance in the analysis for the decision maker. 
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NPv;. 
Theorem 3.1 The Monetary Index MIj = __ 1 yields a result in the range 

RMI 
[-1,+1]. 

PROOF: In order to prove this result, three cases are analyzed: 

1. NPVMAX and NPVMIN are both positive. 

2. NPVMAX is positive and NPVMIN is negative. 

3. N PVMAX and N PVMIN are both negative. 

Case 1: When both NPVMAX and NPVMIN are positive, the RMI will simply be 

NPlT I l' MI NPVj d 1 MI '11 b VMAX· n tus case, j = NPVMAX an tle j W1 range etween 

o and 1. 

Case 2: When N PVMAX 1S positive and N PVM1N is negative, 

the RMI will be max(INPVMINI,NPVMAX). In this 
NPVj 

max(IN PVMINI, N PVMAX )' 
max(INPVMINI,NPVMAX) ;::: INPVjI, the MIj must be between -1 and 

situation, = Since 

+1. 

Case 3: When N PVMAX and N PVMIN are both be negative, RMI will be 
NP'v'· 

IN PVMINI· This will yield M Ij = I Vi J I and M Ij will range between 
NP MIN 

-1 and O. 

Therefore, the MIj is either [0,+1], [-1,+1], or [-1,0], and as such the MIj will 

be in the range [-1, +1] D. 
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NPQFkj 
Theorem 3.2 The Nonmonetary Index N Ikj = yields a result in the 

RNI 

range [-1, +1]. 

PROOF: In order to prove this result, three cases are again analyzed: 

1. All of the Qtk/S are positive. 

2. The Qtk/S vary between positive and negative values. 

3. All of the Qtk/S are negative. 

Case 1: When all of the QtI~/s are positive, the N PQFkj is positive. In this case 

the smallest value is achieved when all of the Qtkj are zero, the N PQFkj 

is zero, and the N Ikj is zero. The largest value is achieved when all of the 
T 

Qtkj are at the upper bound of 100. Then, N PQFkj = E 100(1 + htt = 
t=1 

T 

100E(1 + htt , and the N1kj is one. 
t=1 

Case 2: When the Qtkj vary between positive and negative values, the N PQFkj 

will be between -100E;=1(1+htt and 100E;=1(1+h)-t, and thus the N1kj 

will be between -1 and + 1. 

Case 3: Finally, when all of the Qtkj are negative, the N PQFkj is negative. The 

smallest value is achieved when all the Qtkj are at the lower bound of -100. 
T T 

Then, NPQFkj = E -lOO(l+htt = -100 E(1+h)-t, and the Nhj = -1. 
t=1 t=1 

The largest value is achieved when the Qtkj are all zero, N PQFkj is zero, 

and the N I kj is zero. 

Therefore, the N Ikj is either [0, +1], (-1, +1), or [-1,0], and as such the N hj 

will be in the range [-1, +1] D. 
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1* *1 
1* AMSTEP-D: Advanced Manufacturing System Technology Evaluation Program *1 
1* Deterministic *1 
1* *1 
1* Johann G. Demmel *1 
1* copyright (c) 1991 *1 
1* *1 
1* Compiler: Power C by MIX Software *1 
1* *1 
#include <bios.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#define MAX_ALTS 6 

float Monetary_rate [20] , Nonmonetary_rate[20]. Obj_weight[3]i 
float Factors [20] , ACRS[21]i 
float Tax_rate, P, Qi 
float MI[MAX_ALTS], NI[MAX_ALTS] [12], Score[MAX_ALTS]i 

double NPV_max, NPV_min, NPV[MAX_ALTS], Depreciation[21]i 
double NPQF_s[MAX_ALTS] [6] , NPQF_t[MAX_ALTS] [6] i 

char Input_files [MAX_ALTS] [13], Alt_title[MAX_ALTS] [26]. Title[40]i 
char Prefix_name[9] = "amstep "i 

struct { 
int pecuniarYi 
int strategici 
int tactical; 

} Num_attribj 

struct { 

1* Structure for number of 
1* Pecuniary. 
1* Strategic. 
1* Tactical. 

attributes. *1 
*1 
*1 
*1 

1* Structure for monetary data. *1 



char description[15]; 
double cash_flow[21]; 

} Monetary [20] ; 

1* Attribute description. 
1* Cash flows for attribute. 

struct { 1* Structure for nonmonetary data. *1 
char attribute[20]; 1* Attribute description. *1 
float weight; 1* Attribute weight. *1 
double qual_flow[21]; 1* Qualitative flows for attribute. *1 

} Strategic [6] , Tactical[6]; 

double comp_prog(); 
void depreciation(void); 
double distance(); 
void echo_inputs(); 
void factors(); 
void fill_real(); 
double get_IEEE_real(); 
void get_ACRS{void); 
int get_parameters(); 
void ignore_bytes(); 
void indicesO; 
void initialize(void); 
float interest(); 
int lotus_read(); 
void norm_weights(void); 
void opening_menu(void); 
void prepare(void); 
void rankings(void); 
int read_data(); 
void store_input(); 
void print_array(); 
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1* FUNCTION: main *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Controls the execution of the functions which comprise AMSTEP. *1 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 

int i; 

prepare(); 
opening_menuO; 
clrscrnO; 
poscurs(5,22); 
fprintf(stderr,"« OBTAINING ANALYSIS PARAMETERS »"); 
if (get_parameters(argc,argv[1]» { 

exit(1); 
} 

norm_weights 0 ; 
echo_inputs 0 ; 



} 

for (i = 0; i < Num_alts; ++i) { 
initializeO; 

} 

clracrnO; 
poscura(5,21); 
fprinU(atderr,"« OBTAINING DATA FOP. ALTERNATIVE %d »",i); 
read_data(i); 
clracrnO; 
poscura(6,16); 
fprintf(atderr,"« PERFORMING CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE %d »",i); 
npv(i); 
npq:f( 'a' .i); 
npqf( 't' .i); 
indicea(i) ; 
Score[i] = comp_prog(i); 
print_array(i); 

rankingaO; 
poacurs(25.0); 

1* FUNCTION: prepare 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Initializes program variables. 

void prepare(void) 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 

Num_alts = 0; 
:for (i = 0; i < 3; ++i) 

Obj_weight[i] = 0.; 
for (j = 0; j < 20; ++j) 

Monetary_rate[j] = Nonmonetary_rate[j] = 0.; 

1* FUNCTION: initialize 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Initializes variablea dependent upon alternative. 

void initialize(void) 
{ 

int i, k; 

for (i = 0; i < 21; ++i) 
Depreciation[iJ = 0.; 

for (i = 0; i < 6; ++i) { 
for (k = 0; k < 21; ++k) { 

Strategic[iJ.qual_:flow[kJ = 0.; 
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*1 
*1 
*1 

*1 
*1 
*1 



} 

Tactical[i].qual_flow[k] = 0.; 
} 

} 

for (i = 0; i < 20; ++i) { 
Honetary[i].description[O] '\0'; 
for (k = 0; k < 21; ++k) { 

Honetary[i].cash_flow[k] = 0.; 
} 

} 

1* FUNCTION: opening_menu 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Displays an opening message to the user. 

void opening_menu(void) 
{ 

int i; 

cursoff(); 
clrscrnO; 
poscurs(3.30); 
fprintf(stderr."+------------------+"); 
poscurs(13.30); 
fprintf(stderr."+------------------+"); 
for (i = 0; i < 9; ++i) { 

poscurs(i+4.30); 
fprintf(stderr." I I"); 

} 

poscurs(5.33); 
fprintf (stderr • "A dvanced"); 
poscurs(6.33); 
fprintf(stderr."H anufacturing"); 
poscurs(7.33); 
fprintf(stderr."S ystem"); 
poscurs(8.33): 
fprintf (stderr."T echnology"); 
poscurs(9.33); 
fprintf(stderr,"E valuation"); 
poscurs(10.33); 
fprintf(stderr,"P rogram"); 
poscurs(11.33); 
fprintf(stderr."D eterministic"); 
poscurs(16.31); 
fprintf(stderr."copyright (c) 1991"); 
poscurs(17,32); 
fprintf(stderr,"Johann G. Demmel"); 
poscurs(23.25); 
fprintf(stderr,"< strike any key to continue >"); 
while (!kbhit(»; 
getchO; 
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*1 
*1 
*1 



} 

1* 
1* 
1* 

cursonO; 

FUNCTION: get_parameters 
DESCRIPTION: 

Obtains analysis parameters trom a LOTUS 1-2-3 input file. 

int get_parameters(int argc, char parm_file) 
{ 

int col, i, int_val, j, opcode, parm_code = -1, parms_found = 16383, row; 
int base2, base_row, range; 
char label[240]; 
double reaL val; 
char parm_names[14] [17] = { 

"title 
"project length 
"input tiles 

" , 
" , 
" , 

"acrs ", 
"monetary rate " , 
"nonmonetary rate", 
"tax rate " , 
"npv min ", 
"npv max ", 
"strategic weight", 
"tactical weight ", 
"pecuniary weight", 
"p tactor ", 
"q factor " }; 

char strat_attrib[6] [19] { 
"Internal Relations", 
"Market Position " , 
"Mission ", 
"Organization " , 
"Public Relations ", 
"Technology " }; 

char tact_attrib[6] [16] = { 
"Design 
"Flexibility 
"Integration 
"Material 

" , 
" , 
" , 
" , 

"Personnel ", 
"Produceability" }; 

it (argc == 1) { 
poscurs(8,26); 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: must supply file name"); 
return 1; 

else { 
Fp = f open (parm_f ile, "rb" ) ; 
it (Fp == NULL) { 
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} 

poscurs(8,26)j 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: opening %s",parm_file)j 
return 1 j 

Num_attrib.strategic = OJ 
Num_attrib.tactical = OJ 
poscurs(9,18); 
strupr(parm_file); 
fprintf (stderr, "Processing Parameter File %s ..• ", parm_f ile) ; 
do { 

opcode = lotus_read(lrow, lcol, lint_val, lreal_val, label)j 
switch (opcode) { 

case 12 : /* blank cell, Skip. */ 
if (col -- 0) { 

range += 1; 
} 

break; 
case 13 : /* integer value. */ 

if «col == 1) && (row 1= base_row» 
range += 1; 

real_val = int_val; 
store_input(parm_code,real_val,range)j 
break; 

case 14 : /* real value. */ 
if «col == 1) && (row != base_row» 

range += 1; 
store_input(parm_code,real_val,range)j 
break; 

case 16 : /* label. */ 
if (col -- 0) { 

range = 0; 
base_row = rOWj 
base2 = 1j 
parm_code = -1 j 
j = OJ 
do { 

if (Istrnicmp(parm_names[j],label,strlen(label») { 
parm_code = jj 
parms_found = parms_found A base2j 

} 

base2 = base2 * 2; 
++j j 

} while «parm_code == -1) && (j < 14»; 
if (parm_code == -1) { 

for (i = 0; i < 6j ++i) { 
if (strnicmp(strat_attrib[i],label,strlen(label» == 0) { 

j = Num_attrib.strategic; 
strncpy(Strategic[j].attribute,label,strlen(label»; 
Num_attrib.strategic += 1; 
parm_code = 14; 
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} 

} 
} 

} 

break; 
} 

else { 

} 

if (strnicmp(tact_attrib[i],label,strlen(label» == 0) { 
j = Num_attrib.tactical; 
strncpy(Tactical[j].attribute,label,strlen(label»; 
Num_attrib.tactical += 1; 
parm_code = 15; 
break; 

} 

else { 

switch (parm_code) { 

} 

case -1 
break; 

case 0 : 

: 

j = atrlen(label); 
if (j > 40) 

j = 40; 
strncpy(Title,label,j); 
break; 

case 2 : 
strncpy(Input_files[Num_alts],label,strlen(label»; 
Hum_alta += 1; 
break; 

default : 
poacurs(20,26); 
fprinU(stderr,"ERROR: parm_code not defined"); 
return 2; 

} 

break; 
case 16 : 1* real value in formula. *1 

if «col == 1) tt (row != base_row» 
range += 1; 

store_input(parm_code,real_val,range); 
break; 

default: 1* ignore all other opcodes. *1 
break; 

} while (opcode != 1); 
fclose(Fp); 
if (parms_found) { 

base2 = 1; 
poscurs(11,25); 
fprintf (stderr, "Required parameters not found"); 
poscurs(12,37); 
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} 

1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 

} 

fprintf(stderr,lY.d" ,parms_found) j 
poscurs(13,28)j 
fprintf(stderr,"Missing Parameters are: ") j 
j = 1j 
for (i = 1j i <= 14j ++i) { 

parm_code = parms_found t base2j 
base2 = base2 * 2j 

} 

if (parm_code) { 

} 

poscurs(13+j,31); 
fprintf(stderr,"Y.s",parm_names[i-1])j 
++jj 

return 3; 
} 

else 
return 0; 

FUNCTION: store_input 
DESCRIPTION: 

Stores the analysis parameters from the input file into appropriate 
variables. 

void store_input(int code, double value, int range) 
{ 

int i = 0; 
static int mcnt, ncntj 

switch (code) { 

case -1 : 
break; 

case 1 : 1* project 
Proj_len = valuej 
break; 

length. *1 

case 3 : 1* ACRS depreciation. *1 
ACRS_type valuej 
get_ACRSO j 
break; 

case 4 : 1* monetary interest rate. *1 
if (Monetary_rate[O] == 0.) 

mcnt = 0; 
Monetary_rate[mcnt] = valuej 
mcnt += 1j 
breakj 

case 5 : 1* nonmonetary interest rate. *1 
if (Nonmonetary_rate[O] == 0.) 

ncnt = OJ 
Nonmonetary_rate[ncnt] = valuej 
ncnt += 1; 
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} 
} 

break; 
case 6 : 1* tax rate. *1 

Tax_rate = value/100.; 
break; 

case 7 : 1* minimum NPV. *1 
NPV_min = value; 
break; 

case 8 : 1* maximum NPV. *1 
NPV_max = value; 
break; 

case 9 : 1* strategic weight. *1 
Obj_weight[1] = value; 
break; 

case 10 : 1* tactical weight. *1 
Obj_weight[2] = value; 
break; 

case 11 : 1* pecuniary weight. *1 
Obj_weight[O] = value; 
break; 

case 12 : 1* p-factor. *1 
P = value; 
break; 

case 13 : 1* q-factor. *1 
Q = value; 
break; 

case 14 : 1* Strategic attribute weights. +1 
Strategic[Num_attrib.atrategic-1].weight = value; 
break; 

case 16 : 1* Tactical attribute weights. *1 
Tactical[Num_attrib.tactical-1].weight = value; 
break; 

default : 1* error. +1 
poscurs(20,18); 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Invalid parameter code (%d) in store_input", 

code) ; 
break; 

1* FUNCTION: get_ACRS 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Obtains ACRS valuea from an input file. 

void get_ACRS(void) 
{ 

unaigned ahort int i, skip; 

ACRS_in = fopen("acrs.dat","r"); 
if (ACRS_in == NULL) { 

poscurs(20,28); 
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} 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opening ACRS.DAT"); 
exit(1) ; 

switch (ACRS_type) { 
case 3 : 

} 

skip = 0: 
break; 

case 5 : 
skip = 4; 
break: 

case 7 : 
skip = 10; 
break: 

case 10 : 
skip = 18: 
break: 

case 15 : 
skip = 29; 
break; 

case 20 : 
skip = 45; 
break: 

default : 
poscurs(20,17): 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Incorrect ACRS type input %d",ACRS_type); 
exit(1): 

for (i = 0: i < skip: ++i) 
fscanf(ACRS_in,l%f",&ACRS[O]); 

for (i = 0; i < ACRS_type + 1: ++i) 
fscanf(ACRS_in,"%f",&ACRS[i]) : 

fclose(ACRS_in): 
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1* FUNCTION: read_data *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Reads the cash flow and qualitative flow data from the input file *1 
1* specified by the user. *1 

int read_data(int alt) 
{ 

int process = 0, old_row: 
int base_row, col = 0, i, int_val, label_len, opcode, pos = -1, row 0: 
double real_val: 
char label[240]: 

Determine the number of values to input based upon the 
analysis to be performed, and open the input file. If 
required is pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic. 
one input is required. 

type of 
risk, input 
Otherwise, only 



Fp = fopen(Input_files[alt] ,"rb")j 
if (Fp == NULL) { 

fprintf(stderr, "\nERROR: opening Yes\n",Input_files[alt])i 
return li 

} 

/+ Read input data from a LOTUS 1-2-3 file. Fill arrays used in this 
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program with data read from the file. *1 

strupr(Input_files[alt]): 
poscurs(9,21): 
fprintf (stderr, "Processing data from Yes ..• ", Input_files [al t]) ; 
do { 

ope ode = lo'cus_read(.trov, .tcol, tint_val, .treal_ val, label); 
switch (opcode) { 

case 12: 1* Blank cell - zero value if part of attribute input. *1 
if (old_row == row) 

breakj 
if (col == 0) { 

base_row = row; 
} 

break; 
if «process >= 1) t.t (process <= 3» 

fill_real(row,col,process,O.,pos)j 
break; 

case 13: 1* Integer input - convert to real double. +/ 
if (old_row == row) 

break; 
if (row != base_row) { 

base_row = rOWj 
} 

real_val = int_val; 
fill_real(row,col,process,real_val,pos); 
break: 

case 14: 1* Real input - process as double. */ 
if (old_row == row) 

break; 
if (row != base_row) { 

base_row = ro~; 
} 
fill_real(row,col,process,real_val.pos); 
break; 

case 16: 1* Label input - contains key for processing objectives. */ 
if «col> 0) .t.t (row = base_row» 

break; 
if (col == 0) { 

base_row = row; 
} 

label_len = strlen(label); 



if (strncmp("Pecuniary",label,label_len) == 0) { 
process = 1j 
Num_attrib.pecuniary = OJ 
old_row = row; 
break; 

} 

if (strncmp("Strategic",label,label_len) == 0) { 
process = 2j 
old_row = row; 
breakj 

} 

if (strncmp("Tactical",label,label_len) == 0) { 
process = 3; 
old_row = row; 
break; 

} 

switch (process) { 
case 0: 

strncpy(Alt_titl9[alt],label,label_len); 
Alt_title[alt] [label_len] = '\0'; 
break; 

case 1: 
pos = Num_attrib. pecuniary j 
strncpy(Monetary[pos].description,label,label_len); 
Monetary[pos] .description[label_len] = '\0'; 
Num_attrib.pecuniary += 1; 
breakj 

case 2: 
if (strncmp("Strategic",label,label_len) != 0) { 

pos = -1; 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.strategic; ++i) { 

if (strnicmp(Strategic[i].attribute,label,label_len) == 0) { 
pos = i; 

} 
} 

if (pos == -1) { 
poscurs(20.20); 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Strategic attribute not defined"); 
poscurs(21,10); 
fprintf(stderr,"Attrib: Xs\n",label)j 

for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.strategicj ++i) 
fprintf(stderr,"Xs X4.0d\n",StrategicCiJ.attribute,Strategic[iJ.weight); 

exit(1) ; 
} 

} 

breakj 
case 3: 

if (strncmp("Tactical",label,label_len) != 0) { 
pos = -1; 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++i) { 
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} 

if (strnicmp(Tactical[i].attribute,label,label_len) == 0) { 
pos = i; 

} 

} 

if (pos == -1) { 
poscurs(20,20); 
fprintf(stderr, "ERROR: Tactical attribute not defined"); 
fprintf(stderr,"Attrib: %s\n",label); 

for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.tactical; ++i) 
fprintf(stderr,"%s %4.0d\n",Tactical[i].attribute,Tactical[i].weight); 

exit(1); 

} 

} 
} 

break; 
} 

break; 
case 16: /* Formula input - contains real value. */ 

if (old_row == row) 
break; 

if (row != base_row) { 
base_row = row; 

} 

fill_real(row,col,process,real_val,pos); 
break; 

default : 
break; 

} while (opcode != 1); 
fclose(Fp); 
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/* FUNCTION: fill_real */ 
/* DESCRIPTION: */ 
/* Fills the appropriate arrays with cash flows or qualitative flows. */ 

void fill_real(row, col, process, real_val, pos) 
int row, col, process, pos; 

{ 
double real_val; 

switch (process) { 
case 1: 

Monetary[pos].cash_flow[col-l] = real_val; 
break; 

case 2: 
Strategic[pos].qual_flow[col-l] = real_val; 
break; 

case 3: 
Tactical[pos].qual_flow[col-1] = real_val; 
break; 

default: 



} 
} 

fprintf (stderr, "ERROR process %d incorrect in fill_rel".1 "); 
exit(1) ; 
break; 

/* FUNCTION: lotus_read 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Reads input data from the LOTUS files. 

int lotus_read(row, col, int_val, real_val, label) 
int *row, *col, *int_val; 

{ 

double *real_val; 
char label[240]; 

int end_col, end_row, format_key; 
int format_type, formula_opcode, i, label_byte, length, opcode; 
int mode, protect, size, start_row, start_col; 

opcode = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
length = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
switch (opcode) { 

case 0 : 1* Begining of file *1 
i.f (start_processing(length) ! = 0) 

opc:ode = 1; 
break; 

case 1 : 1* End of file *1 
break; 

case 2 1* Calculation Method *1 
caso 3 : 1* Calculation Order *1 
case 4 : 1* Type of Window Split *1 
case 5: 1* Synchronize windows to cursor movement *1 

ignore_bytes(length); 
break; 

case 6 : 1* Range */ 
start_col = getc(Fp) 
start_row = getc(Fp) 
end_col = getc(Fp) + 
end_row = getc(Fp) + 
break; 

+ (getc(Fp) 
+ (getc(Fp) 
(getc(Fp) * 
(getc(Fp) * 

* 256); 
* 256); 
256); 
256); 

case 7 /* Description of Window #1 *1 
case 8 : 1* Defines column width */ 
case 9 : /* Description of Window #2 */ 
case 10 : 1* Defines column width */ 
case 11 : 1* Range name *1 

ignore_bytes(length); 
break; 

case 12 : 1* Blank Cell *1 
mode = getc(Fp); 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
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*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
break; 

case 13 : /* Integer Value */ 
mode = getc(Fp); 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*int_val = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
break; 

case 14 : /* Floating Point Value */ 
mode = getc(Fp); 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256)j 
*real_val = get_IEEE_real(*row,*col)j 
break; 

case 15 : /* Label */ 
mode = getc(Fp); 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
i = 5j 
label_byte = getc(Fp); 
while «i < length) U (l.abel_byte ! = 0» { 

label_byte = label[i-5] = getc(Fp); 
i += 1; 

} 

label[i-5] = '\0'; 
break; 

case 16 : /* Formula */ 
mode = getc(Fp); 
protect = mode » 7; 
format_type = (mode » 4) t 7j 
format_key = mode t 15; 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256)j 
*real_val = get_IEEE_real(*row,*col); 
size = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266)j 
formula_opcode = getc(Fp); 
for(i = 16; i < length; ++i) 

getc(Fp)j 
break; 

case 24 
case 26 
case 26 
case 27 
case 28 
case 29 
case 32 
case 35 
case 36 
case 37 
case 38 

/* Table Range */ 
/* Query Range */ 
/* Print Range */ 
/* Sort Range */ 
/* Fill Range */ 
/* Primary Sort Key Range */ 
/* Distribution Range */ 
/* Secondary Sort Key Range */ 
/* Global Protection */ 
/* Footer Print */ 
/* Header Print */ 
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} 

case 39 1* Print Setup *1 
case 40 1* Margins *1 
case 41 1* Label Alignment *1 
case 42 1* Borders *1 
case 45 1* Graph Settings *1 
case 46 1* Named Current Graph Settings *1 
case 47 1* Iteration Count *1 
case 48 1* Unformatted print *1 
case 49 1* Cursor Location *1 
case 75 1* Worksheet Password *1 
case 100 1* Hidden Columns Record 1 *1 
case 101 1* Hidden Columns Record 2 *1 
case 102 1* Parse Ranges *1 
case 103 1* Linear Regression Ranges *1 
case 105 1* Matrix Mathematics Ranges *1 
case 150 1* Cell Pointer Index *1 

ignore_bytes(length); 
break; 

default : 1* Other Code is an Error *1 
fprintf(stderr."ERROR: Opcode rod not defined\n".opcode); 
ignore_bytes(length); 

} 

return(opcode); 

1* FUNCTION: ignore_bytes 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Reads and ignores data from the input file. 

void ignore_bytes(int length) 
{ 

} 

int i; 

for (i = 0; i < length; ++i) 
getc(Fp); 
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1* FUNCTION: start_processing *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Displays message to the user of the type of LOTUS file being read. *1 

int start_processing(int length) 
{ 

int i. file_format = 0; 

for (i = 0; i < length; ++i) 
file_format += (getc(Fp) * pow(2S6.i»i 

switch (file_format) { 
case 1028 : 1* File type is 1-2-3 *1 

poscurs(7.28); 



} 
} 

fprint:f(stderr, "Format type is 1-2-3."); 
return(O); 

case 1029 : /* File type is Symphony - do not process */ 
poscurs(7,16); 
fprintf(stderr,"Format type is SYMPHOMY and cannot be processed"); 
return(1); 

case 1030 : /* File type is 1-2-3 version 2 */ 
poscurs(7,24); 
fprintf(stderr,"Format type is 1-2-3 version 2."); 
return(O); 

default : /* Unknown file type */ 
poscurs(7,25); 
fprintf(stderr,"Format type is unknown (%04X).",file_format); 
poscurs(9,29); 
fprintf(stderr,"processing terminated"); 
return(1); 
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/* FUNCTION: get_IEEE_real */ 
/* DESCRIPTION: */ 
/* Converts the input from a 64 bit IEEE real storage into a useable */ 
/* form for the program. */ 

double get_IEEE_real(int row, int col) 
{ 

int i, j, neg_exp, sign, word; 
double exponent, mantissa, value, one_bit; 
long int temp; 

neg_exp = 52; 
value = 0.; 
for (i 0; i < 7; ++i) { 

word = 8; 

} 

temp = getc(Fp); 
if (temp != 0) { 

} 

if (i == 6) 
word = 4, 

for(j = 0; j < word; ++j) { 
one_bit = temp t 1; 

} 

value += (one_bit * (1/pow(2,neg_exp»); 
neg_exp -= 1; 
temp = temp » 1, 

else 
neg_exp -= 8; 

exponent = temp; 
temp = getc(Fp); 



exponent += «temp & 16) * 16); 
temp = temp » 4; 
oxponent += «temp & 7) * 256); 
mantissa = value; 
sign = «temp » 3) t 1); 
if (sign == 1) 

sign = -1; 
else 

sign = 1; 
if (exponent == 2047.) { 

if (mantissa != 0.) 
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fprintf (stderr, "Value at row rod col rod is not a valid number\n", row. col) ; 
else 

} 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"Value at row %d col %d is infinity\n",row,col); 
return(NULL); 

if (exponent == 0.) { 

} 

if (mantissa != 0.) { 

} 

exponent = pow(2,-1022.); 
return(sign * exponent * mantissa); 

else 
return(O.); 

if «exponent> 0.) tt (exponent < 2047.» { 
exponent = pow(2,(exponent-l023.»; 
mant.issa += 1.; 
return(sign * exponent * mantissa); 

} 

fprintf(stderr. "** ERROR ** Real tvrrn!'.t .not converted at row rod col rod". 
row,col); 

return(NULL); 

1* FUNCTION: factors 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the interest factors used in the analysis. 

void factors(char fac_type) 
{ 

int i; 
float rate; 

rate = 1.; 
switch (fac_type) { 

case 'm' : 
Factors [0] = 1.; 



} 
} 

for (i = 1; i <= Proj_len; ++i) { 
rate = rate * (1 + interest(fac_type,i-1»; 
Factors[i] = 1. / rate; 

} 

break; 
case 'n' 

Factors [0] = 1.; 
for (i = 1; i <= Proj_len; ++i) { 

rate = rate * (1 + interest(fac_type,i-1»; 
Factors[i] = 1. / rate; 

} 

break; 

/* FUNCTION: interest 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Determines the interest rate to use for the analysis. 

float interest(char fac_type. int limit) 
{ 

} 

float temp_interest; 
int mult = 0; 

switch (fac_type) { 
case 'm' : 

return Monetary_rate[limitJ/100.; 
case 'n' : 

return Nonmonetary_rate[limit]/100.; 
} 

/* FUNCTION: npv 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Determines the NPV of the Monetary cash flows. 

npv(int alt) 
{ 

int j. k; 
double cash_flow; 

factors( 'm'); 
NPV[altJ = 0.; 
depreciationO; 
for (k = 0; k <= Proj_len; ++k) { 

cash_flow = 0.; 
for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.pecuniary; ++j) 

cash_flow += Monetary[j].cash_flow[k]; 
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*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 



} 
} 

if (k != 0) 
cash_flow = (cash_flow. (1 - Tax_rate» + (Depreciation[k] * Tax_rate); 

NPV[altJ += (cash_flow. Factors[kJ); 

1* FUNCTION: depreciation 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the deprecitation schedule of the investment. 

void depreciation(void) 
{ 

} 

short int pos = -1; 
int ACRS_limit, i, j; 

for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.pecuniary; ++i) { 

} 

if (strnicmp(Monetary [iJ . description , "depr investment" ,15) -- 0) { 
pos = i; 
break; 

} 

if (pos >= 0) { 

} 

for (i = 0; i <= Proj_len; ++i) { 
ACRS_limit = i + ACRS_type + 2; 
if (ACRS_limit > Proj_len) 

ACRS_limit = Proj_len + 1; 
for (j = i+l; j < ACRS_limit; ++j) { 

Depreciation[jJ += (-Monetary[posJ.cash_flow[iJ * ACRS[j-(i+l)]); 
} 

} 

1* FUNCTION: npqf 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the NPQF of the Nonmonetary cash flows. 

npqf(char objective, int alt) 
{ 

int i, j; 

factors( 'n'); 
switch (objective) { 

case's' : 
for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.strategic; ++j) { 

NPQF_s[altJ[jJ = 0.; 
for (i = 1; i <= Proj_len; ++i) 

NPQF_s[altJ[jJ += Strategic[jJ.qual_flow[i] * Factors[i]; 
} 

break; 
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} 
} 

case 't' : 
for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.tactical; ++j) { 

NPQF_t[alt][j] = 0.; 
for (i = 1; i <= Proj_len; ++i) 

NPQF_t[alt][j] += Tactical[j].qual_flow[i] * Factors[i]; 
} 

break; 
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1* FUNCTION: norm_weights *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Normalizes the weights for the nonmonetary attributes, and the *1 
1* objectives. *1 

void norm_weights(void) 
{ 

} 

int i; 
float sumj 

sum = O.j 
for (i = OJ i < 3j ++i) 

sum += Obj_weight[i]j 
for (i = 0; i < 3; ++i) 

Obj_weight[i] = (Obj_weight[i] I sum) * 100.; 
sum = 0.; 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.strategic; ++i) 

sum += Strategic[i].weightj 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.strategicj ++i) 

Strategic[i].weight = (Strategic[i].weight I sum) * 100.; 
sum = 0.; 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++i) 

sum += Tactical[iJ.weightj 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.tactical; ++i) 

Tactical[i].weight = (Tactical[i].weight I sum) * 100.; 

1* FUNCTION: indices 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Calculates the Monetary and Nonmonetary indices. 

void indices(int alt) 
{ 

int i, jj 
float r_nij 

MI[alt] = NPV[alt] I (NPV_max - NPV_min); 
r_ni = O.j 
factors('n'); 



} 

for (i = 1j i <= Proj_lenj ++i) 
r_ni += Factors[i]j 

for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.strategic: ++i) 
NI[alt][i] = NPQF_s[alt][i] 1 (100. * r_ni): 

j = Num_attrib.strategi.c + Num_attrib.tactical: 
for (i = Num_attrib.strategicj i < jj ++i) 

NI[alt][i] = NPQF_t[alt] [i-Num_attrib.strategic] 1 (100. * r_ni): 
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1* FUNCTION: comp_prog *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Calculates the Composite Programming score for an alternative. *1 

double comp_prog(int alt) 
{ 

} 

int i, jj 
float power, score, term: 

power = Q/P: 
term = 0.: 
score = 100. * distance(MI[alt]): 
score = Obj_weight[O] * pow(score,power): 
for (i = 0: i < Num_attrib.strategic: ++i) 

term += Strategic[i].weight * distance(NI[alt] [i]): 
score += Obj_weight[1] * pow(term,power): 
term = 0.: 
j = Num_attrib.strategic + Num_attrib.tactical: 
for (i = Num_attrib.strategic: i < j: ++i) 

term += Tactical [i-Num_attrib. strategic] .weight * distance(NI[alt] [i]): 
score += Obj_weight[2] * pow(term,power): 
return pow(score,(1./Q»: 

1* FUNCTION: distance 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Calculates the distance an attribute is from the ideal. 

double distance(float term) 
{ 

} 

float results: 

results = «1. - term) I 2.): 
return pow(results,P): 

1* FUNCTION: echo_inputs 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Prints the inputs to the program specified by the user. 



void echo_inputs() 
{ 

} 

int j; 

Out = fopen("amstep. inp", "w"); 
if (Out == NULL) { 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"\nERROR: opening AMSTEP.OUT\n"); 
exit(1) ; 

fprintf(Dut,"Y.s\n",Title); 
fprintf(Out,"Tax rate y'5.2f\n",Tax_rate*100.); 
fprintf(Out,"Project Length %d\n",Proj_len); 
fprintf(Out,"ACRS Type Y.d ",ACRS_type); 
fprintf (Out, "\nMonetary Rate II); 
for (j = 0; j < Proj_len; ++j) 

fprintf(Out,"Y.5.2f ",Monetary_rate[j]); 
fprintf (Out, "\n") ; 
fprintf (Out, "Nonmonetary Rate "); 
for (j = 0; j < Proj_len; ++j) 

fprintf(Out,"Y.5.2f ",Nonmonetary_rate[j]); 
fprintf(Out,"\n"); 
fprintf (Out, "Pecuniary Weight Y.4 .1f\n", Obj _weight [0]) ; 
fprintf(Out, "Strategic Weight Y.4.1f\n" ,Obj_weight [1]); 
fprintf(Out,"Tactical Weight y'4.1f\n",Obj_weight[2]); 
fprintf(Out,"NPV min %12.2f\n",NPV_min); 
fprintf(Out,"NPV max Y.12.2f\n\n",NPV_max); 
fclose(Out); 

1* FUNCTION: print_array 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Prints the contents of the arrays containing cash flows and 
1* qualitative flows. 

void print_array(int alt) 
{ 

int i, j, k; 
char digit [4] , filename[14]; 

itoa(alt,digit,10); 
Prefix_name[6] = digit[O]; 
Prefix_name[7] = '\0'; 
strcpy(filename,Prefix_name); 
Out = fopen(strncat(filename,".res",4),"w"); 
if (Out == NULL) { 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"\nERROR: opening y's\n",filename); 
exit(!) ; 

fprintt (Out, "y'25s\n" ,Alt_title[alt]); 
fprintf(Out,"\nPECUNIARY"); 
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for (k = 0; k < Num_attrib.pecuniary; ++k) { 
fprintf(Out,"\n%15s",Monetary[k].description); 

} 

for (j = 0; j <= Proj_len; ++j) 
fprintf(Out,"\tY.15.2f",Monetary[k].cash_flow[j]); 

fprintf(Out,"\n Depreciation"); 
for (j = 0; j <= Proj_len; ++j) 

fprintf(Out,OI\tY.15.2f",Depreciation[j]); 
fprintf(Out,"\n\nSTRATEGIC OI ); 
for (k = 0; k < Num_attrib.strategic; ++k) { 

fprintf(Out,"\nY,20s ",Strategic[k].attribute); 
:1'printf(Out,"%4.0f ",Strategic[k].weight); 
for (j = OJ j <= Proj_len; ++j) 

fprintf(Out, 0I\tY.6. Of" ,Strategic [k] • quaL flow [j]) ; 
} 

fprintf(Out,OI\n\nTACTICAL"); 
for (k = 0; k < Num_attrib.tactical; ++k) { 

fprintf(Out,"\n%20s OI,Tactical[k].attribute)j 
fprintf(Out,"Y.4.0f OI,TacticalCk].weight); 
for (j = OJ j <= Proj_len; ++j) 

fprintf(Out,"\ty'6.0f",Tactical[k].qual_flow[j])j 
} 

fprintf(Out,"\n\n Ol
); 

1* *1 

} 

fprintf(Out,OIAlterntaive Y.d\n\n",alt); 
fprintf(Out,"Net Present Value \tY.12.2f\n",NPV[alt])i 
fprintf(Out,"Net Present Qualitative Flows\n")i 
for (k = 0; k < Num_attrib.strategici ++k) 

fprintf(Out,"%20s \t Y.7.2f\nOl ,Strategic[k].attribute,NPQF_s[alt] [k])i 
for (k = OJ k < Num_attrib.tactical; ++k) 

fprintf(Out,OI%20s \t Y.7.2f\n",Tactical[k].attribute,NPQF_t[alt] [k]); 
fprintf(Out,"\nMoneatry Index \t\tY,6.4f\n",MI[alt]); 
:1'printf(Out,"Nonmonetary Indices\nOl

); 

for (k := 0; k < Num_attrib.strategicj ++k) 
fprintf(Out,"Y,20s \t Y,6.4f\n",Strategic[k].attribute,NI[alt][k]); 

for (k = 0; k < Num_attrib.tactical; ++k) 
fprintf(Out,"Y.20s \t %6.4f\n",Tactical[k].attribute, 

NI[alt] [k+Num_attrib.strategic]); 
fprintf(Out,"\nScore: Y.4.0f\n",Score[alt])j 
fclose(Out); 

1* FUNCTION: rankings 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the final rankings of the alternatives. 

void rankings(void) 
{ 

int i, j, pos; 
float large = 1000000., temp; 
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} 

struct { 
int pOSt 
float score: 

} rank[MAX_ALTS]: 

for (j = 0; j < Hum_alts; ++j) { 
temp = Score[O]; 

} 

for (i = 0; i < Num_alts; ++i) { 
if (Score[iJ <= temp) { 

temp = Score [i] ; 
pos = i; 

} 
} 

Score[pos] = large; 
rank[j].pos = pos; 
rank[jJ.score = temp; 

clrscrnO; 
poscurs(6.30); 
tprintt(stderr."« FINAL RANKINGS »"); 
poscurs(7.21); 
fprintt (stderr. "RANK ALTERNATIVE 
poscurs(8.21); 
fprintf(stderr."---- -----------
tor (i = 0; i < Num_alts; ++i) { 

} 

poscurs(10+i.22); 
tprintt (stderr. "Yed". i+1) : 
poscurs(10+i.27); 
j = rank[i] .pos; 
tprintt(stderr. "Yes" .Alt_title[j]); 
poscurs(10+i.54); 
fprintf(stderr. "Ye5 .it" .rank[i]. score); 
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This appendix provides a background on the methodology of mixture experi

ments and is largely taken from Cornell [26]. Additional information can also be 

found in [27]. 

The primary objective of a mixture experiment is to study the effects of a set 

of components on a measurable response in order to determine the composition of 

the components which produces an optimal response. The purpose of the mixture 

experiment within this research is to obtain some measure of the effect which each 

weight (component) has on the evaluation score (response). The components are 

taken singly and in combination with other components. 

In a mixture experiment, the experimental region is all of the points of a regular 

(r - l)-dimensional simplex, where r is the number of components. When r = 2 

components, the experimental region is a line in two dimensional space. When 

r = 3, the experimental region is an equilateral triangle as shown in Figure C.l. 

For four components (r = 4) the experimental region is a tetrahedron as shown in 

Figure C.2. 

The coordinate system of a mixture problem is refered to as a simplex coor

dinate system. When l' = 3, the coordinates can be plotted on triangular graph 

paper. The verticies of the triangle represent pure components, The interior points 

of the triangle represent mixtures which include a portion of all three components. 

For example, the centroid of the triangle is the point where the mixture is made 

up of equal proportions of all three components. 

For mixture experiments, it is assumed that there exists a relationship 
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Xl 

X1 = 1 

X3 = 1 

X3 

Figure C.l: Simplex Triangle Experimental Region 

X1 = 1 

X2 = 1 X4 = 1 

X3 = 1 

Figure C.2: Simplex Tetrahedron Experimental Region 
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which defines the dependence of the response '17 on the proportions of Xl, X2, ••• , Xr 

of the r components, where 

Xi2::0 i=l, ... ,r 
r 

:LXi = 1 
i=l 

The response function of a system containing r components can be modeled as 

first-degree polynomial such as: 

r 

'17 = bo + :L biXi 
j=l 

or a second-degree polynomial such as : 

r r 

1J = bo + :L biXi + :L bjjxjxj 
i=l iti=l 

Although a cubic equation may be used, most mixture experiments are reparam-

eterized forms of these general polynomials. 

In a mixture experiment, the experimental program consists of N observa

tions of the value of a response. Each response is observed from a known set of 

components, and usually more than one response is observed for each component 

mixture. The observed value of the response is Yu and it is assumed that Yu in the 

uth trial varies about a mean of'r/ with common variance (12 for all u = 1,2, ... , N. 

The observed value is fully denoted by 

Yu = 'r/ + €u 1:S; u :s; N 

where €u is an experimental error. €u is assumed to be uncorrelated, identically 

distributed with mean zero and common variance (12. Thus, E(yu) = 'r/ for all 

u=1,2, ... ,N. 

The design used to support a polynomial equation which represents the re

sponse over an entire simplex region is the simplex-centroid. The simplex-centroid 
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( 1/2, 1/2,0 ) ( 1/2, 0, 1/2 ) 

• 
( 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 ) 

(0, 1,0) _-----~._-----__ (0,0,1) 
(0, 1/2, 1/2) 

Figure C.3: Design Points of the Simplex-Centroid for r = 3 

design for r components consists of 2r - 1 design points. The points consist 

of the r pure blends, (2) permutations of (Yl, Y2, 0, 0, ... ), (3) permutations of 

(Yl, Y2, Y3, 0, 0, ... ), etc. , until (Yn Yn ... ,Yr)' These points are shown in Figure C.3 

for r = 3. 

Cornell derives the polynomial model which can be fitted to the data collected 

at the design points of the simplex-centroid as follows [26]. Assume a model for 

two components, Xl and X2, where Xl + X2 = 1. The first degree model is written 

as: 
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In this manner, the constant term bo has been removed from the model. For a 

second-degree polynomial, replace bo with bO(Xl + X2), x~ with xl(l - X2), and x~ 

with x2(1 - Xl). This yields: 

and the terms bllX~ and b22X~ are removed from the model, along with boo There

fore, the polynomial model of the simplex-centroid, with primes removed from the 

r r r r 

1J = L bjxj + L bjjxjxj + L bjjkxjxjXk + ... + b12 ... r IT Xi (C. 1) 
i=l i,j = 1 i,j, k = 1 i=l 

i<j i<j<k 

The parameter bi is the expected response to the pure component i. bij is the 

contrast of the responses to blends of two components, bijk is the contrast of the 

responses to blends of three components, etc. Note that the mixture model has 

fewer terms than the standard polynomial. 

When values of the response are collected only at the points of the simplex-

centroid, the estimators of the coefficients are simple functions of the observed 

values of the response. For example, let Yi be the observed value of the response 

to the pure component i (Xi = 1, X j = 0, i f:. j), and Yij the observed value of the 

response to the equal 50-50 mixture of components i and j (Xi = !, Xj = !, Xk = 

0, i < j < k). Suppose ni observations are collected for the pure components 

and nij observations for the 50-50 mixture, and the average responses for these 

observed values are denoted by ih and ihj respectively. Now, the formulas for 

calculating the estimates of the coefficients (b j , bij) for a second-degree model are 
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determined by substituting the values of iii, Yij, and Xi into a second-degree form 

of equation C.l. 

As an example, consider an experiment of t.wo components (r = 2). Observa

tions are collected at the following (Xt,X2) points: (1,0), (0,1), and (t, t). The 

average response for the pure component Xl is Yl = Ibl + Oh2 and for the pure 

component X2 is ih = ObI + Ih2 where b is the estimate of b. For the mixture (}, t) 
the observed response is Y12 = tbl + tb2 + (t)2b12. Solving these equations for hI, 

b2 , and b12 yields: 

h1 = fit 

b2 = f12 

b12 = 4V12 - 2(Y1 + Y2) 

Cornell provides formulas for up to l' = 4 [26]. The polynomial for r = 4 is: 

4 4 4 

'fJ = E biXi + E bijXiXj + E bjjkXjXjXk + b1234XlX2X3X4 

i=l i,j = 1 i,j,k = 1 
i<j i<j<k 

The observed data values are: 

Yi at Xi = 1, Xj = 0 j t= i 
Yij at Xi = Xj = ~,Xk = ° i<j kt=i,j 

~:~:l :: ~:: ~~ : ~~ : t ~ T ° i<j<k l"f;i,j,k 

where i, j, k = 1,2,3,4. The coefficient estimates are calculated using: 

bi Vi i < j 

hij = 4Vij - 2(Vi + Vj) i < j 

bijk = 27Vijk - 12(Yij + Yik + Vjk) + 3(fh + Vi + Yk) i < j < k 

b1234 = 256V1234 - 108(Y123 + V124 + V134 + V234) + 
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Formulas for calculating the coefficient estimates of the simplex-centroid design 

for up to four components are provided by Cornell [26] and were given in Appendix 

C. Using the methodology described in Appendix C, formulas for calculaliions 

of the simplex-centroid design for five and six components are provided in this 

appendix. 

The polynomial model which is fitted to the data collected at the design points 

for r = 5 is: 

5 5 5 5 

rt = E biXi + E bijXiXj + E bjjkXjxjXk + E bijklXiXjXkXl + 
i::::l i,j = 1 i,j,k = 1 i,j,k,1 = 1 

i<j i<j<k i<j<k<l 

b1234SXIX2X3;l;4XS (D.1) 

Observations are made only at the points of the simplex-centroid design. The 

observed data values are collected as follows, where i,j, k, I, mE [1,2,3,4,5]: 

Yi at Xi = 1, Xj = 0 

j t- i 

Yij at 
1 

Xi = Xj = -, 
2 

Xk = 0 

i < j k t- i,j 

1 
Yijk at Xi = Xj = Xk = 3' Xl = 0 

i<j<k,lt-i,j,k 

1 
Xi = Xj = Xk = Xl = -, Xm = 0 

4 Yijkl at 

i < j < k < I, m t- i,j, k, I 
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1 
Yijklm at Xi = Xj = Xk = XI = Xm = '5 

Let fii, fhj, Vijb V;jkh and Vijklm be the average values of the responses described 

above. Substituting the V's and x's into equation D.l yields: 

Vijklm = (~) (t; + hj + hk + hi + hm ) + 

(~) 2 (bij + bik + bil + bim + bjk + bjl + bjm + bkl + bkm + blm ) + 

(1)3 A A A A A A A A 

'5 (bijk + bijl + biim + bikl + bikm + bilm + bikl + bjkm + 

hjlm + bklm ) + 

Rewriting to solve for hijlkm: 

bijklm = 3125Yijklm-

625(bi + hj + hk + bl + hm ) + 

125(bii + bik + bil + him + bik + hjl + bjm + bk1 + bkm + him) + 

25(biik + biil + hiim + hikl + bikm + bilm + hjkl + hjkm + 

bjlm + bklm ) + 

5(b;ikl + bijkm + bij1m + biklm + bjklm ) 

Each b term is expanded according to its known polynomial form from Ap

pendix C. For example, hi = Vi and hij = 4V;j-2(Vi+tlj}. Using these relationships, 

the simplex-centroid model for five components is: 

hijlkm = 3125Yijlkm-

1280(jjijkl + Yijkm + Yijlm + tliklm + Yjklm) + 
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405(yijk + Yijl + Yijm + Yikl + Yikm + Yi/m + Yjkl + Yjkm + 

For six components (r = 6) the polynomial model which is fitted to the data 

collected is: 

6 6 6 6 

'f] - E biXi + E bijXiXj + E bijkXiXjXk + E bijklXiXjXkXI + 
i=l i,j = 1 i,j,k = 1 i,j,k,l = 1 

i<j i<j<k i<j<k<1 
6 

E biiklmXjXjXkXIXm + b1234S6XIX2X3X4XSX6 

i,j,k,l,m=1 
j<i<k<l<m 

(D.2) 

Observations are again made only at the points of the simplex-centroid design. 

The observed data values collected are the same as for the five component model, 

with the following modification to the term Yiiklm and the addition of the term 

Yijklmn where i,j,k,i,m,n E [1,2,3,4,5,6]: 

Yiiklm at 

Yiiklmn at 

i<j<k<Z<m, n#i,j,k,Z,m 
1 

Xj = Xi = Xk = XI = Xm = Xn = (5 

Let Vi, Vii, Yijk, Yiikl, Yijklm, and Yiiklmn be the average values of the responses 

described above. Substituting the V's and x's into equation D.2 yields: 

i};jklmn = (~) (bi + bj + bk + bl + bm + bn ) + 

(~) 2 (bii + bik + bil + bim + bin + bik + bjl + bim + bjn + 

bkl + bkm + bkn + blm + bin + bmn ) + 



(1)3 h h h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
6' (bijk + bijl + bijm + bijn + bikl + bikm + bjkn + bilm + 

bUn + bimn + bjkl + bjkm + bjkn + bj1m + bj1n + bjmn + 

bk1m + bkln + bkmn + b1mn ) + 

(1)4 ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ 
6' (bijkl + bjjkm + b jjkn + bjj1m + bij1n + bijmn + bik1m + 

bik1n + bikmn + bjklm + bjkln + bjkmn + bj1mn + bk1mn ) + 

(1)5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
6' (bijklm + bijkln + bijkmn + bijlmn + bjklmn + bjklmn) + 

(1)6 ~ 6' (bijklmn) 

Solving for bijklmn: 

bijklmn = 46656Yijklm-

7776(bi + bj + bk + hi + bm + bn ) + 

1296(bij + bik + bil + bim + bin + bjk + bjl + hjm + bjn + 

bkl + bkm + bkn + blm + bin + bmn ) + 

216(bijk + bijl + hijm + bijn + bikl + bikm + bikn + bUm + 

bUn + bimn + bjkl + bjkm + bjkn + bjlm + bjln + bjmn + 

bk1m + bkln + bkmn + b1mn ) + 

36(bijkl + bijkm + bijkn + bij1m + bijln + bijmn + biklm + 

bjk1n + bikmn + bjk1m + bjkln + bjkmn + bj1mn + bk1mn ) + 

6(bjjklm + bijkln + bijkmn + bjjlmn + biklmn + bjklmn) 
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Expanding each term according to its known polynomial form from Appendix C 

and the previously derived five component form yields the simplex-centroid model 

for six components: 

bjjlkmn = 46656Yjjlkmn-
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18750(Yijklm + Yijkln + Yijkmn + Yijlmn + Yiklmn + Yjklmn) + 

6144(Yijkl + Yijkm + Yijkn + Yijlm + Yijln + Yijmn + Yiklm + 

Yikln + Yikmn + Yjklm + Yjkln + Yjkmn + Yjlmn + Yklmn) -

1458(Yijk + Yijl + Yijm + Yijn + Yikl + Yikm + Yikn + Yilm + 

Yiln + Yimn + Yjkl + Yjkm + Yjkn + '[hIm + Yjln + Yjmn + 

Yklm + Ykln + Ykmn + Ylmn) + 

192(Yij + Yik + Yil + Yim + Yin + Yjk + Yjl + Yjm + Yjn + 

Ykl + Ykm + Ykn + Ylm + Yin + Ymn) + 
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Fitted Simplex-Centroid Model for Six 
Components 

Recall that ank is the weighting factor for the importance of the attributes/ 

elements of the Strategic or Tactical objective in the model. The following simplex

centroid models were derived using the data presented in Table 3.17 and 3.18. 

The fitted simplex-centroid model for six components for the Strategic objective 

(n = 2) of the Semi-Automatic alternative is: 

Ysemi-auto. = 35.3a21 + 34.8a22 + 31.9a23 + 35.7a24 + 31. 1a25 + 32.9a26 + 



O.6C¥:nC¥24C¥26 - O.9C¥21C¥2SC¥26 + O.9C¥22C¥23C¥24 + O.3C¥22C¥23C¥2S + 

1.5C¥22C¥23C¥26 - 1.2C¥22C¥24C¥2S - 1.5C¥22C¥24C¥26 - O.6C¥22C¥2SC¥26 + 
O.6C¥23C¥24C¥2S - O.9C¥23C¥24C¥26 + O.9C¥23C¥25C¥26 + O.9C¥24C¥25C¥26 -

9.6c¥21 C¥22C¥23C¥24 - 4.4C¥21 C¥22C¥23C¥25 - 14.4C¥21 C¥22C¥23C¥26 + 

11.6c¥21C¥22C¥24C¥2S - 4.0C¥21C¥22C¥24C¥26 - 6.4C¥21C¥22C¥25C¥26 + 

8.8c¥21C¥23C¥24C¥25 + 11.2c¥21C¥23C¥24C¥26 - 4.8c¥21C¥23C¥25C¥26 + 

3.6c¥21C¥24C¥25C¥26 - 12.0c¥22c¥23c¥24c¥25 - 9.6c¥22C¥23C¥24C¥26 -

18.0c¥22c¥23c¥2sc¥26 + 19.2c¥22c¥24c¥2sc¥26 - 12.4c¥23c¥24c¥2sc¥26 -

12.0C¥21 C¥22 C¥23C¥24 C¥2S + 46.5c¥21 C¥22C¥23C¥24 C¥26 + 

149.5c¥21 C¥22C¥23C¥2SC¥26 + 2.5c¥21 C¥22C¥24C¥25C¥26 -

107.0C¥21C¥23C¥24C¥25C¥26 + 116.5c¥22c¥23C¥24C¥25C¥26 -

2018.4C¥21 C¥22C¥23C¥24C¥25C¥26 
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The fitted simplex-centroid model for 6 components for the Strategic objective 

(n = 2) of the Automatic alternative is: 

Yautomatic = 34.5c¥21 + 31.3c¥22 + 25.8c¥23 + 32.0C¥24 + 26.7c¥25 + 27.0C¥26 + 

0.4C¥21C¥22 + 3.8c¥21C¥23 + O.2C¥21C¥24 + 2.8c¥21C¥2S + 2.6c¥21C¥26 + 

1.8C¥22C¥23 - O.2C¥22C¥24 + 1.2c¥22C¥25 + 1.0C¥22C¥26 + 2.4C¥23C¥24 + 

O.2C¥23C¥25 + OC¥23C¥26 + 1.4C¥24C¥25 + 1.2C¥24C¥26 - O.2C¥25C¥26 -

51.6c¥21 C¥22c¥23 + 59.1c¥21 C¥22C¥24 - O.6C¥21 C¥22C¥25 + O.6C¥21 C¥22C¥26 -

2.1c¥21c¥23c¥24 + 3.9c¥21C¥23C¥25 + 2.4C¥21C¥23C¥26 + 1.2C¥21C¥24C¥25 -

O.3C¥21 C¥24C¥26 + 3.3c¥21 C¥25C¥26 - 1.2c¥22C¥23C¥24 + O.3C¥22C¥23C¥25 + 

1.5c¥22c¥23C¥26 + O.9C¥22C¥24C¥25 - O.6C¥22C¥24C¥26 + 1.2c¥22c¥25C¥26 -

O.3C¥23C¥24C¥25 + O.9C¥23C¥24C¥26 + OC¥23C¥25C¥26 + 1.8l.Y24l.Y25l.Y26 + 



0.80:210:220:230:24 + 8.00:210:220:230:25 + 4.80:210:220:230:26 -

8.80:210:220:240:25 - 11.20:210:220:240:26 - 8.40:210:220:250:26 -

17.20:210:23ct240:25 + 6.00:210:230:240:26 - 6.40:210:230:250:26 -

11.20210:24ct25026 + 7.60:220230240:25 - 5.60:220230:24026 + 

0.80:220:230:250:26 + 6.00:220240:25026 + 19.20:230:240:250:26 -

104.50:21 ct220:230:240:25 + 171.00:210:220:230:240:26 + 

41.00:21 0 220:230:25 0 26 + 205.50:210:220:240:250:26 + 

165.50:21 0 23 0 240 250:26 + 22.50:220230:240250:26 -

3639.60:21 0:220:230:240250:26 
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The fitted simplex-centroid model for six components for the Tactical objective 

(n = 3) of the Manual alternative is: 

Ymanual = 30.30:31 + 32.10:32 + 33.6033 + 42.90:34 + 33.00:35 + 30.7036 + 

0.40:310:32 + 0.60:310:33 + 4.80:310:34 + 0.20:310:35 + 00:310:36 + 

0.20:320:33 + 3.60!320:34 + 0.20!320:35 + 00:320!36 + 2.60:330!34 + 

00!330!35 + 0. 2ct330:36 + 2.60!340!35 + 4.40:34 0!36 + 0.20:350!36 -

59.70:310:320:33 + 135.00:310:320:34 + 0.30:310:320:35 + 0.60:310:320:36 + 
0.30!310330!34 + 0.30!310:330!35 - 0.60:310:330:36 + 4.20:310:340:35 + 

3.90310340:36 + 0.60310:35036 - 0.30320:33034 - 1.20:320:330:35 + 

0.60:320:330:36 + 2.40!320:340:35 + 2.10320:34036 + 0.60:320 350:36 + 

0.60330340:35 + 1.80:330:340:36 + 0.60330:350!36 + 1.80:340 350:36 + 

30.00:310:320 330:34 - 6.80310:320:330:35 - 39.60!310:320:330:36 -

7.60:310:320340:35 + 16.0031 0:320!340:36 - 5.20:31 0 320:35 0 36 -

2.40:310:330:340:35 + 13.60:310:330:340:36 + 2.80:310:330:350:36 + 



12ACY31 CY34CY3SCY3S-+ 0.4CY32 CY33CY34 CY35 + 5.6CY32 CY33CY34 CY36 -

2ACY32CY33035036 + 7.6CY32CY34CY35CY36 + 12.8033CY34CY35CY36 + 
124.50 31 CY32CY33CY34CY35 - 245.0CY31 CY32033CY34CY36 -

81.0CY31 CY32033CY35CY36 - 93.5CY31 CY32CY34CY35036 + 

16.5CY310 33 CY34CY35t'l'36 - 95.0CY32033034CY35CY36 -

1236. 6CY31 032033034 CY35CY36 
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The fitted simplex-centroid model for six components for the Tactical objective 

(n = 3) of the Semi-Automatic alternative is: 

YBemi-auto. = 30. 2CY31 + 30.5032 + 49.9a33 + 38. 2CY34 + 34.8a 35 + 46.5036 -

0.2CY31032 + l1.4CY31CY33 + 3.2CY31 CY34 + 1.20:310:35 + 9.00310:36 + 

1O.8CY320:33 + 2.60:320:34 + 1.0a32CY35 + 8.4032CY36 + 3ACY33CY34 + 

5.8CY33CY35 + OACY33CY36 + 0.4a34 CY35 + 1.8CY34CY36 + 4.2CY35a 36 + 

1l0.7031 CY320 33 - 186.6CY31 CY32 CY34 + 1. 2CY31 a 32 CY35 + 9.6a31 CY32a 36-

0.9a31CY33a34 + 6.9CY31CY33CY35 - 8ACY31CY33CY36 - 0.9031CY34a35 -

1.50'31 CY34a36 + 3.6CY31 CY35a36 + 2.7 CY32CY33CY34 + 6.6CY32CY33a35 -

7.5CY32CY33036 - 1.2CY32 CY340 35 - 0.6a32 0 34 CY36 + 3.3CY32CY35CY36 + 

4.5CY33CY34CY35 - 2ACY33CY34a36 - 2.4CY33CY35CY36 + 1. 5CY34 CY35CY36 + 

6.8CY31 CY32a33034 + 24.80'310'320'330'35 - 60.8a 31 a 32 a 33CY36 + 

7.6a31a32CY34035 + 9.2a31a32a34CY36 + 12Aa31CY32a35CY36 -

3.2CY31 CY33 CY34 0'35 - 4.8CY31 CY33a34CY36 - 11.60 31 CY33CY35CY36 -

1.2CY31CY34a35a36 + 13.60'320'330'340'35 + 8.8a32CY33a34CY36 -

9.6CY32a33CY35a36 + 0.8CY32034a35CY36 - 17.6a 33CY34CY35 CY36 -

268.0CY31 CY32CY33CY34CY35 - 178.5CY31 CY32 CY33CY34 CY36 -



2l8.5CY31 CY32Q 33CY35CY36 + l8.5CY31 CY32CY34CY35Q36 + 
29.5CY31CY33CY34Q35CY36 + l20.0CY32Q33Q34CY35CY36 -

258.0CY31 CY32Q 33CY34CY3SQ 36 
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The fitted simplex-centroid model for six components for the Tactical objective 

(n = 3) of the Automatic alternative is: 

Yautomatic = 33.6Q31 + 36.5CY32 + 34.7CY33 + 31.5Q34 + 34.8Q35 + 33.6CY36 + 

O.2CY31 Q 32 + O. 2Q31 Q 33 + O. 2CY31 Q 34 + OQ31 Q 35 + OQ31 Q 36 + 

OCY32Q 33 + O.8Q 32Q 34 - O.2Q32 Q 35 + O.2Q32 Q 36 + 0.4Q33Q 34 -

O.2CY33Q 35 - O.2Q33CY36 + O.2Q34Q35 + O.2Q34Q36 + OQ35CY36 + 

36.6Q 31CY32CY33 - 36.0CY31 Q 32 Q 34 + O.9Q31 Q 32 Q 35 - O. 3Q31 Q 32CY36 -

1.5CY31 Q 33Q 34 + O.9Q 31 Q 33Q 35 + O.9Q 31 Q 33Q 36 + 1.5CY31 Q 34 CY35 -

1.2Q31 Q 34Q 36 + OCY31 Q 35Q 36 + O.9CY32Q 33 Q 34 + O.3Q 32 Q 33Q 35 -

O.9Q32 Q 33Q 36 + 1.2CY32 Q 34Q 35 + OCY32Q34Q36 + O.9Q32 Q 35 Q 36 -

O.3Q 33 Q 34Q 35 - O.3CY33Q 34Q 36 - O.6Q33Q 35Q 36 - 1.2Q34Q 35 Q 36 + 

3.2Q31 Q32Q 33Q 34 - lO. 8CY31 Q32 Q 33Q 35 + O.8CY31 Q32 Q 33Q 36 -

8.0Q31 Q 32 Q 34Q 35 + 6.0Q31Q 32CY34Q 36 + lO.OCY31Q32CY35Q36 -

2.4Q31 Q 33Q 34Q 35 + 8.4Q31Q 33CY34Q 36 + 4.8CY31 Q 33CY35Q 36 + 

0.4Q31 Q 34 Q 35Q 36 + 7.6Q32Q33Q34Q35 + 10.8Q 32Q 33 Q 34Q 36 + 

7.6Q32Q33Q3SQ36 + 2.8Q32Q34Q35Q36 + 16.0Q33Q 34 Q 35 Q 36 -

lO.5Q 31 Q32 Q 33Q 34CY35 + 66.0Q31 CY32 Q 33CY34 Q 36 + 

lOO.OCY31 Q32CY33Q 35 Q 36 + 11.5CY31 Q32Q 34Q 35CY36 -

3.5Q31Q33Q34Q35Q36 - 124.0CY32Q 33Q 34Q 35CY36 -

827 .4Q31 Q32CY33CY34Q35CY36 
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Appendix E 
Goal Programming Results 

The Goal Programming (GP) model is a linear mathematical model which is 

the weighted sum of all deviations from given constraints. The constraints, deci

sion variables, and objective function are determined by the decision environment. 

The general GP formulation is [80]: 

subject to: 

where: 

a" I) 

b· ) 

N I 

min E E ](n(wi;..di + w-&dt) 
n=li=l 

"J a"X. + d- d+ - b· L.Jj=l I)) i - i-I (i = 1, ... ,I) 

- preemptive priority weight assigned to goal k. 

differential weights assigned to the deviational variables of goal i 

at a given priority level n. 

- negative and positive deviations. 

- decision variable. 

- technological coefficient of Xj in goal i. 

- the ith goal level. 

System constraints usually are also included, and they are the absolute re

strictions imposed by the decision environment on the model. An example of a 
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system constraint is that there are only seven days in a week. These must be 

satisfied before any goal constraints can be considered. The goal constraints are 

those functions that present desired levels of certain measurements. An example 

is the desired market share for each product that a company produces. For an 

ordinal solution to be achieved, negative and/or positive deviations about the goal 

are to be minimized based upon the preemptive priority weights assigned to them. 

Therefore, lower priority goals are only considered after higher priority goals. 

The following pages provide the results of solving the example problem of 

Chapter 3 using Goal Programming. The software package "STORM Personal 

Version 2.0" for the personal computer was used [34]. Note that ALT 1, ALT 2, 

and ALT 3 correspond to the manual, semi-automatic, and automatic alternatives, 

respecti vely. 
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Chapter 3 Example - Goal Programming Solution, iteration 1 
DETAILED LP REPORT FOR 

OPTIMAL SOLUTION 

The following variables are fixed 
ALT 1 0 
ALT 2 0 
ALT 3 1 

OPTIMAL SOLUTION - DETAILED REPORT 
Variable Value Cost Red. cost Status 

1 ALT 1 0.0000 0.0000 33.2107 Lower bound 
2 ALT 2 0.0000 0.0000 -3326.1310 Lower bound 
3 ALT 3 1.0000 0.0000 -4146.1130 Lower bound 
4 01- 0.8618 644.0000 0.0000 Basic 

6 Dl+ 0.0000 0.0000 644.0000 Lower bound 
6 02- 0.6620 640.0000 0.0000 Basic 

7 02+ 0.0000 0.0000 640.0000 Lower bound 
8 D3- 0.3208 608.0000 0.0000 Basic 

9 03+ 0.0000 0.0000 608.0000 Lower bound 
10 04- 0.7038 480.0000 0.0000 Basic 

11 04+ 0.0000 0.0000 480.0000 Lower bound 

12 D6- 0.3724 416.0000 0.0000 Basic 

13 06+ 0.0000 0.0000 416.0000 Lower bound 

14 06- 0.3904 676.0000 0.0000 Basic. 

16 06+ 0.0000 0.0000 676.0000 Lower bound 
16 07- 0.8000 480.0000 0.0000 Basic 

17 07+ 0.0000 0.0000 480.0000 Lower bound 

18 08- 0.6462 608.0000 0.0000 Basic 

19 D8+ 0.0000 0.0000 608.0000 Lower bound 

20 09- 0.6931 676.0000 0.0000 Basic 

21 09+ 0.0000 0.0000 576.0000 Lower bound 

22 010- 0.6679 480.0000 0.0000 Basic 

23 010+ 0.0000 0.0000 480.0000 Lower bound 

24 011- 0.6171 512.0000 0.0000 Basic 

25 011+ 0.0000 0.0000 512.0000 Lower bound 

26 012- 0.6002 608.0000 0.0000 Basic 

27 012+ 0.0000 0.0000 608.0000 Lower bound 

28 D13- 0.5671 3600.0000 0.0000 Basic 

29 013+ 0.0000 0.0000 3600.0000 Lower bound 
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Variable Value Cost Red. cost Status 

Artificial Variables 
57 ONE PROJ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Basic 

Constraint Type RHS Slack Shadow price 

1 NPV = 1.0000 0.0000 3600.0000 
2 NPQFl .. 1.0000 0.0000 544.0000 
3 NPQF2 = 1.0000 0.0000 640.0000 
4 NPQF3 = 1.0000 0.0000 608.0000 
5 NPQF4 = 1.0000 0.0000 480.0000 
6 NPQF5 = 1.0000 0.0000 416.0000 
7 NPQF6 = 1.0000 0.0000 576.0000 
8 NPQF7 = 1.0000 0.0000 480.0000 
9 NPQF8 = 1.0000 0.0000 608.0000 
10 NPQF9 = 1.0000 0.0000 576.0000 
11 NPQF10 = 1.0000 0.0000 480.0000 
12 NPQF11 = 1.0000 0.0000 512.0000 
13 NPQF12 = 1.0000 0.0000 608.0000 
14 ONE PROJ = 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Objective Function Value = 5982.887 
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Chapter 3 Example - Goal Programming Solution, iteration 2 
DETAILED LP REPORT FOR 

OPTIMAL SOLUTION 

The following variables are fixed 
ALT 1 0 
ALT 2 1 

OPTIMAL SOLUTION - DETAILED REPORT 
Variable Value Cost Red. cost Status 

1 ALT 1 0.0000 0.0000 33.2107 Lower bound 

2 ALT 2 1.0000 0.0000 -3326.1310 Lower bound 

3 Dl- 0.8618 544.0000 0.0000 Basic 

4 Dl+ 0.0000 0.0000 544.0000 Lower bound 

5 D2- 0.8300 640.0000 0.0000 Basic 

6 D2+ 0.0000 0.0000 640.0000 Lower bound 

7 D3- 0.6467 608.0000 0.0000 Basic 

8 D3+ 0.0000 0.0000 608.0000 Lower bound 

9 D4- 0.8874 480.0000 0.0000 Basic 

10 D4+ 0.0000 0.0000 480.0000 Lower bound 

11 D5- 0.5948 416.0000 0.0000 Basic 

12 D5+ 0.0000 0.0000 416.0000 Lower bound 

13 D6- 0.7084 576.0000 0.0000 Basic 

14 D6+ 0.0000 0.0000 576.0000 Lower bound 

15 D7- 1.0000 480.0000 0.0000 Basic 

16 D7+ 0.0000 0.0000 480.0000 Lower bound 

17 D8- 0.8868 608.0000 0.0000 Basic 

18 D8+ 0.0000 0.0000 608;0000 Lower bound 

19 D9- 0.8702 576.0000 0.0000 Basic 

20 D9+ 0.0000 0.0000 576.0000 Lower bound 

21 Dl0- 0.7610 480.0000 0.0000 Basic 

22 Dl0+ 0.0000 0.0000 480.0000 Lower bound 

23 Dl1- 0.5569 512.0000 0.0000 Basic 

24 Dl1+ 0.0000 0.0000 512.0000 Lower bound 

25 D12- 0.8187 608.0000 0.0000 Basic 

26 D12+ 0.0000 0.0000 608.0000 Lower bound 

27 D13- 0.4607 3600.0000 0.0000 Basic 

28 D13+ 0.0000 0.0000 3600.0000 Lower bound 
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Variable Value Cost Red. cost Status 

Artificial Variables 
56 ONE PROJ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Basic 

Constraint Type RHS Slack Shadow price 

1 NPV = 1.0000 0.0000 3600.0000 
2 NPQFl = 1.0000 0.0000 544.0000 
3 NPQF2 = 1.0000 0.0000 640.0000 
4 NPQF3 = 1.0000 0.0000 608.0000 
6 NPQF4 = 1.0000 0.0000 480.0000 
6 NPQF6 = 1.0000 0.0000 416.0000 
7 NPQF6 = 1.0000 0.0000 576.0000 
8 NPQF7 = 1.0000 0.0000 480.0000 
9 NPQF8 = 1.0000 0.0000 608.0000 
10 NPQF9 = 1.0000 0.0000 576.0000 
11 NPQF10 = 1.0000 0.0000 480.0000 
12 NPQF11 = 1.0000 0.0000 512.0000 
13 NPQF12 = 1.0000 0.0000 608.0000 
14 ONE PROJ = 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Objective Function Value = 6801.869 
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Multicriteria Q-Analysis (MCQA) is a multiobjective technique based upon 

the principles of Q-analysis and polyhedral dynamics [112J. Q-analysis provides 

a measure between the structure of two sets, and how they are related. In or-

der to more clearly summarize the results obtained from Q-analysis, MCQA was 

developed to apply Q-analysis to MCDM problems. 

For an MCDM problem, the two sets which are used for comparison are the sets 

of criteria and alternatives. An incidence matrix between these two sets is utilized 

to define a relationship between criteria and alternatives. If a specific criterion i 

is related to a specific alternative j, a 1 is entered into the matrix at (i, j). If no 

relationship exists, a zero is entered. Relationships usually do not exhibit a binary 

nature, and as such a threshold (slicing level) may be used to generate a binary 

matrix. 

Two versions of MCQA are available, MCQA I and MCQA II. MCQA I views 

a decision problem from a concordance view, and provides a method to rank alter-

natives using Q-analysis and the concepts of a Project Satisfaction Index (PSI) and 

a Project Comparison Index (PCI) [55J. The PSI represents the decision makers 

level of satisfaction toward a given alternative, and does not involve global compar-

ison with other alternatives in the set. The PSI, by itself only a value, is defined as: 

s 
PSI(j) = L: asX(as) 

s;;1 

where: 

j - the alternative number under consideration, j = 1, ... , J. 
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S - the number of slicing levels. 

as - a particular slicing level. 

X(a s ) - sum of all the weights of a satisfied criteria. 

In order to achieve a comparison with respect to the other alternatives on a 

global basis, the PCI is introduced. The PCI, which establishes a relative ranking 

between the alternatives, is defined as: 

s 
PCIU) = Easds 

8=1 

where: 

ds - qMAX - qMIN' 

qMAX - maximum q-Ievel for the alternative of interest. 

qMIN - q-Ievel where another alternative appears in the ranking with the 

alternative of interest. (may be the same as qMAX). 

With the PSI and PCI, the MCDM problem becomes a trade-off between the 

value of an alternative and the relative ranking of the alternatives. The PSI 

and PCI are combined through an Lp-Norm to achieve an ordinal ranking of the 

alternatives. This is the Project Rating Index (PRI), which is defined as: 

PRIU) = (/1- PSIU) IP + /1- PCIU) /P)1
IP 

PSIMAx PCIMAx 

When p = 2, the Lp-Norm is simply the Euclidean distance between the alterna

tives (PSI, PCI) and some ideal vector (1,1). 

MCQA I is strictly a concordance measure, and does not include any measure of 

the decision makers discomfort of choosing one alternative over another. MCQA II 

includes a discordance measure which allows alternatives to be more realistically 
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ranked according to the decision makers preferences. The Project Discordance 

Index (PDI) is determined in the same manner as the PCI, except it is set up to 

measure displeasure between criteria and alternatives. A complementary incidence 

matrix now replaces the original incidence matrix. The complementary incidence 

matrix is defined to contain ones where the original incidence matrix contained 

zeros, and visa versa. The PDI is defined as: 

s 
PDI(j) = E asd~ 

8=1 

where: 

q~AX - maximum q-level for the alternative of interest. 

q~IN - q-level where another alternative appears in the ranking with the 

alternative of interest. (may be the same as q~AX)' 

In order to achieve a complete outranking using the PDI, along with the PSI 

and PCI from MCQA I, another Lv-Norm is used to create a second Project Rating 

Index, PRI2. This is defined to be: 

P RI2(j) = (11 _ PSIU) IV + 11 _ PCI(j) IV + I P DI(j) IV) lip 

PSIMAX PCIMAX PDIMAX 

This index trades off the decision makers satisfaction of alternatives, along with a 

concordance and discordance ranking of the alternatives. As before, the lower the 

PRI2 result, the better the rank. A step by step procedure for MCQA II is given 

by Hiessl et al. [55]. 

The following pages list the results obtained using MCQA II on the problem 

presented in Chapter 3. 



PECUIIARY OBJECTIVE 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
KULTI CRITERIA Q-AIALYSIS VITH DISCORDAICE KEASUREKEIT 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lUMBER OF ALTERIATIVES 
lUMBER OF CRITERIA 

PAY-OFF KATRIX : 

CRIT. 10 : 1 
ALT. 1 .64 
ALT. 2 .54 
ALT. 3 .44 

IIEIOHT :100.00 

RATIIOS 

1I0RST -1.00 

BEST 1.00 

PREFEREICE KATRIX 

CRIT. 10 : 
ALT. .82 
ALT. 2 .77 
ALT. 3 .72 

IIEIOHT :100.00 

RillIIO IIITH p. 2.0 

PROJ. PSI 

226.000 
2 145.000 
3 70.000 

PCI 

.800 

.000 

.000 

3 
1 

PDI 

.000 

.000 

.760 

PRI1 

.000 
1.061 
1.214 

PRI2 

.000 
1.061 
1.573 
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HULTI CRITERIA Q-AIALYSIS VITH DISCORDAICE KEASUREKEIT 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lUMBER OF ALTERIATIVES 3 
lUMBER OF CRITERIA 6 

PAY-OFF KATRIX : 

CRIT. 10 : 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ALT. -.30 -.24 -.49 -.50 -.27 -.90 
ALT. 2 .14 .17 .36 .11 .40 .29 
ALT. 3 .14 .34 .68 .30 .62 .61 

VEIGHT 17.0020.0019.0015.0013.0018.00 

RATIIGS 

WORST -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 

BEST 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PREFEREICE KATRII 

CRIT. 10 : 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ALT. .35 .38 .26 .25 .37 .05 
ALT. :z .67 .68 .68 .66 .70 .64 
ALT. 3 .57 .67 .84 .65 .81 .81 

VEIGHT 17.0020.00 19.00 1S.00 13.00 18.00 

RAIIIIO VITH P • 2.0 

PROJ. PSI PCI POI PRIt 

1 21.000 .000 6.650 1.323 
2 131.S00 .000 .000 1.013 
3 167.400 1.400 .000 .000 

PRI2 

1.659 
1.013 

.000 
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TACTICAL OBJECTIVE 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
KULTI CRITERIA Q-AIALYSIS VITH DISCORDAICE HEASUREHEIT 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lUMBER OF ALTERIATIVES 3 
lUMBER OF CRITERIA 6 

PAY-OFF HATRIX : 

CRIT. 10 : 1 2 3 4 6 6 
ALT. .00 -.60 -.38 -.14 .11 -.39 
ALT. 2 .00 .11 .13 .24 .44 .18 
ALT. 3 .20 .36 .31 .34 .38 .40 

VEIGHT 16.00 19.00 18.00 16.00 16.00 19.00 

RAIIIGS 

VORST -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 

BEST 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PREFEREICE HATRIX 

CRIT. 10 : 1 2 3 4 6 6 
ALT. 1 .60 .20 .31 .43 .66 .31 
ALT. 2 .60 .66 .66 .62 .72 .69 
ALT. 3 .60 .68 .66 .67 .69 .70 

IIEIGHT 16.00 19.0018.00 16.0016.0019.00 

RAIKIIG IIITH p. 2.0 

PROJ. PSI 

1 47.960 
2 126.360 
3 136.700 

PCI 

.000 

.700 
1.260 

POI 

4.360 
.000 
.000 

PRll 

1.191 
.447 
.000 

PRI2 

1.666 
.447 
.000 
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OBJECTIVE FUICTIOI 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
KULTI CRITERIA Q-AIALYSIS WITa DISCOROAICE HEASUREMEIT 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lUMBER OF ALTERIATIVES 3 
lUMBER OF CRITERIA 3 

PAY-OFF HATRIX : 

CRIT. 10 : 1 :I 3 
ALT. 1 .00 1.66 1.66 
ALT. :I 1.06 1.01 .46 
ALT. 3 1.67 .00 .00 

WEIGHT 36.00 3:1.00 32.00 

RUIIGS 

WORST 3.00 3.00 3.00 

BEST .00 .00 .00 

PREFEREICE HATRII 

CRIT. 10 : 1 2 3 
ALT. 1 1.00 .46 .48 
ALT. :I .66 .66 .86 
ALT. 3 .48 1.00 1.00 

WEIGHT 36.00 3:1.00 32.00 

RAIIIIO WITH P = 2.0 

PROJ. PSI PCI POI PRIt PRI2 

1 111.600 1.660 2.400 .641 1.137 
2 129.000 .600 1.6S0 .828 1.076 
3 189.000 2.660 .000 .000 .260 
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Appendix G 
Risk Independence Derivations 

This appendix presents the derivations of E [M I] and V [M I] as presented in 

Chapter 4. 

Recall that the moment generating function of the Monetary Index is: 

The expected value of the Monetary Index is: 

Expanding the summation yields: 

E[MI] = ~[Do <PAJMtr)p{T = O} + 1104>AJMlr)p{T = 1}+ 

2 3 

II 4>AJMtr)p{T = 2} + II 4>AJMlr)p{T = 3} + ... + 
n=O n=O 

n4>AJM1r)p{T = oo}L=o 

= ~ [&0 4>An(Mt r)p{T = O}L=o + ~ [11 4>AJMlr)p{T = l}L=o + 

~ [g <PAJMtr)p{T = 2}L=0 + ! [Eo 4>AJMtr)p{T = 3}L=o + 

... + i. [fi 4> An (Mlr )p{T = oo}] 
dr n=O r=O 



Looking at the first term from above we have: 

~ [ho (hJMIr)p{T = O}L=o = ~ [cPAo(MIr)] piT = O}lr=o 

= MlcP~o(O)p{T = O} 

The second term is: 

; [g cPAn(M1r)p{T = l}L=o 

= ~ [cPAo(MIr)cPAI(M1r)] piT = l}lr=o 

= [MIcP~o(Mlr)cPAI(Mlr) + MI cPAo(MIr)cPA1(MIr)] piT = l}lr:::o 

= MI [cP~o(O)cPAl(O) + cPAo(O)cP~l(O)] piT = 1} 

The third term is: 

; [ft cPAJMIr)p{T = 2}L=o 

= ; [cPAo(MIr)cPAl (MIr) cPA2(MIr)] piT = 2}lr=o 

= [MlcP~o (MIr)cP Al (Mlr)cP A2(M1r) + MIcP Ao(MIr)cP~l (MIr)cP A2(MIr)+ 

MlcPAo (MIr)cPAl (MIr)cPA
2
(MIr)] piT = 2}lr=o 

= MI [cP~0(O)cPAl(O)cPA2(O) + cPAo(O)cPA1 (O) cPA2 (0)+ 

cPAo(O)cPA1(O)cPA
2
(O)] piT = 2} 

The fourth term is: 

; [11 cPAn(M1r)p{T = 3}L=o 

= ; [cPAo(M1r)cPAl (MIr)cPA2 (MIr)cPA3 (MIr)] piT = 3}lr=o 

= [MIcPAo (MIr)4> Al (MIr)cP A2 (MIr)cP A3 (MIr)+ 

MIcP Ao (MIr)cP~1 (MIr)cP A2(MIr)cP A3 (MIr) + 
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MI ~ Ao(Mlr)~ Al (Mlr )~';.2 (Mlr)~ ..13 (Mlr) + 

Ml~AO(Mlr)~Al(Mlr)~A2(Mlr)¢';.3(Mlr)] piT = 3}lr=o 

= Ml [~';.0(0)~Al(0)~A2(0)~A3(0)+ 

~ Ao (0)~';.1 (O)~ A2 (O)~ A3 (0) + 

~ Ao (O)~ Al (0)~';.2 (O)¢ A3 (0) + 

~ Ao (O)~ Al (O)~ A2 (0)~';.3 (0)] piT = 3} 

The trend continues for subsequent higher terms. 

Combining terms yields: 

E[MI] = Ml~';.o(O)p{T = O} + 

Ml [~';.o(O)~AI(O)+~Ao(O)~';.I(O)]p{T= 1}+ 

MI [~';.0(0)~AI(0)~A2(0) + ~Ao(0)¢';.1(0)~A2(0)+ 

~Ao(O)~AI(O) ~';.2(O)] piT = 2} + 

MI [¢';.o (O)~ Al (O)~}h (O)~ A3 (0) + ¢ Ao (O)~';.I (O)~ A2 (O)~ A3 (0)+ 

~ Ao (O)~ Al (O)~';.2 (O)~ A3 (0) + 
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~ Ao (O)~ Al (O)~ ..12 (0)~';.3 (0)] piT = 3} + ... (G.1) 

Factoring for like derivative terms: 

E[MI] = Ml~';.o(O)p{T = O} + 

MI~';.o(O)~AI(O)p{T = 1} + Ml~';.o(O)~AI(O)¢}h(O)p{T = 2} + 

MI ~';.o (O)~ Al (O)~ A2 (O)~ A3 (O)p{T = 3} + ... + 

Ml¢Ao(O)~';.I(O)p{T = I} + Ml~Ao(O)~';.1(0)~A2(0)p{T = 2} + 

MI~Ao(O)~';.I(O)~A)0)~A3(0)p{T = 3} + ... + 

Ml~Ao(O)~AI(O)~';.)O)p{T = 2} + 



Ml cP 040 (O)cP AI (O)cPA2 (O)cP 043 (O)p{T = 3} + ... + 

Ml cP 040 (O)cP Al (O)cP 042 (0)cPA3 (O)p{T = 3} + .. . 

Simplifying the equation results in: 

E[MI] = M1cPAo(0)[ta(QcPAJO»)P{T=t}]+ 

M1cPAo(0)cPAI(O) [~(n cPAJO») piT = t}] + 

M1cPAo(0)cPA](0)cPA2(0) [~(ft cPA"(O») piT = t}] + ... 

And carrying the simplification one step further yields: 

The variance of the Monetary Index is: 
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Since the second term above is simply E[MI]2, further derivation of only the 

second moment is necessary, which is: 

:2 cPAfl(r )L,;:o 

:. [Ml~ [~A.(Mlr) [~(g ¢A.(M1r») p'JlL 
where PT = piT = m}. The derivation of the second moment begins with the first 

derivative results of equation G.! prior to evaluation at r = 0, and differentiating 

this to obtain the following: 



Mi [¢Ao (MIr)cP Al (Mlr) + cPAo (MI r )¢Al (MI T)+ 

¢Ao(MIr)cPA1(M1r) + cPAo(M1r)¢A1(M1r)] p{T = I} + 
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Mi [¢Ao (Mlr)¢ Al (Mlr)¢ A2 (Mlr) + cPAo (MIr )¢A1 (MIr)¢ A2(M1r)+ 

cPAo(Mlr)¢Al(Mlr)¢A2(Mtr) + ¢Ao(Mtr)¢Al(Mtr)¢A2(MIr) + 

¢AO(M1r)cPA1(M1r)¢A2(M1r) + ¢AO(MIT)¢Al(Mlr)¢A2(Mlr) + 

¢Ao (M1r)¢Al (M1r)cPA2(Mtr) + ¢AO(MIT)¢Al(Mlr)cPA2(Mlr) + 

cPAO(Mlr)¢Al(Mlr)¢A2(Mlr)] piT = 2} + 

M; [cPAo(M1r)cPA1 (M1r)¢A2 (M1T)¢A3 (M1r)+ 

¢Ao (MIT )¢A1 (Mlr)¢ A2(Mlr)¢ A3 (Mlr) + 

¢Ao (MIT)¢ Al (Mlr )¢A2(Mlr)¢ A3(Mlr) + 

¢Ao (MIT)¢ Al (Mlr)cP A2(Mlr )¢A3 (Mlr) + 

cPAo (MIT )¢A1 (Mlr)¢ A2 (Mlr)cP A3 (MI r) + 

cP Ao (MIT )¢A1 (MIT)¢ A2 (Mlr)cP A3 (All r) + 

cP Ao(MIT )¢A1 (MIT )¢A2 (Mlr)¢ Aa(Ml r) + 

cP Ao(MIT )¢A1 (MIT)¢ A2(M1T )¢A3 (Mlr) + 

cPAo (MIT)cP Al (MIT)¢A2(Mlr)¢ A3 (Ml r) + 

¢ Ao (MIT )cPA1 (MIT )¢A2(MIT)¢ A3 (Ml r) + 

¢ Ao (MIT)¢ Al (MIT)¢A2(MIT)¢ A3(MIT) + 

¢ Ao (M1T)cP..41 (MIT)¢A
2
(MIT )¢A3 (MIT) + 

¢Ao (MIT)¢..41 (MIT)cP ..42 (Mlr )¢A3 (MIT) + 

¢ Ao(MIT )¢A1 (Mlr)¢ A2(Mlr )¢A3 (MIT) + 

¢ Ao (MIT)¢..41 (Mlr )¢A2(Mlr )¢A3 (MIT) + 



Factoring for like derivative terms and evaluating: 

</>'!t:il(O) = Mi</>1o(0)p{T = O} + 

M{</>JO(O)</>Al(O)p{T = 1} + M}2</>Jo(O)</>Al(O)</>A2(O)p{T = 2} + 

Mi</>JoCO)</>Al CO)</>A2 CO)</>A3 CO)p{T = 3} + ... + 

Mi</>Ao(O)</>t (O)p{T = 1} + Mi</> AO(0)</>J
1 

(O)</> A2(0)p{T = 2} + 

Mi</>Ao(O)</>J
1 

(0)</>A2(O)</> .. h(0)p{T = 3} + ... + 

Mi</> Ao (O)</> AI (0)</>J
2 
(O)p{T = 2} + 

Mi</>Ao(O)</>AI (0)</>J2(0)</>A3(0)p{T = 3} + ... + 
Mi</>Ao(O)</>Al(0)</>A2(0)</>A3(0)"p{T = 3} + ... + 

2M{</>Ao(0)</>A
1 
(O)p{T = 1} + 

2M{ [</>~o(O)</>AI(0)</>A2(0) + </>Ao(0)</>AI(O)</>A2 (O)+ 

</>Ao(O)</>Al(O)</>A2(O)] p{T = 2} + 

2M{ [</>Ao (O)</>A1 (O)</> A2(0)</> A3 (0) + </>Ao CO)</> Al (O)</>A2 (O)</> A3 (0)+ 

</>Ao CO)</> AI (O)</> A2 (0)</>A3 (0) + </> Ao (O)</>AI (0)</>A2 (O)</> A3 (0) + 

</>Ao(0)</>Al(0)</>A2(0)</>A3(0) + 

</>Ao(0)</>Al(0)</>A
2
(0)</>A3(0)] piT = 3} + ... 

Simplifying to final result yields: 

VIM'I] = M: ~ [4>:\,(0) [f. (g 4> .. JO») piT = "'}]] + 

2M:~ [v~o </>Av(O)</>AJO) J},w </>A'(O)] piT = t} - E[l\JI]2 
v¥-w 
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Appendix H 
Data for Independent Risk 

Table H.l: Evaluation Parameters 

PARAMETER VALUE PARAMETER VALUE 

Tax rate 34.00% p factor 2 
ACRS 7 years q factor 2 

Table H.2: Attribute Weights 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT NORMALIZED 

Monetary 100 100 

Internal Relations 80 17 
Market Position 95 20 
Mission 90 19 
Organization 70 15 
Public Relations 60 13 
Tedmology 85 18 

Design 75 15 
Flexibility 95 19 
Integration 90 18 
Material 75 15 
Personnel 80 16 
Produceability 95 19 

Table H.3: Objective Weights 

OBJECTIVE WEIGHT NORMALIZED 

Pecuniary 90 36 
Strategic 80 32 
Tactical 80 32 
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Table H.4: Interest Rates in Percent 

PARAMETER YEAR/RATE 

monetary rate 1 3 8 
13.00 13.00 14.60 
13.40 13.40 15.40 
13.60 13.60 16.20 

1 3 10 
13.00 13.00 15.00 
13.40 13.40 15.60 
13.60 13.60 16.20 

1 3 12 
13.00 13.00 15.40 
13.40 13.40 16.00 
13.60 13.60 16.60 

nonmonetary rate 1 3 8 
7.80 7.80 8.50 
7.90 7.90 9.00 
8.00 8.00 9.50 
1 3 10 

7.90 7.90 8.70 
8.00 8.00 9.20 
8.10 8.10 9.70 
1 3 12 

8.00 8.00 9.00 
8.10 8.10 9.50 
8.20 8.20 10.00 
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Table H.5: Manual Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEAR/CASH FLOW 

Labor 1 a 6 8 

rla,OOO) rI36,SOO~ rI69'260~ tS8,a(0~ 
'109,200~ Sl30,000 SlOI,200 USO,800 
Sl03,7(0 Sl23,500 US3,ao 'H3,260) 

I 3 6 10 

r11('660~ t36,SOO~ ~Sl09'260) rH7,4:l0) 
tl09,200 Sl30,000 $161,200~ 'HO,(00) 
U03,7(0 $123,SOO) US3,HO Sl33,380) 

1 3 6 12 
(UH,660) (Sla6,SOO) (1169,260) (Sl36,SOO) 

fU09,200~ fU30,000~ fSl61,200~ ~$130,000~ 
1103,740 U23,500 I1S3,HO $123,500 

Maintenance 1 3 S 8 r2

,

100

l 
~'2'310l ~'2'5(ll ~'2'795l '2,000 $2,200 '2,420 '2,662 

11,900 '2,090 '2,299 '2,529 
I 3 S 8 r2

,

100l r2
,310} r2

,541} ~'2'79S} '2,000 '2,200 '2,420 '2,662 
Sl,900 '2,090 '2,299 '2,S20 

I 3 5 8 

f*2,100} t,310} t,5ul ('2,
795l 

'2,000 '2,200 '2,420 f' 2,662 
U,oOO '2,000 $2,299 '2,529 

Training 1 3 6 8 

i$1,SOOl 
i

Sl
,
984

l 
~'3'017l i·

2
,
624l Sl,OOO $1,323 12,011 11,7(9 

(1500 ('661 U,OOS ('875 
1 3 6 8 

fSl,SOO) iSl'98t~ r3

,

017

l 

lS2,62() 
Sl,OOO~ $1,323 12,011 Sl, 749~ 
('500 ('661 U,006 (ta7S 
1 3 6 8 

fSl,SOO) lSl,98t} r3
,017} lS2,624} 

Sl,OOO~ $1,323 12,011 11,749 
(SSOO (S661 Sl,OOO ('87S 

Documenlalion 1 
{'S,SOO) 

.S,OOO) 
S4,500) 

1 
rS,SOO) 
'S,OOQ) 
14,500) 

1 

i'S'SOO} 'S,OOO 
(St,sOO 

Space 1 a 4 7 
(S5,350) ('5,3S0) lSlO,700) ($16,050) 

f' 5 ,000l fS5 ,000l $10,000) (U5,000) 
14,650 S4,6S0 ('9,300) ($13,050) 

1 a 4 7 
('5,350) t,350

l 
f'10'700~ (Sl6,OSOl 

l'S'OOO) '5,000 $10,000 lUS'OOO 
14,650) 14,650) (S9,300 '13,OSO 

1 3 4 7 
('5,350) l'5'3S0~ lSlo,700~ t6,050~ 
lS5,000~ '5,000 $10,000 U5,000 
$4,650 (h,650 ($9,300) Sl3,050) 

Rework 1 a 6 8 

r86'9(0~ (U06'260~ f'140,070~ !U36,335) 
'75,600 f'92,400 Sl21,800 S1l8,552l 
'64,260 178,640 (Sl03,530 SloO,760 

I 3 6 10 r86,9(0) (SlOO,260} ~'14o,07°l lSl32,600) 
'75,600~ f'92,400 U21,800 '115,30(~ 
'6(,200 t78,MO U03,530 ('98,010 

1 a 6 12 

t6,9(0~ (SlOO,2OOl 1'140,070} (U28,864} 
S75,600 i·92,400 Sl21,800 ('112,060 
'64,260) t78,S(0 Uoa,sao ('95,248 



Table H.5: Manual Operations Cash Flows - cont'd. 

ATTRIBUTE YEAR/CASH FLOW 

Transporlallon 1 

(UO, 7oOl (SlO,OOO 
('9,300 

1 
(SlO,700) 
(SlO,OOO) 
('9,300) 

1 
(SlO,700) 
(SlO,OOO) 
('9,300) 

Cash Inflow 1 
'652,800 
'816,000 
'070,200 

1 
'652,000 
'816,000 
'079,200 

1 
'652,800 
'816,000 
'970,200 

4 
(Slo,700) 
(SlO,oOO) 

(19,300) 
4 

(SlO, 700l 
(110,000 
('0,300 

4 
(110, 700~ 
('10,000 
('9,300 

6 
SI,052,I60 
Sl,315,200 
SI,578,240 

6 
SI,052,I60 
SI,315,200 
SI,578,240 

6 
11,052,160 
11,315,200 
U,578,240 

5 
(Sl6,050) 
(Sl5,OOO) 
(113,950) 

5 

~ S!6,05°l $15,000 
Sl3,950 

5 

~
$16'050) 
Sl5,OOO) 
$13,950) 

8 
SI,024,I02 
11,280,128 
U,536,I53 

10 
'096,045 

11,245,056 
U,404,067 

12 
'967,087 

11,200,084 
$1,451,081 

8 

~ S!6'050l $15,000 
113,050 

8 

~
S!6,050) 
$15,000) 
'13,050) 

8 

('16'050~ 
(Sl5,OOO 
($13,950 
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Table H.6: Semi-Automatic Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEAR/CASH FLOW 

Inveetment a 
r36,000~ '30,000 
'24,000 

0 

r36'000~ '30,000 
'24,000 

0 
('36,000) 
~'30,000l 
'24,000 

Depr Invelt mant 0 

~'H4'000! Sl20,000 
('96,000 

a 
~u",OOO! Sl20,000 
('96,000 

a 
~U"'OOOl Sl20,OOO 
('96,000 

Salvage value 6 
'6,375 
17,500 
'B,625 
10 
",675 
'5,500 
'6,325 
12 
12,975 
'3,500 
",025 

L.a.bor 1 3 6 B 

~'297'UO~ r
320

,320! f'388,960) r 366 ,OBO) 
'270,400 '291,200 '353,600~ '332,800) 

($243,360 '262,OBO '318,240 '299,620) 
1 3 6 10 

r297'UO~ f'320,320~ 1'386,960) f'343'200~ '270,400 '291,200 '3S3,BOOl '312,000 
'243,360 '262,080 '318,240 '280,800 

1 3 6 12 

1·297,UOl !,320,32Ol r388,960l r320,320l 
'270,400 '291,200 '353,600 '291,200 
'243,360) '262,080) '318,240) '262,080) 

Maintenance 1 

(S7'659~ 
('6,660 
('5,661 

1 

r
7

,659! S6,660 
'5,661 

1 

~'7,659l '6,660 
'5,661 

Training 1 3 8 
('30,OOO! ~'22,500l (U5,OOO) 
~'20,OOO Sl5,OOO (UO,OOOl 
UO,OOO (17,600) ('5,000 

1 3 8 

f'30,OOOl ~'22'500! ~U5'OOOl 
'20,000 U5,OOO $10,000 
SIO,OOO (17,500 ('5,000 

1 3 8 r30
'OOOl ~'22,500l ~$16'OOO~ 

'20,000 115,000 110,000 
SlO,OOO ('7,500 ('5,000 
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Table H.6: Semi-Automatic Operations Cash Flows - cont'd 

ATTRIBUTE YEAR/CASH FLOW 

Documen&aUon 1 

r3'000~ 12,500 
12,000 

1 
('3,000~ 
($2,500 
('2,000) 

1 

!*3'000~ '2,500 
'2,000 

Space 1 
('6,666) 
~'6,250~ 
'5,613 

1 

rO'666} '6,250 
15,613 

1 

~'6,066l 
t6,250 

('5,613) 
Rework 1 2 8 it80,040) t5,006l iS74,575l 

S75,6OOl 173,920 '64,646 
'64,260 '62,632} '55,120 

1 2 10 

~'86'940! ~S85'006! 1'71,O98! 
'75,600 '73,920 '61,824 
'64,260 '62,832 '52,550 

1 2 12 

('86,94Oi r65,006l ('67,620l !S75,600 S73,920 ~'58,800 
S04,260 '62,832 149,080 

Prosramming 1 3 4 

!.i·5,000l ~H5,000~ ~'3D,DODl 
'50,000 '30,000 '20,000 

('25,000) ($15,000) ($10,000) 
1 3 4 

($75,000) (U5,000) ('30,000) 

~'50,000~ ~'30,000~ ~'2o,000l 
$25,000 Sl5,000 SlO,OOO 

1 3 4 
($75,000) ~H5'000~ r3O ,000) 
!'5O,000l '30,000 S2o,000l 
$25,000 $15,000 SlO,OOO 

Cash Inflow 1 6 8 
'045,120 $1,008,240 11,068,954 
'806,400 U,372,800 11,336,192 
'907,080 SI,6H,360 11,603,430 

1 6 10 
'645,120 $1,098,240 11,039,667 
$606,400 11,372,800 11,299,684 
S967,080 11,647,360 U,S50,SOO 

1 6 12 
'645,120 11,098,240 $1,010,381 
'806,400 11,372,800 $1,262,970 
1967,060 11,647,360 U,51!;,571 
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Table H.7: Automatic Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

lnvclltmcnl 0 

roo,oool '50,000 
uo,ooo 

0 

f
'6o

,000l $50,000 
HO,OOO 

0 
('60,000) 

1S50,OOOl 
Sto,OOO 

Depr Investment 0 r720
,OOOl '600,000 

1480,000 
0 

rno,OOOl '600,000 
HSO,OOO 

a 
~'720,000) 
'600,OOO~ 
"SO,OOO 

SAlvASc vAlue S 
'46,000 
UO,OOO 
$34,000 

10 
'a4,500 
'ao,ooo 
'~5,500 

12 
'23,000 
$20,000 
117,000 

Labor 1 3 6 

f UOo,400

l 

1'331,
7601 (1331,760) 

'364,000 '301,000 ~'30I,OOOl 
'327,600 '271,440 '271,440 

1 3 6 
!,400,400

l 

!'331,
7601 1'331,760

l 
'364,000 '301,600 '301,000 
'327,000 '271,440 '271,440 

I 3 6 

too,400l f'33I,76°l 1'331,76°l 1364,000 '301,600 1301,600 
1327,600) '271,440) '271,440) 

Ma.inlen(lnce I t s
,
40O

l Slo,OOO 
Sl3,600) 

I 
f*IB,400) 
110,000) 
113,600) 

I 
(Sl8,400) 
1$16,000) 
113,600) 

Training I 3 4 r60
,OOOl 1&45,OOO! r30

,OOOl 140,000 '30,000 '20,000 
'20,000 SiS,OOO SlO,oOO 

I 3 4 

r 6O,OOO) 1S4S,OOO~ raO,OOO! 
Uo,OOOl $30,000 120,000 
'20,000 Sl5,000) SlO,OOO 

1 3 4 
1'60,000) !,45,000l raO,OOO! 
Uo,OOOl 130,000 120,000 
120,000 S15,OOO SlO,OOO 
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Table H.7: Automatic Operations Cash Flows - cont'd 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

Documentation I 2 

($O'OOO~ r3'000~ ~$5,000 S3,000 
$4,000 12,400 

I 2 

~$6,000~ 
'5,000 

~S3,000~ 
13,000 

(U,OOO) (12,400) 
I 2 

r6'000~ r3,000~ 15,000 Sa,ooo 
14,000 S2,400 

Sp&CC I f·0
,088! '6,250 

15,813 
I 

~'6,688! $6,250 
('~,813 

I 
~16,688l 
$0,250 

(15,813) 
Rework 1 6 6 8 

1'80,
0401 1'65,

2061 1'36,
0181 1'33,

810
1 S76,000 160,700 130,450 '29,400 

'64,260 148,105 125,883 S24,090 
I 5 6 10 

l*86,940~ !s65,205l (S35,018l 1S31,1531 
'16,600 '66,700 ~'30,450 '27,090 
'64,200 148,105 125,883 '23,027 

1 5 6 10 12 

lSB6,04°1 r65'205~ 1135,0181 1'31'153~ ~S31'163~ 
'75,000 '66,700 '30,450 '27,090 127,090 
'64,260 148,105 '25,883 '23,027 ('23,027 

Programming 1 2 3 4 

~'76,OOOl (175,000~ ~S46,000~ ~'30,000~ 
ho,ooo (S50,000 '30,000 '20,000 

(125,000) ('25,000) (115,000) (110,000) 
1 2 3 4 

('75,000) (175,000) (U5,000) (S30,000) 

~$6o,000l !'50,000~ ~S3o,000l !S2o,000l 
126,000 125,000 115,000 110,000 

I 2 3 4 

r75'OOO~ 1
S75

,0001 t 5
,000l (S30'000~ 

'50,000 '50,000 '30,000 !S20,000 
'25,000 125,000 115,000) SlO,OOO 

Co.h Inflow 1 6 8 
'622,080 11,106,920 '1,076,428 
1777,600 $l,382,400 11,345,636 
1033,120 Sl,658,880 Sl,614,M3 

I 8 10 
'622,080 Sl,105,020 11,046,037 
'777,600 Sl,382,400 11,308,672 
'033,120 $l,658,880 S1,570,407 

1 6 12 
S622,080 11,105,020 Sl,017,440 
'777,600 11,382,400 11,271,808 
'033,120 11,658,880 11,526,170 
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Table H.8: Manual Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEAR/QUAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEAR/gUAL. FLOW 

Inlern,,1 Rela.tione 1 3 6 1 Doalsn 1 
10 ·36 ·35 ·55 ·5 
15 .30 ·30 ·50 0 
20 .25 ·25 .45 6 
1 3 6 1 1 
10 .35 ·35 ·55 ·5 
15 ·30 .30 ·50 0 
20 .25 .25 ·45 5 
1 3 6 1 1 
10 ·35 ·35 ·55 .5 
15 .30 ·30 ·50 0 
20 .25 ·25 ·45 5 

Markol Po.llion 1 4 8 FlexlbllllY 1 4 5 8 
0 ·20 ·95 .55 .55 .95 .95 

20 0 ·15 .40 .40 .80 ·80 
40 20 ·55 ·25 ·25 ·65 ·65 
1 4 8 10 1 4 5 8 10 

0 ·20 ·95 ·98 .55 .55 .95 ·95 .95 
20 0 .15 .83 .40 ·40 .80 .80 ·80 
40 20 ·55 ·63 ·25 .25 .65 ·65 .65 
1 4 8 12 1 4 5 8 10 

0 ·20 ·95 ·100 ·55 ·55 ·95 ·95 ·95 
20 0 .15 ·90 .40 .40 .80 .80 .80 
40 20 .55 .10 ·25 ·25 ·65 .65 ·65 

MI .. lon 1 2 8 InlosrAlion 1 8 
10 ·40 ·55 ·21 .12 
15 ·30 .45 .15 .60 
20 ·20 .35 ·3 ·48 
1 2 8 10 1 8 10 
10 ·40 .56 ·95 ·n ·12 ·92 
15 .30 ·45 .85 .15 .60 .80 
20 .20 .35 ·15 ·3 ·48 ·68 
1 2 8 10 1 8 10 12 
10 ·40 ·55 .95 .21 ·12 .92 ·100 
15 ·30 ·45 ·85 .15 .60 .80 ·90 
20 .20 .35 .75 .3 .48 .68 .18 

Organization 1 MAlorl.1 1 3 4 8 
.55 19 ·6 ·26 ·H 
·50 25 0 .20 ·40 
·H 31 6 .14 .34 
1 1 3 4 8 10 

·55 19 ·6 ·26 ·46 ·56 
·50 25 0 ·20 ·40 ·50 
.45 31 6 .14 ·34 ·44 
1 1 3 4 8 10 
·55 19 .6 ·26 ·46 .56 
.50 25 0 ·20 ·40 .50 
.45 31 6 .14 .34 .44 

Public Relalion. 1 2 8 Personnel 1 6 8 
13 ·1 ·61 21 ·3 ·23 
20 0 ·60 35 6 ·16 
21 1 .53 43 13 .1 
1 2 8 10 1 6 8 10 
13 ·1 ·61 .81 21 ·3 ·23 ·43 
20 0 ·60 ·80 36 5 ·15 ·35 
27 1 ·63 ·13 43 13 .1 .27 
1 2 8 10 12 1 6 8 10 12 

13 ·7 .67 ·87 ·01 27 ·3 ·23 ·43 ·48 
20 0 ·60 ·80 .90 35 5 ·15 ·35 ·40 
21 1 .53 .73 .83 43 13 .1 .27 .32 

Technolosy 1 Produce.bllily 1 8 
·100 ·31 ·86 

·90 ·20 ·55 
·80 .9 .44 
1 1 8 10 

·100 ·31 ·66 ·76 
·90 ·20 ·55 ·65 
·80 .9 .44 .54 
1 1 8 10 12 

·100 ·31 ·66 ·76 ·81 

·90 .20 ·55 ·65 ·70 
·80 .9 .44 ·54 ·59 
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Table H.9: Semi-Automatic Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEARlSlUAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEARlSlUAL. FLOW 

Slrategic Tactical 
Internal Rela.tione 1 3 7 Oe.lgn 1 

•• 0 0 35 ·5 
·36 6 40 0 
·30 10 45 5 

1 3 7 10 1 
·40 0 35 56 ·5 
·35 6 40 60 0 
·30 10 45 65 5 

1 3 7 10 12 1 
·40 0 36 55 66 ·5 
·36 6 40 60 70 0 
·30 10 45 65 75 5 

Market Pothion 1 2 3 8 Flexibility 1 5 8 
·10 ·40 ·20 15 ·35 0 15 
10 ·20 0 35 ·20 15 30 
30 0 20 65 .111 30 45 
1 2 3 8 10 1 5 8 10 

·10 .40 ·20 15 35 ·35 0 15 25 
10 ·20 0 35 55 ·20 15 30 40 
30 0 20 55 75 .15 30 45 55 
1 2 3 8 10 1 5 8 10 12 

·10 ·40 ·20 16 35 ·36 0 16 25 35 
10 ·20 0 31> 55 .20 15 30 40 50 
30 0 20 55 75 .15 30 45 55 65 

MI .. lon 1 3 4 8 Integrallon 1 3 8 
20 20 25 30 ·27 ·7 18 
30 30 36 40 .16 6 30 
40 40 45 50 .3 17 42 
1 3 4 8 10 1 3 8 10 
20 20 25 30 40 ·21 ·1 18 28 
30 30 35 40 50 ·15 5 30 40 
40 40 45 50 00 ·3 17 42 52 
1 3 4 8 12 1 3 8 10 12 
20 20 25 30 50 ·27 ·1 18 28 33 
30 30 35 40 60 ·16 5 30 40 45 
40 40 45 50 70 ·3 11 42 52 57 

OrganiZAtion 1 3 8 Material 1 3 8 
.40 5 35 ·16 9 U 
·35 10 40 ·10 15 50 
.30 15 46 ·4 21 56 

1 3 8 1 3 8 
.49 5 35 ·16 9 U 
·35 10 40 ·10 15 50 
·30 15 45 ·4 21 56 

1 3 8 1 2 8 
.40 5 35 ·16 9 44 
·35 10 40 ·10 15 50 
·30 15 46 ·4 21 56 

Public Relatione, 1 7 Pefdonnel 1 6 8 
18 48 27 37 35 
25 55 35 45 43 
32 62 43 53 51 
1 1 1 6 8 
18 48 27 31 35 
25 55 35 45 43 
32 62 43 53 51 
1 1 1 6 8 
18 48 27 37 35 
26 55 35 45 43 
32 62 43 53 51 

Technology 1 4 5 Prodllceabllity 1 4 8 
0 20 30 ·36 4 34 

10 30 40 ·25 15 45 
20 40 50 .H 26 56 
1 4 5 1 4 8 10 
0 20 30 ·36 4 34 H 

10 30 40 ·25 15 45 55 
20 40 50 ·H 26 56 66 
1 4 5 11 12 1 4 8 10 12 
0 20 30 45 55 ·36 4 34 H 54 

10 30 40 50 60 ·25 15 45 55 65 
20 40 50 55 65 .H 26 M 66 76 
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Table H.lD: Automatic Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEAR/QUAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEAR/gUAL. FLOW 

SlrAleglc Taclical 
Interna.l Relatione 1 3 8 Dealgn 1 

·40 0 35 15 
·35 5 40 ~o 
.30 10 45 25 

1 3 8 10 1 
·40 0 35 M 15 
·35 5 40 60 20 
·30 10 45 65 25 

1 3 8 10 12 1 
·40 0 35 55 65 15 
·35 5 40 60 70 20 
·30 10 45 65 75 25 

Markel Pod lion 1 2 3 7 FlexlblUly 1 3 6 8 
·10 ·40 ·10 60 ·35 ·5 35 75 
10 ·20 10 80 .20 10 50 90 
30 0 30 100 .5 ~5 65 100 
1 2 3 7 1 3 6 8 

·10 ·40 ·10 60 .35 ·5 36 75 
10 .20 10 80 ·20 10 50 00 
30 0 30 100 ·5 25 65 100 
1 2 3 7 1 3 6 8 

·10 ·40 ·10 60 .35 ·5 35 75 
10 ·20 10 80 ·20 10 50 90 
30 0 30 100 ·5 25 65 100 

Miuion 1 4 6 8 Inlesrallon 1 3 5 7 8 
30 50 70 80 ·27 ·7 18 43 68 
40 60 80 90 ·15 5 30 55 80 
50 70 90 100 .3 17 42 67 92 
1 4 6 8 1 3 5 7 8 
30 50 70 80 .27 ·7 18 43 68 
40 60 80 90 ·15 5 30 55 80 
50 70 90 100 ·3 17 42 67 92 
1 4 6 8 1 3 5 7 8 
30 50 70 80 ·27 ·7 18 43 68 
40 60 80 90 ·15 5 30 55 80 
50 70 90 100 .3 17 42 67 92 

Orga.nization 1 3 5 8 MaIO rial 1 2 3 6 8 
·40 5 20 80 ·16 4 9 39 60 
.35 10 25 85 ·10 10 15 45 75 
.30 15 30 90 .4 16 21 51 81 

1 3 5 8 9 1 2 3 6 8 
·40 5 20 80 90 ·16 4 9 39 69 
·35 10 25 85 95 ·10 10 15 45 75 
·30 15 30 DO 100 ·4 16 21 51 81 

1 3 5 8 9 1 2 3 6 8 
·40 5 20 80 DO ·16 4 9 39 69 
·35 10 25 85 95 ·10 10 15 45 75 
·30 15 30 90 100 .4 16 21 51 81 

Public Relations 1 4 7 8 Peuonnel 1 6 8 
38 48 68 78 ·28 H 45 
45 55 75 85 ·20 55 53 
52 62 82 92 .12 63 61 
1 4 7 8 1 6 8 10 
38 48 68 78 ·28 47 45 60 
45 55 75 85 ·20 55 53 68 
52 62 82 92 ·12 63 61 76 
1 4 7 8 1 6 8 10 12 
38 48 68 78 ·28 47 45 60 89 
45 55 75 85 ·20 55 53 68 96 
52 62 82 02 .12 63 61 76 77 

Technology 1 3 4 6 Produceablllly 1 2 3 5 8 
25 35 50 70 ·46 .36 ·11 69 79 
35 45 60 80 ·35 ·25 0 80 DO 
45 55 70 DO ·24 ·14 11 91 100 
1 3 4 6 1 2 3 5 8 
25 35 50 70 ·46 ·36 .11 60 79 
35 45 60 80 ·35 .25 0 80 90 
45 55 70 90 .24 ·14 11 91 100 
1 3 4 6 1 2 3 5 8 
25 35 50 70 ·46 ·36 ·11 69 79 
35 45 60 80 .35 .25 0 80 DO 
45 55 70 DO .24 .14 11 01 100 



Appendix I 
AMSTEP-R Program Listing 

1* 
1* AMSTEP-R: 
1* 

Advanced Manufacturing System Technology Evaluation Program 
Risk 

1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
#include <bios.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 

#define MAX_ALTS 5 
#define YR_LEN 2000L 

Johann G. Demmel 
copyright (c) 1991 

Compiler: Power C by MIX Software 
compile with Iml option 
link with [64K,15K,] option 

FILE *In, *Compr, *Fp, *Objout, +Out; 

unsigned short int Hum_alts, Proj_len[3] , ACRS_type, Sample, Bins; 

int (far *Years)[]; 

float Obj_weight[3]; 
float Distribution[12] [10] , Factors [20] , ACRS[21]i 
float Tax_rate, P, Q, Corr_coef; 

double NPV_max, NPV_min, Depreciation[21], Flows[21]; 
double Max [MAX_ALTS] [13] , Min [MAX_ALTS] [13]; 
1* #include "mirunax.h" *1 

char Input_files [MAX_ALTS] [13] ,Alt_title[MAX_ALTS][25]. Title[40]j 
char Prefix_name[9] = "amstep-r"; 

struct Depend { 1* Structure for Cash/Qual flows *1 
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int points; 
int yr_brk[6]; 
double rate [3] [6]; }; 

/* Number of data points. 
/* Years for breaks in curve. 
/* Flow values. 

struct { /* Structure for number of attributes. */ 
unsigned short int pecuniary; /* Pecuniary. */ 
unsigned short int strategic: /* Strategic. */ 
unsigned short int tactical; /* Tactical. */ 

} Num_attrib; 

struct { 
char description[20]; 
struct Depend data[3]; 

} Mon_inp[20]; 

struct { 
char attribute[20]; 
float weight: 
struct Depend data[3J; 

} Str_inp[6J, Tac_inp[6]; 

/* Structure for monetary input. */ 
/* Attribute Description. */ 

/* Structure for nonmonetary input. 
/* Attribute Description. 
/* Attribute weight. 

struct Depend Mon_int[3] , Nonmon_int[3]: /* Structure for interest data. */ 

double chol_prod(); 
double chol_sqr(); 
void comp_prog(void): 
void compromise(); 
void det_posO; 
float distance(); 
double drandO: 
void expandO; 
void factors(): 
void fill_poilltsO; 
void fill_real(): 
void get_ACRS(void); 
void get_distn(); 
double get_IEEE_real(); 
int get_parameters(): 
void ignore_bytes(); 
void initialize(void): 
int lotus_read(); 
float meanO: 
void ni_indexO: 
void ni_distn(); 
void non_recurring(); 
void norm_weights(void): 
void npqfO; 
void npv(); 
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void opening_menu(void)j 
void prepare(void)j 
void print_input()j 
void print_parms(void)j 
int read_data()j 
void srandO j 
void stdnormO j 
void store_input()j 
float triOj 
double varO j 
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1* FUNCTION: main *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: */ 
1* Controls the execution of the functions which comprise AMSTEP. *1 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 

unsigned short int ij 
unsigned long farmemj 
int yearsj 
char digit [4] j 
float a, b, c, frac, tempj 

prepare 0 j 
opening_menuO j 
clrscrnO j 
poscurs(6,22)j 
fprintf(stderr,"« OBTAINING ANALYSIS PARAMETERS »")j 
if (get_parameters(argc,argv[1]» { 

exit(!) j 
} 

print_parms 0 j 

1* Determine the length of the project. 

srand(1) j 
farmem = farcoreleft()j 
Years = farcalloc(YR_LEN,(unsigned long) sizeof(int»j 
if(Years == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20,18)j 
fprintf(stderr,"Insufficient Far Memory for Years")j 
poscurs(21,15)j 
fprintf(stderr,"%lu bytes remaining prior to attempted allocation",farmem)j 
exit(1); 

a = Proj_len[O]; 
c = Proj_len[1]; 
b Proj_len[2]; 



} 

for (i = 0; i < Sample; ++i) { 
temp = tri(a,c,b); 

} 

years = temp; 
frac = temp - years; 
if «frac > 0.6) t& (years < Proj_len[2]» 

years += 1; 
(.Years)[i] = years; 

norm_weights 0 ; 
for (i = 0; i < Num_alts; ++i) { 

itoa(i,digit,10); 
Prefix_name[a] = digit[O]; 
Prefix_name[7] = '\0'; 
clrscrn(); 

} 

poscurs(6,21); 
fprintf(stderr,"« OBTAINING DATA FOR ALTERNATIVE Y.d »",i); 
ini tialize 0 ; 
read_data(i) ; 
print_input(i); 
clrscrnC); 
poscurs(6,16); 
fprintf(stderr,"« PERFORMING CALCULATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE y'd »",i); 
srand(l) ; 
npv(i) ; 
srand(1); 
npqf ( 's' ,i) ; 
srand(1); 
npqf('t',i); 

farfree(Years); 
clrscrn(); 
comp_progO; 
clrscrnO; 
poscurs(6,29); 
fprintf(stderr,"« PROGRAM COMPLETE »"); 
poscurs(26,O); 

/. FUNCTION: preprare 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Initializes program variables. 

void prepare(void) 
{ 

unsigned short int i. j. k; 

Num_alts = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < 3; ++i) { 
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} 

} 

Mon_int[i].points = Nonmon_int[i].points = OJ 
Proj_len[i] = OJ 
Obj_weight[i] = O.j 
for (k = OJ k < 6j ++k) { 

} 

Mon_int[i].yr_brk[k] = Nonmon_int[i].yr_brk[k] = O.j 
for (j = OJ j < 3j ++j) 

Mon_int[i] . rate [jJ [kJ = Nonmon_int[i] .rate[j] [k] = 0.; 

for (i = OJ i < 6; ++i) 
Str_inp[iJ.weight = Tac_inp[iJ.weight = 0.; 

/* FUNCTION: opening_menu 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Displays an opening message to the user. 

void opening_menu(void) 
{ 

unsigned short int ij 

cursoffO; 
clrscrnO; 
poscurs(3,30); 
fprintf(stderr,"+------------------+"); 
poscurs(14,30)j 
fprintf(stderr,"+------------------+"); 
for (i = 0; i < 10; ++i) { 

poscurs(i+4,30); 
fprintf(stderr,"1 I"); 

} 

poscurs(6,33): 
fprintf(stderr,"A dvanced"); 
poscurs(6,33); 
fprintf(stderr, "M anufacturing"); 
poscurs(7,33): 
fprintf(stderr,"S ystem"); 
poscurs(8,33); 
fprintf(stderr,"T echnology"); 
poscurs(9,33): 
fprintf(stderr, "E valuation"); 
poscurs(10,33); 
fprintf(stderr,"P rogram"); 
poscurs(11,33): 
fprintf(stderr,"I"): 
poscurs(12,33): 
fprintf(stderr,"R isk"): 
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} 

poscurs(16,31) i 
fprint:f(stderr,"copyright (c) 1991")i 
poscura(17,32)i 
fprintf(stderr,"Johann G. Demmel")i 
poscurs(23,26)i 
fprintf(stderr,"< strike any key to continue >")i 
while (Ikbhit(»i 
getch()i 
cursonO i 

/* 
/* 
/* 

FUNCTION: get_parameters 
DESCRIPTION: 

Obtains analyais parameters from a LOTUS 1-2-3 input file. 

int get_parameters(int argc, char parm_file) 
{ 

unsigned short int i, j; 
int col, int_val, opcode, parm_code = -1, parms_found = 32767, row; 
int base2, base_row, range; 
char label[240]j 
double real_val; 
char parm_names[16] [17] { 

"title ", 
"project length ", 
"input files ", 
"monetary rate ", 
"nonmonetary rate", 
"tax rate ", 
"acrs 
"samples 

" , 
" , 

"bins ", 
"strategic weight", 
"tactical weight ", 
"pecuniary weight", 
"p factor ", 
"q factor ", 
"correlation " }; 

char strat_attrib[6] [19] { 
"Internal Relations", 
"Market Position ", 
"Mission 
"Organization 
"Public Relations 

" , 
" , 
" , 

"Technology " } j 
char tact_attrib[6] [15] 

"Design 
"Flexibility 

" , 
" , 

{ 
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"Integration 
"Material 

" , 
" , 

"Personnel ", 
"Produceability" }: 

if (argc == 1) { 
poscurs(8,26): 

} 

fprintf (stderr, "ERROR: must supply file name"): 
return 1: 

else { 
Fp = fopen(parm_file,"rb"): 
if (Fp == NULL) { 

poscurs(8,26): 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: opening y's",parm_file): 
return 1: 

Num_attrib.strategic = 0; 
Num_attrib.tactical = 0: 
poscurs(9,18): 
strupr(parm_file): 
fprintf(stderr,"Processing Parameter File Y.s ... ",parm_file): 
do { 

opcode = lotus_read(trow, tcol, tint_val, treal_val, label): 
switch (opcode) { 

case 13 : /* integer value. */ 
real_val = int_val: 

Cilse 14 : /* real value. */ 
case 16 : /* real value in formula. */ 

if «col == 1) tt (row != base_row» 
range += 1; 

store_input(parm_code,real_val,range,col): 
break: 

case 15 : /* 
if (col --

label. 
0) { 

range = OJ 
base_row = rOWj 
base2 = 1: 
parm_code = -1: 
j = 0: 
do { 

if (! strnicmp(parm_names [j] ,label, strlen(label») { 
parm_code = jj 
parms_found parms_found ~ base2: 

} 

base2 = base2 * 2; 
++jj 

} while «parm_code == -1) tt (j < 15»: 
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} 

} 

if (parm_code == -1) { 

} 

for (i = 0; i < 6; ++i) { 

} 

if (stl.·nicmp(strat_attrib[i] ,J.abel,strlen(label» == 0) { 
j = Num_attrib.strategic; 
strncpy(Str_inp[j].attribute,label.strlen(label»; 
Num_attrib.strategic += 1; 
parm_code = 15; 
break; 

} 

else { 

} 

if (strnicmp(tact_attrib[i].label,strlen(label» == 0) { 
j = Num_attrib.tactical; 
strncpy(Tac_inp[j].attribute,label,strlen(label»; 
Num_attrib.tactical += 1; 
parm_code = 16; 
break; 

} 

else { 
switch (parm_code) { 

case -1 : 

} 

breakj 
case 0 : 

j = strlen(label)j 
it (j > 40) 

j = 40; 
strncpy(Title,label,j); 
break; 

case 2 : 
strncpy(Input_files[Num_alts],label,strlen(label»; 
Num_alts += 1; 
break; 

default : 
poscurs(20,26); 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: parm_code not defined"); 
return 2; 

} 

break; 
default: /* ignore all other opcodes. */ 

break; 

} while (opcode 1= 1); 
fclose(Fp); 
if (parms_found) { 
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} 
} 

} 

base2 = 1: 
poscurs(11,2S): 
fprintf(stderr, "Required parameters not found"): 
poscurs(12,37): 
fprintf(stderr,"%d",parms_found): 
poscurs(13,28): 
fprintf (stderr ,"Hissing Parameters are:"): 
j :: 1: 
for (i = 1: i <= 14: ++i) { 

parm_code = parms_found t base2: 
base2 = base2 * 2: 

} 

if (parm_code) { 

} 

poscurs(13+j,31): 
fprintf (stderr, "%s" ,parm_names [i-1]); 
++j: 

return 3: 

else 
return 0: 
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1* FUNCTION: store_input *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Stores the analysis parameters from the input file into appropriate *1 
1* variables. *1 

void store_input(int code, double value, int range, int col) 
{ 

int pos; 

switch (code) { 
case -1 : 

break; 
case 1 : 1* project length. *1 

Proj_len[range] = value; 
break; 

case 3 : 1* monetary interest rate. *1 
case 4 : 1* nonmonetary interest rate. *1 

pos = range I 4; 
switch (range) { 

case 0 : case 4 : case 8 : 
if (code == 3) { 

Hon_int[pos].yr_brk[Hon_int[pos].points] = value: 
Mon_int[pos] .points += 1; 

} 



else { 
Nonmon_int[pos].yr_brk[Nonmon_int[pos].points] = value; 
Nonmon_int [pos] . points += 1; 

} 

break: 
case 9 : case 10 : case 11 

range -= 4: 
case 5 : case 6 case 7 

range -= 4: 
case 1 : case 2 case 3 

range -= 1: 
if (code == 3) 

Mon_int[pos].rate[range][col-1] = value; 
else 

Nonmon_int[pos].rate[range] [col-1] = value: 
break: 

} 

break; 
case 5 : /* tax rate. */ 

Tax_rate = value/100.: 
break; 

case 6 : /* ACRS type. */ 
ACRS_type value; 
get_ACRS(): 
break: 

case 7 : /* minimum NPV. */ 
Sample = value; 
break; 

case 8 : /* maximum NPV. */ 
Bins = value; 
break; 

case 9 : /* strategic weight. */ 
Obj_weight[l] = value; 
break; 

case 10 : /* tactical weight. */ 
Obj_weight[2] = value; 
break: 

case 11 : /* pecuniary weight. */ 
Obj_weight[O] = value: 
break: 

case 12 : /* p-factor. */ 
P = value: 
break; 

case 13 : /* q-factor. */ 
Q = value; 
break; 

case 14 : /* correlation coefficient */ 
Corr_coef = value; 
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} 
} 

break; 
case 15 : 1* Strategic attribute weights. *1 

Str_inp[Num_attrib.strategic-l].weight = value; 
break; 

case 16 : 1* Tactical attribute weights. *1 
Tac_inp[Num_attrib.tactical-l].weight = value; 
break; 

default : 1* error. *1 
poscurs(20.18); 
fprintf(stderr."ERROR: Invalid parameter code (Y.d) in store_input". 

code); 
break; 

1* FUNCTION: get_ACRS 
I~ DESCRIPTION: 
1* Obtains ACRS values from an input file. 

void get_ACRS(void) 
{ 

unsigned short int i. skip: 

In = fopen("acrs.dat"."r"); 
if (In == NULL) { 

poscurs(20.28); 

} 

fprintf(stderr."ERROR: Opening ACRS.DAT"); 
exit(l); 

switch (ACRS_type) { 
case 3 : 

Skip = 0; 
break; 

case 5 : 
skip = 4; 
break: 

case 7 : 
skip = 10; 
break; 

case 10 : 
skip = 18; 
break; 

case 15 : 
skip = 29; 
break; 

case 20 : 
skip = 45: 
break; 
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} 

} 

default : 
poscurs(20,17); 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Incorrect ACRS type input %d",ACRS_type); 
exit(1)j 

for (i = OJ i < skip; ++i) 
fscanf(In,l%f" ,tACRS [oJ) j 

for (i = OJ i < ACRS_type + 1; ++i) 
fscanf(In,l%f",tACRS[i]); 

fclose(In); 
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1* FUNCTION: norm_weights *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Normalizes the weights for the nonmonetary attributes, and the *1 
1* objectives. *1 

void norm_weights(void) 
{ 

} 

unsigned short int ij 
float sum; 

sum = O. j 
for (i = OJ i < 3; ++i) 

sum += Obj_weight[i]j 
for (i = OJ i < 3j ++i) 

Obj_weight[i] = (Obj_weight[i] I sum) * 100.; 
sum = O. j 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.strategicj ++i) 

sum += Str_inp[i].weightj 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.strategicj ++i) 

Str_inp[iJ.weight = (Str_inp[iJ.weight I sum) * 100.; 
sum = O.j 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++i) 

sum += Tac_inp[i].weightj 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++i) 

Tac_inp[iJ.weight = (Tac_inp[i].weight I sum) * 100.j 

1* FUNCTION: initialize 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Initializes program variables. 

void initialize(void) 
{ 

unsigned short int i, j, k, lj 



} 

for (i = OJ i < 20j ++i) { 
Mon_inp[i].description[O] = '\0'; 
for (j = 0; j < 3; ++j) { 

Mon_inp[i].data[j].points = 0; 

} 
} 

for (k = OJ k < 6j ++k) { 
Hon_inp[i].data[j].yr_brk[k] = OJ 
for (1 = 0, 1 < 3, ++1) 

Mon_inp[i] .data[j] .rate[l] [k] = O. j 

} 

for (i = 0, i < 6, ++i) { 
for (j = OJ j < 3, ++j) { 

} 
} 

Stx_inp[i].data[j].points = Tac_inp[i].data[j].points =0; 
for (k = 0, k < 3, ++k) { 

} 

Str_inp[i].data[j].yr_brk[k] = Tac_inp[i].data[j].yr_brk[kJ 0, 
for (1 = 0, 1 < 6, ++1) { 

Str_inp[i].data[j].rate[k] [1] = 0., 
Tac_inp[i] .data[jJ .rate[kJ [lJ = 0.; 

} 
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1* FUNCTION: read_data *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Reads the cash flow and qualitative flow data from the input file *1 
1* specified by the user. *1 

int read_data(unsigned short int alt) 
{ 

unsigned short int i, process = 0, range; 
short int pos = -1; 
int base_row, col = 0, int_val, label_len, old_row, data_row, opcode, row=O; 
double real_val; 
char label [240] , 

1* Determine the number of values to input based upon the type of 
analysis to be performed, and open the input file. If risk, input 
required is pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic. Otherwise, only 
one :lnput is required. * 1 

Fp = fopen(Input_files[alt] ,"rb") , 
if (Fp == NULL) { 

} 

fprintf(stderr, "\nERROR: opening %s\n", Input_files [alt]); 
return 1; 



Read input data from a LOTUS 1-2-3 file. Fill arrays used in this 
program with data read from the file. 

strupr(Input_files[alt])j 
poscurs(9,21)j 
fprintf(stderr,"Processing data from Yos ... ",Input_files[alt])j 
do { 

opcode = lotus_read (&row, &col, tint_val, &real_val, label)j 
switch (opcode) { 

case 13: /* Integer input - convert to real double. */ 
real_val = int_val; 

case 14: /* Real input - process as double. */ 
case 16: /* Formula input - contains real value. */ 

if (old_row == row) 
breakj 

data_row = (row - base_row) / 4; 
range = row - base_rowj 
if «(row - base_row) Yo 4) == 0) 

fill_points(data_row,col,process,real_val,pos)j 
else 

fill_real(data_row,col,range,process,real_val,pos)j 
break; 

case 15: /* Label input - contains key for processing objectives. */ 
if «col> 0) && (row = base_row» 

break; 
if (col == 0) { 

range = OJ 
base_row = row; 

} 

label_len = strlen(label); 
if (strncmp("Pecuniary",label,label_len) == 0) { 

process = 1; 
Num_attrib.pecuniary = 0; 
old_row = row; 
break; 

} 

if (strncmp("Strategic",label,label_len) 0) { 
process 2; 
old_row = row; 
breakj 

} 

if (strncmp(ITactical",label,label_len) == 0) { 

} 

process = 3; 
old_row = rOWj 
breakj 

switch (process) { 
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case 0: 
strncpy(Alt_title[alt],label,label_len): 
Alt_title[alt] [label_len+1] = '\0'; 
break; 

case 1: 
pos = Num_attrib.pecuniary; 
strncpy(Mon_inp[pos].description,label,label_len); 
Mon_inp[pos].description[label_len] = '\0'; 
Num_attrib.pecuniary += 1; 
break; 

case 2: 
if (strncmp("Strategic",label,label_len) != 0) { 

pos = -1; 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.strategic; ++i) { 

} 

if (strnicmp(Str_inp[i].attribute,label,label_len) == 0) { 
pos = i: 

} 

if (pos == -1) { 
poscurs(20,20); 
fprintf (stderr, "ERROR,: Strategic attribute not defined"); 
poscurs(21,10); 
fprintf(stderr,"Attrib: %s\n",label); 

for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.strategic; ++i) 
fprintf(stderr,"Yos Yod\n" ,Str_inp[i) . attribute ,Str_inp[i] .weight); 

exit(1); 
} 

} 

break; 
case 3: 

if (strncmp("Tactical" ,label,label_len) ! = 0) { 
pos = -1; 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.tactical; ++i) { 

} 

if (strnicmp(Tac_inp[i).attribute,label,label_len) == 0) { 
pos = i: 

} 

if (pos == -1) { 
poscurs(20,20); 
fprintf (stderr, "ERROR: Tactical attribute not def ined") ; 
fprintf(stderr, "Attrib: %s\n" ,label); 

for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.tactical; ++i) 
tprintf(stderr,"%s %4.0d\n",Tac_inp[i].attribute,Tac_inp[i].weight); 

exit(1) ; 

} 

} 
} 

break; 
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} 

} 

break; 
default : 

break; 

} while (opcode != 1); 
fclose(Fp); 
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/. FUNCTION: fill_real ./ 
/. DESCRIPTION: */ 
/. Fills the appropriate arrays with cash flows or qualitative flows. ./ 

void fill_real(row, col, range, process, real_val, pos) 
unsigned short int process, range; 

{ 

} 

short int pos; 
int col, row; 
double real_valj 

int ij 

range -= 1j 
if (range >= 8) 

range -: 8; 
if (range >= 4) 

range -: 4j 
switch (process) { 

case 1: 

} 

Mon_inp[pos].data[row].rate[range][col-1] = real_valj 
breakj 

case 2: 
Str_inp[pos].data[row].rate[range][col-1] = real_valj 
break; 

case 3: 
Tac_inp[pos].data[row].rate[range][col-1] = real_valj 
break; 

default: 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR process rod incorrect in fill_real"); 
exit(l) j 
break; 

/. FUNCTION: fill_points ./ 
/* DESCRIPTION: ./ 
/* Fills the appropriate arrays with year breaks for cash flows or */ 
/* qualitative flows. */ 

void fill_points(row, col, process, real_val, pos) 



{ 

} 

unsigned short int processj 
short int pOSj 
int col, row; 
double real_val; 

int ij 

switch (process) { 

} 

case 1: 
Mon_inp[pos].data[row].yr_brk[col-1] real_val; 
Mon_inp[pos].data[row].points += 1j 
breakj 

case 2: 
Str_inp[pos].data[row].yr_brk[col-1] real_val; 
Str_inp[pos].data[row] .points += 1; 
break; 

case 3: 
Tac_inp[pos].data[row].yr_brk[col-1] real_val; 
Tac_inp[pos].data[row].points += 1; 
break; 

default: 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR process rod incorrect in fill_points")j 
exit(1); 
break; 

1* FUNCTION: lotus_read 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Reads input data from the LOTUS files. 

int lotus_read(row, col, int_val, real_val, label) 
int *row, *col, *int_val; 

{ 

double *real_valj 
char label[240]; 

int end_col, end_row, format_keyj 
int format_type, formula_opcode, i, label_byte, length, opcodej 
int mode, protect, size, start_row, start_colj 

opcode = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266)j 
length getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266); 
switch (opcode) { 

case 0 : 1* Begilling of file *1 
if (start_processing(length) 1= 0) 

opcode = 1j 
breakj 

case 1 : 1* End of file *1 
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breakj 
case 2 /* Calculation Method */ 
case 3 : /* Calculation Order */ 
case 4 : /* Type of Window Split */ 
case 6: /* Synchronize windows to cursor movement */ 

ignore_bytes(length)j 
breakj 

case 6 : /* Range */ 
start_col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
start_row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266); 
end_col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266)j 
end_row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256)j 
breakj 

case 7 /* Description of Window #1 */ 
case 8 : /* Defines column width */ 
case 9 : /* Description of Window #2 */ 
case 10 : /* Defines column width */ 
case 11 : 1* Range name *1 

ignore_bytes(length)j 
breakj 

case 12 : 1* Blank Cell *1 
roode = getc(Fp)j 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256)j 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266)j 
break; 

case 13 : 1* Integer Value *1 
mode = getc(Fp)j 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266)j 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266)j 
*int_val = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256)j 
break; 

case 14 : 1* Floating Point Value */ 
mode = getc(Fp)j 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256); 
*real_val = get_IEEE_real(*row,*col); 
break; 

case 16 : 1* Label */ 
mode = getc(Fp)j 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266); 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 266); 
i = 5j 
label_byte = getc(Fp)j 
while «i < length) aa (label_byte 1= 0» { 

label_byte = label[i-6] = getc(Fp)j 
i += 1j 

} 
label[i-6] = '\O'j 
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} 

break; 
case 16 : /* Formula */ 

mode = getc(Fp); 
protect = mode » 7; 
format_type = (mode » 4) & 7; 
format_key = mode & 15; 
*col = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256): 
*row = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256): 
*real_val = get_IEEE_real(*row,*col): 
size = getc(Fp) + (getc(Fp) * 256): 
formula_opcode = getc(Fp): 
for(i = 16; i < length; ++i) 

getc(Fp) : 
break: 

case 24 /* Table Range */ 
case 25 /* Query Range */ 
case 26 /* Print Range */ 
case 27 /* Sort Range */ 
case 28 /* Fill Range */ 
case 29 /* Primary Sort Key Range */ 
case 32 /* Distribution Range */ 
case 35 /* Secondary Sort Key Range */ 
case 36 /* Global Protection */ 
case 37 /* Footer Print */ 
case 38 /* Header Print */ 
case 39 /* Print Setup */ 
case 40 /* Margins */ 
case 41 /* Label Alignment */ 
case 42 /* Borders */ 
case 45 /* Graph Settings */ 
case 46 /* Named Current Graph Settings */ 
case 47 /* Iteration Count */ 
case 48 /* Unformatted print */ 
case 49 /* Cursor Location */ 
case 75 /* Worksheet Password */ 
case 100 /* Hidden Columns Record 1 */ 
case 101 /* Hidden Columns Record 2 */ 
case 102 /* Parse Ranges */ 
case 103 /* Linear Regression Ranges */ 
case 105 /* Matrix Mathematics Ranges */ 
case 150 /* Cell Pointer Index */ 

ignore_bytes(length): 
break: 

default : /* Other Code is an Error */ 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opcode Y.d not defined\n",opcode); 
ignore_bytes(length): 

return(opcode): 
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} 

/. FUNCTION: ignore_bytes 
/. DESCRIPTION: 
/. Reads and ignores data from the input file. 

void ignore_bytes(int length) 
{ 

} 

int i: 

for (i = 0: i < length: ++i) 
getc(Fp) : 
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/. FUNCTION: start_processing ./ 
/. DESCRIPTION: ./ 
/. Displays message to the user of the type of LOTUS file being read. ./ 

int start_processing(int length) 
{ 

} 

int i, file_format = 0: 

for (i = 0: i < length: ++i) 
file_format += (getc(Fp) • pow(256,i»: 

switch (file_format) { 

} 

case 1028 : /. File type is 1-2-3 ./ 
poscurs(7,28): 
fprintf (stderr, "Format type is 1-2-3."): 
return(O): 

case 1029 : /. File type is Symphony - do not process ./ 
poscurs(7,16): 
fprintf(stderr,"Format type is SYMPHOMY and cannot be processed"): 
return(1): 

case 1030 : /. File type is 1-2-3 version 2 ./ 
poscurs(7,24): 
fprintf(stderr,"Format type is 1-2-3 version 2."): 
return(O) : 

default : /. Unknown file type ./ 
poscurs(7,25): 
fprintf(stderr, "Format type is unknown (%04X)." ,file_format): 
poscurs(9,29): 
fprintf(stderr,"processing terminated"): 
return(1): 

FUNCTION: get_IEEE_real 
DESCRIPTION: 



/* 
/* 

Converts the input from a 64 bit IEEE real storage into a useable 
form for the program. 
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double get_IEEE_real(int row, int col) 
{ 

int i, j, neg_exp, sign, word; 
double exponent, mantissa, value, one_bit; 
long int temp; 

neg_exp = 52; 
value = 0.; 
for (i = 0; i < 7; ++i) { 

word = 8; 

} 

temp = getc(Fp)j 
if (temp != 0) { 

} 

if (i == 6) 
word = 4; 

for(j = 0; j < word; ++j) { 
one_bit = temp & 1j 

} 

value += (one_bit * (1/pow(2,neg_exp»); 
neg_exp -= 1; 
temp = temp » 1; 

else 
neg_exp -= 8; 

exponent = temp; 
temp = getc(Fp); 
exponent +~ «temp & 15) * 16); 
temp = temp » 4; 
exponent += «temp & 7) * 256); 
mantissa = value; 
sign ~ «temp » 3) t 1); 
if (sign == 1) 

sign -1; 
else 

sign 1; 
if (exponent == 2047.) { 

if (mantissa != 0.) 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"Value at row Xd col Xd is not a valid. number\n",row,col); 
else 

fprintf(stderr,"Value at row Xd col Xd is infinity\n",row,col); 
return(NULL); 

if (exponent == 0.) { 
if (mantissa != 0.) { 

exponent = pow(2,-1022.)j 



} 

} 

return(Bign * exponent * mantiBBa)j 
} 

elBe 
return(O.)j 

if «exponent> 0.) tt (exponent < 2047.» { 
exponent = pow(2,(exponent-1023.»j 
mantiBBa += 1.: 
return(Bign * exponent * mantiBBa)j 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"** ERROR ** Real format not converted at row %d col Xd", 
row,col): 

return(NULL)j 

/* FUNCTION: npv 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Determines the NPV of the Monetary caBh flowB. 

void npv(unsigned Bhort int alt) 
{ 

unsigned short int j, kj 
int i, yearBj 
double caBh_flow, npv, accum_flowB[21]j 
char filename[14]i 

/* Open file for storage of NPV to determine maximum/minimum. 

Btrcpy(filename,Prefix_name)j 
Out = fopen(strncat(filename,".npv",4),"w")j 
if (Out == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20,20)j 
fprintf(Btderr, "ERROR: Opening %B for output\n ll ,filename) j 
poscurB(21,20)j 
perror("Error number"): 
exit(1): 

1* Perform calculationB for the desired sample size. 

for (k = 0: k < Sample: ++k) { 

1* Determine the length of the project. 

years = (*YearB)[k]; 

/* Determine the vector ot intereBt factors to UBe (FactorB[]). 

factorB(years,O,'m',Mon_int); 
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/* Determine the cash flows to use. 

} 

for (i = 0; i <= 21; ++i) { 
Depreciation[i] = 0.; 
accum_flows[i] = 0.; 

} 

for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.pecuniary; ++i) { 

} 

if «strnicmp(Hon_inp[i] • description, "salvage value" ,13) == 0) II 
(strnicmp(Mon_inp[i] .description, "depr investment" ,16) == 0) II 
(strnicmp(Mon_inp[i] • description, "investment" ,10) == 0» { 

non_recurring(years,i,Hon_inp[i].data); 
} 

else { 
factors(years,i,'c',Mon_inp[i].data); 

} 

for (j = 0; j <= years; ++j) 
accum_flows[j] += Flows[j]; 

npv = 0.; 
tor (j = 0; j <= years; ++j) { 

} 

cash_flow = (accum_flows[j] * (1 - Tax_rate» + 
(Depreciation[j] * Tax_rate); 

npv += (cash_flow * Factors[j]); 

if (k -- 0) { 

} 

Max [alt] [12] = npv; 
Min[alt][12] = npv; 

else { 

} 

if (npv > Max [alt] [12]) 
Max[alt][12] = npv; 

if (npv < Min [alt] [12]) 
Hin[alt][12] = npv; 

fprintf(Out,"%d %12.2f\n",k,npv); 
} 

fclose(Out) ; 

/* FUNCTION: det_pos 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Determines the position in the input of the values to use. 

void det_pos(pos1, pos2, limit, data) 
short int *pos1, *pos2; 
int limit: 
struct Depend data[3]; 
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{ 

} 

short int i; 

for (i = 0; i < 2; ++i) { 
*pos1 = data[i].points - 1; 
*pos2 = data[i+1].points - 1j 
if «limit >= Proj_len[i]) && (limit <= Proj_len[H1]» { 

} 

if (Proj_lenCi] == limit) { 
+pos1 = i; 
*pos2 = 0; 
returnj 

} 

if (Proj_len[i+1] -- limit) { 
*pos1 = i + 1; 
*pos2 = 0; 
return; 

} 

+pos1 = ij 
+pos2 = i + 1 i 
returnj 

} 

poscurs(20,20)j 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR~ Project Length Yod not tound ",limit); 
exit(1) ; 

1* FUNCTION: non_recurring 
/+ DESCRIPTION: 
/* Determines the flows tor non recurring attributes. 

void non_recurring(int limit, int idx, struct Depend raw_dataC3]) 
{ 

short int loc, pos1, pos2, i, j, kj 
int ACRS_limitj 
float otf_set, xi, x2j 
double mean, temp[3J, var; 

det_pos(&pos1,&pos2,limit,raw_data); 

tor (i = OJ i <= limit; ++i) 
Flows Ci] = 0.; 

off_set = limit - Proj_len[pos1]j 
off_set = ott_set / (Proj_len[pos1+1J - Proj_len[pos1])j 
tor (i = OJ i < raw_data[pos1J.points; ++i) { 

tor (j = 0; j <= limitj ++j) { 
if(raw_data[pos1] .yr_brk[i] == j) { 

if (pos2 != 0) { 
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} 
} 

} 
} 

} 

for (k = OJ k < 3j ++k) { 

} 

temp[k] = raw_data[posl+l].rate[k][i] - raw_data[posl].rate[k] [i]; 
temp[k] = raw_data[posl].rate[k][i] + (temp[k] * off_set); 

if(raw_data[poslJ.yr_brk[iJ != raw_data[posl+l].yr_brk[i]) { 
loc = raw_data[pos1+1J.yr_brk[iJ - raw_data[pos1].yr_brk[i]; 
loc = raw_data[pos1].yr_brk[iJ + (loc * off_set); 
if(loc > limit) 

loc = limitj 
} 

else 
loc j; 

else { 

} 

for (k = 0; k < 3j ++k) { 

} 

temp[k] ~ raw_data[pos1].rate[k] [i]; 
loc = jj 

if (Corr_coef != 0.0) { 
var = O. j 

} 

mean = O. j 
for (k = 0; k < 3; ++k) { 

var += (temp[kJ * temp[k])j 
mean += temp[k]; 

} 

mean = moan I 3.j 
var -= «temp[0]*temp[1]) + (temp[0]*temp[2]) + (temp[1]*temp[2]»; 
var = var I 18.j 
stdnorm(tx1,&x2); 
mean += (xl * sqrt(var»j 
Flows[loc] += mean; 

else 
Flows[loc] = tri(temp[OJ,temp[1],temp[2]); 

if (strnicmp(Mon_inp[idx] .description, "depr investment" ,15) Of { 

} 

ACRS_limit = loc + ACRS_type + 2; 
if (ACRS_limit > limit) 

ACRS_limit = limit + 1; 
for (k = loc+1; k < ACRS_limitj ++k) 

Depreciation[k] += (-moan * ACRS[k-(loc+1)]); 

1* FUNCTION: npqf 
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1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the NPQF of the Nonmonetary cash flows. 

void npqf(char objective, unsigned short int alt) 
{ 

int i, j, k, 1, yeara, mj 
float ni, r _ni j 
float npqf_s[6] , npqf_t[6] , qual_flowj 
char filename[14]j 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name)i 
if (objective == 'a') 

Out = fopen(strncat(filename, ".qfa",4) ,"w") j 
if (objective == 't') 

Out = fopen(strncat(filename,".qft" ,4) ,"w") j 
if (Out == NULL) { 

poscurs(20,20)j 

} 

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opening ~s for output",filename)j 
exit(1)i 

1* Perform calculations for the desired aample size. 

for (k = OJ k < Sample; ++k) { 

1* Get the number of years. 

years = (*Years)[k]j 

1* Determine the vector of interest factors to use (Factors[]). 

factora(years,O,'n',Nonmon_int); 
r_ni = O. i 
for (i = 1; i <= years; ++i) 

r_ni += Factors[i]j 
switch (objective) { 

case's' : 
for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.strategic; ++j) { 

factors(years,j,'q',Str_inp[j].data); 
npqf_s[j] = 0.; 

} 

for (i = 1j i <= years; ++i) 
npqf_s[j] += Flows[i] * Factors[i]; 

fprintf(Out,"\n~d ",k); 
for (j = OJ j < Num_attrib.strategic; ++j) 

fprintf(Out, "~7 .2f ",npqCs[j]); 
for (j = OJ j < Num_attrib.strategic; ++j) { 

ni = npqf_s[j] I (100 ... r_ni)j 
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} 

} 

fprint:f(Out,"%7.4f ",ni)j 
it (k == 0) { 

} 

Max[alt][j] nij 
Min[alt][j] = nij 

else { 

} 

if (ni > Max [alt] [j]) 
Max[alt][j] = nil 

it (ni < Min [alt] [j]) 
Min[alt][j] = nil 

} 

breakj 
case 't' 

for (j = OJ j < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++j) { 
factors(years,j.'ql,Tac_inp[j].data); 
npqf_t[j] = 0.; 

} 

for (i = 1j i <= yearsj ++i) 
npqf_t[j] += Flows[i] * Factors[i]j 

fprintf(Out,"\n%d ",k); 
for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.tactical; ++j) 

fprint:f(Out ,"%7. 2f ",npqCt [j]); 
for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++j) { 

ni = npqf_t[j] / (100. * r_ni)j 
fprintf(Out,"%7.4f ",ni)j 
if (k == 0) { 

} 

Max [alt] [j+Num_attrib.strategic] = nil 
Min [alt] [j+Num_attrib.strategic] = nil 

else { 

} 

if (ni > Max [alt] [j+Num_attrib.strategic]) 
Max [alt] [j+Num_attrib.strategic] = nil 

if (ni < Min [alt] [j+Num_attrib.strategic]) 
Min [alt] [j+Num_attrib.strategic] = nil 

} 

break; 

} 

fprintf(Out."\n"); 
fclose(Out); 

/* FUNCTION: factors */ 
/* DESCRIPTION: */ 
/* Determines the interest rate and cash/qualitative flows to use in */ 
/* in the analysis. */ 
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void factors(limit, attrib, fac_type, raw_data) 
int limit, attribj 
char fac_typej 
struct Depend raw_data[3]j 
{ 

short int found=O, i, j, k, intervals, lim_off, pos1, pos2j 
double adjust, off_setj 
double cov[21] [21], means[21], samples [22] [22], valuea[3] [21]j 
float rate, x1, x2j 
char digit[4], filename[10]j 

1* Generate new parameters *1 

lim_off = 1j 
det_pos(ipos1,ipos2,limit,raw_data); 
if (pos2 == 0) { 

expand(limit,raw_data[pos1],values)j 
} 

else { 
expand(limit,raw_data[pos1],values)j 
for (i = OJ i < 3; ++i) { 

} 

} 

for (j = OJ j < limit+lim_off; ++j) 
cov[i+3] [j] = values[i] [j] j 

expand(limit,raw_data[pos2],values)j 
for (i = OJ i < 3j ++i) { 

} 

for (j = OJ j < limit+lim_offj ++j) 
cov[i+6] [j] = values[i] [j]; 

off_set = limit-Proj_len[pos1]j 
off_set = off_set / (Proj_len[pos2]-Proj_len[pos1])j 
for (i = OJ i < 3j ++i) { 

} 

for (j = 0; j < Proj_len[pos1]+lim_offj ++j) { 
if (cov[i+3] [j] == cov[i+6] [j]) 

values [i] [j] = coy [i+3] [j] j 
else 

values [i] [j] = COy [i+3] [j] + (ofCset*(cov [i+6] [j] -cov[i+3] [j]» j 

} 

for (i = OJ i < 3j ++i) { 
k = Proj_len[pos1]j 

} 

adjust = (1 - off_set) * (cov[i+6][k] - cov[i+3] [k])j 
for (j = Proj_len[pos1]+1j j < limit+lim_offj ++j) 

values[i][j] = cov[i+6][j] - adjustj 
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/* If dependent, generate values using the multivariate normal 
/* approximation. Otherwise, use the triangular distribution. 

if (Corr_coef != 0.0) { 

/* Determines Means. */ 

for (i = 0; i < limit+lim_off; ++i) { 
means [iJ = 0.; 

} 

for (j = 0; j < 3; ++j) 
means[iJ += values[jJ[iJ; 

means[iJ = means[i) / 3.; 

/* Determine Covariance Matrix. */ 

for (i = 0; i < limit+lim_off; ++i) 
for (j = 0; j < limit+lim_off; ++j) 

cov[i) [j) = 0.; 

for (i = 0; i < limit+lim_off; ++i) { 
COy [i] [i] = 0.; 

} 

for (j = 0; j < 3; ++j) 
cov[i) [i] += (values [j] [i] * values [j] [i); 

COy [iJ [iJ (values [0) [iJ * values [1) [i) ) ; 
COy [i][iJ -= (values [O][i) * values [2][i); 
COy [i)[i] -= (values [1)[i] '" values [2][i]) ; 
COy [i] [i] = cov [i] [i] / 18.; 

for (i = 0; i < limit+lim_off; ++i) { 

} 

for (j = i+1; j < limit Him_off ; ++j) { 

} 

cov[i] [j] = pow(Corr_coef ,j-i) * sqrt(cov[i) [i]) * sqrt(cov [j] [j]); 
COy [j] [i] = COy [i] [j) ; 

/* Determine Factors to use for this iteration. */ 

for (i = 0; i < 21; ++i) { 
fox (j = 0; j < 21; ++j) 

samples [i) [j) = 0.; 
} 

for (i = 1; i < limit+lim_off; ++i) { 
for (j = 1; j < i; ++j) { 

} 

adjust = chol_prod(i,j,samples); 
samples[i] [j] = (cov[i] [j] - adjust) / samples[j) [j); 
samples [jJ [i) = o. j 
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} 

} 

adjust = chol_sqr(i,samples); 
samples[i][i] = sqrt(cov[i][i] - adjust); 

tor (i = OJ i < limit+lim_ottj ++i) { 

} 

it «i%2) == 0) { 
stdnorm(tx1,tx2)j 
coy [0] [i] = xi; 
COy [oJ [i+ 1J = x2; 

} 

cov[1J [iJ = 0.; 

tor (i = OJ i < limit+lim_oft; ++i) { 
tor (j = OJ j <= i; ++j) { 

cov[1J[iJ = cov[1][iJ + (samples[iJ[jJ * cov[O][jJ) j 
} 

} 

switch (tac_type) { 
case 'm' 1* monetary interest rates. *1 
case 'n' : 1* nonmonetary interest rates. *1 

rate = 1.; 
Factors [0] = 1.; 
tor (i = 1; i < limit+lim_ott; ++i) { 

it (Corr_coet 1= 0.0) 
rate = rate * ( 1. + «means[i] + cov[1J[iJ) I 100.»; 

else 
rate = rate* (1. + (tri(values [0] [i] , values [1] [i] ,values [2J [iJ )/100.» ; 

Factors[i] = 1. I rate; 
} 

breakj 
case 'c' 1* cash tlows. *1 
case 'q' 1* qualitative tlows. *1 

tor (i = OJ i < limit+lim_otf; ++i) { 
if (Corr_coef != 0.0) { 

Flows [i] = means [iJ + COy [1] [iJ ; 
it (tac_type == 'q') { 

} 
} 

else 

it (Flows[iJ > 100.) 
Flows[iJ = 100.; 

it (Flows[iJ < -100.) 
Flows[iJ = -100.; 

Flows [iJ = tri(values [oJ [iJ , values [1J [iJ , values [2J [i]); 
} 

break; 
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} 

} 

default : 
poscurs(20,20); 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Incorrect fac_type in factors - %s",fac_type); 
exit(1); 
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/* FUNCTION: expand */ 
/* DESCRIPTION: */ 
/* Expands the input interest rates, cash/qualitative flows, into */ 
/+ values covering the entire project length. +/ 

void expand(limit,raw_values,values) 
int limit; 

{ 

} 

struct Depend raw_values; 
double values [3] [21]; 

short int i, j, k, multi 
float del_x, del_y; 

for (j = 0; j < 21; ++j) { 
for (i = 0; i < 3: ++i) 

values[i] [j] = 0.: 
} 

for (i = 0; i < raw_values.points-1: ++i) { 

} 

del_x = raw_values.yr_brk[i+1] - raw_values.yr_brk[i]; 
mult = 0; 
for (k = raw_values.yr_brk[i]; k < raw_values.yr_brk[i+1]; ++k) { 

for (j = 0; j < 3; ++j) { 

} 

} 

del_y = raw_values.rate[j] [i+1] - raw_values.rate[j] [i]; 
values[j][k] = «del_y / del_x) * mult) + raw_values.rate[j] [i]; 

mult +=1; 

k = raw_values.points-1: 
for (i = raw_values.yr_brk[k]; i <= limit; ++i) { 

for (j = 0; j < 3; ++j) 
values[j][i] = raw_values.rate[j] [k]; 

} 

/* FUNCTION: chol_prod 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Calculates a product for the Cholesky factorization. 
/* Used in determining random values for rates and flows. 

double chol_prod(int i, int j, double samples [22] [22]) 



{ 

} 

int kj 
double tempi 

temp = O. j 
for (k = OJ k < j; ++k) 

temp += (samples[i][k] * samples[j] [k])i 
return tempi 

/* FUNCTION: chol_sqr 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Calculates a square for the Cholesky factorization. 
/* Used in determining random values for rates and flows. 

double chol_sqr(int i, double samples [22] [22]) 
{ 

} 

int ki 
double tempi 

temp=O.i 
for (k = 0; k < ij ++k) 

temp += (samples[i][k] * samples[i] [k]); 
return tempi 

/* FUNCTION: stdnorm 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Calculates two standard normal deviates. 

void stdnorm(float *u1, float *u2) 
{ 

} 

float v1, v2, w, Yi 

w = 2. j 
while (w > 1.) { 

*u1 = drand(O); 
*u2 = drand(O)i 
v1 = *u1*2 - 1.; 
v2 = "'u2*2 - 1 j 

} 

w = (v1*v1) + (v2*v2); 
if (w <= 1.) { 

} 

Y = sqrt((-2 .... log(w))/w)j 
"'u1 v1 * y; 
*u2 = v2 * Yi 
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1* FUNCTION: tri *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Calculates a sample from a triangular distribution with minimum a, *1 
1* mode c, and maximum b. *1 

float tri(float a, float c, float b) 
{ 

} 

float u; 

u = drand(O); 
if (u <= «c - a) I (b - a») 

return a + sqrt«c-a)*(b-a)*u); 
else 

return b - sqrt«b-c)*(b-a)*(l.-u»; 

1* FUNCTION: comp_prog *1 
1* DESCRIPTION: *1 
1* Calculates the Composite Programming score for an al.ternative. *1 

void comp_prog(void) 
{ 

unsigned int alt_chk, i. j. 1. m; 
int k; 
float mi, power. evaluate; 
double delta. npv, r_mi; 
char digit [4] , filename[14]; 

power = Q/P; 

1* Determine the overall minimum and maximum NPV. *1 

NPV_max = Max [0] [12]; 
NPV_min = Min [0] [12]; 
for (j = 1; j < Num_alts; ++j) { 

if (Max[j][12] > NPV_max) 
NPV_max = Max[j][12]; 

} 

if (Min[j][12] < NPV_min) 
NPV_min = Min[j][12]; 

r_mi = NPV_max; 
if (fabs(NPV_min) > NPV_max) 

r_mi = fabs(NPV_min); 

1* For each alternative, determine the Composite Programming Score. *1 

for (j = 0; j < Num_alts; ++j) { 



poscurs(5.12); 
fprintf(stderr."« PERFORMING COMPOSITE PROGRAMMING FOR ALTERNATIVE rod »" 

.j) ; 
itoa(j.digit,10); 
Prefix_name[6] = digit[O]; 
Prefix_name[7] = '\0'; 

/* Begin with Pecuniary Index. */ 

poscurs(7.32); 
fprintf (stderr. "pecuniary index"); 
strcpy(filename.Prefix_name); 
Compr = fopen(strncat(filename.".npv".4)."r"); 
if (Compr == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20.26); 
fprintf(stderr."ERROR: Opening %s".filenama); 
exit(1); 

/* Determine the distributions of the monetary indicies and */ 
/* Pecuniary Objective. */ 

for (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) { 
Distribution[O][i] = Distribution[1][i] = 0.0; 
Distribution[2][i] = Distribution[3][i] = 0.0; 

} 

delta = fabs«Max[j] [12]/r_mi)-(Min[j] [12]/r_mi»/Bins; 
for (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) 

Distribution[O][i] = (Hin[j] [12]/r_mi) + «i+l) * delta); 
delta = 100. * distance(Min[j] [12]/r_mi); 
delta = Obj_weight[O] * pow(delta.power); 
npv = 100. * distance(Max[j] [12]/r_mi); 
npv = Obj_weight[O] * pow(npv,power); 
delta = fabs(delta-npv) / Bins; 
for (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) 

Distribution[2][i] = npv + «i+1) * delta); 
for (i = 0; i < Sample; ++i) { 

fscanf(Compr."%d %If''.&alt_chk,&:npv); 
mi = npv / r_mi; 
for (k = 0; k < Bins; ++k) { 

} 

if (mi <= Distribution [0] [k]) { 
Distribution[l] [k] += 1.; 
break; 

} 

if (k == Bins-l) 
Distribution[l][k] +=1.; 

evaluate = 100. * distance(mi)i 
evaluate = Obj_weight[O] * pow(evaluate.power)i 
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} 

for (k = 0; k < Bins; ++k) { 

} 

if (evaluate <= Diatribution[2] [k]) { 
Distribution[3] [k] += 1. j 
break; 

} 

if (k == Bins-i) 
Distribution[3][k] +=1.; 

fclose(Compr)j 
strcpy(filename,Prefix_name); 
Compr = fopen(strncat(filename,".mi",4)."w")j 
if (Compr == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20,26)j 
tprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opening y's",filename); 
exit(1) ; 

/* Offset the bin number to the center of the bin. */ 

evaluate = (Distribution[O] [1]-Distribution[O] [0])/2j 
mi = (Distribution [2] [1]-Distribution[2] [0])/2j 
for (i = OJ i < Bins; ++i) { 

} 

Distribution[O][i] -= evaluatej 
Distribution[1] [i] = Distribution[1] [i] / Samplej 
Distribution[2][i] -= mil 
Distribution[3][i] = Distribution[3][i] / Samplej 

/* Print out the results of the distribution, with mean and variance. */ 

mi = mean(O,1)j 
for (i = OJ i < Binsj ++i) 

fprintf(Compr, "y'6 .4f ", Distribution[O] [i]); 
fprintf(Compr,"\n"); 
for (i = OJ i < Bins; ++i) 

fprintf(Compr, "y.e .4f ",Distribution[1] [i]); 
tprintt(Compr,"\n")j 
fprintf(Compr,"MEAN Y.6.4f\n",mi); 
fprintf(Compr,"VARIANCE Y.e.4f\n",var(O,1.mi»i 
fclose(Compr)i 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name)j 
Objout = fopen(strncat(filename,".pec",4),"w")j 
if (Objout == NULL) { 

poscurs(20,26)j 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opening %s",filename); 
exit(1); 
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} 

mi = mean(2,3); 
for (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) 

fprint:f(Objout,"%8.2f ",Distribution[2] [i]); 
fprintf(Objout,"\n"); 
for (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) 

fprintf(Objout,"%6.4f ",Distribution[3] [i]); 
fprintf(Objout,"\n"); 
fprintf(Compr, "MEAN %6.4f\n" ,mi); 
fprintf(Compr,"VARIANCE %6.4f\n",var(2,3,mi»; 
fclose(Objout); 

1* Strategic Index. *1 

poscurs(7,32); 
fprintf(stderr,"strategic index"); 
ni_index(1,j,Num_attrib.strategic,".qfs"); 
ni_distn(Num_attrib.strategic,".nis",".str"); 

1* Tactical Index *1 

poscurs(7,32); 
fprintf(stderr,"tactical index II); 
ni_index(2,j,Num_attrib.tactical,".qft"); 
ni_distn(Num_attrib.tactical,".nit",".tac"); 

1* Determine Final Score. *1 

poscurs(7,32); 
fprintf(stderr," final score II); 
get_distn(".pec" ,0,2); 
get_distn(l. str",2,4); 
get_diotn(l.tac",4,6); 
evaluate = 0.; 
for (i = 0; i < 6; i += 2) 

evaluate += Distribution[i][O]; 
mi = pow(evaluate,(1.IQ»; 
evaluate = 0.; 
for (i = 0; i < 6; i += 2) 

evaluate += Distribution[i] [Bins-1]; 
Distribution [6] [Bins-1] = pow(evaluate,(1./Q»; 
delta = fabs (Distribut ion [6] [Bins-1] - mi) 1 Bins; 
for (1 = 0; i < Bins; ++1) { 

} 

Distribution[6][i] mi + «i+1) * delta); 
Distribution[7][i] = 0.; 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name); 
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} 
} 

Compr = fopen(strncat(filename,".fin",4),"w")j 
if (Compr == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20,26): 
fprintf (stderr. "ERROR: Opening %s". filename) j 
exit(i)j 

evaluate = o. j 
for (k = OJ k < Bins: ++k) { 

for (1 = OJ 1 < Bins; ++1) { 
for (m = OJ m < Bins: ++m) { 
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evaluate = Distribution [0] [k]+Distribution[2] [1]+Distribution[4] em]; 
evaluate = pow(evaluate.(i./Q»j 

} 
} 

} 

fprintf(Compr."%6.2f\n".evaluate)j 
mi = Distribution[i][k] * Distribution[3] [1] * Distribution[5] [m]: 
for (i = OJ i < Binsj ++i) { 

} 

if (evaluate <= Distribution[6] [i]) { 
Distribution[7][i] += mi: 
breakj 

} 

if (i == Bins-i) 
Distribution[7][i] += mij 

fclose(Compr); 
strcpy(filename,Prefix_name); 
Objout = fopen(strncat(filename.".scr".4)."w"); 
if (Objout == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20.26); 
fprintf(stderr."ERROR: Opening %s".filename): 
exit(i)j 

delta = fabs(Distribution[6] [i]-Distribution[6] [0])/2; 
for (i = 0; i < Bins: ++i) 

Distribution[6][i] -= delta: 
mi = mean(6.7): 
for (i = 0; i < Bins: ++i) 

fprintf(Objout. "%6. 4f ".Distribution[6] [i]) j 
fprintf (Objout. "\n") j 
for (i = OJ i < Bins; ++i) 

fprintf(Objout. "%B. 6f ".Distribution[7] [i]) j 
fprintf(Objout."\n"); 
fprintf(Compr."HEAN %6.4f\n".mi)j 
fprintf(Compr."VARIANCE %6.4f\n".var(6.7.mi»; 
fclose(Objout) ; 



1* FUNCTION: get_distn 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Input a calculated distribution from a data file. 

void get_distn(extn,lower,upper) 
char extn[5]; 
unsigned short lower, upper; 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 
char filename[14]; 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name); 
In = fopen(strncat(:filename,extn,4) ,"r"): 
if (In == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20.26); 
fprinU(stderr,"ERROR: Opening %s",:filename): 
exit(l): 

for (i = lower; i < upper; ++i) { 
:for (j = 0: j < Bins; ++j) 

fscanf(In, "%f ",.tDistribution[i] [j]): 
} 

fclose(In): 

1* FUNCTION: ni_index 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the Strategic and Tactical indicies. 

void ni_index(type,alt,num_attrib,extn) 
unsigned short int alt, num_attrib, type: 
char extn[5]: 
{ 

unsigned short int alt_chk, i, k, I, pos: 
float delta, evaluate, ni, power, prob, weight: 
char :filename[14]: 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name): 
Compr = fopen(strncat(filename,extn,4),"r"): 
if (Compr == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20,26): 
fprintt(stderr,"ERROR: Opening %s",filename): 
exit(l): 

1* Set up bins tor HI distribution *1 
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for (k = OJ k < num_attribj ++k) { 
for (1 = OJ 1 < Binsj ++1) 

Distribution [k+2] [1] = Distribution[(k+2)+1] [1] O.Oj 
pos = kj 
it (type == 2) 

pos = k + Num_attrib.strategicj 
delta = tabs«Hax[alt] [pos]-Hin[alt] [pos])/Bins); 
tor (i = 0; i < Binsj ++i) 

Distribution[k*2][i] = Hin[alt] [pos] + «i+1) * delta)j 
} 

tor (k = OJ k < Samplej ++k) { 
tscant(Compr,"%d ",talt_chk)j 
for (1 = OJ 1 < num_attribj ++1) { 

fscanf(Compr, .. %t ",tevaluate)j 
} 

for (1 = OJ 1 < num_attrib; ++1) { 
fscanf (Compr, "%f .. ,tni) j 

} 

tor (i = OJ i < Binsj ++i) { 

} 

it (ni <= Distribution [1*2] [i]) { 
Distribution[(1*2)+1][i] += 1.j 
breakj 

} 

if (i == Bins-1) 
Distribution[(1+2)+1][i] += 1.; 

} 

fclose(Compr); 

1* Offset the bin number to the center of the bin 

for (1 = 0; 1 < num_attrib; ++1) { 

} 

delta = (Distribution [1+2] [1] - Distribution[1*2] [0]) 1 2j 
for (i = OJ i < Bins; ++i) { 

} 

Distribution[1*2][i] = Distribution[1*2][i] - delta; 
Distribution[(1*2)+1][i] = Distribution[(1*2)+1][i] 1 Sample; 

1* Determine limits for Strategic and Tactical indicies. *1 

power = Q/Pj 
for (1 = 0; 1 < 2; ++1) { 

evaluate = 0.; 
for (k = OJ k < num_attrib; ++k) { 

if (type == 1) 
weight = Str_inp[k].weightj 
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} 

} 

} 

it (type == 2) 
weight = Tac_inp[k].weighti 

it (1 == 1) 
1 = Bins-1; 

evaluate += weight * distance(Distribution[k*2] [lJ); 

evaluate = Obj_weight[type] * pow(evaluate,power)i 
ACRS[l] = evaluate; 

evaluate = fabs(ACRS[OJ - ACRS[Bins-1J) I Bins; 
for (k = OJ k < Bins; ++k) { 

Factors[kJ = ACRS[Bins-1J + «k+1) * evaluate); 
} 

evaluate = O. i 
for (i = 0; i < Binsi ++i) 

ACRS[iJ = 0; 
compromise(type,O,evaluate.1.); 

1* FUNCTION: ni_distn 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determine the distribtuions for the Nonmonetary Indicies. 

void ni_distn(num_attrib.ni_extn.obj_extn) 
unsigned short int num_attrib; 
char ni_extn[6J, obj_extn[6Ji 
{ 

unsigned short int ii 
short int ji 
double avg, delta; 
char filename[14]i 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name)i 
Compr = fopen(strncat(filename,ni_extn,4),lw")j 
if (Compr == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20.26); 
fprint:f(stderr,"ERROR: Opening %s",filename); 
exit(1)i 

fo:r: (j = 0; j < num_attrib; ++j) { 
avg = mean«j*2),«j*2)+1»i 
for (i = OJ i < Binsj ++i) 

fprintf(Compr,"%6.4f ",Distribution[j*2] [i])j 
fprintf(Compr,"\n"); 
for (i = OJ i < Bins; ++i) 

fprintf(Compr ,"%6 .4f ", (Distribution[(j*2)+1] [i]» j 
fprintf(C,')mpr, "\n") j 
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} 

fprintf(Compr, "MEAN %6.4f\n",avg); 
fprintf(Compr, "VARIANCE %6. 4f\n", var( (j*2), «j*2)+1) ,avg» j 

} 

fclose(Compr)j 
strcpy(filename,Prefix_name)j 
Objout = fopen(strncat(filename,obj_extn,4) ,"w"); 
if (Objout == NULL) { 

poscurs(20,26); 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opening %s",filename); 
exit(1); 

} 

avg=O.; 
delta = fabs(Factors[1] - Factors[0])/2; 
for (j = 0; j < Bins; ++j) { 

fprintf (Obj out, "%8. 2f ", (Factors [j] -delta» ; 
avg += «Factors[j]-delta) * ACRS[j]); 

} 

fprintf(Objout,"\n"); 
delta = 0.; 
for (j = 0; j < Bins; ++j) { 

fprintf(Objout,"%8.6f ",ACRS[j])j 
delta += «Factors[j]-delta) * (Factors[j]-delta) * ACRS[j]); 

} 

fprintf(Objout,"\n"); 
delta -= (avg * avg); 
fprintf (Compr , "MEAN 
fprintf(Compr, "VARIANCE 
fclose(Objout); 

y'12.4f\n",avg); 
Y.12.4f\n",delta)j 
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1* FUNCTION: compromise */ 
1* DESCRIPTION: */ 
1* Calculates the compromise programming portion for each objective. *1 

void compromise(type,inc,evaluate,prob) 
unsigned int inc, type; 
float evaluate, probj 
{ 

unsigned short int i, j, inc_limj 
float joint_prob, power, result, weight; 

power = Q/P; 
if (type == 1) { 

} 

weight = Str_inp[inc].veightj 
inc_lim = Num_attrib.strategic - 1j 

else { 
weight Tac_inp[inc].weight; 



} 

inc_lim = Num_attrib.tactical - 1; 
} 
for (i = 0; i < Binsi ++i) { 

} 

if (inc < inc_lim) { 

} 

result = evaluate + (weight * distance(Distribution[inc*2] [i]»i 
joint_prob = prob * Distribution[(inc*2)+1] [i]j 
compromise(type,inc+1,result,joint_prob); 

else { 

} 

result = evaluate + (weight * distance(Distribution[inc*2] [i]»j 
result = Obj_weight[type] * pow(result,power); 
joint_prob = prob * Distribution[(inc*2)+1][i]i 
for (j = OJ j < Bins; ++j) { 

} 

if (result <= Factors[j]) { 
ACRS[j] += joint_probj 
breakj 

} 
if (j == Bins-1) 

ACRS[j] += joint_prob; 

/* FUNCTION: distance 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Calculates the distance an attribute is from the ideal. 

float distance(float term) 
{ 

} 

float resultsi 

results = «1. - term) / 2.); 
return pow(results,P); 

/* FUNCTION: mean 
/* DESCRIPTION: 
/* Determines the mean of a distribution. 

float mean(int value, int prob) 
{ 

unsigned short int ij 
float tempi 

temp = O.j 
for (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) 

temp += Distribution[value][i] * Distribution[prob][i]j 
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return temp; 
} 

1* FUNCTION: var 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Determines the variance ot a distribution. 

double var(int value, int prob, double mean) 
{ 

} 

unsigned short int i; 
double temp; 

temp = 0.; 
tor (i = 0; i < Bins; ++i) 

temp += (pow (Distribution [value] [i],2.0) * Distribution[prob] [i]); 
return (temp - pow(mean.2.0»; 

1* FUNCTION: print_parms 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Prints the input parameters specitied by the user. 

void print_parms() 
{ 

unsigned short int i, j, k, limit; 

limit = 3; 
Out = topen("amstep-r.prm"."w"); 
if (Out == NULL) { 

} 

poscurs(20,26)j 
tprintt(stderr,"ERROR: opening AMSTEP-R.PRM")j 
exit(1) ; 

tprintt (Out, "%s\n" ,Title) ; 
tprintt(Out,"Tax rate y'6.2t\n",Tax_rate*100.); 
fprintt(Out,"Depreciation ACRS Yod years\n",ACRS_type); 
fprintt(Out,"Project Length II); 
for (j = OJ j < limit; ++j) 

tprintt(Out,"%d ",Proj_len[j]); 
tprintt(Out,"\nHonetary Rate II); 
tor (i = 0; i < limit; ++i) { 

tor (j = 0; j < Mon_int[i].points; ++j) 
tprintt(Out,"Y.3d ",Mon_int[i].yr_brk[j])j 

fprintf(Out,l\n"); 
for (j = OJ j < limit; ++j) { 

tor (k = 0; k < Mon_int[i].pointsj ++k) 
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} 

} 

} 

fprintf(Out,"Y,5.2f ",Mon_int[iJ.rate[jJ[kJ)j 
fprintf(Out,"\n")j 

fprintf(Out ,"Nonmonetary Rate II) j 
for (i = OJ i < limitj ++i) { 

} 

for (j = OJ j < Nonmon_int[iJ.pointsj ++j) 
fprintf(Out,"Y,3d ",Nonmon_int[iJ.yr_brk[jJ); 

fprintf(Out,"\n")j 
for (j = 0; j < limit; ++j) { 

} 

for (k = 0; k < Nonmon_int[iJ.pointsj ++k) 
fprintf(Out,"Y,5.2f ",Nonmon_int[iJ.rate[jJ[kJ)j 

fprintf(Out, "\n"); 

for (j = OJ j < Num_attrib.strategicj ++j) 
fprintf (Out, "Y,s \t Y,4.1f\n" ,Str_inp[jJ . attribute,Stcinp[jJ • weight) j 

for (j = 0; j < Num_attrib.tacticalj ++j) 
fprintf(Out,"Y,s \t Y,4.1f\n",Tac_inp[jJ.attribute,Tac_inp[j].weight)j 

fprintf(Out,"Pecuniary Weight Y,4.1f\n",Obj_weight[0])j 
fprintf(Out, "Strategic Weight Y,4. If\n" ,Obj _weight [lJ) : 
fprintf(Out,"Tactical Weight Y.4.1f\n",Obj_weight[2J)j 
fprintf(Out,"NPV min Y,12.2f NPV max Y,12.2f\n",NPV_min,NPV_max)j 
fprintf(Out,"Sample size Y,d ",Sample)j 
fprintf (Out, "Number of bins Y,d\n" ,Bins) j 
fprintf(Out,"Correlation coefficient Y,4.2f ",Corr_coef): 
tclose(Out)j 

1* FUNCTION: print_input 
1* DESCRIPTION: 
1* Prints the input data specified by the user. 

void print_input(unsigned short int alt) 
{ 

unsigned short int i, j, k, 1, limit: 
char filename[14Jj 

limit = 3: 

strcpy(filename,Prefix_name)j 
Out = fopen(strncat(tilename,".inp",4),"w"): 
if (Out == NULL) { 

poscurs(20,20): 
fprintf(stderr,"ERROR: Opening Yes for output",filename)j 
exit(l): 

} 

fprintf(Out,"Yos\n",Alt_title[alt]): 
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fprintf(Out."PECUNIARY"): 
for (i = OJ i < Num_attrib.pecuniarYi ++i) { 

for (j = 0: j < limit: ++j) { 
fprintf(Out. l \n%s".Mon_inp[i].description): 

} 

for (k = OJ k < Mon_inp[i].data[j].points: ++k) 
fprintf(Out. l \t%d".Mon_inp[i].data[j].yr_brk[k]): 

fprintf(Out."\n"): 
for (k = 0: k < limit: ++k) { 

} 

for (1 = 0; 1 < Hon_inp[i].data[j].pointsj ++1) 
fprintf (Out. "\t%15 .2f" .Hon_inp[i] .data[j] .rate [k] [1]); 

fprintf(Out."\n"); 

} 

fprintf(Out."\n\nSTRATEGIC"); 
for (i = 0; i < Num_attrib.strategic; ++i) { 

for (j = 0: j < limit; ++j) { 
fprintf(Out."\n%s ".Str_inp[i].attribute): 
:fprintt(Out,"%4.0f ",Str_inp[i].weight): 

} 

for (k = 0: k < Str_inp[i].data[j].pointsi ++k) 
fprintf(Out, "\t%dlf ,Str_inp[i] .data[j] . yr _brk[k]); 

fprintf(Out."\n"): 
for (k = 0: k < limit; ++k) { 

} 

for (1 = 0: 1 < Str_inp[i].data[j].points; ++1) 
fprintf(Out, "\ty.a .Of" ,Str_inp[i] . data[j] . rate [k] [1]) ; 

fprintf(Out,"\n")j 

} 

fprintf(Out,"\n\nTACTICAL"): 
for (i = 0: i < Num_attrib.tactical: ++i) { 

for (j = OJ j < limit; ++j) { 
fprintf(Out,"\n%s ",Tac_inp[i].attribute)j 
fprintf(Out."%4.0f ",Tac_inp[i].weight); 

} 

for (k = 0: k < Tac_inp[i].data[j].pointsj ++k) 
fprintf(Out ,"\t'!.d" • Tac_inp[i] .data[j] . yr_brk[k]) j 

fprintf(Out. l \n"): 
for (k = OJ k < limit; ++k) { 

} 

for (1 = OJ 1 < Tac_inp[i].data[j].pointsj ++1) 
fprintf(Out, "\t%6.0f", Tac_inp[i] .data[j] .rate[k] [1]) j 

fprintf(Out,"\n")j 

} 

fclose(Out): 
} 
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Appendix J 
Frequency Distributions for Independent 
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Figure J.2: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Manual Alternative 
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Figure J.3: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Manual Alternative 
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Figure J.4: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Semi-Automatic Al
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Figure J .5: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Semi-Automatic Al
ternative 
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Figure J.6: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Semi-Automat.ic Alter
native 
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Figure J.7: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Automatic Alterna
tive 
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Figure J .8: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Automatic Alternative 
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Figure J.9; Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Automatic Alternative 
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Appendix K 
Data for Dependent Risk 

The interest rates used for the dependent case are shown in Table K.1. Cash 

flows are provided in Tables K.2 thru K.4, and qualitative flows in Tables K.5 

thru K.7. 

Table K.1: Interest Rates in Percent 

PARAMETER YEAR/RATE 

monetary rate 1 3 8 
13.00 13.00 14.60 
13.40 13.40 15.40 
13.60 13.60 16.20 

1 3 10 
13.00 13.00 15.00 
13.40 1~.40 15.60 
13.60 13.60 16.20 

1 3 12 
13.00 13.00 15.40 
13.40 13.40 16.00 
13.60 13.60 16·00 

nonmonetary rate 1 3 8 
7.80 7.80 8.50 
7.90 7.90 9.00 
8.00 8.00 9.50 
1 3 10 

7.90 7.90 8.70 
8.00 8.00 9.20 
8.10 8.10 9.70 
1 3 12 

8.00 8.00 9.00 
8.10 8.10 9.50 
8.20 8.20 10.00 
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Table K,2: Manual Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

Labor I 3 6 8 

!Sl14,660

l 

~Sl36,500l !Sl69,260

l 

{,136,
600

1 
1109,200 Sl30,OOO SlOI,200 S130,OOO 
Sl03,140 (U23,500 $153,140 $123,500) 

I 3 7 10 f IIt,600

l 

fl36,500

l 

!Sl69,200

l 

~U36,500l 
1109,200 Sl30,OOO S101,200 Sl30,OOO 
1103,7tO S123,600 U63,ao Sl23,500 

1 3 9 12 
('114,660) (S147,420) (Sl69,260) (Sl36,500) 

~U09,200l ~SHO,400l ~'16I'200l ~Sl3o,OOOl 
$103,740 $133,360 'IS3,ao Sl23,500 

Mainhma.ncc I 3 5 6 r2,I00

l 

r2,310

l 

!*2,541

l 

!*2,796

l 
'2,000 '2,200 $2,420 '2,662 
S1,900 '2,090 '2,299 '2,629 

I 3 S 7 10 

r2'100~ r2,310~ ~'2,S41~ f2,796l !'3,O75

l 
12,000 '2,200 '2,420 '2,062 '2,928 
S1,900 '2,000 \'2,299 $2,629 12,782 

1 t 7 10 12 

{,2,100

l 

!,2,310

l 

!,2,796l !,3,07Sl !$3,075

l 
'2,000 12,200 '2,602 $2,928 '2,028 
tl,900 $2,090 '2,529 '2,782 '2,782 

Tralnlnll I 3 6 8 

('I,SOOl ~S1,984l !,3,O17

l 

~'2'624l 
('1,000 '1,323 12,011 S1,749 

('500 ('661 U,006 ('875 
I 3 S 7 10 

(S1,SOOl i ll ,984

l 

iS2,62tl r3
,HO

l 

!S3,OI9) 
(11,000 U,323 Sl,749 '2,313 '2,O12l 

(.500 ('661 ('87S tl,I57 $1,007 
I t 7 9 12 

ill,SOOl 1$2,281) {'3,t70

l 

{ .. ,S80

l 
t,992l 11,000 S1,S21 l '2,313 $3,069 '2,601 

(.500 (1760 S1,157 S1,530 11,331) 
DOCUhlcnt4tion I 

rS,SOO) 
'5,000) 
",500) 

I 

i·
5

,
5OOl '5,000 

($4,SOO 
I 

~'5,500l 
'5,000 

(U,500) 
SpA(;C I 3 4 7 

!'S,3S0l !*S,350) ~$IO, 700

l 

!S16,050) 
$5,000 .s,OOOl SlO,OOO Sl5,OOOl 
H,050 ",6S0 (S9,300 Sl3,050 

I 3 4 7 
($S,3S0) t,3s01 1'10,700) ~'16'OSO) 
(SS,OOOl S5,OOO Slo,OOO) $1S,OOO) 
(S4,650 ",6S0) ('9,300) $13,OSO) 

I 3 t 7 

!.s,3S0

l 

('5,350) (SlO,700) (116,050) 
15,000 1'5,000) ($10,000) 111s,OOOl 
",650 ",060) ('0,300) $13,9S0 

Rework I 3 6 8 

('86,04°l (U06,26Ol 1'140,070) i U28 ,864l ('n,600 ('02,400 U21,800) • 112,056 
(164,260) (178,540) Sl03,530) ('OS,248 

I t 7 10 
('86,940) 1'IIS,920! (IIS4,560) 1sa2,I9Sl 
(,n,60O l SlOO,800 1S13t,400l $123,648 
(164,280 (18S,680 UU,2tO (SlOS,101 

I t 9 12 

1'86,94°l 1SIIS ,920) i
1l88

,370! 
(U73,300l S75,600 Sloo,80Ol $163,800 (USO,696 

('64,260) ('8S,680 (S139,230 (1128,092 
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Table K.2: Manual Operations Cash Flows - cont'd. 

ATTRIBUTE YEAR{CASH FLOW 

Transpor&aUon I 4 f> 8 
(SiO,700! lSlO,700! lU6,05O) (Sl6,ObOl 
(Sto,OOO Sto,OOO S15,000~ lSl5,000 
('9,300 ('9,300 U3,950 Sl3,950 

I 4 5 8 9 

lIl0,
70O

l lSlO,
70Ol lIl6,OSO! 1116,01'>0) lS2I'400~ 

SlO,OOO SlO,oOO 115,000 S15,000~ '20,000 
(S9,300 (S9,300 $13,950 S13,950 Si8,600) 

I 4 5 8 9 

lSlO,700! !SlO,
7OOl lI16,05O) tI6,05°l 1*21,400) 

Slo,oOO 110,000 U5,OOOl SiI'>,OOO '2o,000l 
('9,300 ('9,300 113,950 113,950 $18,600 

Calh Inflow I 6 8 
t652,800 SI,052,160 S967,987 
t816,000 U,315,200 U,209,9B4 
t979,200 11,578,240 U,451,981 

1 7 10 
t652,800 SI,167,360 SI,073,971 
t816,000 tl,459,200 Sl,342,464 
t979,200 SI,751,040 Sl,610,95( 

1 9 12 
t652,800 U,420,800 SI,307,136 
t816,000 tl,776,000 S1,633,920 
S079,200 '2,131,200 11,960,704 
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Table K,3: Semi-Automatic Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

lnve.imen& a 
r36,000~ '30,000 
'24,000 

0 

r36'000~ '30,000 
'24,000 

a 
('36,000) 
~S3o,000l 
'24,000 

Depr Invea'ment 0 

1'144,0001 
$120,000 
('96,000 

0 

1
$1H

,0001 $120,000 
(196,000 

a 
~UU'OOO! $120,000 

(196,000 
Salvage value 8 

S8,626 
$1,500 
16,376 
10 
'6,325 
'5,500 
14,676 
12 
14,026 
'3,500 
12,9T5 

Labor 1 3 6 8 

{,29T,HO) r320
,320! r388

,960! 1'320,320) 
'270, 4OOl '291,200 $353,600 '291,200) 
'243,360 '262,080 '318,240 '262,080) 

1 3 7 10 

1'207'HO~ r320
,320! 

(S388,960) r320 ,320) 
'270,400 '291,200 ~.353,600l '291,200) 

('243,360 '262,080 S318,240 '262,080) 
1 3 0 12 r297
,HO! 1'

320
,320! 1'388,

9601 1'320,
3201 '270,400 '291,200 '363,600 '291,200 

'243,360 '262,080 S318,240 1262,080 
Maintenance 1 t,m! '6,660 

'5,661 
1 

!'7,
659l '6,660 

'5,661) 
1 

1'
7

,659! S6,660 
('5,661 

Training 1 3 8 
(S30,000) 1122,5001 (U5,000~ 
~'20,000) $15,000 ($10,000 
SIO,OOO) (17,500) ('5,000 

1 3 10 r3O
'000l 

(122,5001 1$16,0001 120,000 ($15,000 110,000 
$10,000 (17,500) (15,000) 

1 3 12 
(130,000) ~'22'600~ ~115'OOO~ 
l'2o,000l $16,000 $10,000 
110,000 (17,500 (15,000 
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Table 1(,3: Semi-Automatic Operations Cash Flows - cont'd 

ATTRIBUTE YEAR/CASH FLOW 

Documen&a&lol1 1 

r3,000~ '2,500 
$2,000 

1 
f'3,000~ 
12,500 

(12,000) 
1 

r3'000~ 12,500 
'2,000 

Spa.ce 1 

r6,688~ '6,250 
'5,813 

1 

t,688~ 
'6,250 
$5,813) 

1 

f' 6 ,6B8 ~ 
'6,250 

('5,813) 
Rework 1 2 8 

1'86,940l 1'85,008) 1'07,
6201 '75,600 '73,920~ '58,800 

'64,200 '62,832 StO,080 
1 8 10 

1'86,
94O

l f'78,246! 1'67,
62O

l '76,600 '68,040 '58,800 
'04,260 ('57,634 $40,980 

1 8 12 

1'86,0(0) 
1'78,

240
1 1'67,

620
1 S75,600~ '68,040 '58,800 

'64,260 S57,B34 $49,960 
Programming 1 3 4 

f' 7S,000) f U5,000l f' 3O,000) 
'50,000) S30,000 '20,000) 

('25,000) ($15,000) ($10,000) 
1 3 4 

('75,000) (U5,000) ('30,000) 

f'5O,000~ f·ao,OOOl f'20,000) 
$25,000 115,000 110,000) 

1 3 4 
('75,000) 

1
U5

,000l ('30,0001 
flSo,OOOl S30,000 f S2O,000 
125,000 115,000 110,000 

Caah Inflow 1 6 B 

'645,120 11,098,240 11,010,381 
$806,400 $1,372,800 '1,262,076 
'967,680 $1,647,360 11,515,571 

1 7 10 
'645,120 11,221,120 11,123,430 
$806,400 11,526,400 11,404,288 
'067,680 $1,831,680 $1,685,146 

1 9 12 
$645,120 11,469,920 11,370,726 
'806,400 11,662,400 $1,713,408 
'967,680 '2,234,880 '2,056,090 
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Table K.4: Automatic Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

In"ocal;ment a 
~'60'000~ '50,000 
$40,000 

a 
reo,OOOl '50,000 
$40,000 

0 
('60,000) 
~'50,000l 
$40,000 

Depr Invelltment 0 

r720,000~ 
'600,000 
U80,000 

a 
~H20,000~ 
'600,000 
1480,000 

a r72O
,000! '600,000 

USO,OOO 
Sal\fAS-c vat ue 8 

UO,OOO 
$40,000 
S3t,OOO 

10 
'3t,500 
'30,000 
'26,500 

12 
$l3,000 
'20,000 
117,000 

Labor 1 3 6 

r400'400~ r331'760~ r331'760~ 
'364,000 '301,600 '301,600 
'327,600 '271,440 '271,440 

1 3 6 

!UOO,400

l 

!'331,760! {'331,
76Ol '364,000 '301,600 '301,600 

'327,600 1271,440 '271,440 
1 3 6 

~UOO'400l !'331,
76O

l !,331,
76O

l $364,000 '301,600 '301,600 
('327,600 '271,440 '271,440 

Maintenance 1 

fU8 ,400l $16,000 
$13,600 

1 
~S18'400) 
us,OOOl 

($13,600 
1 

~S18'400l $16,000 
(113,600 

Training 1 3 4 

('60'000~ ~U5'000~ ~'30,000) 
~S40,000 $30,000 $20,00O~ 
120,000 $15,000 ($10,000 

1 3 4 
('60,000l t 6

,000l {,30,OOO! 
~Uo,OOO '30,000 '20,000 
'20,000 US,OOO) $10,000 

1 3 4 

('60,000l t 6 ,000l {'3o,000l 
(HO,OOO '30,000 '20,000 
('20,000 $15,000) $10,000 
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Table K.4: Automatic Operations Cash Flows - cont'd 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

Documanta.don 1 2 

~S6,000~ ~'3'6001 '&,000 '3,000 
'4,000 '2,400 

1 2 
~'6,000l ~'3,600l 
15,000 '3,000 

(14,000) ('2,400) 
1 2 r6
'000l !'3,

6OO
l '5,000 '3,000 

'4,000 $2,400) 
Space 1 r6

,

688l '6,250 
'5,813 

1 

!S6'688~ '6,250 
'S,813 

1 
f$6,088l 
'6,260 

('S,813) 
Rework 1 Ii 6 8 r86,940) r6

S,20S1 r3S ,018) (133,81O l 
S71i,60Ol IS6,700 t30,4S0) f' 29,400 
'64,260 U8,10S '26,883) '24,990 

1 Ii 6 10 

{'88'940~ ('65,205) {'35,018) r31,153l 
S7s,600 ~'56, 700) 130,4s0l '27,090 
'64,260 '48,195) '26,883 '23,027) 

1 S 6 12 

~'86,940l r6S ,206) f'36,
018l ('31,153 l 

S7S,600 'S6,700) '30,4S0 ('27,090 
('64,260 $48,19S) 125,883 ('23,027) 

Progra.mming 1 2 3 , 
~S76,000) f176,000) f S45 ,000l ~ '30,000l 
'50,000) '50,000) '30,000 '20,000 

(tn,OOO) ('25,000) ($15,000) (SlO,OOO) 
1 2 3 , 

('75,000) (175,000) (146,000) ('30,000) 

(UO,OOOl ('50,000) !'30,000) !S20,OOO) 
('25,000 ('25,000) $15,000) $10,000) 

1 2 3 4 

('75,000l ('75,000) (U5,000l r3O,000) 
~SSO,OOO f·so,OOOI !'30,000 '20,000) 

$25,000 '25,000 $1S,OOO SlO,OOO) 
Caah Inflow 1 6 8 

'622,080 $1,105,920 $1,017,H6 
'777,800 $1,382,400 $1,271,808 
'933,120 $1,658,880 $1,526,170 

1 7 10 
'622,080 $1,221,120 $1,123,430 
'777,600 Sl,S26,400 $1,404,288 
'933,120 Sl,831,680 SI,686,H6 

1 9 12 
'622,080 SI,489,920 11,370,726 
S777,600 Sl,862,400 $1,713,408 
'933,120 '2,234,880 '2,056,090 
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Table K.5: Manual Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEARlgUAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEARlgUAL. FLOW 

Internal Rcla,ions 1 3 6 7 8 O •• I«n 1 
10 .35 .35 .55 ·55 ·5 
15 ·30 ·30 ·50 ·50 0 
20 ·25 ·25 ·45 ·45 5 

I 3 6 7 9 I 
10 ·35 ·35 ·55 .85 ·5 
15 ·30 .30 ·50 ·80 0 
20 .. 25 ·25 ·45 ·75 5 
I 3 e 8 9 1 
10 ·35 ·35 ·55 ·85 ·5 
15 ·30 ·30 ·50 ·BO 0 
20 ·25 ·25 ·45 ·75 5 

MArkol Po.lllon I " 8 Flexibilily I " 5 B 
0 ·20 ·95 .55 ·55 ·95 ·95 

20 0 ·75 .40 ·40 ·BO ·80 
40 20 ·55 .25 .25 ·65 ·65 
1 4 B 10 1 4 5 10 

0 ·20 ·95 ·100 .55 ·55 ·95 ·95 
20 0 ·75 ·85 .40 ·40 ·80 .80 
40 20 .55 ·65 .25 ·25 ·65 ·65 
1 4 8 12 1 4 5 12 

0 ·20 .95 ·100 .55 ·55 ·95 ·95 
20 0 ·75 .90 .40 .40 .BO .80 
40 20 ·55 .70 .25 ·25 ·65 ·65 

Miuion 1 2 B InleS'AlioR 1 B 
10 ·40 ·55 .27 ·72 
15 ·30 ·45 .15 .60 
20 .20 .35 ·3 ·48 
1 2 10 1 10 
10 ·40 ·95 .27 ·92 
15 ·30 ·85 .15 ·80 
20 ·20 .75 ·3 ·68 
1 2 10 1 12 
10 ·40 ·95 .27 ·100 
15 ·30 .85 .15 ·90 
20 ·20 .75 .3 .7B 

O'SARI •• llon 1 Material 1 3 4 B 
·55 19 ·6 ·26 ·46 
.50 25 0 ·20 .40 
·45 31 6 .14 .34 
1 1 3 " 10 
·55 19 ·6 ·26 ·50 
·1'>0 25 0 .~O ·!joO 
·45 31 6 ·14 ·44 
1 1 3 4 12 

.1'>1'> 19 ·6 ·26 ·58 
·50 25 0 ·20 ·50 
·45 31 6 ·14 ·44 

Public Relallo", 1 :2 8 Peuonnel 1 6 8 
13 ·7 .67 27 ·3 ·23 
20 0 ·60 35 5 ·15 
27 7 ·53 43 13 .7 
1 2 10 1 7 10 
13 ·7 ·87 27 ·IB .43 
20 0 ·80 35 ·10 ·35 
27 7 ·73 43 .2 .27 
1 2 11 12 1 9 12 
13 ·7 ·87 ·97 27 .33 ·48 
20 0 ·80 ·90 35 ·25 ·40 
27 7 ·73 .83 43 .17 ·32 

Technolosy 1 Producibilily 1 8 
·100 ·31 ·66 

·90 ·20 .55 
·BO .9 ·44 
1 1 10 

.100 .31 .76 
.90 ·20 ·65 
·60 .9 ·54 
1 1 12 

.100 ·31 ·61 
·90 ·20 ·70 
.BO .9 .59 
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Table K.6: Semi-Automatic Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEAR/gUAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEAR/gUAL. FLOW 

Internal Relation. 1 3 7 D.,lgn 1 
·to 0 35 .5 
.35 6 40 0 
·30 10 45 5 

1 3 7 10 1 
.to 0 35 55 ·5 
·35 6 ~o 60 0 
·30 10 45 66 5 

1 3 7 12 1 
.to 0 35 65 .5 

·35 5 40 70 0 
·30 10 tll 75 5 

MArkel Poshlon 1 ~ 3 8 Floxlblilly 1 5 B 
.10 ·40 .20 15 .35 0 15 
10 ·20 0 35 ·20 15 30 
30 0 20 55 ·15 30 45 
1 2 3 7 10 1 3 10 

.10 .to .20 15 .35 .35 .15 25 
10 ·20 0 35 66 ·20 0 to 

30 0 20 55 75 ·15 15 55 
1 2 3 7 12 1 4 12 

.10 .40 .20 15 to .35 .10 35 

10 ·20 0 35 60 ·20 5 50 
30 0 ~O 55 80 ·15 ~O 65 

Miaaion 1 3 4 6 7 Inlegralion 1 3 B 
20 20 25 25 30 .27 .7 18 
30 30 35 35 to ·15 5 30 
40 40 45 45 50 .3 17 42 
1 3 4 6 10 1 2 10 
20 20 25 25 40 .21 .12 26 
30 30 35 35 50 ·15 0 40 
40 to t5 45 60 .3 12 52 
1 3 4 6 12 1 3 12 
20 20 25 25 60 .21 .7 33 
30 30 35 35 70 ·111 5 45 
40 to 45 45 80 .3 17 57 

Org&nlzalion 1 3 8 MAlorial 1 3 8 

·40 5 35 .16 9 44 

·35 10 to ·10 15 50 

·30 15 45 .4 21 56 

1 3 8 1 3 8 

·40 5 35 .16 9 44 
.35 10 40 .10 15 50 

·30 15 45 ·4 21 56 

1 3 8 1 2 8 

·to 5 35 ·16 9 44 

·35 10 40 .10 15 50 

·30 15 45 .t 21 56 

Public Relations 1 7 Personnel 1 6 8 

18 48 21 31 35 

25 55 35 45 43 

32 62 43 53 51 

1 1 1 7 10 

18 48 27 31 35 

~5 55 35 45 43 

32 62 43 53 51 

1 7 1 9 12 

18 48 27 37 35 

25 55 35 45 43 

32 62 43 53 51 

Technology 1 4 5 Producibilily 1 4 8 

0 20 30 .36 4 34 

10 30 40 .25 15 45 

20 40 50 ·14 26 56 

1 4 5 1 4 10 

0 20 30 .36 4 H 

10 30 40 .25 15 55 

20 40 50 ·14 28 66 

1 4 5 11 12 1 4 12 

0 20 30 45 55 .36 4 54 

10 30 40 50 60 .25 15 65 

20 40 50 55 65 ·14 26 76 
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Table K.7: Automatic Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
AT1'RIBUTE YEARl9UAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEARl9UAL. FLOW 

Siraiesic TAcllcAI 
Internal RelaUOJl8 1 3 OOllsn 1 

·40 0 35 15 
.35 5 40 20 

·30 10 45 25 

1 3 1 10 1 
.40 0 35 55 15 
·35 5 40 00 20 

·30 10 45 65 25 
1 3 1 10 12 1 

.40 0 35 55 65 15 

.35 5 40 60 10 20 
·30 10 45 65 15 25 

M .. rkel POlltion 1 2 3 1 Flexlbility 1 6 8 

.10 .40 ·10 60 -35 ·5 35 15 

10 ·20 10 80 ·20 10 50 90 

30 0 30 100 ·5 25 65 100 

1 2 3 1 1 3 6 8 

.10 .40 .10 60 .35 ·5 35 75 

10 ·20 10 80 ·20 10 50 00 

30 0 30 100 ·5 25 65 100 

1 2 3 1 1 3 0 8 

.10 .40 .10 60 ·35 ·5 35 15 

10 .20 10 80 ·20 10 50 90 

30 0 30 100 .5 25 65 100 

MI .. lon 1 4 6 8 Inle!rAllon 1 3 6 7 8 

30 ~o 70 80 .27 .7 18 43 68 

40 60 80 90 ·15 5 30 55 80 

50 70 90 100 ·3 11 42 61 92 

1 4 6 B 1 3 6 1 8 

30 50 70 80 .27 .7 18 43 08 

40 60 80 90 ·15 5 30 55 80 

50 10 00 100 ·3 11 42 67 02 

1 4 6 8 1 3 5 1 8 

30 50 10 80 .27 .1 18 43 68 

40 6J 80 90 .15 5 30 55 80 

50 10 00 100 ·3 11 42 61 92 

Organi2lAtion 1 3 5 8 Material 1 2 3 6 8 

·40 5 20 80 .16 4 9 39 60 

·35 10 25 86 .10 10 15 45 75 

·30 15 30 90 .4 16 21 51 81 

1 3 5 8 9 1 2 3 6 8 

.40 5 20 80 90 .16 4 9 39 69 

.35 10 25 85 95 .10 10 15 45 n 
·30 15 30 90 100 ·4 16 21 51 81 

1 3 5 8 9 1 2 3 6 8 

·40 5 20 80 90 ·16 4 9 30 60 

.35 10 25 85 95 ·10 10 15 45 75 

-30 15 30 90 100 ·4 16 21 51 81 

Public Relatione 1 4 1 8 Personnel 1 6 8 

38 48 68 18 ·28 H 45 

45 55 75 85 ·20 55 53 

52 62 82 92 ·12 63 61 

1 4 1 8 1 1 10 

38 46 68 18 .28 62 60 

45 55 15 85 .20 70 68 

52 62 82 02 ·12 18 16 

1 4 1 8 1 9 12 

38 48 68 78 .28 00 89 

45 55 15 85 ·20 98 06 

52 62 82 92 ·12 19 11 

Technology 1 3 4 6 Produclbilily 1 2 3 5 8 

25 35 50 70 .46 .36 ·11 69 79 

35 45 60 80 ·35 ·25 0 80 00 

45 55 10 90 ·24 ·14 11 91 100 

1 3 4 6 1 2 3 5 8 

25 35 50 10 .46 .36 ·11 69 79 

35 45 60 80 ·35 ·25 0 80 90 

45 55 10 90 ·24 ·14 11 91 100 

1 3 4 6 1 2 3 5 8 

25 35 50 10 .46 .36 .11 69 79 

35 45 60 80 ·35 ·25 0 80 90 

45 66 10 00 ·24 ·14 11 9J 100 
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Appendix L 
Frequency Distributions for Dependent 

Risk 
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Figure L.l: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Manual Alternative, 
() = 1.0 
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Figure L.2: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Manual Alternative, 
() = 1.0 
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Figure L.3: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Manual Alternative, 
() = 1.0 
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Figure L.4: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Semi-Automatic Al
ternative, () = 1.0 
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Figure L.5: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Semi-Automatic Al
ternative, () = 1.0 
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Figure L.6: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Semi-Automatic Alter
native, () = 1.0 
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Figure L.7: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Automatic Alterna
tive, B = 1.0 
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Figure L.8: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Automatic Alternative, 
B = 1.0 
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Figure L.9: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Automatic Alternative, 
() = 1.0 
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Figure L.lO: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Manual Alternative, 
() = 0.5 
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Figure L.11: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Manual Alternative, 
f) = 0.5 
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Figure L.12: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Manual Alternative, 
() = 0.5 
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Figure L.13: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Semi-Automatic 
Alternative, () = 0.5 
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Figure 1.14: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Semi-Automatic Al
ternative, () = 0.5 
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Figure L.15: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Semi-Automatic Al
ternative, () = 0.5 
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Figure L.16: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Automatic Alterna
tive, () = 0.5 
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Figure L.17: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Automatic Alterna
tive, () = 0.5 
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Figure L.18: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Automatic Alterna
tive, () = 0.5 
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Appendix M 
Case Study Data 

359 

Flitted Simplex-Centroid Model for Six and 
Four Components 

Recall that ank is the weighting factor for the importance of the attributes/el

ements of a Strategic or Tactical objective in the model. The fitted simplex

centroid model for six components for the Strategic objective (n = 2) of the 

current operations is: 

Ycurrent - 68.2a21 + 67.7a22 + 69.1a23 + 68.Ua24 + 67.6a25 + 69.5a26 -



209.00'21 0'220'230'240'25 + 62.50'210'220'230'240'26 -

158.00'210'220'230'250'26 + 15.50'210'220'240'250'26 + 

21.50'210'230'240'250'26 + 157.50'220'230'240'250'26 -

772.80'210'220'230'240'250'26 

360 

The fitted simplex-centroid model for six components for the Strategic objec

tive (n = 2) of the development system is: 

Ydevelopment = 63.20'21 + 62.40'22 + 61.20'23 + 62.40'24 + 61.80'25 + 59.70'26 + 

00'210'22 + 00'210'23 + 00'210'24 + 00'210'25 + 0.20'210'26 + 

0.40'220'23 + 00'220'24 + 00'220'25 + 0.20'220'26 + 00'230'24 + 

00'230'25 + 0.20'230'26 + 00'240'25 + 0.20'240'26 + 0.20'250'26 -

11.10'210'220'23 + 14.10'210'220'24 + 0.9O'21O'22G25 - 0.30'210'220'26 + 

0.90'210'230'24 + 0.90'210'230'25 - 0.30'210'230'26 + 0.90'210'240'25 -

0.30'21 0'24 0'26 - 0.30'210'250'26 - 1.20'220'230'24 + 1.50'220'230'25 + 

0.30'220'230'26 + Oa22O'24O'25 + 1.50'220'240'26 + 1.50'220'250'26 -

00'230'240'25 + 1.50'230'240'26 + 1.50'230'250'26 + 1.50'240'250'26 -

7.60'21 0'220'230'24 - 5.60'21 Q'22O'23O'25 + 8.80'210'220'230'26 -

2.00'210'220'240'25 + 2.40'21 0'2;,)0'240'26 - 10.4O'21O'22(l'2SO'26 + 

2.00'210'230'240'25 + 2.40'21 0'230'240'26 - 10.40'210'230'250'26 -

10.40'210'240'250'26 + 5.20'220'230'240'25 - 5.20'220'230'240'26 -

28.80'220'230'250'26 - 21.20'220'240'250'26 - 21.20'230'240'250'26 -

142.50'210'220'230'240'25 - 143.00'210'220'230'240'26 + 

88.00'210'220'230'250'26 + 243.00'210'220'240'250'26 + 

55.50'210'230'240'250'26 + 316.00'220'230'240'250'26 -
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The fitted simplex-centroid model for six components for the Strategic objec

tive (n = 2) of the full system is: 

Yfu/l = 65.30:'21 + 63.50:'22 + 61.20.~ + 64.90:'24 + 62.70:'25 + 60.8026 + 

00:'210:'22 + 0.60:'21 0 23 + 00:'210:'24 + 0.40:'21025 + 0.60:'210:'26 + 

0.20:'220:'23 + 00:'220:'24 + 00:'220:'25 + 0.20:'220:'26 + 0.60:'230:'24 + 

0.20:'230:'25 + 00:'23026 + 00:'2.,0:'25 + 0.60:'2.,0:'26 + 0.20:'250:'26 -

33.00:'21 0:'220:'23 + 42.9021 0:'220:'24 + 0.60:'210:'220:'25 + 0.30:'210:'220:'26 -

0.90:'210:'230:'24 + 00:'210:'230:'25 + 0.90:'210:'230:'26 - 1.20:'210:'240:'25 + 

00:'21 0 240:'26 + 0.90:'210:'250:'26 + 0.30:'220:'230:'24 - 0.30:'220:'230:'25 + 

0.60:'22 0 230 26 + 00:'220:'240:'25 + 1.20220:'240:'26 + 0.60:'22025026 -

0.60:'230 24025 - 0.90:'230:'240:'26 - 0.30:'230:'250:'26 - 0.30:'2,,0:'250:'26 -

2.00:'21 (\'220230:'24 - 14.80:'210:'220:'230:'25 - 3.20:'21 0:'220:'230:'26 -

7.60:'21 (\'220:'240:'25 - 12.80:'210:'220 240:'26 + 00:'210:'22(\'250:'26 + 

1.20:'210:'230:'240:'25 + 3.60:'210:'230:'240:'26 - 12.40:'210:'230:'250:'26 -

9.60:'210:'2.,0250:'26 - 7.20:'220:'230:'240:'25 - 4.8(\'220:'230:'240:'26 -

2.40:'22 (\'230250:'26 - 18.00:'220:'240:'250:'26 + 6.00:'230 240:'250:'26 + 

197.00:'21 0:'220:'230:'240:'25 + 209.00:'210:'220:'230:'240:'26 + 

117.00:'210:'220:'230:'250:'26 + 87.50:'210:'220 240:'250:'26 + 

76.0(\'210:'230:'240250:'26 + 109.50:'220:'230:'240:'250:'26 -

528.00:'210:'220:'230:'240:'250 26 

The fitted simplex-centroid model for four components for the Tactical objec-



tive (n = 3) of the current operations is: 

Ycurrent = 67.5Ct31 + 67.3Ct32 + 67.1Ct33 + 67.4Ct34 + 

OCt31 Ct32 + OCt31 Ct33 + O. 2Ct31 0 34 + 

OCt32Ct33 + O.2C¥32Ct34 + O.2C¥33C¥34 + 

OC¥31 C¥32C¥33 - 1.2C¥31 Ct32C¥34 + 

O.6C¥31 C¥33 Ct34 - O.3Ct32C¥33Ct34 + 

13.2Ct31 Ct32Ct33Ct34 
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The fitted simplex-centroid model for four components for the Tactical objec

tive (n = 3) of the development system is: 

Ydevelopment = 60.6Ct31 + 60.5Ct32 + 59.0C¥33 + 61.7c¥34 + 

O.2Ct31Ct32 + OCt3lCt33 + O. 2Ct3lCt34 + 

O.2Ct32Ct33 + OCt32Ct34 + O.2Ct33Ct34 + 

1.8Ct31 C¥32C¥33 + O.6C¥3l Ct32C¥34 + 

O.6C¥31C¥33C¥34 + OCt32C¥33C¥34 -

5.6c¥3l C¥32 0 33C¥34 

The fitted simplex-centroid model for four components for the Tactical objec

tive (n = 3) of the full system is: 

Y/ull = 62.1c¥3l + 61.8Ct32 + 60.4Ct33 + 62.7c¥34 + 

O.2Ct3lCt32 + O.2C¥3lCt33 + Oa:l1 Ct34 + 
OCt32C¥33 - O.2Ct32Ct34 + O.2C¥33C¥34 + 

O.6C¥31 Ct32C¥33 + OCt3l Ct32Ct34 + 

O.6Ct3l Ct33Ct34 + 1.8C¥32 Ct33Ct34 -
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M.2 Data for Risk Analysis 

The parameters used in the risk analysis are the same as for the deterministic 

analysis, except for the interest rates. The interest rates used are shown in Ta-

ble M.l. Cash flows are provided in Tables M.2 thru M.4, and qualitative flows in 

Tables M.5 thru M.7. 

Table M.l: Interest Rates in Percent 

PARAMETER YEAR/RATF. 

Mone&ary 1 2 
5.90 5.90 
6.10 6.10 
6.30 6.30 

1 3 5 
5.90 6.1 6.2 
6.10 6.3 6.4 
6.30 6.6 6.6 

1 5 8 
5.90 6.2 6.4 
6.10 6.4 6.6 
6.30 6.6 6.8 

Nonmone'ary 1 2 
5.90 5.90 
6.10 6.10 
6.30 6.30 

1 3 5 
5.90 6.1 6.2 
6.10 6.3 6.4 
6.30 6.5 6.6 

1 6 6 
5.90 6.2 6.4 
6.10 6.4 6.6 
6.30 6.6 6.8 

Table M.2: Current Operations Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE 

Labor 1 

~
U.485'OOO) 
11,350,000) 
11,215,000) 

1 

~
U'485,OOOl 
11,350,000 
11,215,000 

1 
(11,485,000) 
(U,350,OOO) 
(11,215,000) 

YEAR/CASH FLOW 

2 

~
U'485'OOOl 
11,350,000 
11,215,000 

3 

~
I1'485,OOOl 
11,350,000 
$1,215,000 

5 
(11,552,500) 
(11,350,000) 
(11,147,500) 

5 

~
11 '552'500~ 
81,350,000 
11,14T,500 

B 
(11,620,000) 
($1,350,000) 
(11,080,000) 
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Table M,3: Development System Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

Labor 1 2 

lU'188,00O~ lt766'OOO~ 
11,080,000 8676,000 
(8972,000 (8594,000 

1 2 3 

ll1'188'00O~ ~S766'000~ r310,500~ 
U,080,OOO '675,000 8270,000 
(t972,000 tS94,000 t229,600 

1 2 3 
($1,188,000) (t756,000) ('310,500) 
(tl,080,OOO~ ~'675,000~ ~'270,000~ 

($972,000 8594,000 1229,600 
Dcpr Invcetment 0 1 

~S735'OOO~ t'176,000~ 
Hoo,oOO $l,120,OOO 
$665,000 $1 ,064 ,000) 

0 1 

r735,000~ ~Sl'176'000~ 
$700,000 $l,120,000 
8665,000 $1,064,000 

0 1 t735 ,000) fU ,176,000l 
t700,OOO~ $l,120,000 
t665,000 11,064,000 

Maintenance 1 

r21'400~ $20,000 
$l8,600 

1 f21 ,4001 '20,000) 
118,600 

1 

f821'400~ 
'20,000 
U8,600) 

OpcrAl!ng Co.1 1 

ll275~ '250 
('225 
1 

Ism! 1250 
8225 

1 

rm~ $250 
'225 

Nondepr Inve.' 0 1 rH7
,000! r71,OOO) 

'140,000 t70,000) 
U33,000 $63,000) 

0 1 
l'147,000) l$77,OOO! 
'140,000~ $70,000 

(Sla3,000 ('63,000 
0 1 rH7,000) r71

'OOOI '140,000) '70,000 
$l33,000) '63,000 

Setup 1 

1*352,000l 
'320,000 
$288,000 

1 3 4 5 
lI352,000) 1'352,000) 1'55,000) So 

8320,000! 8320,000) '50,000) 80 
($288,000 1288,000) U5,OOO) so 

1 3 4 5 

1$352,0001 1'352,000) 1
8S5

,000l 
So 

8320,000 1320,000! S50,OOO 10 
$288,000 8288,000 146,000 So 
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Table M.4: F\.111 System Cash Flows 

ATTRIBUTE YEARlCASH FLOW 

Labor 1 2 

r891'000~ 1'310,~00~ 
'810,000 '270,000 
1729,000 U29,~00 

1 2 

~'891 ,000l r310,SOO~ 
'810,000 '270,000 
1729,000 '229,500) 

1 2 
(t891,000) (UI0,SOO) 

l'810,OOO~ l'~70,OOO~ 
'729,000 '229,500 

Dcpr Invce&man' 0 1 

t35,OOO~ ~U'I 76,OOO~ 
'700,000 11,120,000 
'60~,OOO) Sl ,00t,000 

0 1 

r73~,OOO~ ~I1'170,000~ 
1700,000 U,120,OOO 
'665,000 Sl,OOt,OOO) 

0 1 

~'73S'OOO~ 111 ,176,000) 
'700,000 U,120,OOO~ 
'665,000 U,064,OOO 

MAinlelfancc 1 

1'2H'OOO~ '200,000 
1186,000 

1 

l'2H,OOOl 
'200,000 

(1186,000 
I 

!'214,OOOl '200,000 
S186,OOO 

Operaling Coat 1 

rml '250 
'22S 
1 

l·275) 
'250~ 

(1125 
1 

t7S~ .250 
'225) 

Nondepr Invcat a 1 

l'H7'000~ ('77,000) 
'140,000 ($70,000) 

(t133,OOO (S63,000) 
0 1 

('H7,000~ lS7T,OOO~ 
l'140,000 $70,000 
U33,000) ('63,000) 

0 1 

~I1H,OOOl r77
'OOOl '140,000 '70,000 

t133,000 '63,000 
S.IUp 1 r352

,OOOl '320,000 
'288,000 

1 3 t 5 

l'352,OOOl lS352,OOO~ ('55,OOOl $0 
'320,000 '320,000 ~'So,OOO $0 

(1288,000 ('288,000) US,OOO so 
1 3 t 5 

1'352,0001 r3S2
'OOOl 1*S5,OOOl '0 

'320,000 '320,000 'SO,OOO '0 
'288,000 '288,000 US,OOO '0 
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Table M.5: Current Operations Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEAR/gUAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEAR/gUAL. FLOW 

In'ernal Relulonlll 1 2 Flexlbilily 1 
-5 -7 5 
0 -2 10 
5 3 15 

1 3 5 1 
-5 -9 -13 5 

0 -4 _B 10 
5 1 -3 15 

1 5 8 1 6 8 
-5 -13 .21 5 5 .5 
0 .8 .16 10 10 
5 .3 ·11 15 16 

Marke' Po.llion 1 Inl_grallon 1 2 
·7 11 8 
0 15 12 
7 19 16 

1 2 3 5 1 3 5 
-1 ·7 ·12 ·30 11 5 5 
0 0 .5 .20 15 9 9 
7 7 2 -10 19 13 13 

1 2 3 8 1 3 6 8 
·7 -7 ·12 -40 11 5 5 2 
0 0 ·5 .30 15 9 9 6 
7 7 2 -20 19 13 13 10 

Mieelon 1 2 Male,lal 1 
·6 ·7 12 
0 -2 15 
5 3 18 

1 5 1 3 5 
·5 ·27 12 12 7 7 
0 .20 15 15 10 10 
5 -13 18 18 13 13 

1 8 1 2 3 6 8 
·5 ·45 12 12 7 7 2 
0 ·35 15 15 10 10 5 
5 -25 18 18 13 13 8 

Orga.nization 1 2 Peuonnel 1 2 
·6 ·12 12 7 

0 .6 15 10 
6 0 18 13 

1 5 1 2 4 5 
-6 .21 12 7 7 2 

0 ·15 15 10 10 5 
6 -9 18 13 13 8 

1 8 1 2 4 8 
.6 .30 12 7 7 0 
0 ·24 15 10 10 3 
6 -18 18 13 13 6 

Public Relallon. 1 
-5 

0 
5 

1 
·5 
0 
5 

1 6 8 
·5 -5 .13 
0 0 .8 
5 5 -3 

Technology 1 
·18 
-10 

-2 
1 2 5 

·18 -IB -24 
.10 -10 -16 

-2 -2 -8 
1 2 8 

·16 ·18 .30 
·10 ·10 .22 

-2 -2 -14 
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Table M.6: Development System Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC TACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEAR/QUAL, FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEAR/qUAL, FLOW 

Interna.l Relatione. 1 2 Floxlbllily 1 2 
-9 -12 5 10 
-4 -2 10 15 
1 8 15 20 

1 2 3 5 1 2 3 
-9 -12 0 13 5 10 25 
-4 -2 5 18 10 15 30 
1 8 10 23 15 20 35 

1 2 3 8 1 2 3 6 8 
-9 -12 0 25 5 10 25 25 30 -. -2 5 30 10 15 30 30 35 
1 8 10 35 15 20 35 35 40 

Ma.rke& Po.ltlon 1 2 InlosrAl!on 1 2 
-2 3 6 8 

5 10 10 12 
12 17 14 16 
1 5 1 2 5 
-2 8 6 8 36 
5 15 10 12 40 

12 22 1~ 16 tt 
1 5 8 1 2 8 
-2 8 13 6 8 46 
5 15 20 10 12 50 

12 22 27 14 16 54 
MI .. lon 1 2 Malorlal 1 2 

0 .:I 12 17 
6 8 15 20 

10 13 18 23 
1 2 4 5 1 3 5 
0 3 20 35 12 37 H 
5 8 25 40 16 40 60 

10 13 30 45 18 43 53 
1 2 4 8 1 3 5 8 

0 3 20 50 12 37 47 57 
5 8 25 55 15 40 50 60 

]0 13 30 60 18 43 53 63 
Orga.llh~a.'ion 1 2 Personnel 1 

·11 -6 7 
·5 0 10 

1 6 13 
1 3 5 1 5 

·11 4 24 7 22 
.5 10 30 10 25 

1 16 36 13 28 
1 3 5 8 1 5 8 

·11 4 24 39 7 22 32 
·5 10 30 45 10 25 35 

1 16 36 51 13 28 38 
Public Relations 1 

5 
10 
15 
1 3 5 
5 10 15 

10 15 20 
15 20 25 
1 3 6 8 

5 10 15 25 
10 15 20 30 
15 20 25 35 

Technology 1 2 
7 10 

15 18 
23 26 
1 2 3 5 

7 10 22 37 
15 18 30 45 
23 26 38 53 
1 2 3 8 

7 10 22 52 
15 18 30 60 
23 26 38 68 
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Table M.7: Full System Qualitative Flows 

STRATEGIC 'l'ACTICAL 
ATTRIBUTE YEARl9UAL. FLOW ATTRIBUTE YEARl9UAL. FLOW 

Internal RelaUond 1 2 FlexlbllllY 1 2 
·17 ·13 0 6 
.12 .8 5 10 
·7 ·3 10 15 
1 5 1 3 4 

·17 0 0 10 25 
.12 5 5 15 30 
·7 10 10 20 35 
1 5 8 1 3 4 5 8 

·17 0 10 0 10 25 25 30 
.12 5 15 5 15 30 30 35 
·7 10 20 10 20 35 35 40 

Markel Posillon 1 2 Inlegra,lon 1 2 
8 6 1 4 

15 13 5 8 
22 20 9 12 
1 5 1 2 5 

8 ·2 1 4 36 
15 5 5 8 40 
22 12 0 12 44 
1 5 8 1 :2 8 
8 ·2 .12 1 4 46 

15 6 ·5 5 8 50 
22 12 2 0 12 54 

Mission 1 2 Molerlal 1 2 
5 10 7 12 

10 15 10 15 
15 20 13 18 
1 4 1 3 5 
5 35 7 27 47 

10 40 10 30 50 
15 45 13 33 f·3 
1 4 5 8 1 3 5 8 

5 35 35 50 7 27 47 57 
10 40 40 55 10 30 50 60 
15 45 45 60 13 33 53 63 

Orga.nization 1 2 Peuonncl 1 2 
.20 .13 12 7 
·It .7 15 10 
·8 ·1 18 13 
1 5 1 3 5 

.20 14 12 7 17 
·14 20 15 10 20 

-8 26 18 13 23 
1 6 8 1 3 8 

.20 14 29 12 7 27 

.14 20 35 15 10 30 
.8 26 41 18 13 33 

Pu blic Relollone 1 
15 
20 
25 
1 5 
15 5 
20 10 
25 15 
1 5 
15 5 5 15 
20 10 10 20 
25 15 15 25 

Technology 1 2 
7 10 

15 18 
23 26 
I 2 3 5 

7 10 22 37 
15 18 30 45 
23 26 38 53 
1 2 3 8 

7 10 22 47 
15 18 30 55 
23 26 38 63 
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Frequency Distributions for Risk Analysis 
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Figure M.l: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Current System 
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Figure M.4: Frequency Distribution of Pecuniary Objective - Development System 
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Figure M.5: Frequency Distribution of Strategic Objective - Development System 
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Figure M.6: Frequency Distribution of Tactical Objective - Development System 
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